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Forward
The Fifth International Conference on Data Analytics (DATA ANALYTICS 2016), held
between October 9 and 13, 2016 in Venice, Italy, continued a series of events related to data
analytics, special mechanisms and features of applying principles of data analytics, application-
oriented analytics, and target-area analytics.
Processing of terabytes to petabytes of data, or incorporating non-structural data and
multi-structured data sources and types require advanced analytics and data science
mechanisms for both raw and partially-processed information. Despite considerable
advancements on high performance, large storage, and high computation power, there are
challenges in identifying, clustering, classifying, and interpreting of a large spectrum of
information.
The event was very competitive in its selection process and very well perceived by the
international scientific and industrial communities. As such, it has attracted excellent
contributions and active participation from all over the world. We were very pleased to receive
a large amount of top quality contributions.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Fundamentals
 Target Analytics
 Sentiment/Opinion Analysis
 Application-oriented Analysis
 Transport and Traffic Analytics in Smart Cities
 Big Data
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the DATA ANALYTICS
2016 technical program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We
also kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to
DATA ANALYTICS 2016. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference
program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the DATA ANALYTICS
2016 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made
this professional meeting a success.
We hope DATA ANALYTICS 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area
of data analytics.
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We also hope that Venice, Italy, provided a pleasant environment during the conference
and everyone saved some time to enjoy the unique charm of the city.
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Abstract—Nowadays, many businesses suffer from duplicate 
records. For instance, information about the same provider, 
customer or product appears in multiple systems and in 
multiple formats across the company and simply does not tally 
from system to system. This situation seriously prevents 
managers to make well informed decisions. In the case of low 
data quality written in Spanish language, the identification and 
correction of problems such as spelling errors with English 
language based coding techniques is not suitable. In this paper, 
we have implemented, modified, and utilized three Spanish 
phonetic coding functions in our prototype called Universal 
Evaluation System of Data Quality (SEUCAD). A Spanish 
phonetic coding based on Soundex algorithm, a Spanish 
Metaphone coding, and a Modified version of the latter were 
utilized to detect duplicate text strings in the presence of 
spelling errors in Spanish. The results were satisfactory, athe 
Spanish phonetic algorithm performed well most of the time, 
demonstrating opportunities for an improved performance of 
Spanish encoding during the record linkage process.  
Keywords-— data mining; data matching; de-duplication; 
record linkage. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The existence of duplicate records has strong 
implications on the use and scope of data. Low data quality 
affects decision making. For instance, the financial industry 
has faced several frauds caused by duplicate data. All 
financial institutions are interested in decreasing the already 
existing number of duplicates and implementing a more 
efficiently data handling in order to avoid future duplicate 
data. In the case of duplicate medical records, when the 
system is unable to find a reliable patient record the risk of 
wrong medical treatment, or over-immunization, is present, 
along with the corresponding cost of unnecessary 
immunizations, or the risk of adverse effects on patients, etc. 
Therefore, there has been a significant research in the area of 
data quality and data matching during the last decade.   
We have developed a prototype called Universal 
Evaluation System of Data Quality (SEUCAD) [1] on the 
basis of the Freely Available Record Linkage System 
(FEBRL) [2].  
We have previously compared, added and improved a 
number of data matching methods. Our prototype allows end 
users to assess density, coverage, completeness [1][3], and 
performs a complete data matching process in order to 
identify duplicate records. However, most of the coding 
algorithms are based on the English language, few 
approaches are oriented to the Spanish language. 
Consequently, the encoding algorithms are not efficient 
enough to detect common errors and misspellings in the 
process of data matching for the improvement of quality of 
data. This problem impacts all the industry projects that are 
related for instance, to data mining, data science, business 
intelligence, and big data for companies where data are 
written in the Spanish language. 
Our research has been lately focused on the 
implementation and enhancement of Spanish encoding 
functions in order to improve the performance of the 
encoding phase during entity resolution when data have been 
written in Spanish language. 
Within our SEUCAD prototype, the Phonex, Soundex, 
and Modified Spanish phonetic functions have been 
previously compared, and our findings published in [3].   
The Spanish phonetic coding was proposed in [4], which 
is an extended Soundex coding, where Spanish characters 
have been added. Besides, we have modified the Spanish 
Phonetic Algorithm so the encryption code is resizable, and 
all white spaces are removed during encoding. The previous 
comparison showed that the modified version of the Spanish 
Phonetic Algorithm had a better performance in terms of 
precision.  
The present document shows the implementation of two 
more Spanish encoding functions: the Spanish Metaphone 
algorithm [5][6], and a second version of such an algorithm, 
which applies the same code to similar sounds derived from 
very common misspellings.  
The record linkage outcomes for these three coding 
functions have been evaluated under a number of different 
scenarios, where the true match status of record pairs was 
known. We have obtained precision, recall, and f-measure 
because they are suitable measures to assess data matching 
quality.  
The present paper is organized as follows: The next 
section briefly explains the data matching process and how it 
has been implemented within SEUCAD. Section III explains 
the phonetic encoding functions proposed from previous 
research, the enhancements we have implemented on some 
of them, along with their role within de process of data 
matching. Section IV presents the experiments carried out, 
and analyses the results. Finally, the last section concludes 
the main topics achieved regarding the performance of the 
encoding functions and the future work to be done. 
1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-510-4
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II. RELATED WORK 
The data matching process is mainly concerned to the 
record comparison among databases in order to determine if 
a pair of records corresponds to the same entity or not [7]. It 
is also called record linkage or de-duplication. In general 
terms, this process consists on the following tasks: 
a) A standardization process [7], which refers to the 
conversion of input data from multiple databases into a 
format that allows correct and efficient record 
correspondence between two data sources. 
b) Phonetic encoding is a type of algorithm that converts 
a string into a code that represents the pronunciation of that 
string. Encoding the phonetic sound of names avoids most 
problems of misspellings or alternate spellings, a very 
common problem on low quality of data sources. 
c) The indexing process aims to reduce those pairs of 
records that are unlikely to correspond to the same real world 
entity and retaining those records that probably would 
correspond in the same block for comparison; consequently, 
reducing the number of record comparisons. The record 
similarity depends on their data types because they can be 
phonetically, numerically or textually similar. Some of the 
methods implemented within our prototype SEUCAD are for 
instance, Soundex [9], Phonex [2], Phonix [2], NYSIIS [10], 
and Double metaphone [5].  
d) Field and record comparison methods provide degrees 
of similarity and define thresholds depending on their 
semantics or data types. In the prototype, the algorithms 
Qgram, Jaro - Winkler Distance [11][12], Longest common 
substring comparison are already implemented. 
e) The classification of pairs of records grouped and 
compared during previous steps is mainly based on the 
similarity values that were already obtained, since it is 
assumed that the more similar two records are, there is more 
probability that these records belong to the same entity of the 
real world. The records are classified into matches, not 
matches or possible matches. 
The SEUCAD prototype was aimed to the development 
of algorithms that reduce the quadratic complexity of the 
naive process of pair-wise comparing each record from one 
database with all records in the other database, and how to 
accurately classify the compared record pairs into matches 
and non-matches considering attributes dependency. 
Nowadays, SEUCAD is able to measure, assess and help 
during the analysis of data quality process [1] under a 
number of open and licensed database management system 
(DBMS), such as Oracle DB, MySQL, IBM DB2, SAP-
Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise, SAP-Sybase IQ, and 
EnterpriseDB PostgreSQL.  
The SEUCAD application extracts the database schema 
directly from the data dictionary and measures the intrinsic 
quality of the data through the following indicators: 
coverage, density, completeness [13]. Since these measures 
are intrinsically computed through SQL queries, the assessed 
granularity levels are at database, table and column where 
applicable as we have done in previous research [14]. 
Furthermore, the prototype implements a specific framework 
for the detection, classification and fusion (cleaning) of 
duplicate records within a number of databases (data 
matching and de- duplication) with no regard of the type of 
data source. 
During the implementation of some data matching 
algorithms, we have realized that the coding functions 
mainly used were on the basis of English language. Such 
algorithms were not suitable for Spanish written data already 
stored in our databases.  Therefore, we were focused on the 
implementation and experimentation of Spanish encoding 
functions in order to improve the performance of the 
encoding phase during entity resolution.  
We have implemented and enhanced two Spanish 
encoding functions in order to improve the performance of 
the encoding phase during entity resolution when data has 
been written in Spanish language, and the corresponding 
results are shown in the present work. 
The aim of the following section is to briefly explain the 
phonetic encoding functions that we have implemented and 
enhanced in order to quantify and compare their performance 
during the record linkage process. 
III. PHONETIC ENCODING PROPOSALS TO COMPARE 
A. Phonetic coding functions 
Phonetic encoding is a type of algorithm that converts a 
string (generally assumed to correspond to a name) into a 
code that represents the pronunciation of that string. 
Encoding the phonetic sound of names avoids most problems 
of misspellings or alternate spellings, a very common 
problem on low quality of data sources. 
B. Spanish phonetic 
The Spanish phonetic coding function compared in the 
present document is a variation of the Soundex algorithm. 
Soundex is a phonetic encoding algorithm developed by 
Robert Russell and Margaret Odell in [9], and patented in 
1918 and 1922. It converts a word in a code [15]. The 
Soundex code is to replace the consonants of a word by a 
number; if necessary zeros are added to the end of the code 
to form a 4-digit code. Soundex choose the classification of 
characters based on the place of articulation of the English 
language.  
The limitations of the Soundex algorithm have been 
extensively documented and have resulted in several 
improvements, but none oriented to the Spanish language. 
Furthermore, the dependence of the initial letter, the 
grouping articulation point of the English language, and the 
four characters coding limit are not efficient to detect 
common misspellings in the Spanish language.  
The Spanish phonetic coding was proposed in [4], it is an 
extended Soundex coding, where Spanish characters have 
been added. In general terms, the algorithm is as follows:  
1. The string is converted to uppercase with no 
consideration of punctuation signs.  
2. The symbols "A, E, I, O, U, H, W" are eliminated 
from the original word. 
3. Assign numbers to the remaining letters according 
to Table 1. 
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TABLE I. SPANISH CODING 
Characters Digit 
P 0 
B, V 1 
F, H 2 
T, D 3 
S, Z, C,X 4 
Y, LL, L 5 
N, Ñ, M 6 
Q, K 7 
G, J 8 
R, RR 9 
We have modified the Spanish Phonetic Algorithm [3] so 
the encryption code is resizable, and all white spaces are 
removed during encoding. This model allows us to analyze 
a larger number of cases where we can have misspellings. 
The modified Spanish phonetic algorithm is called as 
soundex_sp in our SEUCAD prototype. 
C. The Spanish Metaphone Algorithm 
The Metaphone is a phonetic algorithm for indexing 
words by their English sounds when pronounced, it was 
proposed by Lawrence Philips in 1990 [5]. The English 
Double-Metaphone algorithm was implemented by Andrew 
Collins in 2007 who claims no rights to this work. The 
Metaphone port adapted to the Spanish Language is authored 
by Alejandro Mosquera in [6]; we have implemented this 
function and called as Esp_metaphone in our SEUCAD 
prototype. Some of the changes applied in order to adjust to 
the Spanish language are shown in Table II, which considers 
typical cases of the Spanish language with letters such as á, 
é, í, ó, ú, ll, ñ, h. 
TABLE II. SPANISH METAPHONE  
Char Replacement 
 á A 
 ch X 
 C S 
 é E 
 í I 
 ó O 
 ú U 
 ñ NY 
 ü U 
b V 
Z S 
ll Y 
D. Modified Spanish Metaphone coding function 
In Spanish language, there are words such as “obscuro”, 
“oscuro” or “combate”, “convate” that should share the 
same code because even they are written different, their 
sound is similar and the misspelling is common. The second 
version of Esp_metaphone contains the following 
enhancements:  
The Royal Academy of the Spanish Language reviewed 
words that originally were written with “ps” as “psicología”, 
and introduced some changes, because "the truth is that in 
Castilian the initial sound ps is quite violent, so the 
ordinary, both in Spain and in America, it is simply 
pronounced as “sicologia”. Moreover, our language, 
differing French or English, is not greatly concerned with 
preserve the etymological spelling; He prefers the phonetic 
spelling and therefore tends to write as it is pronounced" 
[16]. Words that begin with "ps" can be written and 
pronounced as "s", and are called silent letters; for example, 
words psicólogo and sicólogo. We have added some cases 
to the Spanish Metaphone algorithm in order to consider 
these possible variations in Spanish written words and to 
assign the same code in both cases. Therefore, in case there 
is a word that starts with “ps”, it will be replaced by “s”.  A 
special case with silent letter is presented with words like 
“oscuro” and “obscuro”, where both words have the same 
meaning so that the use of both is correct. In this case both 
its meaning and pronunciation is usually the same. Then, in 
case there is a word that starts with “bs”, it shall be replaced 
by “s”. One case of a common misspelling in Spanish 
language is given with words like ”tambien” and “tanbien” 
were the latter is orthographically wrong, but phonetically is 
very similar to the former, and in case of typos, the letter 
“n” is close to letter “m” in a keyboard. Thus, we have 
decided to replace "mb" by "nb" and assign the same code. 
We have decided to replace "mp" by "np" and assign the 
same code in case of words such as “tampoco” and 
“tanpoco”. The words that begin with “s” followed by a 
consonant are replaced by 'es' such as “scalera” and 
“escalera”. Later all the letters “s” are replaced by “z”. 
Table III shows the additions contained in the Spanish 
Metaphone version 2. 
TABLE III. MODIFIED SPANISH METAPHONE 
Char Replacement 
 mb nb 
mp np 
bs s 
ps z 
 
Table IV shows coding from Metaphone and 
Metaphone_v2, the former is not able to apply the same code 
to words “psiquiatra“, “siquiatra“; “oscuro“, “obscuro“; 
“combate“, “convate“, “conbate“. All these words have the 
same meaning and in order to identify duplicates they should 
have the same code.  
TABLE IV. SPANISH METAPHONE AND SPANISH METAPHONE V2 CODING 
Word Metaphone Metaphone_v2 
Cerilla ZRY ZRY 
Empeorar EMPRR ENPRR 
Embotellar EMVTYR ENVTYR 
Xochimilco XXMLK XXMLK 
Psiquiatra PSKTR ZKTR 
siquiatra SKTR ZKTR 
Obscuro OVSKR OZKR 
Oscuro OSKR OZKR 
Combate KMBT KNVT 
Convate KNVT KNVT 
Conbate KNBT KNVT 
Comportar KMPRTR KNPRTR 
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Conportar KNPRTR KNPRTR 
Zapato ZPT ZPT 
Sapato SPT ZPT 
Escalera ESKLR EZKLR 
scalera ESKLR EZKLR 
 
     In the case of code generated by Metaphone_v2 the code 
is the same, although there are not identical texts because of 
spelling mistakes but same meaning. 
    The three coding functions we have explained in this 
section are meant to increase the similarity between the 
words written and the sound they represent in Spanish 
language in order to avoid common Spanish misspelling and 
errors and enhance the performance of the following steps 
during the data matching process. For instance, the level of 
similarity obtained among two words should be increased 
even in the case of a word was written as “siquiatra” rather 
than “psiquiatra”.  
    The following section is concerned with the set of 
experiments we have carried out in order to identify how the 
coding functions we have implemented within SEUCAD 
can help to data matching with data written in Spanish 
language 
IV. EXPERIMENTS 
We have developed and executed a set of experiments for 
the record linkage process through four scenarios, each 
scenario containing a different data-source. In this Section 
we will explain a) how the quality of the data matching 
process will be computed ;b) the configuration of all the 
record linkage process; c) the characteristics of each data-
source according to each scenario; and c) the analysis of the 
outcomes from each scenario. 
These experiments are aimed to identify for each data-set 
which encoding function has the best performance. The 
performance of the record linkage process is measured in 
terms of how many of the classified matches correspond to 
true real-world entities, while matching completeness is 
concerned with how many of the real-world entities that 
appear in both databases were correctly matched [7][8]. Each 
of the record pair corresponds to one of the following 
categories: True positives (TP). These are the record pairs 
that have been classified as matches and are true matches. 
These are the pairs where both records refer to the same 
entity. False positives (FP). These are the record pairs that 
have been classified as matches, but they are not true 
matches. The two records in these pairs refer to two different 
entities. The classifier has made a wrong decision with these 
record pairs. These pairs are also known as false matches. 
True negative (TN). These are the record pairs that have 
been classified as non-matches, and they are true non-
matches. The two records in pairs in this category do refer to 
two different real-world entities. False negatives FN). These 
are the record pairs that have been classified as non-matches, 
but they are actually true matches. The two records in these 
pairs refer to the same entity. The classifier has made a 
wrong decision with these record pairs. These pairs are also 
known as false non-matches. Precision calculates the 
proportion of how many of the classified matches (TP + FP) 
have been correctly classified as true matches (TP). It thus 
measures how precise a classifier is in classifying true 
matches [9]. Precision is calculated as TP/(TP+FP). Recall 
measures how many of the actual true matching record pairs 
have been correctly classified as matches [9]. It is calculated 
as: recall= TP/(TP+FN). F-measure is a measure that 
combines precision and recall is the harmonic mean of 
precision and recall. Thus, is calculated as 
2TP/(2TP+FP+FN).  
An ideal outcome of a data matching project is to 
correctly classify as many of the true matches as true 
positives, while keeping both the number of false positives 
and false negatives small. Based on the number of true 
positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and 
false negatives (FN), different quality measures can be 
calculated. However, most classification techniques require 
one or several parameters that can be modified and 
depending upon the values of such parameters, a classifier 
will have a different performance leading a different 
numbers of false positives and negatives.  
For each data source, the number of total records, the 
number of duplicated records, the maximum number of 
duplicated record for an original record, the maximum 
number of changed fields per item, and the maximum 
number of record modifications were considered as 
independent variables. The dependent variables will be the 
amount of matches, non-matches and possible matches. The 
quality of the data matching process will be obtained from 
precision, f-measure, and all the metrics we have already 
mentioned in this Section. The control variables (also known 
as constant variables) will correspond to the indexing, 
comparison and classification steps within the data matching 
process because the experiments are aimed to identify which 
coding function will perform the best.  All the data sources 
presented a uniform probability distribution for duplicates. 
Fig. 1 shows the structure and sample source data utilized for 
experimentation. 
 
The configuration of indexing, comparison and 
classification for all scenarios has been the same and 
repeated for each encoding function (Esp-Metaphone, 
Esp_metaphone_v2 and Soundex_sp). Such configuration is 
presented as follows: 
 
Figure 1. Sample of data source 
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1. Indexing: Fields that form the record require to be 
encoded and indexed in order to avoid a large number of 
comparisons between records whose fields are not even 
similar. During the coding phase, we have executed for each 
experiment one of the coding functions:  esp-metaphone, 
esp_metaphone_v2 or soundex_sp. In order to execute the 
indexing step, we have chosen ”Blocking index” as indexing 
method based on fields: “nombre”, ”apellido paterno”, 
”apellido materno”, ”calle”. Fig. 2 shows the configuration 
utilized for indexing and encoding methods.  
 
2. Comparison: Once records have been ordered and grouped 
in terms of the previous fields specified. Each encoded field 
will be compared.  In order to obtain quality measures during 
the comparison step, we have chosen an exact function “Str-
Exact”, which requires an exact match on strings compared. 
This function will be used with the fields named as 
“nombre”, ”apellido paterno”, ”apellido materno”, ”calle”. 
Fig. 3 shows the comparison specification for the 
experiments. 
 
3. Classification: In the case of pairs of record classification, 
we have selected the Optimal Threshold method, with a 
minimized false method of Positives and negatives, and a 
bin width of 40 for the range of values to be considered for 
the output graphic. Fig. 4 shows the classification 
configuration for the experiments. 
The following scenarios are presented in order to show 
the performance of the encoding functions. The 
corresponding tables show the values of true positives, false 
positives, precision computed as TP/(TP+FP), and F-
measure computed as 2TP/(2TP+FP+FN). The value of false 
negatives was 0 in all scenarios and encoding functions. 
A. Scenario 1 
The first file was generated with a total length of 1000 
records, 100 duplicated records, one duplicated record for an 
original record as maximum, one change field per item as 
maximum, one maximum record modification, with a 
uniform probability distribution for duplicates. The quality 
metrics obtained for each encoding method are presented in 
Table V. 
TABLE V QUALITY METRICS FOR SCENARIO I 
Encode 
Method 
Total  
Classif. 
TP 
 
FP 
 
Precision 
 
F-measure 
 
Metaphone_sp 68 65 3 0.95588 0.977443 
Metaphone_v2 69 66 3 0.95652 0.977777 
Soundex_sp 76 73 3 0.96052 0.979865 
According to the outcomes obtained from the first scenario, 
we can observe that in the case of the Modified Spanish 
coding function (soundex_sp), there were 76 record pairs 
classified, with 73 duplicated record pairs as true positives 
and 3 record pairs as false positives. Therefore, this method 
was more precise with 96% than the rest of the functions. 
B. Scenario II 
The second data source contained a total length of 5000 
records, 500 duplicated records, one duplicated record for an 
original record as maximum, one change field per item as 
maximum, one maximum registry modification, with a 
uniform probability distribution for duplicates. The quality 
metrics obtained for each encoding method are presented in 
Table VI. 
TABLE VI QUALITY METRICS FOR SCENARIO II 
Encode 
Method 
Total  
Classif. 
TP 
 
FP 
 
Precision 
 
F-measure 
 
Metaphone_sp 320 319 1 0.9968 0.9984 
Metaphone_v2 341 340 1 0.99706 0.99853 
soundex_sp 353 352 1 0.99716 0.99581 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparison by String Exact method 
Figure 2. Indexing and encoding configuration 
 
Figure 4. Classification by Optimal Threshold 
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From Table VI we can observe that the Modified 
Spanish function classified 353 record pairs, with 352 
duplicated record pairs as true positives and 1 record pair 
mistakenly classified as true match, corresponding then as 
one false positive. Therefore, this method was 99.7% 
precise, with more records classified than the Metaphone_sp 
and Methaphone_v2 with 320 and 341 records classified 
respectively. 
C. Scenario III 
The third data source contained a total length of 10000 
records, 5000 duplicated records, one duplicated record for 
an original record as maximum, one change field per item as 
maximum, one maximum registry modifications, with a 
uniform probability distribution for duplicates. 
The process of record linkage under this scenario 
showed that the Modified Spanish coding function classified 
3622 record pairs out of a total of 5000 potentially to detect, 
with 3620 duplicated record pairs as true positives and 2 
record pairs mistakenly classified as true match. Therefore, 
this method was 99.94% precise. The Metaphone_sp and 
Methaphone_v2 phonetic functions obtained less records 
classified and more false positives than Spanish soundex 
function. The quality metrics obtained for each encoding 
method are presented in Table VII. 
TABLE VII QUALITY METRICS FOR SCENARIO III  
Encode 
Method 
Total  
Classif. 
TP 
 
FP 
 
Precision 
 
F-measure 
 
Metaphone_sp 3333 3324 9 0.997299 0.9986 
Metaphone_v2 3489 3480 9 0.99742 0.9987 
Soundex_sp 3622 3620 2 0.99944 0.9997 
D. Scenario IV 
The fourth file has a total length of 1000 records, 100 
duplicated records, one duplicated record for an original 
record as maximum, two changed fields per item as 
maximum, three maximum registry modifications, with a 
uniform probability distribution for duplicates. 
The Modified Spanish coding function, allowed that 964 
record pairs could be classified, the total number of 
duplicates was actually 2500 records. However, this method 
did not present any false positive. The rest of the phonetic 
algorithms were 99% precise with two false positives, but 
the number of classified records was lower than those with 
Soundex_sp. The outcomes obtained for each encoding 
method under scenario IV are presented in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII QUALITY METRICS FOR SCENARIO IV 
Encode 
Method 
Total  
Classif. 
TP 
 
FP 
 
Precision 
 
F-measure 
 
Metaphone_sp 812 810 2 0.997536 0.99876 
Metaphone_v2 884 882 2 0.99773 0.99886 
Soundex_sp 964 964 0 1 1 
E. Analysis of Outcomes 
According to the outcomes shown in previous section, 
we can observe that the Modified Spanish Phonetic 
algorithm was always more precise than the rest of the 
algorithms. Therefore, the Modified Spanish-Phonetic 
algorithm allows a higher proportion of how many of the 
classified matches (TP+FP) have been correctly classified as 
true matches.  The Spanish phonetic algorithm allows a 
greater number of similarities than the remaining algorithms 
in all cases, because is more effective codifying Spanish 
words.  The Spanish phonetic algorithm achieved a slightly 
higher f-measure than the two versions of the Spanish 
Metaphone algorithm.  
The graphics presented in this section, have been 
generated according to the variation of the coding function 
in order to observe the behavior of the algorithms. The 
precision obtained from each encode method for all the 
scenarios have been compared, graphed and shown in Fig. 5 
shows the trend of the contribution of each encoding method 
to the precision of the classification. As we can observe, the 
Spanish coding function was above the Metaphone base 
coding algorithms. 
 
Fig. 6 shows the trend of the contribution of each encoding 
method to the completeness of the classification. In other 
words, the proportion of record pairs classified against the 
entire number of duplicates per scenario.  
 
 
Figure 6. Completeness for each coding function per scenario 
Figure 5. Precision of each encode function 
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According to the outcomes shown in previous section, 
we can observe that the Modified Spanish Phonetic 
algorithm was always more precise than the two versions of 
Metaphone. Therefore, the Modified Spanish-Phonetic 
algorithm allows a higher proportion of true matches. The 
Spanish phonetic algorithm allows a total similarity greater 
than the remaining algorithms in all cases, because is more 
effective codifying Spanish words.  
The Spanish phonetic algorithm achieved a slightly 
higher f-measure than the rest. 
     As we can observe from Fig. 6, the Spanish phonetic 
algorithm obtained a larger number of pairs of records 
classified than the rest of the phonetic algorithms. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The problem of detection and classification of duplicate 
records the integration of disparate data sources affects 
business competitiveness. A number of encoding, 
comparison and classification methods have been utilized 
until now, but there still some work to do in terms of 
effectiveness and performance. 
   The present work has evaluated the record linkage 
outcomes under a number of different scenarios, where the 
true match status of record pairs was known. We have 
obtained precision, recall, and f-measure because they are 
suitable measures to assess data matching quality. 
     The Modified Spanish Soundex function presented a 
better performance than the rest of the phonetic functions 
during most of the experiments. However, it takes the 
longest execution time with a difference of some 
milliseconds. It is important to be aware that the 
performance of a de-duplication system or technique is 
dependent on the type and the characteristics of the involved 
data sets, having good domain knowledge is relevant in 
order to achieve good matching or deduplication results. 
     We have previously concluded in [3] that the Modified 
Spanish Phonetic algorithm was always more precise and 
complete than Soundex y Phonex. Under a new set of 
experiments we have carried out against a Spanish version 
of the Metaphone algorithm and an enhanced version of the 
Spanish Metaphone, the Modified Spanish Phonetic 
algorithm still having the best performance in terms of 
precision in the majority of the cases we have experimented 
during the present research. However, the precision 
presented for the three Spanish coding functions varies 
slightly as we have utilized a String exact comparison 
function, the experimentation with different comparison 
functions that provide different levels of similarity might 
give more information regarding encoding effectiveness.     
We will also focus on performance in terms of massive data 
processing and its corresponding response time, these 
elements might give us a better criteria in order to identify 
the best encoding function. 
     The proposed framework may also be developed and 
extended to other languages as part of future work. 
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Abstract—Coronal mass ejections are colossal bursts of magnetic
field and plasma from the Sun. These eruptions can have
disastrous effects on Earth’s telecommunication systems and
power grid infrastructures costing millions of dollars in damages.
Hence, it is imperative to construct intelligent predictive processes
to determine whether an incoming coronal mass ejection will
produce devastating impacts on Earth. One such process, called
“stacked generalization,” is an ensemble strategy that incorpo-
rates the predictions from a diverse set of models (base-learners)
by using them as inputs for another model (a meta-learner). The
goal of this meta-learner is to deduce information about the biases
from the base-learners and improve generalization to make more
accurate predictions. In this work, 30 models are chosen from
the R package caret to serve as base-learners in order to predict
a geomagnetic storm index value associated for 2,811 coronal
mass ejection events that occurred between 1996 and 2014. Two
meta-learners are explored: 1) standard linear regression 2) non-
negative elastic net regression. Results show that for this dataset,
stacked generalization with the latter meta-learner produces the
lowest error and performs significantly better than any of the
base-learners executed individually. Not only does non-negative
elastic net regression have predictive advantages, but it provides
sparser solutions and more reliable inferences at the meta-
level compared to linear regression. This, in turn, encourages
the idea of parsimony and consequently, improves the overall
generalization behavior of this technique.
Keywords–geomagnetic storms; stacked generalization; regular-
ization; predictive modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are massive explosions of
magnetic field and plasma components from the Sun (shown
in Fig. 1). Typically, a CME travels at speeds between 400
and 1,000 kilometers per second [1] resulting in an arrival
time of approximately one to four days [2]; however, they
can move as slowly as 100 kilometers per second or as
quickly as 3,000 kilometers per second (or around 6.7 million
miles per hour) [3]. These phenomena can contain a mass
of solar material exceeding 1013 kilograms (or approximately
22 trillion pounds) [4] and can explode with the force of a
billion hydrogen bombs [5]. Naturally, CME events are often
associated with solar activity such as sunspots [3]. During the
solar minimum of the 11 year solar cycle (the period of time
where the Sun has fewer sunspots and hence, weaker magnetic
fields), CME events occur about once a day. During a solar
maximum, this daily estimate increases to four or five. One
plausible theory for these incidents taking place involves the
Sun needing to release energy. As more sunspots develop,
more coronal magnetic field structures become entangled;
therefore, more energy is required to control the volatility
and convulsion. Once the energy surpasses a certain level,
it becomes beneficial for the Sun to release these complex
magnetic structures [1]. When this force approaches Earth, it
Figure 1. LASCO coronagraph images [3], courtesy of the NASA/ESA
SOHO mission.
collides with the magnetosphere. The magnetosphere is the
area encompassing Earth’s magnetic field and serves as the
line of defense against solar winds. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) describes this event as
“the appearance of water flowing around a rock in a stream”
[6] as shown in Fig. 2. After the solar winds compress Earth’s
Figure 2. Rendering of Earth’s magnetosphere interacting with the solar wind
from the Sun [7], courtesy of the NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.
magnetic field on the day side (the side facing the sun), they
travel along the elongated magnetosphere into Earth’s dark side
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(the side opposite of the Sun). The electrons are accelerated
and energized in the tails of the magnetosphere. They filter
down to the Polar Regions and clash with atmospheric gases
causing geomagnetic storms. This energy transfer emits the
brilliance known as the Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights,
and the Aurora Australis, or Southern Lights, which can be
seen near the poles.
While mainly responsible for the illustrious Northern
Lights, geomagnetic storms have the potential to cause cata-
clysmic damage to Earth. Normally, the magnetic field is able
to deflect most of the incoming plasma particles from the Sun.
However, when a CME contains a strong southward-directed
magnetic field component (Bz), energy is transferred from
the CME’s magnetic field to Earth’s through a process called
magnetic reconnection [8][9][10] (as cited in [11]). Magnetic
reconnection leads to an injection of plasma particles in Earth’s
geomagnetic field and a reduction of the magnetosphere to-
wards the equator [1]. Consequently, more energy is amassed
in the upper atmosphere, particularly at the poles. Moreover,
this energy is impressed upon power transformers causing
an acute over-saturation and inducing black-outs via geomag-
netically induced currents (GICs) [12]. Some other residuals
of this over-accumulation of energy include the corrosion of
pipelines, deteriorations of radio and GPS communications,
radiation hazards in higher latitudes, damages to spacecrafts,
and deficiencies in solar arrays [13]. These ramifications pose
a significant threat to global telecommunications and electri-
cal power infrastructures as CMEs continue to be launched
towards Earth [14]. From a business perspective, risk factor
mitigation is an absolute necessity within the global business
environment [15]. This can be accomplished using advanced
analytical techniques on data collected about these phenomena.
The subsequent sections of this work read as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly introduces some previous studies on predicting
geomagnetic storms. Section 3 provides introductory detail
about the basics of the methodology used, the dataset studied,
and the experimental strategy. Section 4 displays and discusses
the results. Section 5 concludes with a summary and postulates
areas for future work.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A. Predicting Dangerous CMEs
CMEs present an ever-increasing threat to Earth as society
becomes more dependent on technology, such as satellites
and telecommunication operations. Nevertheless, because of
this increase in technology, more data has been collected
about these acts and solar wind in general. This, in turn,
has allowed for empirical models to be developed. Burton,
McPherron, and Russell [16] presented an algorithm to predict
the disturbance storm index (DST) value [17] based on solar
wind and interplanetary magnetic field parameters. The DST
value is a popular metric to assess geomagnetic activity.
Expressed in nanoteslas (nT) and recorded every hour from
observatories around the world, it measures the depression of
the equatorial geomagnetic field, or horizontal component of
the magnetic field; thus, the smaller the value of the DST,
the more significant the disturbance of the magnetic field
[1]. Many researchers have used this information for building
forecasting models to predict geomagnetic storms [18][19].
However, many of these systems only use in-situ data,
or data that can only be measured close to Earth. To im-
prove prediction, studies have included data from both initial
CME observations and the near-Earth solar wind condition
[20][21][22], especially considering CMEs remain the source
of major geomagnetic disturbances [23][24][25] (as cited in
[26]). These have ranged from using logistic regression [21]
to neural networks [27][28] to make predictions based on this
combination of data. Aside from the work by Dryer et al.
[20], which used an ensemble of four physics-based models
to predict shock arrival times, the idea of using ensembles of
models has not been very prevalent in the literature. Stacked
generalization is a type of ensemble that uses the individual
predictions from a set of base models as inputs for another
model to make a final prediction. This strategy has been the
backbone of successful schemes in areas such as predicting
financial fraud [29], bankruptcy [30], and user ratings in the
famous Netflix Prize competition [31]. Therefore, leveraging
more advanced ensemble frameworks for predictive modeling
has the opportunity to increase accuracy in this field.
B. Stacked Generalization
The idea of stacked generalization was originally proposed
by David Wolpert [32]. It can be simplified in the following
way:
• Construct a dataset consisting of predictions from a
set of level 0 (or base) learners using a training and a
test set. Refer to this as the metadata, MD.
• Generate a level 1 (or meta) learner that utilizes the
predictions made at the previous level as inputs. That
is, train the meta-learner on MD as opposed to the
original training data.
Often times, the predictions from the base-learners are de-
termined via k-fold cross-validation [33]. Define the dataset
S = {(yi,xi), i = 1, ..., n} where xi is a vector of predictor
variables and yi is the corresponding response value for the ith
observation. Specifically, split the dataset S into k near equal
and disjoint sets such that S1, S2, ..., Sk. Let S−k = S − Sk
and Sk be the training and test sets, respectively. Execute the
base-learner on the first S−k parts and produce a prediction for
the held-out part Sk. Repeat this procedure until each subset
of S has been used as a test set. Extract all the hold-out
predictions to create MD. Because generating the metadata
is an independent process across each base-learner, it can be
parallelized for faster computation. That is, each base-learner
can be trained at the same time. This is key as time plays a
pivotal role in geomagnetic storm prediction [22].
The meta-learner’s purpose is to gain information about
the generalization behavior of each learner trained at the
base-level. Popular choices for meta-learners have been linear
models [34], especially those with a non-negativity constraint
on the estimated coefficients in regression type problems
[35][33]. While this ensemble strategy leverages the strengths
and weaknesses of the base-learners, it can be prone to over-
fitting [36]. Therefore, in order to combat this issue, employing
regularized linear methods can perform better than their non-
regularized counterparts. Reid and Grudic [37] experimented
with three regularization penalties: ridge [38], lasso [39]],
and elastic net [40]. The authors showed that using stacked
generalization with ridge regression as the meta-learner per-
forms well on multi-class datasets. Their findings make sense
given the advantages of ridge regression for highly correlated
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data [38], a natural consequence of well-tuned base-learner
predictions. In addition, they commented that using the lasso
and elastic net penalties can promote sparse solutions that can
reduce the size of the ensemble at the meta-level. Pruning the
size of an ensemble model has been explored in other works
[41][42][43]. It can lead to better generalization and promote
the necessary diversity in the base-learner predictions, or the
ensemble members [32].
C. Review of Ridge, Lasso, and Elastic Net
Recall the ordinary least squares (OLS) solution for the
coefficients in linear regression [44]:
βˆols = (X ′X)−1X ′Y (1)
where X is the predictor matrix of dimension n × (p + 1)
and Y is the vector of outcomes of dimension n × 1 for n
observations and p predictor variables. In particular,
X =

1 x11 x12 . . . x1p
1 x21 x22 . . . x2p
1
...
...
. . .
...
1 xn1 xn2 . . . xnp
 Y =

y1
y2
...
yn

Alternatively, equation (1) can be written as
βˆols = argmin
β
n∑
i=1
(yi − β0 −
p∑
j=1
xijβj)
2 (2)
When multicollinearity exists in the predictor matrix X ,
estimates for β can become erratic and demonstrate a large
amount of variability. Large positive values of β cancel out
with equally large negative values which cause issues for
meaningfully interpreting the coefficients [38] [44]. This stems
from the predictor matrix X ′X being nearly singular. Hoerl
and Kennard [38] showed that a smaller mean square error can
be achieved through the use of adding a positive constant λ to
the diagonal of the predictor matrix
βˆridge = (X ′X + λI)−1X ′Y (3)
such that I is a p× p identity matrix. This makes the solution
invertible even if the predictor matrix is not full rank. Hastie,
Tibshirani, and Friedman [44] defined ridge regression as a
shrinkage method which can be expressed as an optimization
problem
minimize
β
{
n∑
i=1
(yi − β0 −
p∑
j=1
xijβj)
2
}
subject to
p∑
j=1
β2j ≤ t, t ≥ 0
(4)
such that t controls the amount of shrinkage, or penalty, to
introduce.
The ability of ridge regression to effectively penalize the
coefficients in a continuous fashion mitigates the unstable
behavior of the coefficients in the presence of multicollinearity.
However, this penalty only shrinks the coefficients towards
zero; hence, no variable selection is taking place. Tibshirani
[39] posited lasso which imposes the following formulation:
minimize
β
{
n∑
i=1
(yi − β0 −
p∑
j=1
xijβj)
2
}
subject to
p∑
j=1
|βj | ≤ t, t ≥ 0
(5)
This constraint allows for some of the coefficients to shrink
completely to zero for a sufficiently small t. While this has
become a wildly popular technique due to its sparse nature,
it can have some drawbacks. For instance, it may only select
one predictor variable from a highly correlated group. Hence,
Zou and Hastie [40] offered the elastic net penalty
minimize
β
{
n∑
i=1
(yi − β0 −
p∑
j=1
xijβj)
2
}
subject to
p∑
j=1
((1− α)β2j + α|βj |) ≤ t, t ≥ 0
(6)
which is a convex combination of both ridge and lasso penal-
ties. Note that when α = 0 this reduces to the ridge penalty
while α = 1 is equivalent to lasso. Thus, the elastic net can
shrink coefficients to exactly zero while also handling groups
of correlated predictor variables.
D. A Suitable Meta-learner
As noted before, it has been shown that a non-negative
constrained linear model performs well in stacked gener-
alization for regression tasks. Given the popularity of the
penalty functions mentioned in the previous section, a natural
extension is to implement a meta-learner that combines these
constraints into one model. Recently, Mandal and Ma [45]
proposed an efficient multiplicative iterative path algorithm to
estimate the entire regularization path for a variety of non-
negative generalized linear models with ridge, lasso, and elastic
net penalties. Therefore, to capitalize on the results of previous
works, this work institutes a regularized linear model with
a non-negativity constraint as the meta-learner. That is, with
the elastic net Gaussian objective function [46], the following
optimization problem is formed:
minimize
(β0,β)∈Rp+1
{
1
2n
n∑
i=1
(yi − β0 − x′iβ)2
+ λ
[ (1− α)
2
||β||22 + α||β||1
]}
subject to β, λ ≥ 0, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
(7)
In this case, λ has a one-to-one correspondence with t
and is considered the shrinkage parameter. By regularizing the
coefficients with both a non-negativity constraint and a penalty
function, sparse solutions may be realized, even in the presence
of high correlation. This meta-learner will be referred to as the
non-negative elastic net (NNEN). For comparison, standard
linear regression will also be implemented at the meta-level.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. Data
Four sources are considered to construct the experimental
dataset: near-Earth CME information provided by Richardson
and Cane [47] [48], OMNI 2 hourly averaged solar wind data
at one AU from the Coordinated Data Analysis (Workshop)
Web [49], CME measurements given by the Large Angle and
Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) located on the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite [50], and some
Sun characteristics recorded by NOAA [51]. These data are
combined so that each CME has been assigned interplanetary
variable values (such as Bz) prior to the DST minimum during
a predicted area of effect on Earth. Establishing these values
before the DST minimum gives a lead time prior to the climax
of the geomagnetic storms and allows for a more realistic
prediction scenario. Also included are the initial measurements
about the speed and size of a CME at the time of ejection from
the Sun and daily Sun characteristics on the day of ejection.
After filtering out missing values and some unnecessary rows,
a dataset composed of 2,811 CME events from 1996 to 2014
with 28 predictor variables is ready for analysis.
B. Implementation
1) Experimental Set-up: The analysis is performed in the
R environment version 3.2.5 [52], mainly by using the caret
(Classification And REgression Training) package [53]. This
package allows for a streamlined user interface for applying
various sets of predictive models from different packages. It
has options to perform several resampling techniques to tune
model parameters and create visualizations of model perfor-
mance. The stacked generalization framework is constructed
using models from this package. The amount of parameter
tuning for all models is assigned at caret’s default value with
the final parameter combinations determined by those which
deliver the lowest root mean square error (RMSE).
The RMSE is calculated from an average of ten repeats
of 10-fold (10× 10) nested cross-validation to ensure a good
estimation of error in the presence of parameter tuning [54].
Furthermore, significance tests between the meta-learner and
the individual base-learners are conducted on the population
of RMSEs (100 estimates from the 10 × 10 nested cross-
validation) using the corrected repeated k-fold cross-validation
test [55]. It is important to test for significant differences to
investigate if the extra computation of stacked generalization is
worth the effort compared to simply using the best performing
model [56]. All base-learners and meta-learners are trained
over the same folds with the only difference being that the
meta-learners use MD as its inputs instead of the CME predic-
tor variables. MD is generated using 10-fold cross-validation
[34]. Note that this cross-validation is separate from the nested
cross-validation used to estimate the error.
2) Learners: Care is taken to make sure a diverse set
of base-learners is utilized [41]. The complete list of the 30
models chosen can be found in Table I. As for implementing
the NNEN, a custom model is created within the caret frame-
work using the nnlasso function from the nnlasso R package
developed by Mandal and Ma [57]. It is important to use a
custom model so that this learner is trained on the same folds
as the other learners and so that the variable selection takes
place within the training folds [44]. As with the popular glmnet
function in the glmnet package [58], two main parameters are
TABLE I. LIST OF BASE-LEARNERS
Name caret Method
Bayesian Lasso Regression blasso
Bayesian Regularized Neural Network brnn
Bayesian Ridge Regression bridge
Boosted Linear Model BstLm
Boosted Tree bstTree
Classification and Regression Tree rpart
Conditional Inference Random Forest cforest
Conditional Inference Tree ctree
Cubist cubist
Extreme Gradient Boosting with Linear Booster xgbLinear
Extreme Learning Machine elm
Generalized Additive Model using Splines gamSpline
k-Nearest Neighbors kknn
Lasso and Elastic Net Regression glmnet
Least Angle Regression lars
Linear Regression lm
Linear Regression with Stepwise Selection leapSeq
Multi-Layer Perceptron mlp
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines earth
Neural Network with Feature Extraction pcaNNet
Non-Convex Penalized Quantile Regression rqnc
Partial Least Squares pls
Quantile Random Forest qrf
Random Forest ranger
Self-Organizing Map bdk
Spike and Slab Regression spikeslab
Stacked AutoEncoder Deep Neural Network dnn
Stochastic Gradient Boosting gbm
Supervised Principal Component Analysis superpc
Support Vector Machine with Radial Basis Function Kernel svmRadialSigma
tuned in nnlasso: the mixing weights of the ridge and lasso
penalties α and the amount of shrinkage to be applied λ.
For this work, three values of α, {0, 0.5, 1}, are tested for
each iteration in the 10 × 10 nested cross-validation process.
For determining the amount of shrinkage, the values of λ are
identified the same way as in caret’s implementation of glmnet.
For the comparison meta-learner, linear regression is executed
at the meta-level by calling caret’s lm method.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table II reflects the results of the analysis. The first
column lists both meta-learners and the ten most accurate
base-learners ranked in ascending order by the average RMSE
displayed in the second column. The third column represents
the average RMSE for those CME events which triggered a
strong geomagnetic disturbance (DST value ≤ −100 nT) [59].
The asterisk denotes instances where a significant difference
between NNEN and the other learners are not found at the
conventional 0.05 significance level.
Not surprisingly, the top five base-learners are all bagging
or boosting ensemble models. However, NNEN yields the
lowest RMSE compared to these and all the other learners,
even for the strong CME events. In addition, NNEN performs
statistically better than all of the base-learners for all CME
events and better than the majority for the strong ones. This
provides evidence that the implementation of stacked gener-
alization here has more predictive power than using just one
model. Ting and Witten [34] indicated in their analysis that
stacked generalization delivers substantial improvements in ac-
curacy for larger datasets. This is likely due to a more accurate
estimation from the cross-validation process when generating
the metadata. Hence, it is probable that with more data, stacked
generalization can continue to enhance geomagnetic storm pre-
diction. While the predictive improvements may seem minor at
a higher cost in computation, this work, as well as others, show
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that this ensemble technique can lead to statistically significant
improvements even against sophisticated, well-tuned models.
Because of the danger that these geomagnetic storms present,
even marginal improvements can make a difference.
TABLE II. PREDICTIVE PERFORMANCE
Learner All CMEs Strong CMEs
NNEN 17.64 45.35
Linear Regression 17.75* 45.38*
Random Forest 18.17 49.50
Cubist 18.19 47.61*
Conditional Inference Random Forest 19.06 54.28
Boosted Tree 19.10 51.87
Stochastic Gradient Boosting 19.38 52.33
Extreme Gradient Boosting with Linear Booster 19.46 51.97*
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines 19.81 53.29
Generalized Additive Model using Splines 20.06 55.56
Bayesian Regularized Neural Network 20.11 54.24
k-Nearest Neighbors 22.12 67.11
Although it shows its superiority over the base-learners,
NNEN does not perform statistically different than simply us-
ing linear regression as the meta-learner with only very minor
increases in predictive performance. While these techniques
may seem equal here, recall that linear regression does not
inherently perform variable selection; thus, it utilizes all 30
base-learner predictions. In addition, any attempt at making
any inference regarding the coefficients at the meta-level is
frivolous due to the high amount of correlation and likely
presence of negative coefficients. On the other hand, NNEN
selected only 19.39 ensemble members on average during the
resampling process. Furthermore, some interpretation regard-
ing the contribution of each ensemble member to the final
prediction can be made by analyzing the positive, non-zero
coefficients. Hence, NNEN should be preferred over standard
linear regression for this dataset since it can produce sparser
and more interpretable solutions with statistically similar error.
The quality of being able to dynamically select which base-
learners are most useful for prediction at the meta-level may
help improve on the fixed form bias issues of stacked gener-
alization mentioned by Vilalta and Drissi [60].
Further study of the performance of the base-learners offers
interesting directions for future work, specifically with the use
of quantile models. The Quantile Random Forest finishes as the
26th least accurate base-learner with a value of 31.60; however,
its RMSE on strong CME events has a value of 46.02, which is
nearly as accurate as the NNEN. Given that these strong CME
events do not occur very often (131 in this dataset) but pose the
most risk to society, it makes sense to adapt the meta-learner
to focus on a specific quantile as opposed to the conditional
mean. In this way, by focusing more on the outliers, better
predictions can be made on the more important observations.
Naturally, a balance would need to be constructed so that the
predictions for weaker storms are not rendered useless.
V. SUMMARY
In this work, stacked generalization is used to predict
geomagnetic storms driven by CMEs. Using data from a
variety of sources, this technique is executed on a realistic
dataset to investigate its predictive performance against using
only one statistical model or machine learning algorithm.
Based on insights from previous research about regularization
and pruning, a NNEN model is implemented. NNEN shows its
advantages on this dataset in terms of predictive accuracy while
using fewer base-learner predictions. Future work consists of
implementing more data for geomagnetic storm prediction to
see if further improvements can be made with this methodol-
ogy. In addition, increasing the number of base-learners can
give NNEN more opportunities to find an optimal combina-
tion of ensemble members. Moreover, exploring the usage of
regularized quantile methods can provide a useful alternative
than typical mean predictions. Given the potential cataclysmic
damage that CMEs can wreak on telecommunications and
power companies, advanced techniques for improving accuracy
are an absolute necessity for saving these industries millions
of dollars.
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Abstract— In an effort to improve its customer service, mobile 
telecommunication companies implemented various customer 
service channels like call center hotlines, text messaging, email 
or web self-service where subscribers conduct various after-
sales transactions. Nowadays, a hotline call center via a 
customer service representative is the top choice alternative 
preferred by subscribers. However, it is noted that the cost of 
each call when transacting on a hotline is much greater than 
the cost of the other channels. Furthermore, subscribers get 
easily irritated when they need to wait for a long time to avail 
the services. In order to address the problem of reducing 
hotline calls, as well as to reduce the cost of customer service 
transactions, subscriber call transactions are analyzed in this 
paper to predict the next type of call that the subscriber will 
transact. A sequential pattern analysis methodology is applied 
and frequent sequences of calls are collected. Given the 
frequent sequences, the sequences of transaction calls are 
identified and a corresponding campaign is introduced to 
intercept the new calls and divert the transaction to less costly 
customer service channels.   
Keywords: call center; decongestion; hotline; sequential pattern 
analysis;  
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Delivering good customer service particularly in the 
telecommunications or telco industry is a must to keep its 
customers from churning. In this industry, customer service 
is captured from pre-sales research, to in-life transactions 
and finally to the renewal of the plan through the 
procurement of new or upgraded handsets. Basically the 
entire subscriber life cycle is covered. Hence, to stay with the 
subscribers every step of the way, these telcos implemented 
various traditional customer service channels, e.g., physical 
retail stores, fax numbers, email and contact center hotlines. 
Subscribers would just transact their needs in one of these 
channels through the aid of customer service representatives 
(CSRs). 
 
However, these traditional channels are expensive to 
maintain and operate. Operating costs include: labor costs of 
CSRs, rent, and other overhead expenses. In the Philippines, 
given that the average call and wrap up time metric from the 
International Finance Corporation is 6 minutes [1], and 
operating costs of a call center hover from $8 – $14 per hour 
[2], an average call would cost the telco company $0.8 – $1.4 
per customer transaction. If the hotline receives 100,000 calls 
per month, this would lead to approximately $80,000 to 
$140,000 operating costs for the telco.  
 
Hence, in an effort to reduce transaction costs, telcos 
implemented alternative self-service channels to divert 
subscribers from using the aforementioned traditional costly 
channels. Some examples of these alternative channels 
would be: web applications, SMS, and smartphone apps self-
service channels. Some companies even utilize social media 
through official pages to reach their customers.  Yet, not all 
transactions can be deployed in all channels. For example, 
disputes on billing can only be addressed when talking to a 
CSR. On the other hand, simple transactions like bill balance 
inquiry can be done on any channel. The paper by Kumar 
and Telang [3], presented that the cost of transacting through 
self-service channels (< 1$ per transaction) is way cheaper 
than traditional channels with CSRs (between $5 and $10).  
 
On the other hand, a survey by McCarthy and Giles [4] 
asserts that a phone call with a CSR is the top preferred 
channel by approximately 75% of the respondents. 
Additionally, the top most frustrating thing about customer 
service is the long waiting time to speak to a CSR. 
Therefore, it is prudent for telcos to keep operating these call 
centers but on the other hand, having a congested hotline 
would also lead to negative impacts to their customer 
service. In essence, telcos would want transactions that can 
be transacted through self-service channels be diverted from 
these costly customer service channels.  
 
Given this background, this paper attempts to profile 
telecommunication subscribers in an effort to decongest call 
center hotlines and divert possible self-service transactions to 
other low cost self-service channels. This paper is further 
divided as follows: Section II provides an overview of 
current published methodologies, Section III presents the 
framework of the model while Section VI shows the results 
and discussion when applied to a local telecommunications 
company. Section V provides the conclusions and further 
research.  
II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
There have been several attempts to decongest a call 
center hotline through various predictive and prescriptive 
analytics methodologies.  
 
Forecasting methodologies are considered in [5] - [8]. 
These models specifically forecast the volume of calls that 
arrive at a single time interval. These are mainly for 
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operational issues and mainly address the issue of how much 
work they have to do.  
 
A lot of call centers deal with highly erratic demand that 
is also time-based. The time-based component is relatively 
easy to handle by adjusting agent staffing [9]. Some 
examples would be in [10], where a proposed framework 
that combines linear programming with simulation to 
recommend a schedule.  Search methods are developed 
which used queueing theory to produce agent schedules for a 
multi-skill call center is done in [11]. However, it’s the 
random component that contributes to the complexity of the 
demand.   
 
Other models tried to reduce the call demand by limiting 
calls admitted to the hotline. A paper by Omeci et al. [12] 
proposed a selective form of call admission by selectively 
admitting calls according to their relative importance to the 
organization.  
 
Given these solutions, a methodology that could predict 
the most likely next transaction call type of the subscribers 
would be beneficial such that low priority transactions can be 
routed to other low cost channels. A methodology that fits 
this bill is Sequential Pattern Analysis (SPA). Agrawal and 
Srikant [13] defined SPA as a methodology to extract 
frequent sequences within a set of transactions. There have 
been several applications that used the SPA algorithm: Choi 
et al. in [14] applied SPA on online-product recommendation 
systems, Huang et al. in [15] proposed a knowledge-assisted 
sequential pattern analysis framework to identify the patterns 
of the uterine contractions as well as labor contractions. 
Chen et al. [16] in proposed to use SPA to forecast potential 
customers by identifying attributes with high level of 
association. 
 
 Given the multitude of applications of SPA, this paper 
hypothesizes that the use of SPA in determining the frequent 
sequences of calls of subscribers on a hotline can be done to 
address hotline decongestion.  
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
The proposed hotline decongestion framework is 
composed of three components. These are defined as: (1) the 
Preprocessing Component, (2) SPA Component and the (3) 
Campaigns Design Component. This section provides an 
overview of the different components as follows.  
A. Preprocessing Component 
Call transaction data is extracted from the call database 
with the following dataset structure as presented in Fig. 1: 
 
 
Figure 1.  Dimensional Model of required data 
The proposed dataset for the SPA component would 
require to have a granularity of: one row per call with 
corresponding subscriber and transaction type ID. Hence the 
following dataset, that joined multiple tables are presented in 
Fig. 2 as follows: 
 
 
Figure 2.  Proposed Dataset Required 
Invalid transactions like prank calls, dropped and 
abandoned calls are likewise eliminated from the dataset 
leaving only valid transactions. The clean dataset is then sent 
to the SPA component of the framework.  
 
B. SPA Component 
In this component, the SPADE (Sequential PAttern 
Discovery using Equivalence) algorithm proposed by Zaki 
[17] is utilized on a R Platform. The package 
“arulesSequences” is utilized as the main library to compute 
for the frequent subsequences.  
The output of this component is a set of frequent 
sequence of transactions with format as presented in equation 
(1).  
                <{transA},{transB},{transC},> support =s      
C. Campaigns Design Component 
 
Given the result of the SPADE algorithm, corresponding 
campaigns need to be designed to identify the types of future 
calls of the subscribers. If the type of call can be done in 
other low-cost channels, a system is in place to intercept that 
call and divert that transaction.  
 
To illustrate given the frequent transaction in equation 
(1), if the subscriber called for  {transA}  then subsequently 
called for {transB}, and if {transC} can be done in other 
channels, a text message from the network can be sent to the 
subscriber to avail of {transC} in other self-care channels 
instead of calling the hotline. This would hopefully 
encourage the subscriber to avail of {transC} in other 
channels, thus reducing calls in the hotline.  
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To test the framework, hotline transactions from a 
leading telecommunications company here in the Philippines 
are considered and extracted for preprocessing. From the 
third quarter of 2015, a total of 245,162 calls are extracted 
from the hotline data warehouse coming from 122,462 
unique subscribers. Of the total calls, 23,812 calls are 
considered invalid since these are invalid transactions and 
thus are eliminated from the dataset. A snapshot of the final 
dataset is shown in Fig. 3: 
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Figure 3. Dataset Preview of the Data 
 
This dataset is fed into the SPADE algorithm with 1% 
minimum support setting. Results from the dataset showed 
that there are 22 sequences of length one transaction and 13 
sequences of length two. The 13 sequences are presented in 
Fig. 4.  
 
 
Figure 4. The 13 frequent sequences of length 2.  
 
Given the results from figure 4, we examine the 
sequential rule in equation (2) as follows: 
    < {Account Details}, {Billing Inquiry}> support =1.2%  
 This can be interpreted as: 1.2% of 122,462 or 1470 
unique subscribers can be intercepted on the transaction 
“Billing Inquiry” if they called for “Account Details” 
beforehand. This could lead to a reduction of at least 1470 
calls within a given quarter. The other 12 rules can be 
designed to maximize the use of the framework to further 
reduce the number of repeat calls. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES 
The hotline decongestion framework, composed: (1) 
preprocessing, (2) sequential pattern analysis, and (3) 
campaigns design components, is able to profile subscribers 
in terms of the call type sequences. Frequent call sequences 
can be extracted and corresponding campaigns can be 
developed to intercept and divert call transactions to 
alternative lower cost self-service channels.  
 
Further improvement of the framework is considered in 
terms of analyzing the inter-arrival time of the calls. The 
framework currently studies the sequence of calls but not the 
amount of time in between calls made by the subscriber.    
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Abstract—Tracking cyclists and walkers may open a new 
window of opportunities for urban planning and policy. Data 
analytics about where, when, how, why, how far, how fast and 
from and to where people walk or cycle, will be available 
cheaply and quickly. It is our hypothesis that this will cause a 
change in transport planning and decision making processes. 
How, and to what extent, will this happen? Through what 
actors? With what kind of information? For what types of 
action? Who will want it and why? Will it generate a positive 
outcome? We approach some of these questions by elaborating 
on the technical potential of tracking data towards cycling and 
walking planning and policy analysis, interpreting the results 
of a stakeholder consultation and observing the approaches 
and outcomes of some cases of application. We conclude that 
tracking data analysis is likely to become a relevant part of 
cycling and walking planning and policy processes in the near 
future, not only for the efficiency gains in technical analysis, 
but also crucially in the communication between actors.  
Keywords-tracking; walking; cycling; GPS; mobility 
tracking; transport planning, transport policy. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The ubiquitous presence of smart mobile phones 
accompanying individuals, and its technological 
development, is facilitating the tracking of those individuals, 
with multiple applications. An opportunity is created by the 
fact that tracking data allows to characterize the movements 
of individuals in ways that may be used in mobility planning 
and policy processes. In the scope of motorized traffic, 
tracking data is already being applied in citizen information 
[34] and traffic model calibration [35][36]. When it comes to 
cycling and walking, applications in the scope of 
infrastructure and communication planning and policy are 
yet less mature, although there are already a few cases to 
record, either analysing data through common geographic 
information system (GIS) tools or even already with 
dedicated user interfaces (BikePrint tool [37]). These 
experiences are mostly part of research projects, and even 
though several cities have already applied tracking data, 
there has been no time to mature them into systematized 
local planning processes. It is thus not yet clear what the 
actual influence of tracking data might become in the future. 
To contribute to such assessment, we provide a review 
about the positioning of tracking information in relation to 
current cycling and walking planning and policy practices, 
identifying what it adds to existing information, interpreting 
the results of a stakeholder consultation and reviewing some 
already existing applications. We finally elaborate on how 
tracking data could influence and change cycling and 
walking planning and policy processes in the future, 
considering also the issue of the quality of data obtained. 
The stakeholder consultation included two surveys and a 
workshop. The first survey targeted mobility planners and 
approached 92 respondents from 25 European countries. The 
second survey was targeted at user representatives and 
collected 63 responses from 15 countries. The workshop 
targeted planners, researchers and user representatives and 
involved 27 participants from 12 European countries (details 
are provided in [27]). The samples were based partly on calls 
within the network of European cities POLIS [38] and partly 
based on calls by the entities taking part in the TRACE 
project [39], under which these activities were executed. The 
samples in question may be characterized by a higher than 
average interest of the participants in innovative urban 
mobility initiatives and a specific focus on cycling and/or 
walking issues. The samples were fairly representative in 
terms of countries, except for the user representatives survey, 
which has an overbalance of two countries (Portugal – 33% 
of respondents; Italy – 15%). 
Section II of this document starts by reviewing what is 
the role data and planning support systems play in urban 
mobility processes. Section III describes the traditional 
methods on data collection for monitoring travel behaviour. 
Section IV digs into what tracking data could add to these 
processes, both from the perspective of the comparison with 
the data provided by traditional methods and from the 
perspective of stakeholders. Section V introduces some cases 
of application. Finally, based on the observations of the 
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previous sections, section VI elaborates about the ways how 
tracking data might influence cycling and walking planning 
and policy processes, including the identification of its 
limitations and challenges. 
II. DATA AND PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN URBAN 
MOBILITY PLANNING PROCESSES 
Reference [1] notes the influence of data in planning and 
policy processes in the following way: “data can help 
establish baselines, identify trends, predict problems, assess 
options, set performance targets, and evaluate a particular 
jurisdiction or organization. Which indicators are selected 
can significantly influence analysis results. A particular 
policy may rank high when evaluated using one set of 
indicators, but low when ranked by another.” 
In this scope, it is firstly interesting to obtain a measure 
of the extent to which data is being applied in the field of 
active mobility. The planners’ survey asked which types of 
information were being used for cycling and walking 
planning in the respondents’ sites. About 26% of the said 
that no type of network related quantitative data is 
considered locally for cycling. The number increases to 76% 
in the case of walking, showing that the use of data is much 
higher for cycling than walking. Qualitative information has 
a significantly wider use across cities than quantitative 
information (Fig. 1). On the other hand, asked about which 
types of barriers they found to be the most relevant to 
achieve existing priorities, respectively 51% and 62% 
identified the lack of data as one of the issues.  
 
For our aim, the relevant question is why data is being 
(or not) used. And building on it, how could the new tracking 
data add to planning and policy processes. In this section we 
provide a review on the application of data in urban mobility 
and specifically cycling and walking policy. 
Data is used in distinct ways depending on the context 
and inherent needs of the relevant actors. The work [2] 
points that “transport data needs may be assessed on the 
project basis, the business basis or the system basis. The 
purpose, content and extent of data needs are different for 
these three bases”. 
In Europe, best practices have been synthesized and are 
widely disseminated by the European Commission’s 
Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning guidelines [32]. This 
guide advocates four main stages of the planning process. 
Data plays an important role in all of them:  
A.  Preparation: data is used to analyse the current 
mobility situation and develop alternative scenarios that 
might result from different policies and measures. 
B.  Setting of the objectives: to set targets, the level of 
accuracy of the previously collected data should be assessed 
C.  Elaboration of the plan: monitoring and evaluation 
process should be defined, and the impact of a particular 
measure will be assessed on the basis of data.  
D.  Implementation: data is collected to measure target 
user behaviour and target achievement, allowing for a better 
understanding of the system and correction actions. 
Structured guidance in the specific scope of cycling has 
been given by European projects like PRESTO [40], 
BYPAD [41] and CHAMP [42], which include a role of data 
in the scope of their normative planning frameworks. They 
put a particular emphasis on planning related linear aspects 
like the diagnosis of the current situation and on the 
monitoring and evaluation of actions carried out. A 
structured approach towards the collection of data for cycling 
policy is given by [33], which attempts to provide guidance 
to cities. Depending on the aims of data collection, several 
questions are presented as to how to communicate the data, 
such as: 
 Who is the primary target group? 
 Who are secondary target groups? 
 How should data be presented? 
 Should other media also be involved? 
 Who is to draw up the final cycling account? 
 Is the cycling account to be politically approved or 
are they simply informative? 
 How can it be ensured that politicians, municipal 
staff and citizens are aware of the cycling account? 
As assumed by several of these guidance initiatives, the 
advocated planning stages and their intermediate steps are 
actually a dynamic, non-linear process. In the real world, not 
strictly shaped by the desirable approaches of guidelines, the 
processes are often chaotic and strongly framed by political 
and organizational short-term issues. In that scope, it is an 
interesting and rather under-studied issue what is the actual 
role of data in real world urban mobility planning and policy. 
 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Measurements of delays in
bottlenecks
Tracking of routes of individuals
Origin and destination matrices
(quantitative data)
Surveys to users
Counts of volumes in links and/or
nodes
Complaints/advice by citizens
Consultation with users
I don't know
Not considered
Considered for cycling
Considered for walking
Considered for both modes
 
Figure 1.  Type of information considered for cycling and walking (planners survey) 
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While we did not find such analyses in the strict scope of 
data collection, they are embedded in a wider field within the 
scope of mobility, which is the use of planning support 
systems (PSS). PSS refer to information and analysis tools 
which provide support by identifying problems and testing 
solutions, by translating data into relevant information 
applicable for planning purposes. In other words, PSS may 
be defined as “an information framework that integrates the 
full range of current (and future) information technologies 
useful for planning'' [3], with the purpose of either projection 
to some point in the future or estimation of impacts from 
some form of development [4].  
The accumulated experience, including the evaluation of 
its (lack of) success, is interesting to interpret the ability of 
data in ultimately influencing planning and policy processes.  
Reference [5] describes the advantages of PSS as 
providing analytical and communicative support. From an 
analytical perspective, the PSS can provide valuable 
feedback on the necessary iterations that are part of a 
negotiation task. From a communication perspective, the 
PSS may spark an active and content-based dialogue among 
the involved participants and improve the collaboration and 
communication among different disciplines. However, the 
authors warn that the support capabilities of a PSS can also 
have a negative effect on conducting a task, an idea also 
supported by [6], who argue they can become performative, 
thereby steering rather than supporting the process. 
Reference [8] assesses the history of PSS use, claiming 
that there has been a significant evolution, powered by new 
technologies for disseminating information. This, coupled 
with the development of intrinsically visual tools such as 
GoogleMaps [43], has led to the common media of 
communication becoming predominantly visual. As such, 
PSS have evolved to graphic and related media in contrast to 
its origins in numerical data processing. The interactivity of 
these systems has also developed considerably. An 
assessment of spatial planning practice at the end of the 20th 
century however suggested that the adoption and use of geo-
information tools are far from widespread and far from being 
effectively integrated into the planning process. 
Reference [4] claims that the largely successful history of 
urban transportation modelling systems in the United States 
suggests that three factors are required for computer-based 
tools to be widely used in practice: a shared commitment to a 
well-defined methodology, extensive government support, 
and the ability of available tools to provide needed outputs 
for a substantial user community.  
Some authors [9] attempted to identify the main factors 
blocking the widespread usage of PSS by launching a web 
survey directed to people involved in planning practices from 
all around the world. The participants were asked to classify 
the importance of potential bottlenecks. The main obstacles 
were identified as: 
 Little awareness among planners of the existence of 
PSS and for the purposes for which PSS can be used; 
 Lack of experience with PSS; 
 Low intention to start using a PSS among users. 
The authors suggest that marketing actions 
accompanying the launch of the PSS are essential in order to 
give PSS a good chance to prove itself as a means for 
improving spatial planning practice. Other researchers [10] 
consider that the PSS are stuck in a vicious cycle: although 
there are many PSS in existence, generally speaking PSS 
have not yet become widely applied in planning practice. As 
a result, few lessons are actually being learned about the 
effective integration of PSS in planning practice, and this 
lack of experience hampers the further improvement of PSS 
technology and its application. 
Reference [11] considers that there are several barriers 
that explain this lack of integration, which can be divided in 
institutional/procedural discrepancies (i.e., separate planning 
institutions, formal processes, financial arrangements, etc.) 
and substantive differences (i.e., different planning objects, 
information etc.). In a web survey, the author identified 
additional barriers to the widespread usage of PSS, noting 
that these relate mostly to “softer issues”: 
 PSS are implemented too late rather than too early in 
the planning process; 
 PSS are implemented too far removed from the 
political process;  
 They do not fit the land use and transport planning 
process, 
 PSS do not sufficiently support the generation of 
new strategies, although they do support the 
evaluation of strategies; 
 Lack of transparency; 
 Low communication value (i.e., PSS which are not 
understandable for planners, stakeholders and 
politicians); 
 Conflicting interests between land use and transport 
actors are the main barrier to successful integration, 
with ‘lack of a common language’ in second place 
and ‘lack of political commitment’ as third. 
Other authors [12] consider that there is an 
implementation gap between the PSS and the actual planning 
decisions. In order to overcome this gap, it is advisable for 
the development of the PSS to be intertwined with the 
planning process itself. The authors consider that the 
transparency of the output and the assumptions of the models 
that are part of the PSS are improved through discussions 
and continuous explanations by the modellers.  
A relevant conclusion for our analysis is that the 
application and influence of data in planning and policy 
processes is more complex than the picture provided by 
linear urban mobility guidance, being framed by diverse and 
contextual political, organizational and individual elements.  
Another dimension to this review of PSS use processes is 
that the influence of data in this context also depends on how 
it is presented. As pointed by [1], an “activity or option may 
seem desirable and successful when measured one way, but 
undesirable and ineffective when measured in another. It is 
therefore important to understand the assumptions and 
implications of different types of measurements”. For 
example, bicycle counting and surveys may provide different 
conclusions regarding the bicycle use trends [13]. This calls 
for data collection methods and an appropriate choice of 
accurate indicators. 
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In further sections of this paper, we try to understand 
how tracking data can influence planning and policy, not in 
view of desirable normative planning frameworks, but rather 
actual planning and policy processes. 
III. DATA COLLECTION METHODS FOR MONITORING 
TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR 
Travel behaviour may be monitored either by observing 
what users do or by asking them about what they do. In the 
scope of cycling and walking, the traditional methods used 
are counting and surveys.  
Counting allow to quantify the number of users passing 
in a given place. They are a physical measure associated with 
a point, a section or an area. The most relevant indicator 
collected from counting is the volume of users or vehicles in 
the given element of infrastructure. The most common 
motivation of local authorities to apply counting is related to 
the measurement of the achievement of some type of target 
with regard to bicycle traffic, while prioritising certain 
measures among others, or to monitor specific measures on 
individual routes are also found to be related to counting 
[13]. With the later scope, it is also possible for example to 
measure speeds or delay times through more sophisticated 
technology. 
Counting does not allow knowing who the user is, from 
where to where he goes or why. To obtain more detailed data 
about the users and their trips, surveys are used. Different 
survey methods can be used and survey data can be 
quantitative or qualitative. Three broad types of surveys may 
be identified: general/population-based surveys, intercept 
surveys and travel diaries [14].  
General surveys are of static nature, in the sense that they 
do not relate to specific trips or sites, but they tend to capture 
routine travel behaviour of the users, focusing on general 
behaviour, like for example usual mode of transport to work, 
usual distance, or usual number of trips. General surveys also 
provide a good opportunity to know the personal 
characteristics of the user. Their application is frequently 
made in the scope of the elaboration or monitoring of general 
mobility plans [13]. They may also be used to predict what 
users would do in the face of some transport supply change, 
in the form of a stated preference survey. 
The intercept survey refers to directly interviewing 
cyclists or pedestrians, i.e., capturing them while they are 
cycling or walking. This allows both to approach directly the 
user target in question but also to target by the place where 
users are passing. 
Travel diaries provide the transport planner specific 
information about each trip realized during a period. This 
data collection method has a number of drawbacks, however: 
large burden placed on respondents, high costs, decrease in 
the quality of the recorded data and missing trips, especially 
if the diary is made over several consecutive days. Reference 
[15] highlights ‘non-response’ as the most pressing problem 
in all surveys (response rates around 20-30 percent from a 
mail-back survey, 40-60 percent from a telephone survey, 
and 60-75 percent from a face-to-face interview).  
A problem faced in many travel surveys, and in particular 
in the scope of cycling and walking, is that they assume trips 
are taken by only one mode, while many trips involve more 
than one mode. “Last-mile” connections to and from public 
transport trips are the best-known example of missing 
multimodal information, such as walking to a bus stop, or 
carpooling to a park-and-ride station [16]. 
TABLE I.  IDENTIFICATION OF GAPS IN DATA RELEVANT FOR TRANSPORT PLANNING AND POTENTIAL OF TRACKING DATA TO FULFIL THOSE GAPS 
Input data for 
transport planning 
Traditional methods Tracking based methods 
Surveying Counting GPS  GPS + GIS 
GPS + 
SMS/app 
GPS + GIS + 
SMS/app 
User data - socioeconomic 
Gender, age, occupation, address, etc. yes no  no no  yes  yes 
Travel data - individual 
Origin yes no yes yes yes yes 
Destination yes no yes yes yes yes 
Journey start time yes no yes yes yes yes 
Journey end time yes no yes yes yes yes 
Exact routes no no yes yes yes yes 
Transport mode(s) yes yes no yes yes yes 
Travel purpose yes no no yes yes yes 
Transfer nodes yes no no yes yes yes 
Transfer time yes no no yes yes yes 
Network data 
Road data (type and condition) yes no no yes no yes 
Nodes data (bottlenecks, delays, etc.) no yes no no no yes 
Links data (link speeds, bottlenecks, delays) no yes no yes no yes 
Absolute volumes no yes no no no no 
Public transport data (stops, lines, routes, etc.) yes yes no yes no yes 
Parking data (location, quantity) yes yes no no no yes 
Zones data yes no no no no yes 
Note: The classification given in the table to each item is subjective. In some cases with classification “no”, the data in question may potentially be extracted by the concerned method but it would imply high 
costs and is not common (e.g,. surveys could incorporate GIS tools allowing the user to provide exact routes). In other cases with classification “yes”, the capability may not yet be fully developed (or fully accurate) 
with current tools, but such may be expected in the near future (e.g., transport mode identification from tracking tools). 
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IV. WHAT DOES TRACKING DATA ADD? 
A. Tracking and traditional data collection methods 
The growing importance of promoting and improving 
conditions for cycling and walking is evident in today’s 
urban planning practice. One of the major issues for not 
putting cycling and walking on an equal footing with 
motorised transport modes is arguably the lack of data. Good 
quality and reliable input data are crucial for efficient 
transport planning processes.  
Table I indicatively reviews gaps in data relevant for 
transport planning from traditional data collection methods. 
Surveying lacks or implies high costs in obtaining network 
and travel data. Additionally, for some relevant types of data, 
it does not provide necessarily accurate data, but only the 
perceptions of users (concerning, for example, travel time), 
which may be both an advantage and a disadvantage. On the 
other hand, counting only gives partial network data, while 
socioeconomic and travel information is absent.  
Tracking allows to characterize network data with a level 
of detail and capability to obtain indicators that is not 
possible by other methods. This is achieved if combined with 
GIS tools, through which a map matching operation allows 
to allocate GPS trajectories to the existing network. When 
movement trajectory is obtained via an application from 
mobile phones, the same application is an opportunity to 
establish a channel of communication with the user, allowing 
to obtain the type of socio-economic information normally 
extracted by common surveys. Tracking data combined with 
GIS tools and an application interface with users thus seems 
to at least potentially cover all data needs, with one 
exception and one significant difficulty: 
 Tracking data does not allow to infer absolute 
volumes, only relative volumes, since it does not 
capture all users. To obtain absolute flow volumes, 
counting are still essential; 
 Tracking combined with an application allows 
asking specific question to users; however, it is 
questionable that this is possible to do within 
reasonable representativeness of the sample. 
Overall, the comparison of these methods suggests that 
tracking provides network data that was previously not 
possible or difficult to obtain. At the same time, traditional 
methods will still fill some gaps, as also suggested by [31]. 
B. New indicators and visualizations 
The location and time data provided by tracking allows 
for a variety of analysis fields and approaches. Table II 
outlines the most relevant and potentially feasible indicators 
identified in the stakeholder consultation [27]. These 
indicators can be grouped into origins/destinations, flows and 
volumes, level of service and surface quality. Additionally, 
relevant derived visualizations like isochrones or parking 
spot attraction (based on local arrivals) were particularly 
highlighted as useful. Another element referred was the 
ability to visualize and compare the tracking based indicators 
with other indicators like slopes, pollution or accident data. 
TABLE II.  TRACKING DATA INDICATORS 
Indicators Space dimension Unit 
Volume of users Link, node, area users/time 
Number trips originated 
and ended per zone 
(origin/destination) 
Area users/time 
Volume per origin-
destination 
Area-Area users/time 
Speed average Link, area kilometre per hour 
Speed standard deviation Link, area kilometre per hour 
Level of service and/or 
congestion 
Link, path, node, 
area 
percentage 
Distance average Area-Area meters 
Trip time average Area-Area minutes 
Waiting time 
Link, path, node, 
area, area-area 
time 
Waiting time per user 
Link, path, node, 
area, area-area 
time /user 
Quality of surface Link rugosity index 
 
An additional interesting outcome of the planners’ 
consultation is that the importance given to different types 
of indicators varies with local context (Fig. 2). If divided 
into two groups according to the local modal cycling share – 
into champions and starters – it becomes clear that in 
champion cities, respondents give more importance to 
indicators related to the performance of the existing network 
(like speeds and delays), while in starter cities they tend to 
be more interested in indicators that help to define a 
network (like number of trips per origin and destination). 
 
 
Figure 2.  Indicators planners would like to obtain from tracking data, according to the city profile in terms of level of cycling adoption 
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C. Contributions to a mobility vision (Workshop) 
The “Tracking data for planning and policy” workshop 
explored how tracking data could influence planning and 
policy, from mobility vision to operations [27]. 
A starting point of the workshop conclusions was that 
changing the mobility paradigm away from car use is a 
difficult task, which requires a strong dialogue between 
actors that promotes the sharing of information and ideas. In 
this process, tracking will help redefining the policy vision 
by providing evidence and helping quantifying goals: vision 
is not a technical matter, but it needs technical support. 
More particularly, it was a wide belief that tracking data 
could give visibility to ideas and groups of users commonly 
disregarded by traditional planning and data collection 
methods, helping to increase the community engagement and 
participation. Tracking will help reinforce the idea that users 
are persons, not numbers, thus enabling setting goals and 
approaches more suited to the target groups: if you want to 
build a city for people, you have to have data on people. The 
underlying vision is to drive change based on the evidence of 
user demand, i.e., on what people actually want. 
Another dimension of reflection referred to the trends in 
collection of tracking data. According to the recent trends, 
tracking data will be pervasive and standard within few 
years. Coupled with the widespread use of other big data, it 
might have significant impacts on the planning process. 
Tracking data provides continuous and current information, 
richer detail, user segmentation, and can complement other 
types of data. This contributes to making better diagnoses, 
test ideas, monitor and evaluate actions, develop multimodal 
policies and improve the network design. 
Another relevant aspect raised is that by accessing data 
continuously, tracking will shorten the temporal horizon of 
activities and programs: with tracking there is no need to 
wait for the “elephant paths” (i.e., the destruction of grass by 
people walking along he shortest path across a field). 
However, stakeholders also stressed that, when using 
tracking for planning, it is important to keep in mind that it 
should not be seen as a goal in itself or as the only basis for 
establishing goals and visions. Like motor traffic models, 
tracking may reinforce the idea that mobility is solely an 
engineering question, while personal choices, equity, 
lifestyle and citizens’ well-being should not be forgotten. 
V. CASES OF APPLICATION 
The stakeholder consultation allowed to identify some 
cases of influence of tracking based information in planning 
and policy processes. Five representative cases are presented, 
which refer to different aspects of those processes. None of 
those cases is part of a systematic use of tracking data in 
local planning procedures; they rather refer to applications of 
research projects or ad-hoc uses of the available data. All the 
collected cases refer to cycling, which is coherent with the 
fact revealed by the stakeholder survey that planners show a 
higher interest to apply tracking in the scope of cycling. 
A. Case 1: Identifying user preferences through Strava to 
select the ideal path for a cyclepath (Lisbon) 
In Lisbon, there was an internal discussion in the 
municipality about the ideal path for a new cycle path, 
considering a balance between distance and slopes. The 
question was put which path would the users prefer. The 
observation of the Strava Heat Map (Fig. 3) available in the 
web allowed to conclude that most users preferred to follow 
the path with the shortest distance, even if it had a higher 
slope and more intense traffic. This led to the decision to 
build the cycle path in this link instead of the alternatives. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Path development choices in Lisbon (Source: author’s 
elaboration based on Lisbon municipality staff’s description and Strava 
Heat Map) 
B. Case 2: “Cycling is faster” area definition and 
communication to citizens (Leuven) 
In Leuven, the cycling and car tracking data allowed to 
map the areas of the city from which each of the modes of 
transport is faster in trips towards the train station (Fig. 4). 
This information was then used to communicate to citizens 
with the objective to promote more cycling in relation to car 
use. The campaign was based on outdoor posters spread in 
the frontier within which cycling was faster than car [28]. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Areas where each mode (cycling vs car) is faster towards train 
station in Leuven (Source: [28]) 
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C. Case 3: Defining position for bike parking (Bologna) 
In 2015, the Municipality of Bologna decided to install 
1.000 new bike racks in the city centre of Bologna. The issue 
was to determine the places and the number of racks per 
place in order to maximize their efficacy. The Local Mobility 
Agency and the Municipality decided to study the 
origins/destinations coming from GPS data collected during 
the European Cycling Challenge 2015 [44] (Fig. 5). The 
result was a set of locations and a number of racks per 
location based on real needs of cyclists, an "evidence-based" 
approach that gave strength and concreteness to the decision. 
 
 
Figure 5.  Bicycle parking location selection (right) based on tracked trip 
destinations (left) in Bologna (Source: SRM – Reti e Mobilità Srl,) 
D. Case 4: How would a new cycle highway improve 
travel times? (Eindhoven) 
In Eindhoven (Fig. 6), an analysis of the cycle tracking 
data through the BikePrint tool allowed to closely calibrate 
the speeds practised in each link, as well as the travel times 
from each zone to the city centre. Based on that information, 
a test was made to check what would be the time benefits per 
zone of building a cycle highway [18]. 
 
 
Figure 6.  Analysis of travel time reduction by implementation of a high 
speed cycling lane in Eindhoven (Source: [18]) 
E. Case 5: Identification of user sub-optimal choices and 
improve information to users (Leuven) 
A new high speed cycling route was developed at the 
north side of the rail line in Leuven (Fig. 7).  
 
 
Figure 7.  Bicycle user route choices between a high speed route and an 
old route in Leuven (Source: [28]) 
However, the tracking data revealed about half of the 
users coming from the south side of the line were still using 
an old route when they would be able to ride faster if they 
followed a certain link towards the north route. From this 
information, the municipality put better information at the 
relevant intersection to inform the users that they could 
proceed to the high speed cycle route [28]. 
VI. HOW COULD TRACKING DATA INFLUENCE PLANNING 
AND POLICY PROCESSES? SOME SPECULATIVE HYPOTHESES 
When asked whether they believed that tracking data 
would be useful to their municipality or region, most 
respondents of the planners’ survey replied that it would – 
85% and 68% respectively in the scope of cycling and 
walking. When asked if tracking based information could be 
useful for a set of elements, the respondents replied 
positively to all of them. But it is noteworthy that despite 
they valued technical aspects like effectiveness of the actions 
and defining priorities, the one which was rated the highest is 
“communication to policy makers” (Fig. 8). 
A different perspective is the perspective of the users 
(cyclists and walkers). In the user representatives’ survey, 
74% agreed that the use of tracking data would have the 
potential to “radically” improve planning practises. About 
the uses of tracking data, user representatives saw the highest 
potential in using it for their own purposes as a 
communication tool for lobbying policy interventions, 
followed by understanding priorities for intervention and 
providing information to users (Fig. 9). 
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Figure 8.  Planners survey responses: “Do you believe tracking based information could be useful for…?” 
      
Figure 9.  User representatives survey responses: “In your opinion, would tracking based information be useful to your organization for …? 
Considering the collection of stakeholder views and the 
observations described in the previous sections, we elaborate 
on plausible hypotheses about the future role of tracking in 
cycling and walking planning and policy. 
A. Functions of tracking data 
Tracking data may have multiple functions interfering in 
policy and planning process: 
A simple tool for Communication. A potential of tracking 
data is its apparently powerful communication ability. 
Because it makes cyclists or walkers visible to the decision 
maker, to the general public or to planners themselves, 
tracking visualizations seem to have the ability to influence 
opinions and decisions, at least in the short term. 
Demand and infrastructure performance analysis. The 
location and time data provided by tracking allows for a 
variety of analysis fields and approaches, whether they be 
about the level of service of the infrastructure or knowledge 
about the demand and its preferences, at a micro or macro 
level, per type of user, schedule, weather or location.  
Monitoring of measures. Tracking data allows to see in 
much detail how demand changed whenever a measure is 
introduced in the local mobility system.  
Like other policy and planning tools, it may be that 
tracking data and related tools will become intrinsically 
connected within the process of planning and decision 
making. We could say that it will have become a building 
block of the process. At that point, its influence would be 
structural and part of the paradigm of urban mobility. It is 
desirable that such influence of a tool is a positive one and 
not biased towards certain objectives opposed to others, or 
that it is not only illusionary contributing to some objective. 
This was the case in the past of transport models, which 
ignored other modes of transport and failed to show planners 
and decision makers that addressing congestion through 
more space for cars was feeding a never ending feedback 
loop. In its own ways, cycling and walking tracking 
information use has a risk of creating biases. 
B. Stakeholders under influence of tracking 
Stakeholders may use or be influenced by tracking 
information in several ways. We will describe a scenario 
where tracking influences a system of interrelations between 
different actors in the planning and decision making process. 
The system is constituted by planners in the field of cycling 
and walking, planners from other fields, decision makers and 
the citizens, which may include the general public but also 
user activists (Fig. 10). 
Decision 
makers
Planners 
(walk/cycling)
Public 
opinion
Planners 
(other)
Vision & goals Operational 
activities
communication
pressure
influence
communication
analysis   & priorities
Potential roles of tracking data in the planning & policy process
monitoring
 
Figure 10.  Roles of tracking data in the planning process (Source: author) 
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First of all, cycling and walking planners may use 
tracking information to develop better analyses and properly 
define priorities for action. But they can also use tracking 
information to communicate and sometimes influence other 
actors. That could be the case with other technicians within 
the organization who might have different views or distinct 
languages –the visual and quantitative power of tracking data 
helps to show that cyclists and walkers have needs and face 
movement constraints. 55% of the planners’ survey 
respondents said that conflicting views were one of the main 
barriers in relation to achieving the existing priorities in the 
scope of cycling (30% for walking). 
The same goes for the planners’ relation with decision 
makers. Here, the influence might happen not only on 
operational decisions but also at a higher level of vision 
definition. Showing the evidence on the entropy of walking, 
or the choices of cyclists towards safer or quicker paths, may 
trigger the decision maker’s appetite for giving priority to 
improving the conditions for walkers or cyclists. 
Tracking information will also give decision makers the 
additional assurance that will be able to communicate with 
the public in an effective way. Through the network 
information provided by tracking data, they will be able to 
use numbers to describe the problem and show the positive 
effects of solutions. This ability to argue based on empirical 
evidence will provide decision makers more confidence to 
take politically risky decisions. 
The communication between decision makers and public 
will also occur in the opposite direction. Activism towards 
cycling or walking can in the same way find in tracking data 
a powerful tool to argue for the improvement of their 
conditions, showing that there are users and describing their 
problems through data, makes it more inevitable for the 
interlocutor politician to act. 
VII. QUALITY OF DATA 
The quality of input data in transport planning analyses 
may have significant influence on the accuracy of the 
conclusions. [19] claim no study has systematically 
examined the implications of using low-quality big data for 
traditional analyses. Nevertheless, there are two main 
elements related to quality of data for the purpose of 
realizing analysis meaningful for mobility planning.  
The first one is the accuracy of the location data, which 
depends on the instruments and methods of measurement 
used by the application. Several issues affect the accuracy of 
GPS data: trees and buildings obscuring GPS signals, the 
geometric arrangement of the GPS constellation of satellites, 
and the quality of the GPS unit [20]. Because of this, GPS 
routes can appear to bounce around to either side of an actual 
route when accuracy is decreased. But for tracking routes 
longer than only the shortest walking trips, modern GPS 
devices represent a relatively accurate and inexpensive way 
to record natural travel data [21]. A recent study that tested 
algorithms for calibrating GPS-observed walking trips to 
actual trips had the best results when trips were more than 3 
minutes long and more than 30 meters in distance [22]. This 
deficiency of GPS can be mitigated by implementing a 
primary data processing phase prior data usage for planning 
and/or other purposes. Some authors [23] have described a 
series of procedures that have been developed to manipulate 
data collected from GPS devices carried by people or placed 
in personal vehicles, and used to produce records of the trips 
made over a period of days or weeks. In their paper they give 
insight on different steps within data processing, from 
converting continuous GPS logs into trip-based records and 
trip identification, to overcoming of various deficiencies. 
These include cold start problems, particularly the case for 
movements of a vehicle over a distance of one or two 
kilometres and for short walks with a wearable GPS, where a 
‘‘cold start’’ receiver may not record position, or when the 
trip is long enough for position to be acquired, but the 
resulting trip will be shown to be shorter in length and 
duration than the real trip). Another issue addressed is the 
correction for signal loss in ‘‘urban canyons’’, tunnels, and 
under other circumstances. The authors claim to have 
reached a 95% correct rating in identifying real trips, while 
at the same time reducing the time and effort required to 
process data up to 75-80% of the amounts of time required 
for a manually assisted procedure. 
The other issue is the representativeness of the sample. 
Since different user groups have distinct preferences and 
behaviour profiles [30], it tends to be important that the 
sample has a realistic representation of those user groups. To 
guarantee that this happens, it is not enough to obtain a 
sufficiently large sample, but also that specific groups are not 
being excluded from the sample for some reason [25].  
[24] gave a comprehensive review on a state-of-the-art of 
the travel behaviour studies categorized by trajectory data 
types. All selected empirical studies have drawn conclusions 
about the population based on the sampling dataset. 
According to [19], there have been three large-scale travel 
surveys that have relied entirely on GPS technology, two of 
these in the USA. The first exclusively GPS household travel 
survey conducted was by the Ohio Department of 
Transportation, in the Cincinnati metropolitan area with a 
sample of 2608 households [15]. Sampling for the pilot and 
the main surveys used an address-based sampling procedure 
[15]. GPS data was complete in 80% cases and the data was 
used to derive travel parameters, i.e., average daily No of 
trips (mobility rate), trip distance, travel time, travel purpose, 
etc. Data was presented for all days and weekdays, and on 
the personal and household level. Reference [15] has 
reported that a high level of representativeness for the 
sample was achieved. Their primary conclusion was that it is 
feasible to undertake a GPS-only household travel survey. 
They also recommend a longer period of measurement to be 
used in future surveys.  
According to the results of the stakeholder consultation, 
there are three typical problems of sample 
representativeness: 
 Leisure vs. utilitarian cyclists: the most developed 
segment of tracking applications is related to the 
promotion of sports or physical activity in general. 
For example, the STRAVA [45] heat map is 
available for any user and site. In starter countries 
with a low level of cycling, even applications 
primarily targeted at utilitarian trips, like the 
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European Cycling Challenge, do attract individuals 
who cycle for leisure. Leisure minded cyclists have 
different preferences in terms of destinations and 
path choice to utilitarian cyclists and are generally 
not suitable as a sample for the purpose mobility 
planning. In European Cycling Challenge 
application in Bologna, currently the tool attempts to 
distinguish utilitarian from sports users by filtering 
the trips by some areas of the city or schedule. 
 Experienced cyclists vs. starters: this distinction is 
particularly relevant in the context of starter or 
climber cities, where the cycling network is not fully 
developed and there are very significant differences 
between users in terms of their ability and 
willingness to use the car network for cycling. 
Initiatives that collect data about existing cyclists 
tend to attract experienced cyclists, who are the more 
willing to participate in these kind of initiatives. 
However, the stronger is their identity as a cyclist, 
the more likely are they to be far away from the 
average in terms of choice preferences. When the 
target of the planner is to take into account the 
preferences of users who are not very experienced or 
have a strong cyclist identity, this effect should be 
considered. A possible way to isolate the differences 
among different groups is to ask the application 
users how they identify themselves in terms of their 
experience and cycling identity. 
 Info excluded users: walkers with specific needs like 
elder people and children are also the ones who tend 
to be excluded from the use of smart mobile phones, 
which are the devices that make it viable to track the 
movements of users. This biasing factor is difficult 
to overcome and the planner may have to assume 
that the data is not representative for these types of 
users. If data from these users is particularly 
important, the planner may require different data 
collection methods and a specific campaign targeted 
at these users. 
Overall, it seems to be important that the analyst is 
critical about the type of sample represented by the data and 
the implications that may have for the validity of the analysis 
that is realized. The application of samples from different 
sources may minimize the problem or, at least, provide an 
opportunity to compare data. Obtaining specific information 
about user characteristics also provides the chance to 
compare results for different user groups. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
With the aim of assessing the potential of tracking data to 
change cycling and walking planning and policy processes, 
this paper reviewed (i) the analytical capabilities resulting 
from tracking data, considered (ii) the views of relevant 
actors in a stakeholder consultation and collected some (iii) 
initial experiences on the application of tracking data.  
Tracking data obtained though users’ mobile devices 
opens up an opportunity to obtain new cycling and walking 
activity information. Such data can be treated through GIS 
tools to produce quantified information about the state and 
performance of the cycling or walking network. Indicators 
like speeds, delays, relative volumes, trip origins and 
destinations and their paths, collected for every part of the 
network, become possible. This information allows to better 
assess bottlenecks, user information, monitoring the effects 
of measures or studying user preferences in ways  
Mobile applications doing tracking (and possibly 
interacting with the user) could thus complement and 
significantly replace traditional data collection methods. Two 
main limitations to this were identified: firstly, tracking data 
does not provide absolute volumes in the network, for which 
countings data will still be needed; secondly, the sample of 
tracked users may have biases. 
Considering the new technical analyses that are made 
possible, such new tool theoretically promises to enable 
better diagnoses and decision making towards cycling and 
walking provision. This is also the belief of the planners and 
user representatives consulted under this work. 
However, such capability does not guarantee by itself 
that the use of tracking data will be embraced within 
planning and policy processes. The review of past 
applications of planning support systems shows that not 
always they are successful in penetrating the planning and 
policy practices. Or, in cases where they are, there is a risk 
that these planning support systems end up steering decisions 
based on partial information rather than supporting a 
conscious decision making – as motor traffic models which 
ignored costs on cycling and walking. 
A different, perhaps even more crucial dimension of the 
influence of cycling and walking tracking data, is its 
communication ability. “Communication to policy makers” 
was evaluated as the most relevant application of tracking 
information by planners. According to these actors, tracking 
data makes cyclists and pedestrians more “visible”, and thus 
more prone to be considered as a priority in decision making 
processes. Communication between staff of the local 
authorities and communication to citizens have also been 
cited in the survey as important functions of tracking data. 
Some of the practical cases presented in this paper show 
actual examples of how the tracking data has been applied 
both in internal dialogue between planners and decision 
makers and in citizen information. Tracking data does 
therefore not only provide potential analytical ability, but 
could also be a powerful instrument for communication. 
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Abstract—We establish a new theory of discriminant analysis
by mathematical programming (MP) and develop three MP-
based optimal linear discriminant functions (Optimal LDFs).
Those are Revised IP-OLDF based on a minimum number of
misclassification (minimum NM, MNM) criterion by integer
programming (IP), Revised LP-OLDF by linear programming
(LP) and Revised IPLP-OLDF that is a mixture model of
Revised LP-OLDF and Revised IP-OLDF. We evaluate these
LDFs with two support vector machines (SVMs), Fisher’s LDF
and logistic regression. Although we could compare these
LDFs by six different small samples, we could not validate
these LDFs by the validation samples. Therefore, we developed
“100-fold cross validation for small sample” method that is a
combination of k-fold cross validation and re-sampling sample
(The Method). By this break-through, we can validate seven
LDFs with the 95% confidence interval (CI) of error rates and
the discriminant coefficients in the training and validation
samples. Especially, we can select the best model with
minimum mean error rates in the validation sample (M2)
instead of the leave-one-out (LOO) procedure. We compared
seven LDFs using six different datasets and showed that the
best models of Revised IP-OLDF are better than the other six
best models by the Method.
Keywords- Fisher’s LDF; logistic regression; two SVMs; three
Optimal LDFs (OLDFs); Best Model; LOO.
I. INTRODUCTION
We establish a new theory of discriminant analysis by
MP-based OLDFs [28]. In statistics, the discrimination
means the method to classify class/object categories by
independent variables. On the other hand, classification of
cases by independent variables is cluster analysis. Three
OLDFs, namely Revised IP-OLDF, Revised LP-OLDF, and
Revised IPLP-OLDF [22] are validated with hard-margin
SVM (H-SVM), soft-margin SVM (S-SVM) [29], Fisher’s
LDF [3] and logistic regression [1] by the “100-fold cross
validation for small sample” method (The Method). It is a
combination of k-fold cross validation and re-sampling
sample. If we fix k=100, we can obtain the 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) of error rates and the discriminant
coefficients in the training and validation samples [17] [18]
[20] [23]-[25]. When we fixed k=10 at first, we noticed we
were not able to get 95% CIs. LOO procedure [6] cannot
offer 95% CIs. There are four serious problems with
discriminant analysis [21] [26]. Only Revised IP-OLDF [12]
- [16] can discriminate the cases on the discriminant
hyperplane exactly. Other LDFs cannot discriminate these
cases correctly (Problem1). All LDFs except for H-SVM
and Revised IP-OLDF cannot discriminate linear separable
data (LSD) theoretically (Problem2). Problem3 is the defect
of the generalized inverse matrix and effects the quadratic
discriminant function (QDF) and regularized discriminant
analysis (RDA) [5]. Although statisticians developed
discriminant functions based on the variance-covariance
matrices, we found many defects. Most statisticians
misunderstand that the discriminant analysis is the
inferential statistics as same as the regression analysis.
Although Fisher proposed Fisher’s LDF and established the
theory of discriminant analysis, he never proposed the
standard error (SE) of error rate and discriminant
coefficients (Problem4), nevertheless Fisher’s LDF assume
Fisher’s assumption. In this paper, we discuss on Problem4
and propose the Method using iris data [2] because it is
relevant evaluation data of discriminant analysis. Because
the iris data is not LSD, we cannot discuss H-SVM for this
data.
In Section 2, we explain five MP-based LDFs. In our
research, we compare two statistical LDFs and five MP-
based LDFs by the Method. We code the Method of
Fisher’s LDF and logistic regression by JMP script [7] and
do not discuss in this paper. We discuss five MP-based
LDFs coded by LINGO [8].
In Section 3, we explain the Method. By this break-
through, we can validate seven LDFs by the 95% CIs and
best models. Genuine statisticians established the inferential
statistics by their creative brain and theoretical distribution.
Because the Method is a computer-intensive approach by
computer power and software of MP and statistics, we had
better consider the Method is not traditional inferential
statistics that is more straightforward than LOO procedure.
In Section 4, we explain the results of iris data by the
Theory because Fisher’s LDF is most suitable for iris data.
Fisher proposed Fisher’s LDF under Fisher’s assumption
that two classes have the same normal distributions and two
different means. Because statisticians have difficulty to
develop good test statistics for Fisher’s assumption, we
usually obtain MP-based LDFs and logistic regression better
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results than Fisher’s LDF for many real data, most of whom
may not satisfy Fisher’s assumption.
In Section 5, we summarize the results by the Theory
using CPD data [9], Swiss banknote data [4], student data
[11], six pass/fail determination using exam scores [19] and
Japanese automobile data [28].
II. MP-BASED LDFS BY LINGO
A. The Iris Data in Excel
We explain the Method using iris data that is critical
evaluation data in the discriminant analysis. It consists of
three species as follows: setosa, versicolor, and virginica.
Each species has 50 cases. There are four variables, such as:
X1 (petal width), X2 (petal length), X3 (sepal width) and X4
(sepal length). Because we can separate the setosa from other
two species by the scatter plot quickly, we usually omit the
setosa and focus on the two-class discrimination of
versicolor (yi =1) and virginica (yi = -1) in Table 1. All
values of class2 are changed negative values. We define
Excel range name ‘IS’ that is “B2:F101.” LINGO can
retrieve ‘IS’ array values by “IS = @OLE( );” function and
use it as LINGO array name ‘IS.’ Next, we define the Excel
range name ‘CHOICE’ that is “I2:M16” in Table 2. Fifteen
rows correspond the models from the full model (X1, X2,
X3, X4) to the 1-variable model (X1). If the model includes
the variable, the value is ‘1,’ otherwise it is ‘0.’
TABLE I. THE IRIS DATA IN EXCEL
A B C D E F
1 species X1 X2 X3 X4 y
2 versicolor 7 3.2 4.7 1.4 1
… versicolor … … … … 1
51 versicolor 5.7 2.8 4.1 1.2 1
52 virginica -6.3 -3.3 -6 -2.5 -1
… virginica … … … … -1
101 virginica -5.2 -3 -5.1 -1.8 -1
TABLE II. RANGE NAME SUCH AS CHOICE
SN p X1 X2 X3 X4 c
1 4 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 0 1 1 1 1
3 3 1 0 1 1 1
4 3 1 1 0 1 1
5 3 1 1 1 0 1
6 2 0 0 1 1 1
… … … … … … …
8 2 1 0 0 1 1
12 1 0 0 0 1 1
13 1 0 0 1 0 1
14 1 0 1 0 0 1
15 1 1 0 0 0 1
After optimization, we output three arrays, such as the
“NM, ZERO and VARK100” to the Excel range name by
“@OLE( ) = NM, ZERO, VARK100;” function. “NM: (N2:
N16)” stores 15 NMs. “ZERO:(O2:O16)” stores the number
of cases on discriminant hyperplane of 15 models.
“VARK100: (P2:T16)” stores the coefficients of 15 models.
B. Five LDFs to Solve Original Data by LINGO
In this paper, we explain the model by LINGO, which is
the solver developed by LINDO Systems Inc. [8]. We
develop six LDFs; those are Revised IP-OLDF (RIP),
Revised IPLP-OLDF (IPLP), Revised LP-OLDF (LP), H-
SVM and two S-SVM (SVM4 for penalty c=104 and SVM1
for penalty c=1). In this paper, we consider two S-SVMs are
different LDFs. The Revised IP-OLDF in (1) can find the
right MNM by “MIN=Σei” because it can directly find the
interior point of an optimal convex polyhedron (OCP) [10].
If case xi is classified, ei=0. If case xi is misclassified, ei=1.
Because the discriminant score becomes negative for the
misclassified case, Revised IP-OLDF selects alternative
support vector, such as “yi* (txi b+ b0) = 1 - M*ei=-9999”
instead of “yi*(txib+b0) =1” for misclassified cases.
MIN=Σei; (1)
yi* (txi b+ b0) >= 1 - M* ei ;
b: p independent variables, b0: the intercept,
xi : (1*p) case vector if data is (n*p),
(txi b+ b0): the discriminant score,
M: big M constant, such as 10000,
yi: yi= 1 for class 1 and yi = -1 for class2,
ei: 0/1 integer variable corresponding xi.
We can define this model in ‘SUBMODEL’ section of
LINGO. ‘RIP’ is the sub-model name of Revised IP-OLDF.
We can solve and control this IP model by this name.
“@SUM and @FOR” are two essential LINGO loop
functions. “@SUM (N(i): E(i))” means “Σi=1
n E(i)”.
“@FOR(N(i):” defines n constraints, such as
“@SUM(P1(j): IS(i, j) * VARK(j) * CHOICE(k, j)) >= 1-
BIGM*E(i)); for i=1,…,n”. “@FOR(P1(j): @FREE
(VARK(j))); for j=1,…,p” defines the discriminant
coefficient b as the free decision variable.” “@FOR(N(i):
@BIN(E(i))); for i=1,…,n” defines that ‘ei’ are 0/1 integer
variables. By these function, we can define a compact model.
If we insert ‘!’ before “@FOR(N(i): @BIN(E(i)));”, it
changes the only comment, and ‘ei’ becomes non-negative
real decision variable by the default. This model is Revised
LP-OLDF. Therefore, we define the model of Revised LP-
OLDF named ‘LP’ that is the second SUBMODEL.
SUBMODEL RIP (or LP):
MIN=ER; ER=@SUM(N(i):E(i));
@FOR(N(i):
@SUM(P1(j):IS(i,j)*VARK(j)*CHOICE(k,j))
>= 1-BIGM*E(i));
@FOR(P1(j): @FREE(VARK(j)));
(or !) @FOR(N(i): @BIN(E(i)));
ENDSUBMODEL
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Third, we define Revised IPLP-OLDF. In the first stage, we
discriminate the data by Revised LP-OLDF. In the second
phase, we discriminate the restricted cases misclassified by
Revised LP-OLDF. Therefore, we must distinguish two
alternatives stored in the array ‘CONSTANT’ and Revised
IP-OLDF discriminate only the misclassified cases by the
“SUBMODEL IPLP” that is restricted Revised IP-OLDF.
SUBMODEL IPLP:
MIN=ER; ER=@SUM(N(i):E(i));
@FOR(N(i):@SUM(P1(j):IS(i,j)*VARK(j)*CHOICE(k,j))
>= 1-BIGM*E(i));
@FOR(P1(j): @FREE(VARK(j)));
@FOR(N(I)| CONSTANT(i)#GT#0:@BIN(E(I)));
@FOR(N(I)| CONSTANT(i)#EQ#0:E(I)=0);
ENDSUBMODEL
In the ‘CALC’ section, we insert the below statements for
Revised IPLP-OLDF that is a mixture model of Revised LP-
OLDF and restricted Revised IP-OLDF.
@SOLVE(LP);
@FOR(N(i):@IFC(E(I)#EQ#0:CONSTANT(i)=0; @ELSE
CONSTANT(i)=1;));
MNM=0; ER1=0; MNM2=0; ER2=0;
@FOR(P1(J):VARK(J) =0; @RELEASE( VARK( J)));
@SOLVE(IPLP);
S-SVM has two objects in (2). These two objects are
combined by defining some “penalty c.” We must define the
value of penalty in the CALC section. In this research, two
S-SVMs, such as SVM4 and SVM1, are examined. We
know the mean error rates of SVM4 are almost better than
SVM1.  If we delete the second object “c* Σei” and “-
M*e,” it becomes H-SVM that is not used in this paper.
MIN = ||b||2/2 + c* Σei ; (2)
yi* (txi b+ b0) >= 1- M*ei ;
b, xi, (txi b+ b0), yi,: same in (1)
c : penalty c, ei: non-negative decision variable.
SUBMODEL SSVM:
MIN=ER;ER=@SUM(P(J1):
VARK(j1)^2)/2+Penalty*@SUM(N(i):E(i));
@FOR (N(i): @SUM(P1(j):IS(i,j)*VARK(j)*
CHOICE(k,j)) >= 1-E(i));
@FOR (P1(j): @FREE(VARK(j)));
ENDSUBMODEL
If we insert five LDFs before the ‘CALC’ section, we can
easily discriminate the original data by five LDFs.
C. Discrimination of the Iris Data by LINGO
We can discriminate the iris data by MP-based LDFs
using “SETS, DATA, five SUBMODELs, CALC, and
second DATA” sections. In the ‘SETS’ section, “P, P1, N
and ERR(MS)” are one-dimensional sets, element numbers
of those are 4, 5, 100 and 15 defined in ‘DATA’ section. Set
‘P1’ has one-dimensional array ‘VARK’ that stores the
discriminant coefficient of one discriminant model. Set ‘N’
has two one-dimensional arrays. ‘E’ stores the 100 binary
integer values of ‘ei’ and ‘CONSTANT’ stores 100
discriminant scores. “MS” has the two one-dimensional
arrays. ‘NM’ and ‘ZERO’ store the number of
misclassifications (NM) and the number of cases on the
discriminant hyperplane. If we discriminate the data by RIP,
‘NM’ column shows MNMs of 15 models. From ‘ZERO’
column, we can confirm Revised IP-OLDF is free from the
Problem1. Because other LDFs cannot avoid the Problem1,
all LDFs must check these numbers. Now, we cannot trust
the output of NMs by statistical LDFs. ‘VARK100’ stores
15 coefficients of Revised IP-OLDF.
MODEL:
SETS:
P; P1: VARK; P2; N: E, CONSTANT; MS: NM, ZERO;
D(N, P1):IS; MB(MS, P1):CHOICE;
VP(MS, P1):VARK100;
ENDSETS
DATA:
P=1..4; P1=1..5; N=1..100; MS=1..15;
CHOICE, IS = @OLE( );
ENDDATA
! Here, insert six SUBMODELs (LDFs).
CALC:
@SET('DEFAULT'); @SET('TERSEO',2);
K=1; G=1; LEND=@SIZE(MS);
@WHILE(K#LE#LEND:
@FOR( P1( J): VARK( J) = 0;
@RELEASE( VARK( J)));NM=0; Z=0; Penalty=10000;
@SOLVE(RIP); !Change the submodel name.;
@FOR(P1(J1): VARK100(@SIZE(MS)*(G-1) +K, J1)
=VARK(J1)*CHOICE(k,J1));
@FOR(n(I): CONSTANT(i)= @SUM(P1(J1): IS(i,J1)
*VARK(J1)*CHOICE(k,J1)));
@FOR(n(I): @IFC(CONSTANT(i) #EQ#0: Z=Z+1));
@FOR(n(I): @IFC(CONSTANT(i) #LT#0: NM=NM+1));
NM(K)=NM; ZERO(K)=Z; K=K+1);
ENDCALC
DATA:
@OLE( )=NM, ZERO, VARK100;
ENDDATA
END
III. THE THEORY
A. The Method Outlook
In this paper, we proposed the Method, as follows [17].
1) Let n be the number of cases and p be the number of
variables including the intercept yi (yi = 1 for class1; yi = -1
for class2). We copy the original data (n-cases by p-
variables) 100 times and generate pseudo-population
sample (100*n cases by p-variables).
2) We add the random number to this sample (100*n
cases by (p+1)-variables) and sort it in ascending order by
the random number. We divide this sample by 100 sub-
samples and add the sub-sample number from 1 to 100.
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3) We use 100 sub-samples as the training samples (n
cases by (p+1)-variables) and the pseudo-sample as the
validation sample (100*n cases by (p+1)-variables). This
operation implies us that we re-sample 100 sub-samples
from the pseudo-population. If we consider one sub-sample
is the training sample, and other 99 sub-samples is the
validation sample, we cannot estimate results uniformly
because 100 validation samples are different. Moreover, if
we fix the validation sample uniquely, we can control the
training samples and validation sample very easy. For
example, we can validate the validation sample generated
by the original data because both samples are the same
distribution. Moreover, we can get 95% CIs of the
discriminant coefficients and propose the best model as
model selection procedure instead of LOO procedure.
B. How to generate the re-sampling sample and prepare
the data in Excel file
We generate re-sampling sample from the original iris
data and evaluate seven LDFs by the Method. Each species
compose of 50 cases with 4-variables and classifier yi. We
copy each species 100 times. We add the random number (R
column) as the seventh variable and sort it in ascending order
in Table 3. Variable names “A1:X1 and R” are located in
cells “A1 and G1.” We consider this dataset is a pseudo-
population and the validation sample that has the same
statistics values, such as the average and range as the original
data. We can control many research datasets and reduce
mistakes.
TABLE III. RESAMPLING SAMPLE: ES
A1:X1 B1:X2 C1:X3 D1X4 yi SS R
x(1,1) x(2,1) x(3,1) x(4,1) 1 1
1 ….
1 1
1 ….
1 100
1 …
x(1,5000) x(2,5000) x(3,5000) x(4,5000) 1 100
-x(1,5001) -x(2,5001) -x(3,5001) -x(4,5001) -1 1
-1 ….
-1 1
-1 ….
-1 100
-1 …
-x(1,10000) -x(2,10000) -x(3,10000) -x(4,10000) -1 100
Next, we divide this sample into 100 sub-samples and
add the sub-sample number (SS column) from 1 to 100 as the
sixth variable. Each sub-sample consists 100 cases and seven
variables in Table 3. Six variables excluding ‘R’ are input by
“ES= @OLE ();” in the ‘DATA’ section of next ‘D.’ The
‘@OLE ( )’ function input the data ES on Excel range name,
such as “A2: F10001” if the cell of ‘X1’ is located in `A1’,
and define the LINGO array ES. The 100 sub-samples play
the training samples, and a total re-sampling sample is used
as the validation sample. We consider the validation sample
is a suede-population, and the training samples are the
samples from the suede-population. We should fix the
validation sample uniquely and evaluate the training
samples by suede-population.
C. Set Notation Model by LINGO
Fisher never formulated the equation of SE for error rate
and discriminant coefficient. If we discriminate the data by
the Method, we can easily calculate the 95% CIs of error
rates and discriminant coefficients. We obtain the
Philosopher’s Stone to validate seven LDFs by six small
datasets. ‘SET’ section defines six one-dimensional sets,
such as P, P1, P2, N, MS, and G100. “P, P1, and P2” are the
number of independent variables, the number of
(independent variables + intercept) and the number of
(independent variables + intercept + sub-sample No.),
respectively. These dimensions of elements in ‘DATA’
section are 4, 5 and 6, respectively. Only ‘P1’ defines one-
dimensional array named ‘VARK’ with 5-elements that
store the discriminant coefficients of the training sample.
Five sets “N, N2, MS, MS100 and G100” are one-
dimensional sets, the elements of those are 100, 10000, 15,
1500 and 100 elements, respectively. Two-dimensional set
‘D(N, P1):’ with 100*5 has the same size array ‘IS’ that
stores the 100 sub-sample with p-variables as the training
samples. “D2(N2, P2):” with 10000*6 has the same size
array ‘ES’ that stores the resampling-sample as the
validation sample. The set ERR(MS, G100) with 15*100
has four arrays. The IC and IC_2 store MNM or NM in the
training and validation samples. The EC and EC_2 store the
number of cases on the discriminant hyperplanes in both
samples. The set SS(N2, MS) with 10000*15 has the array
SCORE2 that stores the discriminant scores of 15 models.
The set VVV(MS100, P2) with 1500*6 has the array
VARK100 that stores 1500 coefficients of the 100 training
samples.
In the DATA section, we define nine parameters values
and input two arrays, such as CHOICE and ES. The
‘CHOICE’ stores the pattern of 15 models showed in Table
2. The ‘ES’ stores the validation sample in Table 3. In
CALC section, the training sample IS with 100*5 chooses
100 rows of ES by the sub-sample number (SS column).
D. Total Model with CALC Section by LINGO
After we define the “SETS and DATA” section, we insert
six LDFs described in ‘B’ of Section 2. We divide two parts
of the ‘CALC’ section. The first part is the default setting of
output, global search, QP, multi-thread, etc.
MODEL: The Method for the Iris data;
SETS:
P; P2; P1: VARK;
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N:; N2: ; MS : ; MS100 : ; G100 :;
D (N, P1):IS;
D2 (N2, P2):ES;
MB (MS, P1): CHOICE;
ERR(MS, G100):IC, IC_2, EC, EC_2;
SS(N2, MS):SCORE2;
VVV(MS100, P2):VARK100;
ENDSETS
DATA:
P=1..4; P1=1..5; P2=1..6;
N=1..100; N2=1..10000;
MS=1..15; G100=1..100; MS100=1..1500 ;
BIGM=10000; ! for SVM4;
CHOICE, ES=@OLE();
ENDDATA
! Here, insert five LDFs described in ‘B’ of Section 2.
CALC:
! Reset all options to default; @SET('DEFAULT');
! @SET('TERSEO',1);!Allow for minimal output;
@SET('TERSEO',2);
!Global solver (1:yes, 0:no); @SET('GLOBAL',1);
!Quadratic recognition (1:yes, 0:no);@SET('USEQPR',1);
!Multisarts (1:Off, >1 number of starts);
@SET('MULTIS',1);
!Number of threads; !@SET('THRDS',4);
!Print output immediately (1:yes, 0:no);
@SET('OROUTE',1);
!No need to compute dual values; @SET('DUALCO',0);
K=1; Lend=@SIZE(MS);
@WHILE (K#LE#Lend: f=1;
@WHILE (f#LE#100:
@FOR(D(i, j): IS(i, j)=ES( @SIZE(N)*(f-1)+i, j));
MNM=0; ER1=0;MNM2=0;ER2=0;
@FOR( P1( J): VARK( J) = 0;@RELEASE( VARK( J)));
@SOLVE ( RIP );! Set the submodel name here;
@FOR(P1(j): VARK100(100*(k-1)+f,j)=VARK(j));
VARK100 (100*(k-1)+f, @SIZE(P2))=K;
@FOR(n(l):SCORE(l)=@SUM(P1(j):IS(l,j)*VARK(j)*
CHOICE (k, j)));
@FOR(n2(nn):SCORE2(nn,K)=@SUM(P1(j):ES(NN, j)*
VARK(j)*CHOICE(k, j)));
@FOR(n(l): @IFC(SCORE(l)#LT#0: MNM=MNM+1));
@FOR(n2(nn):
@IFC(SCORE2(nn,k)#LT#0:ER1=ER1+1 ));
@FOR(n(l):@IFC(SCORE(l)#EQ#0: MNM2=MNM2+1));
@FOR(n2(nn):@IFC(SCORE2(nn,k)#EQ#0:ER2=ER2+1 );
IC(K,f)=MNM;EC(k,f)=ER1;
IC_2(K,f)=MNM2;
EC_2(K,f)=ER2;
f=f+1);
ENDCALC
DATA:
@OLE( )=IC, EC, IC_2, EC_2, VARK100, SCORE2;
ENDDATA
END
The second part of CALC section controls the
optimization models that consist two loops. The big loop is
repeated 15 iterations by “K=1,…,15.” The small loop is
repeated 100 iterations by “f=1,…,100.” If we set
“@SOLVE (RIP);," we can discriminate the iris re-sampling
sample by Revised IP-OLDF. If we replace this command
by “`SOLVE(SSVM);,” S-SVM discriminate the datasets.
We can choose SVM4 or SVM1 by setting “Penalty=10000
or 1” in Calc section. In the second DATA section, we
output six results on Excel arrays. “IC and EC” are the 100
MNMs in the training samples and 100 NMs in the
validation samples. “IC_2 and EC_2” are the 100 numbers
of cases on the discriminant hyperplane in the both samples.
From these figures, we calculate the mean error rates, such
as “M1 and M2” in the both samples. ‘VARK100’ are the
1500 discriminant coefficients of 15 models. We can
calculate the 95% CI of discriminant coefficients.
“SCORE2” are the 10000 discriminant scores.
IV. RESULTS OF IRIS DATA
A. Results of Original Data
We investigate all combinations of discriminant models
(15 = 24 - 1). Table 4 shows the 15 models from 4-variables
model to four 1-variable models. The column ‘SN’ is the
sequential number of models. The column ‘Var.’ denotes
the suffix of variable name. The column ‘RIP’ is the MNMs
of Revised IP-OLDF. We can confirm “MNM
monotonously decreases (MNMk ≥ MNM(k+1)).” For
example, the forward stepwise technique of the regression
analysis chooses the variable as follows: X4, X2, X3, and
X1 in this order. The MNM of four models decreases as
follows: 6, 3, 2, 1. We can confirm the monotonous
decrease of MNM by other model sequences, such as X1,
X2, X3, X4 in this order. The MNM of four models
decreases as follows: 37, 25, 2, 1. Therefore, we cannot
choose the model having minimum MNM as the best model
because we always choose the full model. Six discriminant
functions represent the following abbreviations in the table.
SVMs are SVM4/SVM1. Revised LP-OLDF is LP. Revised
IPLP-OLDF is IPLP. The logistic regression is ‘Logi.’
Fisher’s LDF is LDF. Six columns after ‘RIP’ are the
difference (Diff2) between (NMs of seven discriminant
functions – MNM). We omitted Revised IPLP-OLDF from
the table because NMs are the same as MNMs. All NMs of
each model should be greater than equal to MNM because
MNM is the minimum NM in the training samples. The last
row shows the number of models with a minus value of
‘Diff2’. Revised LP-OLDF has two minus values. This fact
means that Revised LP-OLDF is not free from the
Problem1. We cannot judge the Problem1 by models having
“Diff2 >= 0,” because we must check ‘ZERO.’ Although
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this data is expected to give the right results for Fisher’s
LDF, QDF and RDA, these functions based on variance-
covariance matrices are not superior to MP-based LDFs.
Bold numbers of ‘Diff2s’ among each seven discriminant
functions are maximum values. There are 23 maximum
values among Fisher’s LDF, QDF and RDA. On the other
hand, there are 15 maximum values among SVM4, SVM1,
and Logi. Roughly speaking, we judge Fisher’s LDF, QDF
and RDA are inferior to other LDFs, although this judgment
is not clear.
TABLE IV. MNM AND EIGHT DIFF2
SN Var. RIP SVMs LP Logi. LDF QDF RDA
1 1,2,3,4 1 1/0 1 1 2 2 2
2 2,3,4 2 0/2 0 0 2 2 1
3 1,3,4 2 0/0 0 0 1 1 2
4 1,2,4 4 3/1 3 0 1 2 1
5 1,2,3 2 2/4 2 2 5 6 4
6 2,4 3 1/1 3 0 0 2 2
7 3,4 5 3/2 1 1 3 0 2
8 1,3 4 1/3 1 0 2 2 2
9 1,4 6 1/1 0 0 1 0 0
10 2,3 5 0/0 1 0 1 1 1
11 1,2 25 2/2 2 0 0 4 4
12 4 6 0/0 0 0 0 0 0
13 3 7 0/0 0 0 1 0 0
3 1 37 0/0 -3 0 0 3 3
15 2 27 5/5 -2 0 5 5 5
- 0 2 0 0 0 0
1) Diff2 of Revised IPLP-OLDF is omitted from the table because all
values are zero.
2) Column ‘SVMs’ denotes both values of SVM4/SVM1.
We cannot select the best model by MNM or error rate
in the training samples. Until now, we have two options to
choose a good model from the original data or training
sample. The first option is the LOO procedure. The second
option is to evaluate models by the model selection statistics
of regression analysis. Table 5 is the result of all possible
combination of models. The column ‘Model’ shows 15
models from 4-variables model to 1-variable model. The
column ‘p’ indicates the number of variables. Within the
same ‘p,’ models are descending order of “R-square (R2)”.
The column ‘Rank’ is the ranking within the same number
of ‘p.’ This procedure is very powerful because we can
overlook all models and simulate the forward and backward
stepwise techniques. Both techniques choose the same
models, such as: (X4) -> (X4, X2) -> (X4, X2, X3) -> (X4,
X2, X3, X1). Therefore, we can easily choose a good model
among these four models. Model selection statistics, such as
AIC, BIC, and Cp statistics, choose the full model as a good
model. However, these statistics usually select different
models by other data. Therefore, we cannot usually decide a
good model by these statistics uniquely.
TABLE V. THE RESULT OF ALL POSSIBLE COMBINATION
Model p Rank R2 AIC BIC Cp
1,2,3,4 4 1 0.78 143.49 158.22 5.00
2,3,4 3 1 0.77 148.70 161.09 10.37
1,3,4 3 2 0.76 151.80 164.18 13.59
1,2,4 3 3 0.73 163.89 176.27 27.16
1,2,3 3 4 0.70 174.19 186.58 40.09
2,4 2 1 0.72 163.52 173.52 27.39
3,4 2 2 0.72 165.00 175.00 29.19
1,3 2 3 0.70 172.71 182.71 39.07
1,4 2 4 0.69 176.43 186.43 44.12
2,3 2 5 0.63 192.14 202.14 67.61
1,2 2 6 0.25 263.97 273.97 237.44
4 1 1 0.69 174.27 181.83 42.12
3 1 2 0.62 193.68 201.25 71.72
1 1 3 0.24 262.02 269.59 236.18
2 1 4 0.09 280.07 287.63 301.87
B. Results by the Method
Table 6 shows the results of 15 models by the Method.
The first 15 models of RIP show all possible combination of
models from a 4-variables model to a 1-variable model
shown in column ‘Model’. “M1 and M2” columns are the
mean of error rates in the both samples. ‘M1’ decreases
monotonously the same as MNM, because M1 is the average
of 100 MNMs. Therefore, M1 of the full model is always
minimum value theoretically. We can confirm this fact by
the values of M1 in the table. Although M2 of the full model
happen to be the minimum value, and it is 2.72, this may be
caused by the reason this data has only four variables. We
consider the model with minimum M2 is the best model. We
claim the best model has good generalization ability. The
column ‘Diff’ is the difference between (M2 - M1). Because
a 1-variable model (X4) has a minimum value of ‘Diff,’
these statistics is not useful to choose the best model. We
confirmed this fact by many types of research.
We summarize 15 models of other LDFs in two rows.
The first row corresponds to the full model. All LDFs choose
the full model as their best models. Those M2s are 3.03, 3.00,
2.98, 2.70, 3.07, and 3.18 %, respectively. The second row
corresponds to the model with minimum ‘Diff.’ Last two
columns, such as “M1Diff & M2Diff” are the differences
between (M1/M2 of other LDFs – those of RIP). If we focus
on ‘M2Diff’ of the full model, those are 0.31, 0.28, 0.26, -
0.02, 0.35 and 0.46 % higher than Revised IP-OLDF,
respectively. Therefore, six LDFs are not so bad than
Revised IP-OLDF. The values of ‘M2Diff’ are almost less
than those of ‘M1Diff.’ This fact may imply that Revised IP-
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OLDF over-fit the training sample. We observed this defect
only in this data. The column ‘Diff’ is the difference
between (M2-M1). We misunderstand the model with a
minimum value of ‘Diff’ has good generalization ability. If
we check the ‘Diff,’ we can understand this claim is not
right. Especially, although ‘Diff’ of Fisher’s LDF is -0.42%,
this result is caused by the high value of M1, such as
40.72%. We claim the full model of Revised IPLP-OLDF
has good generalization ability among seven LDFs. CPU
times showed in full model rows tell us Fisher’s LDF and
logistic regression are slower than MP-based LDFs.
TABLE VI. THE COEFFICIENTS OF SEVEN LDFS
RIP M1 M2 Diff. Model
1 12m11s 0.56 2.72 2.16 X1, X2, X3, X4
2 0.96 3.03 2.07 X2, X3, X4
3 1.37 3.42 2.05 X1, X3, X4
4 2.68 5.07 2.39 X1, X2, X4
5 1.55 3.70 2.15 X1, X2, X3
6 3.61 5.79 2.18 X2, X4
7 2.44 4.39 1.95 X3, X4
8 2.91 4.82 1.91 X1, X3
9 4.23 5.69 1.46 X1, X4
10 4.29 7.03 2.74 X2, X3
11 22.74 27.27 4.53 X1, X2
12 5.40 6.08 0.68 X4
13 5.88 7.25 1.37 X3
14 25.75 28.24 2.49 X1
15 35.67 38.93 3.26 X2
SVM4 M1 M2 Diff. M1Diff. M2Diff.
1 8m43s 1.21 3.03 1.82 0.65 0.31
12 6.00 6.06 0.06 0.60 -0.02
SVM1 M1 M2 Diff. M1Diff. M2Diff.
1 8m42s 2.23 3.00 0.77 1.67 0.28
12 6.16 6.28 0.12 0.76 0.20
LP M1 M2 Diff. M1Diff. M2Diff.
1 4m20s 1.15 2.98 1.83 0.59 0.26
12 5.74 5.83 0.09 0.34 -0.25
IPLP M1 M2 Diff. M1Diff. M2Diff.
1 16m39s 0.56 2.70 2.14 0.00 -0.02
12 5.44 6.08 0.64 0.04 0.00
Logistic M1 M2 Diff. M1Diff. M2Diff.
1 18m 1.36 3.07 1.71 1.50 0.35
15 40.68 40.30 -0.38 5.01 1.37
LDF M1 M2 Diff. M1Diff. M2Diff.
1 16m 2.76 3.18 0.42 2.20 0.46
15 40.72 40.30 -0.42 5.05 1.37
Table 7 shows the three percentiles of the discriminant
coefficients and the intercept. To fix the “intercept=1,” we
divide the original five coefficients by the value of (original
intercept + 0.00001) to avoid the zero divide if original
“intercept=0.” By fixing the intercept, we can understand
the meaning of the 95% CI of coefficients clearly [26].
Before adjusting the intercept, we struggle many 95% CI of
coefficients include 0 because the signs of intercept almost
have both plus and minus values [24]. Although Shinmura
[17] proposed this idea, we could not obtain good results
because we did not fix the intercept. Four 95% CI of the full
model of Revised IP-OLDF includes zero, and we cannot
reject the null hypothesis at 5% level. On the other hand, we
can reject three coefficients of a 3-variables model (X2, X3,
X4) at 5% level.
TABLE VII. THE 95% CI OF LDFS
% X1 X2 X3 X4 C
97.5 4.55 5.35 9.94 12.31 1
50 0.06 0.11 -0.23 -0.41 1
RIP 2.5 -5.59 -11.94 -6.93 -6.34 1
97.5 1.25 -0.06 -0.14 1
50 0.18 -0.15 -0.54 1
2.5 0 -0.53 -1.36 1
If we choose the medians as the coefficient, we get the LDF
in (3). Although we judge the full model of Revised IP-
OLDF is the best model, the 95% CI of Revised IP-OLDF
tells us this model may be redundant and suggest a 3-
variables model as a useful model. There is a mismatch
between our judgment of the model selection using M2 and
the 95% CI of discriminant coefficients in the best model.
We usually experienced this uncertainty in inferential
statistics, also.
RIP= 0.18*X2-0.15*X3-0.54*X4+1. (3)
We cannot reject four coefficients of Revised LP-OLDF
in (4), three coefficients of Revised IPLP-OLDF in (5), and
two coefficients of SVM4 in (6). We can reject only four
coefficients of SVM1 in (7). If we check a 3-variables
model, we can reject three coefficients of four LDFs the
same as Revised IP-OLDF. Before we did not fix the
intercept, we lost many research time and had no knowledge
about the discriminant coefficients. To summarize these
results, we cannot obtain clear results of the 95% CI of the
coefficient.
LP = 0.06*X1+0.13*X2-0.21*X3-0.46*X4+1 (4)
IPLP = 0.52*X1+0.11*X2-0.21*X3-0.39*X4+1 (5)
SVM4= 0.06*X1+0.13*X2-0.22*X3-0.43*X4+1 (6)
SVM1=0.08*X1+0.11*X2-0.28*X3-0.28*X4+1 (7)
V. CONCLUSION
In this research, we specified how to discriminate the
original data and re-sampling data by the Method. We can
compare five MP-based LDFs and two statistical LDFs. We
obtain remarkable results.
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1) We propose the new model selection procedure as the
best model of each LDFs. We can easily compare and
evaluate seven LDFs by the best models because we can
evaluate seven LDFs by the minimum mean values of M2.
In many evaluations, Revised IP-OLDF and Revised IPLP-
OLDF is the best. Next, logistic regression is superior to
SVM4 in many trials. M2 of SVM1 is almost greater than
M2 of SVM4. Fisher’s LDF are almost the worst except for
the iris data.
2) Next, IP-OLDF found the Swiss banknote data is
LSD, and 16 models including (X4, X6) are linear separable
models. Other 47 models are not linear separable models.
We can conclude H-SVM and Revised IP-OLDF can
recognize LSD theoretically. Other LDFs are not free from
the Problem 2. It is hard for us to find LSD occasionally.
We locate the pass/fail determination of exam scores give us
good research data for linearly separable models [19]. By
these examinations, the error rates of Fisher’s LDF are 20%
worse than Revised IP-OLDF with MNM=0. Therefore, we
claim the discriminant functions based on the variance-
covariance matrices are fragile for the discrimination of data
that has many cases nearby the discriminant hyperplane. We
had better re-evaluated the old principal researchers
discriminated by these functions.
3) Many statisticians struggle to select feature of
microarray datasets because it has many variables (genes)
(Problem5). Only Revised IP-OLDF can select feature
naturally and shows that high dimensional gene space
consists several small disjoint unions of gene sub-spaces
those are linearly separable. Therefore, we can analyze these
small gene sub-spaces by the common statistical methods
[27].
4) The Method solves Problem4 for six MP-based LDFs
instead of LOO [6]. Revised IP-OLDF solves Problem1, 2
and 5. H-SVM solves Problem2. Other LDFs can not solve
Problem1and Problem2 theoretically.
5) We should not use the iris data for evaluation of
discriminant analysis because it cannot tell us the
differences of discriminant functions.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method in order to improve
the accuracy of predictions, related to incomplete traces, in event
logs that record changes in the underlying process. These “second-
order dynamics” hamper the functioning of Process Mining
discovery algorithms, but also hamper prediction results. The
method is simple to implement as it is based exclusively on the
Control Flow perspective and is computationally efficient. The
approach has been validated on the Business Process Intelligence
Challenge 2015’s Municipality 5 event log, that contains an
interesting shift in the process due to the union of the municipality
with another municipality.
Keywords–Concept Drift; Process Mining; Prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Business processes are constantly evolving to adapt to new
opportunities, and continuous improvement is needed for a
company in order to remain at the top. In some cases, the
quality of a process can be measured in time: for example,
in Service Desk tickets, avoiding to break service level agree-
ments is important. Knowing in advance which instances are
most critical, assigning more resources to them, may be vital
for some organizations.
Here arises the need of a good prediction algorithm for
process instances. Process Mining provides some techniques
to predict the completion time of instances, however they
assume the underlying process to be static, obtaining in many
cases poor results. In this paper, we provide an approach to
improve existing prediction results by considering the fact that
the process changes over time. This is the first approach in the
field. An assessment done on Business Process Intelligence
Challenge 2015’s Municipality 5 event log shows that the
approach actually improved the prediction results in a process
that changed over time.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we present Process Mining techniques and a classication
of concept drifts in processes. In Section 3, the method
to consider concept drifts in the predictions Is introduced.
In Section 4, we show some results on the BPI Challenge
2015 log. We conclude in Section 5.The rest of the paper is
structured as follows. In Section 2, we present Process Mining
techniques and a classication of concept drifts in processes.
In Section 3, the method to consider concept drifts in the
predictions Is introduced. In Section 4, we show some results
on the BPI Challenge 2015 log. We conclude in Section 5.
II. BACKGROUND
Process Mining [1] is a relatively new discipline that aims
to automatically discover and measure things about processes.
It mainly uses automatic recordings of events which are event
logs. Sub-disciplines of Process Mining are process discovery
[2], that aims to automatically discover the process schema
starting from an event log, process conformance [3] that is
useful to see differences between a de-jure process model and
the current executions of the process (recorded in the event
log), process performance [2] that wants to identify bottlenecks
inside business processes starting from event logs, and process-
related predictions which will be analyzed later. Event logs are
organised in traces that are collections of events serving to a
particular purpose. For example, a trace might regard a single
case served by an Help Desk process. Meanwhile, events can
be described by several attributes, including:
• The activity that has been performed.
• The originator of the event (the organizational re-
source that has done the event).
• The timestamp (the time in which the event has been
executed).
• The transition of the event that refers to the state
of execution (a “complete” transition means that the
activity actually ended, a “start” transition means that
the activity started).
The trace itself can be characterised by several attributes (for
example, in an Help Desk system, the severity of the case
might be an attribute). The minimum timestamp of its events
can be considered as start timestamp of the trace, and the
maximum timestamp of its events as end timestamp. Many
times, there is only a transition (“complete”), so the trace
might be described (in the Control Flow perspective) by the
succession/list of its activities. This is a condition required by
some Process Discovery algorithms, like the Heuristics Miner
[4] that aims to discover the process schema by calculating
the dependency between activities. This means that if in all
occurrences of an event log an activity (1) is followed by
another activity (2), then Heuristics Miner can discover a
process schema in which activity 1 is always followed by
activity 2. So, Heuristics Miner analyzes (among the others)
the paths in a trace: a path is a direct succession of activities
in a trace. For example, if a trace contains (analyzing only
the Control Flow perspective) the activities ABCDE then all
the paths contained in the trace are: AB BC CD DE. A path
belongs to a trace if it is contained in the trace. An important
definition provided for later use is about the belonging of
a trace to a time interval. A trace, with start as the start
timestamp and end as the end timestamp, belongs to a time
interval [t1, t2], if one of the following three conditions is
satisfied:
1) start ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ end
2) t1 ≤ start < t2
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DiffInt(log,I1,I2)
Require: An event log log, time sub-intervals I1 and I2.
Tr1 = {tr ∈ log, tr ∈ I1}
Tr2 = {tr ∈ log, tr ∈ I2}
RelImp1 =
{(
path, #occ. path.#Tr1
)
|∃tr ∈ Tr1, path ∈ tr
}
RelImp2 =
{(
path, #occ. path.#Tr2
)
|∃tr ∈ Tr2, path ∈ tr
}
AllPaths = pi0(RelImp1) ∪ pi0(RelImp2)
D = {}
for P ∈ AllPaths do
if P ∈ pi0(RelImp1) and P ∈ pi0(RelImp2) then
D[P ] = Abs(RelImp1[P ]−RelImp2[P ])Max(RelImp1[P ],RelImp2[P ])
else
D[P ] = 1
end if
end for
return D
Figure 1. The algorithm to calculate the difference between the paths’ importance in two different sub-intervals.
Importance(tr,D)
Require: A complete trace tr, difference of importance of paths between intervals D.
return avg(A1,A2)∈Paths(tr){1−D[(A1, A2)]}
Figure 2. The algorithm to calculate the importance of a trace tr in the difference of temporal contexts described by the dictionary D.
Similarity(log,tr1,tr2,intervals)
Require: An event log log, an incomplete trace tr1, a complete trace tr2 (used for prediction purposes), collection of time
sub-intervals intervals.
if ∃I ∈ intervals|tr1 ∈ I, tr2 ∈ I then
return 1
end if
return maxI1,I2∈intervals|tr1∈I1,tr2∈I2 Importance(tr = tr2, D = DiffInt(log, I1, I2))
Figure 3. The algorithm to calculate the similarity between the temporal context of two traces, one of them is incomplete and the other is complete and used
for prediction.
3) t1 < end ≤ t2
It might be important also to consider the difference between
complete and incomplete traces. The last ones are being
reported in the log, although their execution is not finished. The
distinction is somewhat difficult to make, [5] can be referred
for further discussion. A possible way to detect incomplete
traces is applying heuristics to the end activities: if the end
activity of a trace can be found as an end activity in many other
traces, then it is considered to be a complete trace, otherwise
incomplete. The succession of the activities of an incomplete
trace might be shared with a complete trace, being a “prefix”.
An interesting task about incomplete traces might be the
prediction of their attributes. For previous work on prediction
tasks, [6] that mainly describes a method for the prediction
of the remaining time of incomplete traces. Basically, the idea
is to build an annotated “transition system” (the explanation
of this concept is skipped, as it is not firmly connected with
the explanation of the method. For further discussion, see [6]),
that is learned from previous executions, i.e., complete traces,
using an abstraction mechanism. In [7] is proposed a method to
predict the remaining time based on sequential pattern mining.
A further step is the one explained in [8]. The prediction
of the remaining time is calculated using these two factors:
• The likelihood of following activities, given the data
collected so far.
• The remaining time estimation given by a regression
model built upon the data.
Basically, this method is an improvement over [6] because
it considers not only the Control Flow perspective, but also
other events’ attributes, identifying the ones that are relevant
to the prediction of the remaining time. A process specialist
could insert artificial attributes to events (for example, the
workload of the resources, or the work in process), in order to
improve the prediction. However, an aspect somewhat ignored
in predictions is the fact that the underlying process might
change during time. As [9] reports, changes might induce one
of the following drifts:
• Recurring drifts: these ones refer to changes that
happen in some moments of the year (seasonal influ-
ence) or some other recurring changes (for example,
a financial process might change near the financial
closure of the year).
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• Sudden drifts: these refer to big changes in the pro-
cess: the “old” process cease to exist, while a “new”
process starts to be applied.
• Gradual drifts: these refer to a gradual shift from
an “old” process to a “new” process. This might be
done to let the organizational resources learn the new
process.
A method to identify and to cope with changes in the process
is described always in [9]: at a first time you have to identify
change points in the process (i.e., the times when the process
is different), after that you have to identify the region of the
change and the type of the change (recurring, sudden, gradual
drifts). The last step exploits this knowledge to “unravel”
the evolution of the process, describing the change process.
Basically, an application of the classical Process Discovery
algorithms (for example Heuristics Miner [4], Inductive Miner
[10]) can be reliable only in time intervals that contains a
consistent, without-drifts process. The same is valid for the
prediction algorithms, as a prediction based on the entire
process (that might be changed meanwhile) is not-so-accurate.
However, also a prediction based only on the last iteration of
the process might be incomplete and not-so-accurate.
III. METHOD
The proposed method wants to overcome the limitations of
both a prediction based on the entire process, and a prediction
based only on the last iteration of the process (it might be
a restricted time interval). A method to detect change points
and analyze them is not proposed, for this scope, [9], [11] can
be referred; the proposed method starts from the assumption
to know where change points are (this could also be done
with an interview to organizational resources). Starting from
the overall time interval of events contained in an event log,
it is supposed that there is a collection of time sub-intervals
covering the entire time interval and in which the underlying
process is constant.
The method is based on the knowledge of a distance
measure between two time sub-intervals. This way, you have a
method to say how much reliable a complete trace (that might
be following a slightly different process) is in the prediction
of an incomplete trace that is based on the last iteration of
the process. The proposed algorithm in Figure 1 measures
the distance path by path, as some paths might be equally
present in both intervals. Algorithm in Figure 1 basically works
calculating the relative importance of each path in each of
the subintervals (that is the ratio of the number of path’s
occurrences and the number of traces), and then comparing
this quantity between the intervals. The reliability of the trace
in the context of a prediction can be then calculated using the
algorithm in Figure 2. It is proposed to use the average (done
on all the paths of a trace) of the distance calculated using
algorithm in Figure 1. Other statistics (like the maximum of
the distance) proved to be less reliable.
Algorithm in Figure 3 uses the previous two algorithms,
starting from a couple of traces (the first of them is the one to
predict), the event log and the subdivision in sub-intervals. It
tries to find two sub-intervals, containing respectively the two
traces (with the meaning explained in Background) that are at
a minimum distance, so maximising the similarity. This has
been done in order to avoid giving unnecessary low weights
of similarity to traces whose duration has been longer than the
sub-intervals in which the underlying process is constant.
Then, to obtain the prediction, one could use van der
Aalst’s [6] algorithm, weighting the traces used for the pre-
diction through algorithm in Figure 3.
IV. RESULTS
The proposed algorithms have been tested on the
BPI Challenge 2015’s Municipality 5 event log (DOI
10.4121/uuid:b32c6fe5-f212-4286-9774-58dd53511cf8). The
log describes a very complex process, with many activi-
ties, and is particularly interesting because this municipal-
ity (Municipality 5) got merged with another municipality
(Municipality 2, DOI 10.4121/uuid:63a8435a-077d-4ece-97cd-
2c76d394d99c) at a certain point of time, and the process be-
came different. Some different time intervals can be identified:
1) The first one, going from the start of the log to
June 2013, in which Municipality 5 was substantially
departed from Municipality 2.
2) The shift one, going from June 2013 to June 2014, in
which Municipality 5 get merged with Municipality
2.
3) The second one, going from June 2014 to the end
of the log, in which Municipality 5 is already united
with Municipality 2.
These sub-intervals were identified with a resource analysis,
seeing that the resources working in the process got more
numerous, and the point of the shift is comprised between
June 2013 and June 2014. Being these sub-intervals roughly
identified, the shift interval will be ignored for prediction
purposes, and the focus will be on the first and the second
interval, in which the underlying process is different.
The algorithm proposed by van der Aalsts [6] is used
as prediction (of the remaining time) algorithm, weighting
the traces used for the prediction using Algorithm 3. All the
traces in the log have been considered as completed ones,
so for the prediction purposes a prefix of each one has been
taken, the completion time has been predicted and compared
to the effective completion time. The effectiveness of the
prediction was measured using two standard measures (Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root of Mean Squared
Percentage Error (RMSPE)), briefly explained below. Here, Ai
is relative to the actual value (the effective completion time)
and Fi is relative to the predicted completion time.
MAPE =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Ai − FiAi

RMSPE =
√∑n
i=1(Ai − Fi)2
n
In Table I, there are some results of the application of the
algorithm in Figure 1 to Municipality 5 event log. The first
column describes the path, the second and the fourth report
the count of the paths in the respective time intervals, the third
and the fifth report the relative importance (the average of the
occurrences of paths inside traces). The sixth column is then
calculated as the ratio of the absolute difference of the relative
importances and the maximum of the two relative importances.
You can see that for some paths there is a big difference in
importance between intervals. This reflects the big change in
the underlying process.
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TABLE I. DIFFERENCE IN IMPORTANCE OF SEVERAL PATHS IN THE DIFFERENT INTERVALS. THIS REFLECTS THE CHANGE IN THE UNDERLYING PROCESS.
Succ. of act. Count(1) Rel.Imp.(1) Count(2) Rel.Imp.(2) Diff.Imp.
01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 012 362 0.4707 155 0.6078 0.2256
01 HOOFD 490 1,01 HOOFD 490 2 295 0.3836 1 0.0039 0.9898
01 HOOFD 480,01 HOOFD 490 1 275 0.3576 1 0.0039 0.9890
01 HOOFD 030 1,08 AWB45 020 2 194 0.2523 1 0.0039 0.9845
01 HOOFD 370,01 HOOFD 375 185 0.2406 1 0.0039 0.9837
01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 015 182 0.2367 3 0.0118 0.9503
01 HOOFD 330,09 AH I 010 178 0.2315 119 0.4667 0.5040
01 HOOFD 380,01 HOOFD 430 170 0.2211 1 0.0039 0.9823
01 HOOFD 195,01 HOOFD 250 1 163 0.2120 8 0.0314 0.8520
01 HOOFD 050,04 BPT 005 139 0.1808 51 0.2000 0.0962
08 AWB45 005,08 AWB45 010 137 0.1782 5 0.0196 0.8899
04 BPT 005,01 HOOFD 065 1 137 0.1782 1 0.0039 0.9780
01 HOOFD 250 2,01 HOOFD 330 134 0.1743 1 0.0039 0.9775
01 HOOFD 101,01 HOOFD 180 124 0.1612 1 0.0039 0.9757
02 DRZ 010,01 HOOFD 050 122 0.1586 1 0.0039 0.9753
01 HOOFD 196,01 HOOFD 200 117 0.1521 12 0.0471 0.6907
04 BPT 005,01 HOOFD 061 116 0.1508 1 0.0039 0.9740
01 HOOFD 065 0,01 HOOFD 061 107 0.1391 2 0.0078 0.9436
13 CRD 010,01 HOOFD 480 98 0.1274 141 0.5529 0.7695
08 AWB45 005,01 HOOFD 196 95 0.1235 28 0.1098 0.1112
01 BB 540,01 BB 775 92 0.1196 14 0.0549 0.5411
01 HOOFD 510 0,01 BB 540 92 0.1196 1 0.0039 0.9672
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2 88 0.1144 2 0.0078 0.9315
08 AWB45 010,08 AWB45 020 0 88 0.1144 59 0.2314 0.5054
01 HOOFD 490 4,01 HOOFD 500 82 0.1066 2 0.0078 0.9264
TABLE II. RESULTS RELATED TO THE PREDICTION OF REMAINING TIME OF TRACES WHEN THE ACTIVITIES AND THE TIMESTAMPS OF THE FIRST TWO
EVENTS OF A TRACE ARE KNOWN.
Start of trace N. of trac.(1+2) MAPE(1+2) RMSPE(1+2) MAPE(1) RMSPE(1) MAPE(2) RMSPE(2)
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 011 512 92.8544 7596039.2797 72.1547 5758334.0360 29.4204 3684134.2904
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2 178 3.5637 9587638.9410 3.5637 9587638.9410 1.0269 497670.2839
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 015 89 0.7490 7087620.4087 0.7490 7087620.4087 0.9472 537482.9933
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2 51 0.3856 4639109.3841 0.3856 4639109.3841 0.9343 733715.3557
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 020 45 6466.2098 5150725.7065 5897.2386 4897063.7661 1157.3147 1237980.3061
01 HOOFD 010,02 DRZ 010 13 21.1334 6483207.2943 5.0226 2740205.8570 20.1936 5823588.8817
01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 010 11 1.4041 30442608.9241 1.3705 28448527.4061 0.8268 6779677.5687
01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 020 8 0.8641 3540610.0560 0.5266 2475832.0442 0.6885 2767641.7088
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 100 7 116.1590 49573665.1192 53.6666 45699111.1204 4.6097 9047583.6599
01 HOOFD 010,08 AWB45 020 2 6 0.4237 2882146.0787 0.4237 2882146.0787 0.8300 2054337.2500
01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 010 4 1.0459 8758215.5171 1.0459 8758215.5171 0.9356 3509933.2780
01 HOOFD 010,04 BPT 005 3 48.0765 6306318.0537 7.8786 2877381.7631 48.0765 6306318.0537
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 180 2 0.3875 3894038.0000 0.7555 5147446.2190 0.3875 3894038.0000
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 190 2 2 3.7315 114725504.0000 3.7315 114725504.0000 0.9044 47393188.8894
01 HOOFD 460,01 HOOFD 010 2 0.0496 1410228.0000 0.0496 1410228.0000 0.9016 14055460.3380
01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 100 2 0.8069 1443136.0000 0.8069 1443136.0000 0.9809 1114929.5283
In Table II, we present some results related to predictions.
Three different conditions have been compared:
• The prediction (of the remaining time) relative to a
prefix of a trace (belonging to the first or second time
interval), using for the prediction all the traces in the
log.
• The prediction relative to a prefix of a trace belonging
to the first interval, using for the prediction all the
traces weighted accordingly to the algorithm in Figure
3.
• The prediction relative to a prefix of a trace belonging
to the second interval, using for the prediction all the
traces weighted accordingly to the algorithm in Figure
3.
The prefix is formed by the first two activities. The results are
then grouped based on their prefix.
In Table III the same techniques are applied to a prefix
containing the first three activities of the trace. In many
occurrences prediction results obtained by weighting the traces
using algorithm in Figure 3 are improved in comparison to the
classical technique.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper is proposed a method to consider process drifts
in the prediction of traces’ attributes. At best of the author’s
knowledge, this is the first approach in the field (so there are
not comparisons with other methods). The method assumes
that the times in which the process changes are already
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TABLE III. RESULTS RELATED TO THE PREDICTION OF REMAINING TIME OF TRACES WHEN THE ACTIVITIES AND THE TIMESTAMPS OF THE FIRST THREE
EVENTS OF A TRACE ARE KNOWN.
Start of trace N. of trac.(1+2) MAPE(1+2) RMSPE(1+2) MAPE(1) RMSPE(1) MAPE(2) RMSPE(2)
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 020 482 97.8206 7609140.4442 74.4032 5684585.8721 32.2999 3779530.8508
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 015 122 14930.5165 10071033.0171 14930.5165 10071033.0171 424.3935 411018.8551
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 015,01 HOOFD 020 88 0.7528 7113510.0065 0.7528 7113510.0065 0.9469 544560.6131
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 065 2 35 0.5755 6048120.8883 0.5755 6048120.8883 0.9416 742048.0423
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 020,03 GBH 005 32 0.5460 5410643.3730 0.5460 5410643.3730 0.8779 907541.9461
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 015 25 2.1717 8279672.0234 2.1717 8279672.0234 0.8312 1897717.0886
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 030 2 24 0.3386 3596116.9073 0.3386 3596116.9073 0.9599 758544.5811
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 011 10 0.2136 1730206.6639 0.2136 1730206.6639 0.8376 1539281.7300
01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 015 9 1.5834 34502687.4489 1.5834 34502687.4489 0.8614 5178829.1068
01 HOOFD 010,02 DRZ 010,04 BPT 005 9 36.2173 7428347.0140 6.8727 2504995.6683 36.2173 7428347.0140
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 020,01 HOOFD 015 9 28662.2724 3743629.8187 28662.2724 3743629.8187 1827.3567 1201595.5150
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 100 8 0.6689 7220627.9116 0.6689 7220627.9116 0.9488 2202998.4987
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2,01 HOOFD 020 6 0.5900 6852557.9972 0.5900 6852557.9972 0.8914 3524148.5139
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 012 5 4.4923 6541984.7061 4.3511 4989471.1460 1.0229 5111010.0414
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 020 5 0.1980 1989049.6259 0.1980 1989049.6259 0.9366 2165896.7836
01 HOOFD 010,08 AWB45 020 2,01 HOOFD 011 5 1.9712 4342968.0844 1.9712 4342968.0844 0.6074 1762686.1021
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2,08 AWB45 020 2 5 1.4118 18454190.2346 1.4118 18454190.2346 0.8784 7320269.2102
01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 020,02 DRZ 010 4 0.9579 5093072.7121 0.7281 2374478.6397 0.9579 5093072.7121
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 015 4 0.1935 1518991.7059 0.1935 1518991.7059 0.9385 1783136.1910
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 100 3 2.0393 25282013.7310 2.0393 25282013.7310 0.9485 8849956.0681
01 HOOFD 010,02 DRZ 010,01 HOOFD 011 3 1.9991 3157732.3759 1.9245 2524545.0040 0.3542 2102105.9026
01 HOOFD 011,01 HOOFD 020,03 GBH 005 3 1.1284 4899912.1248 1.1284 4899912.1248 0.6089 3021026.5790
01 HOOFD 010,04 BPT 005,01 HOOFD 065 0 2 0.8638 7474836.0000 0.7944 5532054.4569 0.8638 7474836.0000
01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 030 2 2 2.6098 25116980.0000 2.6098 25116980.0000 0.9108 11058921.0330
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 100,01 HOOFD 065 2 2 0.3275 13389370.0000 0.3275 13389370.0000 0.9616 21201323.5022
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 100,08 AWB45 020 2 2 1.9679 44208424.0000 1.9679 44208424.0000 0.9351 21257607.3203
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 065 2,01 HOOFD 190 2 2 0.0147 144842.0000 0.0147 144842.0000 0.9882 4932713.5820
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 180,08 AWB45 005 2 0.3875 3894038.0000 0.7555 5147446.2190 0.3875 3894038.0000
01 HOOFD 010,01 HOOFD 020,01 HOOFD 011 2 1.2573 12031792.0000 1.3985 11188363.6467 0.6438 8663993.7255
known. All these changes, might they be seasonal, gradual
or sudden, split the overall time interval into subintervals in
which is assumed that the process is constant. The discovery
of these times could be done in an automated way, for example
using the algorithm described in [9], or manually through
an interview. For each time sub-interval, you can observe
how many times two activities are in direct succession; after
that, you could compare the distributions measured in the
different sub-intervals. This is useful to understand how much
the process is different between different sub-intervals, and to
give a different weight to the different (complete) traces one
could use to predict the outcome of an incomplete trace. This
is useful in each type of prediction, as the prediction of the
remaining time in a trace.
The described algorithms are pretty easy to implement,
and are not computationally expensive (the implementation
has been realised in a plain Python script). However, the
approach considers only the control flow perspective, and
ignores other perspectives (like the data perspective and the
resource perspective) in which the process could change over
time. Indeed, changing roles inside an organizational process
might change the throughput times, because of different skills,
changed workloads and difficulties in collaboration between
different work groups. Some literature can be cited related
to social and work psychology [12], [13], [14] that give
insights on how much inter-group relationships are important
for organizational performance. Generally, one could identify
inter-group distances in a process by measuring times elapsed
between activities performed by different roles. This can be
related to the Lean Manufacturing concept of Flow Rate [15],
[16], [17]. Another aspect is related to the group’s Transactive
Memory [18], [19], [20]. Transactive Memory is a psychologi-
cal concept that could be explained as “group memory” and is
related to the specialization and the coordination of the group
[21], [22]. Indeed, a change in the work group’s structure that
could be motivated by a change in the process, can hamper a lot
the group’s performance, because of the newcomers’ need to
know the rest and the roles of the group, or some people exiting
the group. It is a pity that Transactive Memory in groups is
generally difficult to measure [23], because it’s a powerful tool
to measure group performance.
There is also scope to research related to non-instantaneous
events that could include several transitions (start, complete,
stop, resume) [24], as the framework described here works
only for instantaneous events (each trace could be described
by a succession of conclusive activities). Overall, the proposed
method seems to be good performing on the BPI Challenge’s
Municipality 5 log. In that log, the process changes after the
union with another municipality (Municipality 2). Not in every
event log, however, a change in the underlying process can be
registered. In that case, the method is useless.
Moreover, current results related to prediction of attributes
(e.g., remaining time) are not that good, even with the proposed
improvement. There is something more to come in order to get
good and reliable predictions.
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Abstract—The National Science & Technology Information 
Service (NTIS) provides knowledge map services with an 
integrated information of national R&D information and 
science & technology information. In order to solve the request 
of the users in real time, this paper presents a real-time 
knowledge map service that retrieves and aggregates the 
needed data and creates the map services on the fly. To select 
and aggregate the needed information on the fly, we used the 
slice and dice method, which is one of the most widely used 
methods in data warehousing and on-line analytical processing 
(OLAP) approach. In addition, we show some examples of 
knowledge map services, which analyze and visualize the status 
and the topic-trend of the national R&D information based on 
the real-time data selection and aggregation. 
Knowledge Map; Map Service; NDSL-NTIS; Real-Time 
Analysis ; Slice and Dice 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge maps can be divided into two types: one is a 
knowledge map used in the area of knowledge management 
to store, manage and process the organizations’ data as 
knowledge, the other is a knowledge map for analyzing and 
representing knowledge extracted from the science & 
technology documents. The knowledge map in the 
knowledge management area is focused on designing and 
structuring the organizations’ internal knowledge and 
processes to enhance the knowledge management and 
business processes [1]. On the other hand, the main purpose 
of the knowledge map in the science & technology area is to 
represent the science & technology knowledge by allowing 
users to navigate the knowledge [2] the same way a general 
map allows users to browse and navigate a region and an 
area in the map. In this research, we focus on the knowledge 
map of representing the science & technology knowledge as 
our goal is to integrate the R&D data and to assist users to 
browse and navigate the R&D data in terms of such 
knowledge-based approach. 
National Science & Technology Information Service 
(NTIS) [3] provides such knowledge map services with an 
integrated information of national R&D information and 
science & technology information obtained from NTIS and 
National Digital Science Library (NDSL) [4]. In this 
research, a real-time knowledge map service, which selects 
and aggregates a part of knowledge map data and creates the 
knowledge map services on the fly, is introduced. 
 
II. KNOWLEDGE BASED KNOWLEDGE MAP SERVICE 
In this section, the knowledge-map service system in 
NTIS is introduced. As shown in Figure 1, the NDSL-NTIS 
Knowledge base is created based on a national R&D 
ontology for integrating the national R&D data, such as 
research projects, research papers, patent, and project reports. 
The system has as goals 1) to integrate the national R&D 
data obtained from NDSL and NTIS, which are two major 
repositories and service of national R&D data servicing in 
Korea, 2) to provide a topic-based information search on the 
integrated data, and 3) to provide knowledge map services 
based on the analysis and knowledge processing. 
 
Figure 1.  Overall System Architecture 
III. REAL-TIME KNOWLEDGE MAP SERVICES 
As described in Figure 2, users can select (Slice) a part of 
knowledge map data using a filtering-based search. Then, the 
part of the data are selected (Dice) and aggregated into a 
knowledge map on the fly applying the slice and dice 
method, which is one of the widely used methods in on-line 
analytical processing (OLAP) approach [5]. Lastly, the 
knowledge map services, such as R&D output analysis and 
trend analysis map services could be created based on the 
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aggregated data in real time using ‘d3’ Java script Library for 
visualized graph. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Real-Time Knowledge Map Creation 
A. Real-Time R&D Output Analysis Map Service 
Figure 3 shows a real-time R&D output analysis map 
service. Basically, the national R&D project data is filtered 
and retrieved from the filtering-based search. Then, the 
project data is firstly clustered based on the topics, and the 
clustered data is aggregated with the number of the related 
R&D projects and the total amount invested for the R&D 
projects. Lastly, top N topics are selected based on the 
number and the amount of the related R&D projects. Based 
on the selection and aggregation, the R&D output analysis 
map service is created with the selected topics and their 
related R&D output data. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Real-Time R&D Output Analysis Map Service 
B. Real-Time R&D Trend Analysis Map Service 
Figure 4 shows a real-time R&D trend analysis map 
service. As similar with the R&D output analysis map 
service, the R&D project data is selected and filtered by 
users and the data is aggregated based on the topics. The 
aggregation can be done in two ways: the first is aggregating 
by the number of R&D output data, and the second is 
aggregating by the total amount of R&D investment. In 
addition, the aggregation can be performed by the number of 
each R&D output data at the user’s request. After the 
aggregation is done, the R&D trend graph is created with the 
aggregation by year. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Real-Time R&D Trend Analysis Map Service 
Ⅳ. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we introduced the real-time knowledge map 
services, which select and aggregate the knowledge map 
data and create the knowledge map service upon the user 
request. To select and aggregate the knowledge map data, 
the slice and dice method is used. We also introduced the 
examples of the knowledge map services, which represent 
and visualize the knowledge map data in the form of 
network and graph. In future research, we will elaborate on 
the keyword focused processing methods to minimize user 
interaction for the knowledge map construction. 
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Abstract—The refugee crisis in Europe was one of the biggest
challenges in summer-autumn 2015. The problem drew the
highest attention in media and was the discussion topic of politi-
cians and responsible organizations. The current article presents
multilingual sentiment analysis of the traditional media content
covering the topic. Sentiment analysis forms an integral part
of multifaceted media analysis. The dataset comprises relevant
articles from eighty of the most circulated traditional media
sources in English, German, Russian and Spanish, compiled in
the course of three months. The temporal sentiment classification
per language demonstrates how the attitude towards the crisis
differs across the languages and geographical areas. The further
sentiment analysis and visualizations of various aspects illustrate
in details the distribution of positivity/negativity among media
sources and their target languages.
Keywords–Multilingual sentiment analysis; refugee crisis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis refers to a classification task in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) community, the goal of which is
commonly to determine the objectivity (objective/subjective)
or polarity (positive/negative) of the input data. The main
parameters defining the scope of a sentiment analysis approach
are the target language, domain and media type (traditional or
social media). The most common application is the monitoring
of public opinions in marketing (product reviews) and politics
(election campaigns). Whereas the research field is active,
most publications are limited to the domains of movie and
product reviews in English only. Sentiment analysis methods
can be divided into two broad categories: machine-learning-
and lexicon-based methods [1]. Machine learning methods are
implemented as supervised binary (positive/negative) classifi-
cation approaches, in which classifiers are trained on labeled
data [1] [2]. However, the dependence on a labeled dataset
is considered a major drawback, since labeling is usually
costly, time-intensive and even impossible in some cases. In
contrast, lexicon-based methods use a predefined set of patterns
(referred to as a sentiment dictionary or lexicon) associating
each entry with a specific sentiment score and do not require
any labeled training data. Here, the challenge lies in designing
an appropriate sentiment lexicon. Lexicon-based methods are
tuned towards specific target domains, media types and the
respective language style, e.g., formal language on traditional
media and colloquial language on social media. A compar-
ison of eight state-of-the-art sentiment analysis methods is
performed in [1]. All experiments are carried out using two
English datasets of Online Social Networks messages. The
methods compared are SentiWordNet [3], SASA [4], PANAS-
t [5], Emoticons, SentiStrength [6], LIWC [7], SenticNet [8]
and Happiness Index [9]. They report that the examined sen-
timent analysis methods have different levels of applicability
on real-world events and vary widely in their agreement on
the predicted polarity. Sentiment analysis of the textual data
relevant to disasters/crises aims to provide additional structured
information to the responsible organizations for situation anal-
ysis in various phases of disaster/crisis management [10].
The current article makes the following contributions: 1)
Compiles automatically a corpus of news articles covering
the refugee crisis in Europe in a period of a quarter in
summer-autumn 2015 (36702 articles in total). The articles
originate from 80 of the most circulated traditional media
sources in English, German, Russian and Spanish, 2) in-
vestigates the temporal development of the data volume per
language, 3) performs sentiment analysis per language, 4)
detects the sentiment polarity across media sources and their
languages and generates visualizations of different aspects. The
authors choose to employ the SentiSAIL software tool [11]
among numerous existing state-of-the-art sentiment analysis
methods to carry out the above remarked experimental setup.
SentiSAIL performs multidimensional sentiment analysis in
terms of languages, domains and media types. It is inte-
grated into the SAIL LABS Media Mining System (MMS)
for Open Source Intelligence [12]. MMS is a state-of-the-
art Open-Source-Intelligence system, incorporating speech and
text-processing technologies [11]. SentiSAIL performs an im-
portant part of MMS automatic multifaceted processing of
unstructured textual data. It addresses the content of both
traditional and social media in English, German, Russian and
Spanish, supports the domains of general news and particularly
the coverage of disasters/crises. The performance evaluation
of SentiSAIL on a trilingual traditional media corpus, as
well as on an English social media dataset for comparison
with other state-of-the-art methods, is reported in [11]. The
experiments in [11] showed that the performance of SentiSAIL
and human annotators are equivalent. SentiSAIL was also
used to analyze the social media data in German, concerning
the European floods 2013 [13]. The choice of SentiSAIL
is motivated by the following advantages of applicability in
the current scenario: 1) SentiSAIL supports all the languages
mentioned, unlike other sentiment analysis approaches, which
handle only a single language content. E.g., SentimentWS [14]
and [15] target only German, [16] [17] - Russian, Sentitext [18]
and [19] - Spanish. The authors in [20] adapted the English
semantic orientation system [21] to Spanish, comparing several
alternative approaches. 2) SentiSAIL is adapted to the domain
of news articles and especially the coverage of disasters/crises
in the traditional media. The authors in [22] also target the
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domain of news, limited only to English though.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II clarifies the
methodology of the SentiSAIL tool. Section III gives de-
tailed information about the experimental corpora. Section IV
presents the experimental setup, performance evaluation and
results. And finally, Section V draws conclusions from the
work presented.
II. SENTISAIL METHODOLOGY
SentiSAIL is a multilingual sentiment analysis tool ad-
dressing the domain of general news and particularly the
coverage of disasters/crises in general news [11]. It employs
the algorithm of one of the state-of-the-art sentiment analysis
methods SentiStrength [6]. SentiStrength, like [21], is a
lexicon-based approach, using lexicons of words associated
with scores of positive or negative orientation. SentiSAIL also
supports stemming of the lexicon patterns, which is particularly
important for the processing of inflective languages, such as
Russian or German. The intensification/boosting and negation
of the lexicon words, as well as the polarity scoring of phrases
and idioms, intend to model the structure and semantics of
the language observed. The innovative contribution of Sen-
tiSAIL [11] lied in expanding the SentiStrength algorithm
into new domains (general and disasters/crises related news),
multiple languages (English, German, Russian and Spanish)
and to the granularity level of full articles. In the scope of the
crises domain were considered both natural and humanitarian
crises, like the refugee crises in Europe. The adaptation of
SentiSAIL to the crises domain was achieved by means of
manual compilation of sentiment terms from relevant texts.
Examples of such terms are ”donation”, ”volunteer” (positive
terms), ”underfeeding”,”xenophobic” (negative terms).
Whereas SentiStrength is optimized for and evaluated on
social media content, SentiSAIL targets both social and tradi-
tional media data. The social media features are parameterized
and may be disabled during traditional media processing. The
SentiStrength and SentiSAIL features are compared in [11]
on a self-compiled traditional media corpus, reporting the
SentiSAIL performance improvement in English to be slight
and considerable in German and Russian. SentiSAIL, like [23],
solves a dual classification task by classifying a text into one of
the following 4classes: positive, negative, mixed (both positive
and negative) or neutral (neither positive, nor negative). The
dual classification scheme is motivated, as humans exhibit the
ability to experience positive and negative emotions simulta-
neously [24]. The class of the input text is obtained by taking
the following steps: 1) the sentiment on the granularity level
of line is determined by obtaining a pair of positive/negative
scores by averaging the respective positive/negative scores of
the sentiment patterns present in the line. Algorithms other
than averaging were also employed in this step without a
significant impact on the final classification rate [11]. 2) The
sentiment on the granularity level of document is calculated
likewise as a pair of positive/negative scores by averaging the
pairs of the positive/negative scores of all lines respectively.
3) The final sentiment class of a text is produced by double
thresholding of the pair of the positive/negative scores on the
granularity level document: classification of the positive and
negative classes is straightforward. Documents passing both
thresholds are classified into the mixed class, those failing both
thresholds are classified as neutral.
III. DATA COLLECTION
The multilingual corpus covering the humanitarian crisis of
refugees in Europe was collected automatically using the SAIL
LABS Feeder for web content a web-crawler aimed at the
collection of textual content from feeds and web-pages [12].
The tool can be scheduled to collect traditional media sources
on a regular basis. A multilingual corpus (English, German,
Russian and Spanish) was compiled to reflect a variety of
views in particular geographical regions and formed by cultural
differences and political influences. Twenty out of the most
circulated traditional media sources per language were chosen
in order to obtain equal distribution among languages. The
period observed is a quarter from July to September 2015
Figure 1. Temporal chart of the data volume per language (horizontal axis - date, vertical axis - article count).
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Figure 2. Temporal sentiment analysis of the English data (horizontal axis - date, vertical axis - article count).
Figure 3. Temporal sentiment analysis of the German data (horizontal axis - date, vertical axis - article count).
on a daily basis. The number of the collected articles in the
mentioned period in English is equal to 6580, in German
16669, in Russian 6459 and in Spanish 6994. A total of
36702 articles relevant to the refugee crisis were analyzed.
IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
In order to have a picture about the development of
the refugee crisis and how actively the selected multilingual
traditional media sources covered those, firstly the temporal
distribution of the data volume among languages is examined.
Fig. 1 depicts the daily volume of the compiled data per
language in the period from July the 1st to September 30th.
The data volume growth is noticeable for all languages starting
from August 25th, coinciding with the dates of the deepening
of the refugee crisis. It is also visible from the chart that the
traditional media sources in German paid more attention to the
problem, generating the highest volume of content among the
four languages monitored. This tendency may be explained
by the fact that the German speaking countries Austria and
Germany were confronted with the crisis immediately by a
vast stream of refugees.
The temporal sentiment analysis of the selected traditional
media sources in English, among those CNN and BBC, is
displayed in Fig. 2. The vertical axis represents the number of
articles per sentiment class, the horizontal axis the issue dates
of the articles. The articles, classified in the mixed class, are
assigned both to the positive and negative classes. As observed
in Fig. 2, the negative sentiment is generally dominating
during the whole period. The term refugee(s), associated with a
slightly negative score, is excluded from the sentiment patterns
in all languages, in order not to bias the classification of the
whole corpus towards negative sentiment. Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and
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Figure 4. Temporal sentiment analysis of the Russian data (horizontal axis - date, vertical axis - article count).
Figure 5. Temporal sentiment analysis of the Spanish data (horizontal axis - date, vertical axis - article count).
Fig. 5 portray the equivalent temporal charts of the distribution
of the sentiment classes on German, Russian and Spanish share
of the corpus respectively. Comparing the four multilingual
charts, one may conclude that whereas the negative sentiment
is highly prevailing on English and Spanish media sources,
the German media stands out by dominating neutrality. The
Russian corpus analysis reveals high rates of both negative
and neutral sentiment (Fig. 4). One can also find correlations
with the crisis events examining the sentiment distribution
diagrams. For example, the global maximum of the negative
sentiment on the English data is observed on September 3rd
(Fig. 2), coinciding with the date, when a three-year-old boy
drowned in his Syrian familys attempt to reach Greece from
Turkey. On the other hand, the global negative maximum
on the German media is located on August 28th (Fig. 3),
when 71 refugees were found dead in the back of a freezer
truck in Austria. A closer look at German articles, carrying
positive sentiment, revealed phrases, such as Ich bin stolz
Deutscher zu sein (I am proud to be German); Eine der gro¨ßten
Spendenaktionen der vergangenen Jahre ist gelungen (One of
the biggest donation activities of the past years succeeded);
Hilfsbereitschaft (willingness to help), etc.
Table I demonstrates how positivity, negativity and neu-
trality are distributed among the four languages, covering the
sensitive topic of the refugee crisis. The most positive media
language is Spanish with 27.61% positive content, the least
positive is the Russian one with only 2.35% positive articles.
Note for comparison that the average positivity rate of the
whole multilingual corpus is 13.13% (Table I). The highest
negativity rate is observed on the English media coverage
with 72.3% negative rate, whereas the German media spreads
the lowest negativity with 23.6% negative rate. The average
negativity rate on the whole multilingual corpus yields 52.9%.
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TABLE I. THE POSITIVITY, NEGATIVITY AND NEUTRALITY RATES IN PERCENT PER LANGUAGE.
English German Russian Spanish Average
Positivity rate % 19.61% 2.96% 2.35% 27.61% 13.13%
Negativity rate % 72.3% 23.6% 45.6% 70.2% 52.9%
Neutrality rate % 19.7% 74.3% 53.2% 21.7% 42.2%
Figure 6. The rate of all positive articles in % per media source.
Figure 7. The rate of all negative articles in % per media source.
Figure 8. The rate of negativity (vertical axis) vs positivity (horizontal axis) in % per media source and language.
The German corpus also stands out with the highest neutrality
rate (74.3%), which is considerably higher than the average
neutrality rate of the complete dataset (42.2%) (Table I).
The next facet of our multilingual sentiment analysis por-
trays the distribution of the positive and negative sentiment
per media source to reveal the most positive/negative sources.
Fig. 6 depicts the positive rate in percent for the 80 media
sources, labeled by their language. Fig. 7 is the corresponding
chart for the negative sentiment. The most positive media
source is the Spanish La Razon Spain with 48.55% positive
content, the least positive ones are the Russian Ria Novosti,
Gazeta, 112 Ukraine, Oxu, RBC Ukraine, Interfax and Korre-
spondent Ukraine, lacking positive content completely (Fig. 6).
The most negative media source is the Russian Ria Novosti
with 96.3% negative articles, the least negative one - the
German Handelsblatt with 13.6% negativity rate (Fig. 7). Fig. 8
shows a visualization of the positivity vs negativity rates in
percent per media source and language. Here, an interesting
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tendency of clustering per language is noticeable: 1) The
German media sources shape a well-defined cluster of low
negativity and low positivity. 2) The Russian media sources
form a cluster of low positivity and moderate negativity.
Here, the clear outlier is Ria Novosti with 96.3% negative
and 0% positive content. The clustering is not so clearly
notable in cases of the English and Spanish corpora. Here,
one may conclude, that whereas both media languages spread
highly negative content (exceeding 59%), the range of the
distribution of the positivity is very broad. The outliers from
the tendency are the English Washington Post (3% positivity vs
50% negativity) and the Spanish El Comercio Ecuador (0.74%
positivity vs 33.1% negativity).
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presented sentiment analysis of traditional media
data on the 2015 refugee crisis in Europe, originating from
a vast number of multilingual, highly circulated sources of
traditional media. The languages, covering the humanitarian
tragedy, were English, German, Russian and Spanish. The
observed time span was a quarter year in summer-autumn
2015. The initial experiment compared the data volume per
language of the automatically compiled corpora. The German
data volume was considerably higher than those of the other
languages, explained by the fact that German speaking coun-
tries faced the crisis immediately. The second experiment em-
ployed SentiSAIL software tool to perform sentiment analysis
per language. The outcome of the experiment was that the
dominating sentiment on the English and Spanish corpora was
the negative one, whereas on the German and Russian data
the neutral one. The final experiment visualized and illustrated
the distribution of the positivity and negativity rates among all
multilingual sources, revealing a tendency towards clustering
per language. In a larger context, these results form part of
our contrastive analysis of media coverage of disasters across
multiple languages and media.
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Abstract—The article explores the impact of Machine Translation
on sentiment analysis, employing the combination of two state-of-
the-art tools - the multilingual sentiment analysis tool SentiSAIL
and the Machine Translation tool SDL Language Weaver. The
original corpora are in German, Russian and Spanish in the
domain of general news. The output language of translation is En-
glish. Firstly, the work presents the development and evaluation
of SentiSAIL features in a newly supported language - Spanish.
Further experimental setup reveals that the performance rates
of sentiment analysis on the original and translated corpora are
comparable. Thus a given tool, performing high quality Machine
Translation from a target language to English, can eliminate the
necessity to develop specific sentiment analysis resources for that
language.
Keywords–Sentiment analysis; machine translation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis refers to a classification task in the Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) community, the goal of which
is commonly to determine the polarity (positive/negative) of
the input text. Whereas subjectivity analysis deals with the
detection of private states (opinions, emotions, sentiments,
beliefs, speculations) [1], classifying the textual input as
objective/subjective. The main parameters defining the scope
of a sentiment analysis approach are the target language,
domain and media type (traditional or social media). Due to
automation and the ability to process big amounts of data,
sentiment analysis has found a broad range of applications
in marketing, e.g., monitoring of public opinions of product
reviews [2] [3] [4], political science, e.g., observation of public
opinions during election campaigns, social science, economics,
etc. Generally, sentiment analysis approaches may be divided
into lexicon-based and machine-learning-based groups [5]. In
machine learning approaches labeled data is employed to train
classifiers [5] [6]. The demand of costly labeled data and the
narrow context of applicability are the major drawbacks of
these methods. Lexicon-based methods use a predefined list
of words as features, also referred to as sentiment dictionary
or lexicon, where each word is associated with a specific sen-
timent [5]. Here, the challenging task is to obtain a sentiment
dictionary applicable in various contexts. Thus lexicon-based
methods are tuned to cover specific target domains and media
types, as traditional media exhibits formal language and social
media - colloquial language, slang.
Whereas the research field is very active, the majority of
publications are limited to the domains of movie and product
reviews in English only. Here a straightforward question arises,
if the performance of the state-of-the-art Machine Translation
(MT) systems allows to translate an input text in an original
language into English and to apply sentiment analysis in
English afterwards. The objective of the current work is to
evaluate the effect of MT on sentiment analysis. The goal of
the evaluation is to compare the performance of the SentiSAIL
tool on original German, Russian and Spanish corpora and
on the corresponding corpora in English, translated employing
the MT tool SDL Language Weaver [7]. The performance
of SentiSAIL on the original self-compiled corpora in Ger-
man and Russian is reported in [8]. The current paper also
contributes an equivalent annotated traditional media corpus
in Spanish and evaluates the classification of SentiSAIL on
it. The comparison examines the impact of two factors on
sentiment analysis - the translation noise and the difference
of sentiment lexicons in English and original languages. Note
that the English sentiment lexicon is well-tested and more
extensive than those in other languages, which is likely to
lead to better performance in English. The comparison reveals
equivalent performance rates of sentiment analysis on original
and translated data, leading to a conclusion that the state-of-
the-art MT systems can provide an alternative to the costly
development of language features to realize sentiment analysis
in multiple languages.
SentiSAIL is a multilingual sentiment analysis system [8].
It employed the methodology of the lexicon-based system
SentiStrength [9] and expanded it into the domains of general
and disaster related news multilingually. The SentiStrength
and SentiSAIL features in English, German and Russian
are compared in [8] on a self-compiled traditional media
corpus, reporting SentiSAIL performance improvement to be
slight in English and considerable in German and Russian.
SentiSAIL is integrated into the SAIL LABS Media Mining
System (MMS) [10], which is a state-of-the-art Open-Source-
Intelligence system, incorporating speech and text-processing
technologies. Sentiment analysis forms a part of MMS au-
tomatic multifaceted processing of multilingual unstructured
textual and speech data.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the
literature on the impact of MT on sentiment analysis, as well as
sentiment analysis in German, Russian and Spanish. Section III
clarifies SentiSAIL methodology and the development of Span-
ish resources. Section IV presents the experimental setup,
performance evaluation and results. And finally, Section V
draws conclusions from the work presented.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The authors of [11] explore the impact of MT on sentiment
analysis in French, German and Spanish. They employ three
MT systems for comparison - Bing Translator [12], Google
Translate [13] and Moses [14]. An original dataset in En-
glish was divided into training and testing sets. Afterwards
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corresponding training and testing datasets were generated by
translating the original English data into French, German and
Spanish by the three MT systems mentioned above. Classi-
fication models were trained and tested per language in two
different experimental scenarios, using unigrams and bigrams
as features. Firstly, training and testing datasets were created
per language by each translator separately. The performances
of the sentiment analysis on original English and translated
corpora were comparable. The performance difference reached
8% in the worst case. Secondly, the corresponding training
datasets generated by the three translators were combined to-
gether, resulting in increase of the noise level and performance
drop. The paper concludes that the state-of-the-art MT systems
are reliable enough for creating training data for languages
other than English.
The approach in [2] experiments with polarity-annotated
datasets in English and Turkish from the domain of movie
and products reviews. The authors report that the polarity
detection task is not affected considerably by the amount
of the artificial noise introduced by MT. [15] proposes
two approaches for mapping existing subjectivity resources in
English to Romanian. The first approach builds the Roma-
nian lexicon by translating the Opinion Finder lexicon [16]
using a bilingual dictionary. The second approach generates
a subjectivity-annotated corpus in Romanian by projecting
annotations from an automatically annotated English corpus.
The authors find out that the corpus projections preserve
subjectivity more reliably than the lexicon translations. This
observation was also made in their previous work, stating that
subjectivity is a property associated not with words, but with
word meanings [17].
Three further approaches for generating subjectivity re-
sources in a target language from English are presented
by [18]. The approaches on Romanian and Spanish show
promising results, being comparable to those obtained using
manually translated corpora. In the first approach the anno-
tations of the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA)
corpus are automatically translated, yielding subjectivity anno-
tated sentences in Romanian. In the second one, they use the
automatically translated entries in the Opinion Finder lexicon
to annotate a set of sentences in Romanian. In the third
experiment, the direction of translation is reversed to verify
the assumption that subjective language can be translated and
thus new subjectivity lexicons can be acquired for languages
lacking such resources.
Another method to build lexicons for languages with scarce
resources is presented by [19]. In this research, the authors
apply bootstrapping to generate a subjectivity lexicon for
Romanian, starting with a set of seed subjective entries, using
electronic bilingual dictionaries and a training set of words.
The authors of [20] translate the MPQA corpus from
English into 5 languages - Arabic, French, German, Romanian
and Spanish. Their empirical results indicate that including
multilingual information while modeling subjectivity is able
not only to transfer English resources into other languages,
but can also improve subjectivity classification in the source
language itself. They showed that an English classifier was
improved by using out-of-language features, achieving a 4.9%
error reduction in accuracy with respect to using English alone.
The work proposed by [3] constructs a polarity co-training
system, using the multi-lingual views obtained through the
automatic translation of English product-reviews into Chinese.
Further articles address sentiment analysis in languages,
examined in the current work - German, Russian and Span-
ish. A German language sentiment analysis method, called
SentimentWortschatz or SentiWS, is presented in [21]. The
approach targets the domain of financial newspaper articles
and respective blog posts on a German stock index [21].
The sentiment lexicon is developed from the General Inquirer
(GI) lexicon [22] by semiautomatic translation into German
using Google Translate and is manually revised afterwards.
The lexicon post-translation revision included the removal of
inappropriate words and addition of words from the finance
domain [21]. The usage of the GI lexicon as a base is justified
by the fact that it is widely accepted in the sentiment analysis
community and has a broad coverage. Another method in
German, introduced by [23], targets the domain concerning
German celebrities. The approach utilizes the SentiStrength
tool [9] and permits the classification of mixed sentiments.
Here also the English opinion dictionary was automatically
translated into German and manually improved afterwards by
two German native speakers.
The publications [4] [24] illustrate the sentiment analysis
research in Russian. Authors in [24] propose an approach
for domain specific sentiment lexicon extraction in the meta-
domain of products and services. [4] describes and evaluates
the state-of-the-art sentiment analysis systems in Russian.
The authors of [25] present a lexicon-based sentiment
analysis system in Spanish, called Sentitext, which employs
three major feature sets - the dictionary of individual words,
the dictionary of multiword expressions and the set of context
rules. They conclude that the proper management and extensive
coverage of multiword expressions is critical for successful
textual sentiment analysis. Sentitext is also used in [26] to de-
tect sentiments on Twitter messages in Spanish. [27] describes
machine learning technique for opinion mining in blogs. The
experimental Spanish corpus was created by their Emotiblog
system. The authors of [28] adapt an existing English se-
mantic orientation system [29] to Spanish, comparing several
alternative approaches. Their experiments prove that although
language-independent methods show decent baseline perfor-
mance, automation cost is considerable and the development
of language-specific knowledge and resources provides the best
long-term improvement. [30] introduces a framework, where
the Spanish lexicons derived from manually and automatically
annotated English lexicons yield an accuracy of 90% and 74%
respectively.
III. SENTISAIL METHODOLOGY AND SUPPORT OF
SPANISH
The SentiSAIL sentiment analysis tool, introduced in [8],
performs processing of both traditional and social media data.
The target domains in traditional media are the general news
and particularly the coverage of disasters/crises in general
news. In addition to English, German and Russian the cur-
rent version of SentiSAIL supports also Spanish, French and
Arabic. In this work we introduce SentiSAIL in Spanish - the
development of Spanish resources and the performance evalu-
ation on a self-compiled traditional media corpus (Section IV).
SentiSAIL employs the algorithm of SentiStrength [9].
SentiStrength, like [29], is a lexicon-based approach, using as
the main feature list a lexicon of sentiment patterns associated
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with scores of positive or negative orientation. The positive
patterns are weighed in the range [1; 5], the negative ones
- [-5; -1] in a step 1, e.g., ”charming” 4, ”cruel” -4. To
account for the formation of diverse words from the same stem
(inflection and declension), stemming of the lexicon words
is implemented. E.g., ”sympath∗” will match all the words
starting with ”sympath”, e.g., ”sympathize”, ”sympathizes”,
”sympathized”, ”sympathy”, ”sympathetic”, etc. The text to
be processed is treated as a Bag of Words, and each word
is compared to the predefined stemmed lexicon patterns for
matching. Employing unigram sentiment terms as the main
feature introduces less noise during translation compared to
higher level n-grams. In order to model the structure and
semantics of the language observed the following additional
feature lists are employed:
Boosters. Sentiment words may be intensified or weakened
by words referred to as boosters. E.g., ”less charming” will
weigh 3 and ”very cruel” -5.
Negations. It is assumed that negating a positive word
inverts the sentiment to negative and weakens it twice, whereas
negating a negative word neutralizes the sentiment. E.g., ”not
charming” scores -2, whereas ”isn’t cruel” equals 0. The
boosters and negations affect up to 2 following words.
Phrases and idioms. We define a phrase as a combination
of words, expressing sentiment only in the given sequence,
e.g., ”high quality” 3. An idiom is also a combination of
words, but unlike a phrase it expresses a figurative, not literal
meaning, e.g., ”crocodile tears” -2. Idioms and phrases score
as a whole, overriding the scores of their component words.
The sentiment lexicon comprises the polarity of individual
words (prior polarity) [31]. The polarity of a word in a
sentence (contextual polarity) may be different from its prior
polarity [31] and is determined in the context of negations,
boosters, phrases and idioms.
SentiSAIL, like [32], solves a dual classification task
by classifying a text into one of the following 4 classes:
positive, negative, mixed (both positive and negative) or neutral
(neither positive, nor negative). The dual classification scheme
is motivated by the human ability to experience positive and
negative emotions simultaneously [33].
The class of the input text is determined as a result of
taking the following steps:
1) The sentiment on the granularity level of line is deter-
mined by computing a pair of positive/negative scores using
a combining algorithm. Three combining algorithms were
applied with no significant difference on the final classification
accuracy [8]. The algorithms are listed below:
a) Maximization. The scores of the most positive and the
most negative terms of the line are assigned to its positive and
negative scores respectively.
b) Averaging. Positive and negative scores of each line are
calculated respectively as the average of its all positive and
negative word scores.
c) Aggregation. Positive and negative scores of each line
are obtained from respective aggregation of the scores of
all positive and negative words of the line, bounded by the
maximum positive and negative values.
2) The sentiment on the granularity level of document is
calculated likewise as a pair of positive/negative scores by
averaging the pairs of the positive/negative scores of all lines
respectively.
3) The final sentiment class of a text is produced by double
thresholding of the pair of the positive/negative scores on the
granularity level document. The classification of the positive
and negative classes is straightforward. Documents passing
both thresholds are classified into the mixed class, those failing
both thresholds are classified as neutral.
Though SentiStrength comprises the mentioned feature
lists in 14 languages, the lexicons in languages other than
English are short and lack stemming. The development of the
SentiSAIL lexicon in Spanish comprised four stages.
At the first stage the initial SentiStrength short lexicon
in Spanish (286 words) is taken as a base and improved.
We prefer to revise and expand the lexicon manually, since
automation introduces also false hits [28]. A Spanish native
speaker went through the SentiStrength lexicon, performing
stemming and removing incorrect terms.
At the second stage the patterns from the parallel Sen-
tiStrength lexicon in English were translated into Spanish,
stemmed and scored manually. At this step automation is not
realizable, as the stemmed patterns may not be meaningful
words (e.g., sympath*). Though the automatic translation of
meaningful words may also be ambiguous due to multiple
meanings. In addition weights of equivalent words in different
languages may also vary due to cultural factors.
At the third stage additional sentiment words were manu-
ally selected and added from the sentiment dictionary gener-
ated by [30].
The fourth stage of the lexicon extension aims to cover the
domains of general news and natural disasters. A database of
100 articles in Spanish from the target domains was collected
from the web with that purpose. Half of the articles were
chosen randomly as the training dataset, from which domain-
specific sentiment terms were manually compiled and added
to the lexicon together with their associated scores. To obtain
a richer lexicon articles covering diverse topics were chosen.
As a result SentiSAIL’s sentiment lexicon in Spanish grew
from the initial 286 to 2654 patterns. Note for comparison that
SentiSAIL English lexicon comprises currently 2830 patterns.
The development of Spanish resources was concluded by
revising and expanding the lists of negations, boosters, phrases
and idioms. The support of new languages in SentiSAIL can be
achieved by taking steps equivalent to those taken for Spanish
feature creation.
SentiSAIL is implemented in Perl. SentiSAIL performance
speed is proportional to log2N , where N is the number of sen-
timent lexicon patterns in the language processed. Logarithmic
performance speed is the result of running binary search on
the sentiment lexicon. As SentiSAIL is typically deployed in
a near real-time environment, high speed is a requirement.
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Evaluating sentiment analysis systems is challenging, since
there is no single ground truth. Each person classifies the
observed text into one of the available sentiment classes
depending on his/her cultural and educational background, age,
political views, current mood and emotional state, etc. Thus
the relation of the average inter-annotator agreement rate to
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TABLE I. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF SENTISAIL IN SPANISH.
Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3 Average
Training set
Annotator 1 - 76% 81% 78%Annotator 2 - - 77%
SentiSAIL (Aggregation) 73% 65% 72% 70%
SentiSAIL (Averaging) 79% 71% 72% 74%
SentiSAIL (Maximization) 83% 73% 76% 77.3%
SentiSAIL (Maximization, SentiStrength features) 47% 41% 44% 44%
Testing set
Annotator 1 - 77% 78% 76%Annotator 2 - - 73%
SentiSAIL (Aggregation) 73% 68% 75% 72%
SentiSAIL (Averaging) 73% 66% 71% 70%
SentiSAIL (Maximization) 77% 74% 75% 75.3%
SentiSAIL (Maximization, SentiStrength features) 46% 43% 50% 46.3%
the average SentiSAIL-annotator agreement rate is chosen as
an evaluation criterion for SentiSAIL. If the mentioned average
rates are comparable, the performance of SentiSAIL system is
considered as good as that of a human annotator.
The experimental setup comprises two stages. The first
stage evaluates SentiSAIL’s performance of the newly sup-
ported language - Spanish. The objective of the second stage
is to compare SentiSAIL performance on the original German
and Russian datasets, illustrated in [8], and on the Spanish
dataset, introduced newly in this paper to the performance
on the parallel corpora translated into English. The transla-
tions were performed automatically using the SDL Language
Weaver (5.3.32 release), which is a statistical state-of-the-art
MT tool [7]. The statistical translation models are generated
automatically by applying machine learning technique on
parallel collections of human translations.
The performance evaluation of SentiSAIL is reported in [8]
on self-collected and labeled trilingual text corpus. The training
dataset includes 32 news articles in English, 32 - in German
and 48 - in Russian. The testing dataset comprises 50 news
articles in each language. Since SentiSAIL is a lexicon-based
method (as opposed to a machine learning based one), the
training dataset was employed to extract additional domain-
specific sentiment words manually, but not to train a classifier.
We introduce an equivalent corpus in Spanish, comprising 100
traditional media articles, divided equally into training and
testing datasets.
Table I details the experiments on the Spanish corpus.
Identical experiments are conducted on training and testing
datasets separately to show that the performance rates on
the training dataset and unfamiliar data are comparable. Both
training and testing datasets were labeled by 3 annotators by
sentiment class labels (Positive, Negative, Neutral, Mixed).
The average agreement rate among 3 annotators on training
texts reached 78% (Table I). The following 3 lines in Table I
present the agreement rates of SentiSAIL with the annotators,
using the line scoring algorithms Aggregation, Averaging and
Maximization in sequence. The best scoring algorithm is
Maximization with 77.33% rate, which is competitive with the
average human agreement rate of 78%. The next row in Table I
shows that the improvement of the Spanish lexicon by Sen-
tiSAIL over the initial SentiStrength lexicon is considerable,
having improved the performance rate from 44% to 77.33%.
The main reason is that the initial SentiStrength lexicon is
very short (286 words) and lacks stemming. The majority
of sentiment terms are not detected and the classification is
neutralized (42 out of 50 texts were classified as neutral).
SentiSAIL achieves equivalent performance accuracy while
running the same set of experiments on a previously unseen
dataset (Testing set section in Table I).
The second stage of the experimental setup evaluates
the impact of translation on the trilingual corpus. Since the
Maximizaton algorithm scored the highest, it is chosen in
the further experiments. Table II shows that the average
inter-annotator agreement rate on the German training dataset
scored 79.17% and SentiSAIL-annotators average agreement
rate even outperforms it with 81.25% [8]. Running the
equivalent experiment in English, i.e., performing sentiment
analysis on the German into English translated corpus and
using the English sentiment lexicon, yielded exactly the same
average performance accuracy - 81.25% (Table II). Whereas
the average performance rate on the original Russian corpus
scored 82.99%, the equivalent rate on the English translated
corpus decreased slightly to 80.9% (Table II). The third portion
in Table II reports the empirical results on the newly supported
language - Spanish. The average SentiSAIL-annotators agree-
ment rate scored 77.33%, which is almost as high as the inter-
annotator rate (78%). The average accuracy on the parallel
English corpus recorded the highest decrease of 5% among 3
translated languages.
Table III presents the results of the identical experimental
setup as Table II, but on testing datasets. Here the performance
rate drop as an outcome of English translation of the trilingual
corpora remains within negligible 1%. Table III also shows
that SentiSAIL analysis accuracy on unfamiliar and training
data are comparable.
V. CONCLUSION
Firstly, the work presented the development and evaluation
of Spanish resources for the multilingual sentiment analysis
tool SentiSAIL. Secondly, it explored empirically the impact of
MT on sentiment analysis performance. The translation quality
of the SDL Language Weaver allowed to achieve equivalent
performance rates on original and translated parallel corpora
while performing bipolar sentiment analysis by SentiSAIL.
The original corpora were compiled in the traditional media
domain in German, Russian and Spanish. The translation
output language was English, supported by the majority of the
state-of-the-art sentiment analysis systems. The performance
decrease in the worst case remained within negligible 5%. The
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TABLE II. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON THE ORIGINAL GERMAN, RUSSIAN, SPANISH TRAINING DATASETS AND THE EQUIVALENT
ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS [8].
Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3 Average
German training set
Annotator 1 - 78.1% 79.7% 79.2%Annotator 2 - - 79.7%
German original 92.2% 73.4% 78.2% 81.3%
English translation 92.2% 73.4% 78.2% 81.3%
Russian training set
Annotator 1 - 84.4% 79.2% 82%Annotator 2 - - 82.3%
Russian original 86.5% 84.4% 78.1% 83%
English translation 85.4% 82.3% 75% 80.9%
Spanish training set
Annotator 1 - 76% 81% 78%Annotator 2 - - 77%
Spanish original 83% 73% 76% 77.3%
English translation 78% 70% 69% 72.3%
TABLE III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON THE ORIGINAL GERMAN, RUSSIAN, SPANISH TESTING DATASETS AND THE EQUIVALENT
ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS [8].
Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3 Average
German testing set
Annotator 1 - 85% 76% 76.7%Annotator 2 - - 69%
German original 81% 80% 77% 79.3%
English translation 80% 83% 72% 78.3%
Russian testing set
Annotator 1 - 93% 93% 92.7%Annotator 2 - - 92%
Russian original 92% 88% 90% 90%
English translation 90% 89% 89% 89.3%
Spanish testing set
Annotator 1 - 77% 78% 76%Annotator 2 - - 73%
Spanish original 77% 74% 75% 75.3%
English translation 76% 71% 80% 75.7%
conclusion drawn as an outcome of the extensive experimental
setup is that substituting multilingual sentiment analysis by
English sentiment analysis via MT may be an acceptable
alternative, leading to inconsiderable performance drop. Such
a setup may be advantageous when lacking the appropriate
resources for a particular language and when fast deployment
is crucial. In practical terms, the trade-off between the cost of
the MT system and the effort for the development of language
specific resources needs to be taken into consideration.
Future work will be in the direction of extending the list
of languages further and evaluating the performance on data
from multilingual social media platforms.
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Abstract - In this study, we evaluate different
effective factors related to marketing and sales and
discuss the various prediction methods. The field of this
study is the car industry and the tools used for
classification, comparison and weight determination is
the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). Artificial
Neural Networks are used for identifying the
architecture and shaping the process of prediction. In
order to do so, using a questionnaire presented to
experts in the field, the factors affecting car sales in
North America were identified and the processed
weights obtained from these opinions were fed to the
neural network as input, so that, ultimately, by teaching
the network through different algorithms, the optimal
solution can be obtained. The conceptual model of the
research first identifies the factors affecting sales and
then tries to determine the interconnection among the
data. In order to compare the performance of this
method, we needed a valid and established measure so
that we can assess the methods based on it. Therefore,
linear and exponential regression methods were selected
to compare the degree of error and to obtain a more
desirable final output which is closer to reality. The
obtained result indicates the successful performance of
the neural network compared to other selected methods
and it was found that it has a lower Minimum Square
Error (MSE) compared to others.
Keywords- car sale prediction; analytical hierarchy
process; artificial neural networks; feed forward network;
multi-layer back propagation neural network; learning
algorithm
I. INTRODUCTION
Management has always been significant for
people, companies, and governments. Each one of these
groups has dealt with this issue somehow and they try to
maximize their wealth. Hence, they have to make the right
decisions, one of which is the decision regarding (future)
investments. This study evaluates the utilization of neural
networks for predicting sales in the car industry and
compares it with reality. It justifies the use of neural
networks in this industry for the prediction process.
Generally, car manufacturing industries include design,
development, manufacturing, marketing and sale of
different equipment for motor vehicles. The set of
companies and factories involved in design, manufacturing,
marketing, and sale of motor vehicles are a part of this
industry. In 2008, more than 70 million motor vehicles
including ordinary cars and commercial vehicles were
manufactured around the world. In 2007, a total number of
71.9 million cars were sold in the world, with 22.9 million
sold in Europe, 21.4 million sold in Asia and Pacific
Region, 19.4 million sold in the US and Canada, 4.4 million
sold in Latin America, 2.4 million sold in the Middle East,
and 1.4 million sold in Africa. When the market was
experiencing a recession in the US and Japan, Asia and
South America significantly grew and got stronger.
Moreover, it seems that large markets in Russia, Brazil,
India and China have experienced a rapid growth. The car
industry, as one of the largest industries in the world hosting
a large amount of people, financial and time resources, is in
dire need of accurate predictions of its future and its
competitors in order to reach big and sensitive decisions.
Perhaps one of the biggest concerns of the managers and
manufacturers in the car industry and the investors in this
field is the prediction of product sales and planning for the
future manufacturing volume. If a manager can have a more
accurate prediction regarding the future sales volume and
car demand, they can absolutely optimize the investment
volume, recruit workforce and optimally use time to reach
optimal decisions and carry out macro strategies.
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II. THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE STUDY
Five initial exogenous variables were used as the
input for the neural network and the network was prepared
for the entrance of the sixth variable; namely, the effect of
season and month on buying behavior (see Figure 1). Then,
the effect of the month was normalized and used as the main
input for the network. Weights affecting the car sales were
already extracted in previous studies; however, due to the
specific geographical focus of this study, we needed to
generate these effective weights. Therefore, the factors were
extracted from electronic databases, particularly two
prestigious studies in the car industry, and, after generating
them and presenting questionnaires to experts in the same
geographical region and integrating the sum of the weights,
the viewpoints were ordered using analytical hierarchy
process. In order to be used in other studies, the
questionnaires were classified into sub-factors for each
factor, too and the weights of the head factors were
introduced into the system of the study. Regarding the
introduction of seasonal and monthly effects, by identifying
and analyzing high-sale and low-sale months and ranking
these sites using the Excel software application, the months
were ranked based on the sales volume from 2010 to 2015
and then they were normalized using Equation 1:
Where
: Equals the maximum value for each entry;
: Equals the minimum value for each entry;
: Is the value of the entry.
: Is the normalized value of the entry.
Due to the stability of criteria selection for humans,
the data arising from individual judgment and their taste in
time have stability and solidity. For instance, an individual
who cares about safety, based on personality stability theory
and selection stability, is very likely not to change his mind
about his choice in the next five years. Therefore, after
using fixed weights, due to the dynamic nature of neural
networks, this study requires a dynamic measure for better
training the network. In order to reach this, the seasonal and
monthly data are used as the sixth variable for making the
entries dynamic. The method for extracting monthly data for
each country is different, since the coefficients of the
months are different in each country. In the following, the
monthly weights extraction process for the USA and the
normalization method for these weights are discussed in
detail [2].
Figure 1: The Conceptual Model of the Study
The schematic conceptual model of the study is
devised and presented for representation and simplification
of the inputs and objectives framework. The conceptual
model in this study is represented by expressing the factors
affecting sales, categorization and the desired objective.
III. METHODOLOGY
Regarding objectives, this study searches for a scientific
process for improving decision making about the future of
the car industry, the time consumed, the energy, and the
investment, as well as preventing the untimely
manufacturing, which interferes with the economic cycle and
leads to the loss of the industry. This can be used in
governmental and non-governmental sectors, whether from
the viewpoint of industrial policy making or the viewpoint of
enterprise profitability. Regarding the type and nature, this
study is a descriptive-analytical one since it evaluates and
analyzes the current state of the market.
In this study, at first, the factors affecting car sales are
identified based on previous studies and researches and then,
these are presented to a panel of experts in order to be
ranked.
Figure 2: The Weights of the Factors Affecting Sales Obtained from the
Software
Then, the semi-processed information is sent to the Expert
Choice software application for final and ultimate processing
and after obtaining the output as weights, they are
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presented along with the main input data to the neural
network so that, while teaching the main data and using these
weights, a better forecasting for the future can be obtained.
Finally, the prediction data is compared to the real data so
that the validity of the developed model can be measured.
The statistical population of the study includes the market for
the products of Kia and Hyundai corporations in the US and
Canada from 2010 until 2015. This information is extracted
from the formal electronic databases supervising the
American industries as well as the databases of Kia and
Hyundai corporations. In order to gather the required data for
the theoretical sections (e.g. previous studies or introduction
to artificial neural networks), the library method (using
online databases, books, dissertations, and online articles)
was used and for gathering the data related to the weights,
the expert panel method was used and the opinions were
integrated using the relevant software applications [8].
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, the multi-layer back propagation
neural network is applied on the sales data for Kia and
Hyundai corporations in the US and Canada from 2010 until
2015 in order to propose a model for predicting the car sales
based on artificial intelligence. The 6 determining variables
for car sales (economic, dimension, performance, safety,
driver and passengers’ comfort, dimensions, size, and the
appearance of the car as well as the seasonal effects on sale)
were used in two groups as the input for the network. In the
first group, which includes the first five variables
mentioned, the data was extracted using questionnaire from
the expert panel and was fed into the group analytical
hierarchy process. The cumulative results obtained from the
Expert Choice software application were considered as the
first group of inputs. The system was taught using these
weights and was prepared for the second group of inputs,
which include the seasonal effects on sale. The inputs of the
artificial neural network have been normalized so that they
can be between 0 and 1, and then they are fed into the neural
network. In this study, a neural network with two hidden
layers is used and the different network parameters (such as,
the number of neurons, the type of network training
algorithm, the fraction of the data tested by the network, and
so on) were optimized using the neural network branch of
MATLAB software application. Since the neural network
toolboxes in MATLAB software application are intended to
be used in ordinary and non-professional conditions and
have a higher error compared to the manual configuration
condition, this study uses the input codes obtained after
performing a huge number of tests. In order to arrive at
opinions relevant to the industry as well as the customers,
this study uses the opinions of individuals who were
unbiased and non-stakeholders while related to the car
industry so that they can add both versions of an opinion to
the questionnaire [3]. Table I represents the target data
which include the sales volume of Kia and Hyundai cars in
the USA from 2010 to 2015.
In order to extract the monthly effective data and
the seasonal effect on buying behavior, we ranked the high-
sale months using data classification in Excel software
application and then the obtained rankings were normalized.
This data, presented in Table II, is the input variables of the
study for the artificial neural network to teach it and
determine implicit relations between the network inputs and
the network outputs. We use the term “implicit” because, in
order to discover the relations among the data, the artificial
neural network assesses the numbers in its black box.
Hence, finding the exact relations and allocated weights by
the network itself is highly complex, even impossible due to
being highly time-consuming task.
TABLE I: SALES VOLUME DATA FOR KIA AND HYUNDAY
CARS IN THE US
Month 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
January 52626 65003 78211 80015 81016
February 58056 76339 96189 93816 90221
March 77524 106052 127233 117431 121782
April 74059 108828 109814 110871 119783
May 80476 107426 118790 120685 130994
June 83111 104253 115139 115543 118051
July 89525 105065 110095 115009 119320
August 86068 99693 111127 118126 124670
September 76627 87660 108130 93105 96638
October 73855 90092 92723 93309 94775
November 67324 86617 94542 101416 98608
December 75246 94155 98613 96636 110094
TABLE II: CLASSIFICATION AND RANKING OF HIGH-
SALE TO LOW-SALE MONTHS
Ranking in Each Year
Month 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
January 12 12 12 12 12
February 11 11 9 9 11
March 5 3 1 3 3
April 8 1 6 6 4
May 4 2 2 1 1
June 3 5 3 4 6
July 1 4 5 5 5
August 2 6 4 2 2
September 6 9 7 11 9
October 9 8 11 10 10
November 10 10 10 7 8
December 7 7 8 8 7
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Figure 3: The Schematic Representation of the Neural Network Formed in
the Study with Expected Inputs and Output
Due to the presence of an output at the end for
predicting sales in each country (The US and Canada), a
neuron is placed in the output layer of the neural network.
The most important advantage of using this method is that
even if the training accuracy for the network is not high, the
network still keeps its generality [7]. Therefore, generally,
the neural network involves six inputs and an output with
two hidden layers. A schematic representation of the utilized
neural network is presented in Fig.3.
The research data is categorized into three sections
including training data, test data and evaluation data. The
training data is simply used for adjusting the weights and
biases of the neural network, while the test data is not
involved in the training process of the network and it is just
used for the generalization test of the network. The
evaluation data is used for testing the generalization of the
network in each stage of network training and then it is used
for adjusting the network’s weights and biases. MSE is used
as a function of the neural network performance. In order to
improve the performance of the network, the cross
validation process is used for interrupting the training of the
network. In this process, if the error of the network over the
evaluation data after times subsequent trainings is not
improved, then the network training will be stopped in order
to maintain the generalizability of the network. This study
uses as the criterion for stopping the network
training. Another criterion used for maintaining the
generalizability of the neural network is the gradient of the
network in each repetition and, in this study, in order to
reach the desired results, is adopted [5].
V. ANALYZING THE SENSITIVITY OF THE NEURAL
NETWORK
In this section, the best algorithm for training the
neural network and determining the number of neurons in
the hidden layers is selected. Moreover, the sensitivity
analysis is carried out on the fraction of data to be used as
the test and evaluation data sets. Therefore, it has been tried
to optimize the parameters of the neural network based on
the network error.
VI. SELECTING THE BEST PATTERN FOR NETWORK
TRAINING
The number of neurons in the first and second
hidden layers are considered to be 10 and 1, respectively.
By changing the network training algorithm, the training
error over the test data is measured. The error obtained over
the test data is used for selecting the network training
algorithm based on a network with higher generalization
capability [4]. Since the initial weights and biases of the
network are selected randomly and these values affect the
performance of the network, the neural network was carried
out 30 times for each algorithm and the minimum error in
these 30 runs was selected as a criterion for measuring the
appropriate algorithm for training the network [6].
Accordingly, the results are presented in Fig.4.
Figure 4: MSE Minimum Value over the Test Data for Different Neural
Network Training Algorithms
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Based on the results presented in Fig.4, training
algorithms of and have the lowest error-
based on the mean error MSE. Since the algorithm
has the lowest error, it is used for training the network.
VII. DETERMINING THE OPTIMAL VALUE FOR THE
NUMBER OF NEURONS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND HIDDEN
LAYERS
Determining the number of neurons in hidden
layers is of particular significance in the structure of neural
networks. The presence of huge number of neurons in
hidden layers will lead to the higher complexity of the
neural network and increasing number of its adjustable
parameters (weights and biases). Whereas, the presence of a
fewer number of neurons in hidden layers can lead to a
situation where the neural network is not able to efficiently
describe the relations present between the inputs and output
of the network. In order to determine the optimal number of
neurons in the first and second hidden layers, by keeping all
the other parameters constant, the first and second hidden
layers vary between 5 and 12 and between 1 and 10,
respectively, and the value of the minimum error (MSE) for
each state over the test data is calculated. This
computational tolerance is presented in Table III, along with
extracting the optimal solution.
VIII. THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM TRAINING THE
NEURAL NETWORK
Based on the sensitivity analysis carried out in the
previous section and the adjustment of different parameters
for the neural network, the following values are selected for
the neural network and in order to reach the best results over
the neural network, the network is run multiple times in
order to obtain the lowest value of MSE.
TABLE III. COMPUTATIONAL TOLERANCE
Network Training Algorithm
The Fraction of Training,
Test, and Evaluation Data 15%, 15%, and 70%
Neurons in the First Layer 10
Neurons in the Second Layer 1
After training the optimized neural network, Fig.5
is obtained for the error of the network. It is worth
mentioning that after 8 repetitions from the beginning of
network training, variations in the values of network
parameters significantly reduced, indicating the
convergence of the network in low repetitions. It should also
Figure 5: Error Curve for Optimized Neural Network over the Training and
Test Data
Figure 6: The Curve for Correlation among the Factors and Following the
Regression Pattern
be said that the network training is carried out in Batch
mode, which means that the selection of weights and biases
of the network is done after applying all the training data.
Another method is to update the weights and biases of the
network after applying each individual input. In Fig.5, we
trained and optimized the network using the Bayesian
command. As mentioned before, the method with lowest
error for optimizing the problem is to use the training
algorithm. Perhaps, in most cases, the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) algorithm provides a suitable solution. However,
regarding the current study which differs from other studies,
due to limited data at the input level and the lack of rich data
for forming the network, the Bayesian algorithm provides a
better optimization.
In the fields of management and economics, it is
highly common to use the regression method for predicting
a factor or some factors in the future. The regression method
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Figure 7: Comparing the Prediction of the Neural Networks with the Real
Values of the Data
TABLE IV: COMPARING THE RESULTS FOR THE
PERFORMANCEOF THE NEURAL NETWORK vs
CONVENTIONAL PREDICTION METHODS
uses data trends to predict the next step of the data.
Generally, regression is classified as linear or non-linear or
exponential. In this study, in order to evaluate the
performance and efficiency of the neural network, the
prediction data are compared to the real data as well as the
data predicted by the regression method. The linear
regression is closer to reality compared to the non-linear
regression [10]. In order to facilitate the comparison, the
data are simplified based on 10 to the power of 8 [1]. As can
be inferred from Table IV, each model or method providing
lower error compared to the real data, is more reliable and
usable. In this study, the neural network is used as a pioneer
network in minimizing the prediction error. Fig.7 shows
how much the error of this claim is compared to the real
data.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, neural networks were used for
predicting car sales. The important point and the
differentiating aspect of this study compared to previous
studies is using limited data which is considered one of the
weaknesses of neural networks. However, at the end, with
the proper architecture and training and using an optimal
algorithm, this study was successful in optimizing this
network even for limited data. The results obtained over
training, test, and evaluation data indicate the capability of
the neural network as one of the artificial intelligence
methods for accurate prediction of car sales. Using the
simulation carried out for the neural network and
determining the method for changing car sales based on
different parameters, it was concluded that the neural
network is able to efficiently predict the normal trend of car
sales based on the six factors of price, performance, safety,
appearance, and comfort as well as the effects of months on
the sale volume. Accordingly, it was concluded that based
on the data utilized, the highest impact from car aspects on
the sale are for safety and generally, the sales variations are
influenced by the season and month. The trained neural
network can be used in the future as a criterion for
predicting car sales over limited data. Accordingly, before
manufacturing the desired car, the trained neural network
can be used to determine if this manufactured car attracts
enough demand and sale capability or not or the investment
will be influenced by demand risk loss. Based on the
positive performance of neural network in this study, it is
recommended to compare the artificial neural network and
fitting curves for subjects with limited and poor data [9].
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Abstract—The Internet has substantially changed how organi-
zations market their vacancies and how job seekers look for a
job. Although this has many benefits such as simplifying the
communication, it can also cause problems. Some vacancies are
obtaining more applications than can be handled by the recruit-
ment department, while other vacancies may remain unfulfilled
for a long time. Data analysis might reveal insights into what
strategies are effective to solve these problems. To analyze these
problems we therefore consider the predictability of the number
of applications per vacancy per week, and to which extend
this can be controlled using online marketing campaigns. After
testing the predictive quality of several machine learning methods
on a data set from a large Dutch organization we found that
a Random Forest model gives the best predictions. Although
these predictions provide insights into what recruiters and hiring
managers can expect when publishing a vacancy, the error of
these predictions can be quite large. Also, although the effect
of online marketing campaigns on the number of applications
is significant, predicting the effect from historic data causes
problems due to collinearity and bias in the usage of these
campaigns: a campaign is also a response to a small number
of applicants who responded to the vacancy. Nevertheless, these
predictions are insightful for both recruiters and hiring manager
to manage their expectations when publishing a vacancy.
Keywords–Recruitment analytics; HR analytics
I. INTRODUCTION
The internet revolution has substantially changed how job
seekers look for a job and how organizations attempt to attract
job seekers [1]. Already in 2003, 94% of the global Fortune
500 companies were using a corporate recruitment website to
attract job seekers [2], and online sources such as social media,
online professional networks, and company websites are being
used for effective employer branding [3]. Furthermore, the
percentage of job seekers who are using the internet is growing
steadily [4].
Advantages of using corporate recruitment websites have
been discussed in previous studies, showing benefits including
cost effectiveness, speeding up the hiring process, and ease
of use both for recruiters and job seekers [5], [6], [7]. There
is, however, yet another benefit of using corporate recruitment
websites which has not been explored by previous research:
it enables tracking the behavior of job seekers on the web-
site using e-commerce software. By tracking this job seeker
behavior, recruitment departments can obtain valuable insights
on how to attract or repulse applications. This might lead to
strategies for reducing recruitment lead time and cost.
To take a first step into exploring how vacancies attract job
seekers and how this might be controlled, this study considers
the predictability of the number of job seekers that will apply
to an online vacancy per week. This metric is referred to as
the application rate. In order to predict this metric, multiple
machine learning techniques including Random Forest, Sup-
port Vector Regression, and Artificial Neural Networks were
applied. The data used to predict the application rate included
characteristics of the vacancy such as work location, required
education level, and job title. Furthermore, also data describing
whether the vacancy was used in online marketing campaigns
such as Google Adwords, other vacancies on the website which
might compete with the vacancy, and time related attributes
such as the current recruitment lead time and application rates
in weeks prior to the predicting period were used.
This paper has the following structure, Section II provides
an overview of previous literature on the effectiveness of
online recruitment websites will be given. Section III will
discuss how data was obtained and prepared for analysis. In
Section IV the findings from preliminary data analysis will
be discussed which affects the choice of predictive models.
Section V will give an overview of the methods that were used
to predict the application rate. Finally, Section VI provides an
overview of the predictive quality of these methods along with
its implications.
II. RELATED WORK
The ability of corporate recruitment websites to attract
job seekers has been investigated in multiple studies, often
by sending questionnaires to either job seekers or employers.
The results of these studies differ: some show the potential
in terms of cost effectiveness, reducing recruitment leadtimes,
and ease of use for both recruiters and job seekers [5], [6],
[7]. Other studies however show a more modest perception:
Brown [8] found that 75% of all job seekers find recruit-
ment websites too complicated. This perception is shared by
Maurer and Liu [9] who identified management of potential
information excess on corporate recruitment websites as one
of the key design issues for e-recruitment managers. Besides
the excessive information organizations might send to potential
job seekers, the opposite also holds. Vacancies might receive a
large number of applications, including many unsuitable ones.
Parry and Tyson [10] found that this is one of the reasons why
a quarter of the organizations they examined who were using
internet recruitment methods found it unsuccessful.
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Data mining can play a role in managing the information
spread by both the employer and job seeker. In particular, it
can be used to investigate the relationship between recruitment
efforts and recruitment outcomes. These relationships can be
used to control the quality and quantity of applicants, and the
quality of the employer’s brand.
Previous research has not paid much attention to how data
mining could be applied to manage the information spread
by employers and job seekers apart from application selection
[11], and resume parsing [12]. Although these methods auto-
mate part of the recruitment job, thereby enabling recruiters to
handle a large number of applications, being able to control
the quality and quantity of applicants would also decrease the
workload of recruiters. Furthermore, fewer but better qualified
applicants also means fewer rejections, which is beneficial for
both job seekers and employers.
III. DATA GATHERING AND PREPARATION
A. Data gathering
To investigate whether the number of applicants who apply
to a vacancy can accurately be predicted and controlled data
was gathered from a large Dutch company which employs
over 30,000 people and has on average 150 vacancies on its
corporate recruitment website.
Data was gathered from three systems: first from an appli-
cation tracking system (ATS) in which vacancy characteristics
are stored such as work location, required education level, and
working hours. Second, data was gathered from the corporate
recruitment website’s Google Analytics account. In particular,
how many job seekers visited the corporate recruitment website
per week, and how frequent job seekers followed different
paths from the website’s landing page to the application
submit page (the webpage visited after having submitted an
application). Also, Google Analytics is capable to keep track
of whether job seekers visited the website via a paid hyperlink
which was part of an online marketing campaign. This data was
used to determine which vacancies had been used in online
marketing campaigns. Third, the number of weekly tweets the
recruitment department published via their recruitment Twitter
account was gathered, along with whether certain vacancies
were referred to in a tweet via a hyperlink.
Combining these three data sources gives per vacancy v,
per time period t (in weeks) the vacancy characteristics of v,
whether v was used in certain online marketing campaigns,
and how many job seekers navigated from the landing page to
the vacancy’s submit page during time period t. This dataset
was extended with time related data such as the recruitment
lead time at time t, and application rates of a vacancy in weeks
prior to week t.
The data set was split into a test- and training set. The
training set contained all values between 2013-08-26 and
2015-09-31, whereas the test set contained all values between
2015-10-01 and 2015-12-31. This split was chosen for two
reasons: first, at the time of splitting the data set there was
no knowledge of possible time dependency in the data. If
the application rate would include this time dependency then
validating the predictive model on the last period of the total
data set would produce the most realistic evaluation. Second,
three months is the maximum period for which it is safe to
assume that the vacancy portfolio over that period is known.
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Figure 1. Histogram application rate
B. Data preparation
To improve the quality of the data set multiple operations
were performed. Attributes related to work location and job
title contained many possible categorical values, which was
not practical for analysis. To reduce the number of categorical
values the locations were clustered based on similarities in
their application rate probability density. These probability
densities were clustered using the K-means clustering algo-
rithm by Hartigan and Wong [13]. To find an appropriate
number of clusters the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) was
used, which was computed for K = 1, . . . , 10 clusters. If a
cluster had fewer than 100 observations the observations were
assigned to the cluster closest to the overall mean application
rate. Besides location attributes the job title had even more
unique values, which made the usage of the probability density
unpractical. As an alternative similar job titles were identified
and clustered manually.
In order to identify attributes having a small variance, the
frequency cut off from the nearZeroVar function of the caret
package was used [14]. Since all predictors are either binary,
categorical or discrete it was possible to apply this procedure
on all predictors. Let Ni,j be the frequency of a value i of
category j. Furthermore, let N(l),j be the lth order statistic of
N1,j , . . . Nn,j , then we have frequency ratio: Fj =
N(n),j
N(n−1),j
.
Thus Fj gives the ratio of the most frequent and second most
frequent value of attribute j. Attributes were removed from the
data set if Fj > 19.
During the last data preparation step categorical attributes
were dummified into binary vectors. The predictor values xij
were normalized using x˜ij =
xij−x¯j
s(xj)
. Here x¯j and s(xj) are
the mean and standard deviation over the values of attribute j
respectively.
IV. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
A. The application rate
When considering possible probability distributions of the
application rate a Poisson distribution would come first to
mind. However, as Fig. 1 suggests, the Poisson distribution
does not seem to fit the data well: the application rate’s distri-
bution is more zero inflated and overdispersed than a Poisson
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distribution. Dependent on the nature of the vacancy, a log-
normal or negative binomial distribution is more appropriate.
The distribution also confirms previous research stating that
some vacancies can attract a large number of applications [10].
In fact, 10% of the rates accounts for 53% of all applications.
B. The total number of applications and sessions
Besides considering the distribution of the application rate
also the predictability of the total number of applications per
week was considered. To predict these metrics the structure of
the vacancy portfolio and the used online marketing campaigns
were used as predictors. This analysis might already give an
indication of how online marketing campaigns can affect both
the traffic to the website and the number of applications.
Furthermore, if the residuals of this model would be highly
correlated this could be an indication of time dependency,
which would effect the selection of predictive models for the
application rate.
To predict the number of applications and sessions per
week, the status of the online vacancy portfolio and the number
of vacancies subject to certain online marketing campaigns
were used as predictors. The status of the vacancy portfolio
was determined by counting the number of online vacancies
having certain characteristics such as the same location, work
area, job description, and required education level. A linear
regression model was used to determine the effect of the online
vacancy portfolio and online marketing campaigns on the total
number of sessions and applications. This linear regression
model did not include any interaction effects. Although also
more sophisticated methods can be applied, the number of
observations was relatively small compared to the number
of predictors. Therefore, using more sophisticated methods
was likely to cause overfitting. A backwards AIC algorithm
was used to include only those predictors having the most
predictive value.
Applying these methods gives an R2 value of 0.68 and 0.56
when predicting the number of sessions and number of appli-
cations respectively. The models also indicate that it is difficult
to determine the exact effect of online marketing campaigns on
the total number of weekly sessions and applications. Although
the marketing campaigns are significant, the campaigns are
frequently used in combination with each other which makes
it difficult to distinguish the effect of a single campaign.
This can easily be seen if we compute the condition indices
and variance decomposition proportions as proposed by [15].
If we add up the variance decomposition proportions obtained
from the number of vacancies subject to Facebook, Indeed
and Google campaigns over the largest condition indices (85,
102 and 128 resp.), this sum becomes 0.692, 0.797 and 0.91
respectively, which are larger than the threshold value of
0.5. A possible remedy for this collinearity is to add more
characteristics of the campaigns to the data set, such as the
profiles used in a Facebook campaign. This was however not
considered in this study.
Besides collinearity, an increase in online marketing cam-
paigns can also be a response to a small number of applica-
tions, which makes the estimated effect of online marketing
campaigns on the number of session and applicants biased.
When considering the residuals of the models predicting
the number of weekly sessions and applications, a Box-Pierce
test showed that these residuals were correlated. However,
when examining the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions this correlation turns out to be small: both the
auto correlation and partial autocorrelation show a maximum
absolute correlation of 0.21, at lag 2 and 1 respectively.
Therefore, for simplicity, it was found acceptable to assume
that the residuals were uncorrelated. As a result it was assumed
that the total number of applications per week is independent
of the date of the measurement.
C. Best sources
Also the relationship between the number of sessions
originating from different websites via different devices and
the number of weekly applications was considered. Again a
linear regression model was used to avoid overfitting. Since
visitors to the corporate recruitment website can originate
from many different sources only the top four sources causing
most traffic were considered, whereas smaller sources were
combined in an ‘other’ category. Interestingly, the source
device combinations causing most traffic to the website did
not produce most applications. Where visitors originating from
Google on a desktop produced most traffic to the website,
changes in direct traffic on either desktop, mobile or tablet
and traffic from the corporate website were the main drivers
for changes in the number of weekly applications.
V. METHODS
A. Method selection
To determine which methods would be most suited to pre-
dict the application rate a number of considerations were taken.
First, since the application rate is count data its prediction
is considered as a regression problem. Second, exploratory
data analysis found that the data is more zero inflated and
overdispersed than a Poisson distribution. Therefore, predictive
models which incorporate zero inflation and overdispersion are
preferred. Third, during exploratory data analysis it was found
that when predicting the total number of applications per week
the residuals of this model are only slightly correlated. As a
result it was assumed that the total number of applications per
week is independent of the date of the measurement, though
it still can be dependent on other time indicators such as the
current recruitment lead time.
Fourth, the data set still contained a large number of
attributes, some of which might not be useful for the predictive
model. To reduce the number of attributes, methods which
included variable selection were preferred. Fifth, since a grid
search was applied to find good model parameters, methods
which were able to produce good results within reasonable
time were preferred (i.e., methods that took more than 1 hour
to compute a single predictive model using a 1.6 GHz dual-
core Intel Core i5 processor were disregarded). Sixth, methods
which have been applied successfully in other regression
application were preferred.
Using these criteria seven methods were identified: Linear
elastic net, Poisson elastic net, Tweedie elastic net, Classifica-
tion And Regression Trees (CART), Random Forest, Support
Vector Regression (SVR), and Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN).
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B. Method overview
1) Linear elastic net: Linear elastic net is a method
which attempts to minimize the sum of squared error plus
a linear combination of the lasso and Ridge penalty. Let
PSSE(λ, β, α) be the penalized sum of squared error with
λ the weight of the penalty. α indicates to which extend either
the Ridge or lasso penalty is taken into account, and β is the
effect vector to be estimated. PSSE(λ, β, α) is given by:
PSSE(λ,β, α) = 12N
∑N
i=1(yi − β0 − xTi β)2
+λ
[
(1− α) 12 ||β||2 + α||β||1
]
(1)
To minimize (1) the glmnet R package was utilized, which
applies a coordinate descent algorithm to estimate β [16]. To
determine good values for λ and α a grid search was applied.
For λ, K = 100 uniformly spread values between λmax =
maxl|〈xl,y〉|
Nα and λmin = λmax were used. To find a good
value for α, values from 0 up to 1 with increasing steps of 0.2
were used.
2) Poisson elastic net: Poisson elastic net is a combination
of a generalized linear regression model and elastic net using
the link function g(µi) = log(µi), where µi = E(yi|xi).
Instead of the sum of squared error the log-likelihood is used
to estimate β. Let PLL be the penalized log-likelihood, then
β is found by maximizing (2).
PLL(λ,β, α) = 12N
∑N
i=1
[
yix
T
i β − exp
(
xTi β
)]
−λ [(1− α) 12 ||β||2 + α||β||1]
(2)
To maximize (2), again the glmnet R package was used.
In case of Poisson regression, glmnet iteratively creates a
second order Taylor expansion of (2) without the penalty, using
current estimates for β. This Taylor expansion is then used in
a coordinate descent algorithm to update β [16], [17]. To find
appropriate values for λ and α the same grid search as in linear
elastic net was applied.
3) Tweedie elastic net: To incorporate the fact that the
application rate is more zero inflated and overdispersed than
a Poisson distribution the Tweedie compound Poisson model
was used. The Tweedie compound Poisson model can be
represented by Y =
∑n
i=1Xi, where Y is the responds
vector, n a Poisson random variable, and Xi are i.i.d. Gamma
distributed with parameters α and γ. The penalized negative
log-likelihood is given by (3) [18].
PLL(λ,β, α) =
∑n
i=1
[
yi exp [−(ρ−1)(xTi β)]
ρ−1 +
exp [(2−ρ)(xTi β)]
2−ρ
]
+λ
[
(1− α) 12 ||β||2 + α||β||1
]
(3)
To minimize (3), the HDTweedie R package was used. This
method applies an iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS)
algorithm combined with a blockwise majorization descent
(BMD) [18]. To find appropriate values for λ the standard
procedure from HDTweedie was used, which first computes
λmax such that β = 0, and then sets λmin = 0.001λmax.
The other m − 2 values for λ are found by projecting them
uniformly on a log-scale on the range [λmin, λmax]. For α the
values from 0.1 to 0.9 with an increase of 0.2 were used. For
ρ we used ρ = 1.5.
4) Classification And Regression Trees (CART): To con-
struct a regression tree the rpart implementation in R was
used [19]. This implementation first constructs a binary tree
by maximizing in each node SST − (SSR + SSL), where
SST is the sum of squared error of the entire tree, and SSR
and SSL are the sum of squared errors of the left and right
branch respectively. The tree constructions stops when further
splits would violate a constraint on the minimum number of
observations in each node.
Second, the constructed tree is split into m sub-trees. Let
R(T ) be the risk of tree T , which is the sum of squared error
in the terminal nodes of T . CART computes the risk of each
sub-tree tree, which is defined by Rα(T ) = R(T ) + α|T |
using K-fold cross validation. The term α|T | is an additional
penalty on the size of the tree. The final tree is the sub-tree
which minimizes the average sum of squared error over the
K-fold cross validation. The method described here is referred
to as the “ANOVA” method.
Alternatively, rpart also has the option to maximize the
deviance DT − (DL + DR), where D is the within node
deviance assuming that the response originates from a Poisson
distribution. To find an appropriate value for α a grid search
was applied using α ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.3}, both for the
ANOVA and Poisson models.
5) Random Forest: A Random Forest model was produced
using the RandomForest package in R [20]. Random Forest
constructs T unpruned regression trees Ti, where in each
split only d randomly chosen predictors are considered. A
prediction yˆi is then created by yˆi = 1T
∑T
i=1 Ti(x), thus
the average over all trees. To find the appropriate number of
trees a grid search was applied using 50, 100 and 500 trees.
Furthermore, at each split 61 randomly sampled attributes were
considered.
6) Support Vector Regression: Support Vector Regression
is the regression alternative of Support Vector Machines. Given
the linear regression problem: yi = wTxi+b+, SVR attempts
to find the flattest hyperplane wTxi + b such that for all data
points i = 1, . . . , N we have |yi − (wTxi + b)| < . Also
incorporating slack variables ζi and ζ∗i , the problem can be
described as (4).
min 12 |w||2 + C
n∑
i=1
(ζi + ζ
∗
i )
s.t. yi −wTxi − b ≤ + ζi, i = 1, . . . , N
wTxi + b− yi ≤ + ζ∗i , i = 1, . . . , N
ζi, ζ
∗
i ≥ 0
(4)
Since the solution to (4) only depends on inner products
between vectors xi, the problem can be transformed into
a higher dimension without much extra computation using
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kernels [21]. For the computation of the SVR the R kern-
lab package was used [22]. Although in this study initially
both a linear kernel (hence no kernel), and the RBF kernel:
κ(xi, xj) = exp
(
− ||xi−xj ||22σ2
)
were considered, not using a
kernel surprisingly had a large negative effect on the runtime
and was therefore disregarded. To find appropriate values for
 and C a grid search was applied using:  ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1}
and C ∈ {1, 10}
7) Artificial Neural Networks: In this study we considered
a feed-forward Artificial Neural Network with a single hidden
layer. To find the weights the nnet R package was used, which
utilizes an L-BFGS algorithm to find the appropriate weights
[23], [24]. A grid search was applied to find an appropriate
number of units in the hidden layer. During the grid search 1,
5, 10, 30, and 50 hidden units were considered.
C. Method evaluation
To evaluate the quality of predictive models two scenarios
were distinguished. The first scenario assumes that application
rates in weeks prior to the predicting period are known, which
is comparable with predicting one week ahead. The second
scenario assumes these application rates to be absent, and is
more comparable with predicting 2 to 12 weeks ahead. These
two scenarios are indicated by including PAR, and excluding
PAR.
To evaluate the quality of the predictions two error mea-
sures are used: the root mean squared error: RMSE =√
1
n
∑n
i=1(yˆi − yi)2, where yˆi is the predicted value for actual
yi, and the determination coefficient: R2 = 1 − SSresSStot , with
SSres =
∑n
i=1(yˆi − yi)2, the residual sum of squares, and
SStot =
∑n
i=1(yi − y¯)2, the total sum of squares. A 10-
fold cross validation was applied to obtain accurate estimates
for the quality of the predictions over the training set in both
scenarios. Furthermore, a final prediction over the test set was
made using the model showing the best results over the training
set to estimate out of sample performance.
VI. RESULTS
A. Method comparison
Table I shows the best results per model when applying a
10-fold cross validation on the training set. The table indicates
that Random Forest produced the best results both when
predicting with and without PAR. Table I also indicates that
multiple methods such as artificial neural networks without
PAR, Poisson elastic net and Tweedie elastic net with PAR
did not produce accurate results. Furthermore, Table I indicates
that the added value of including previous application rates into
the model is relatively small. Therefore, the predictive model
would only produce slightly better results when predicting
short term (1 week), in comparison with prediction long term
(2 to 12 weeks).
When considering the quality of the models indicated in
Table I it is important to note that the RMSE is largely
influenced by some large application rates which are difficult
to predict. This can also be derived from the errors the Random
Forest model makes on the test set (Fig. 2). In fact, 90% of
the errors are smaller than 9.63, and the average absolute error
over this 90% is 2.43.
TABLE I. RESULTS 10-FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
Method Best
RMSE
including
PAR
Best R2
including
PAR
Best
RMSE
excluding
PAR
Best R2
excluding
PAR
Linear elastic net 11.82 0.35 11.87 0.34
Poisson elastic net 15.53 0 NA NA
CART ANOVA 10.72 0.46 11.12 0.42
CART Poisson 10.17 0.52 10.75 0.46
Random Forest 9.38 0.59 9.93 0.54
Tweedie elastic net 13.86 0.03 11.62 0.37
SVR 10.58 0.46 11.28 0.41
ANN 11.14 0.42 17.35 0
While predicting the application rate, also the predictive
value of online marketing campaigns was considered. To
determine the importance of these campaigns the following
procedure was used. For each tree of the forest the reduction
in the sum of squared error when splitting on one of the D
randomly selected attributes was computed. These reductions
are summed up over all trees for each variable to obtain an
overall picture of the decrease in residual sum of squares per
predictor.
By comparing the reduction in the sum of squared error for
each variable a comparison can be made between the effect
of online marketing campaigns and other attributes. From
this comparison we found that the effect of online marketing
campaigns on the the application rate is small. Most variance is
explained by predictors related to the application rate in prior
weeks, the job title, the current recruitment lead time, and the
contractual hours required. However, in contrast to the model
predicting the total number of applicants, the online marketing
campaigns do show a positive effect on the application rate.
B. Test set evaluation
Since Random Forest produced the most promising re-
sults when applying 10-fold cross validation this model was
evaluated on the test set. The results are shown is Table II,
whereas the distribution of the error on the test set is given
in Fig. 2. The quality of the prediction was slightly worse
than the average error obtained from 10-fold cross validation.
Furthermore, just as the training set also the test set contained
some large application rates which had a large negative effect
on the RMSE.
TABLE II. RESULTS APPLYING RANDOM FOREST ON TEST SET
Performance metric Value
including
PAR
Value
excluding
PAR
MAE 5.25 6.35
MSE 100.44 123.99
RMSE 10.02 11.13
Residual mean 1.53 1.81
Residual sd 9.90 10.98
R2 0.44 0.32
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper considered the predictability of the number of
weekly applications per vacancy and to which extend this
metric can be controlled. To investigate this question a dataset
from a large Dutch organization employing more than 30,000
employees was considered. To predict the number of weekly
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Figure 2. Test set error with PAR
applications per vacancy multiple machine learning methods
were applied, of which Random Forest returned the best results
with a root mean squared error of 9.38 and 9.93 when the
predictors included and excluded application rates in weeks
prior to the predicted week.
From closer examination of the errors two conclusions can
be drawn. First, even though the predictions are quite accurate
in most situations, i.e., have an error of less than 5 applicants,
some vacancies can attract a large number of job seekers which
the model finds hard to predict. As a result it will be more
difficult to act on these predictions. On the other hand, both the
predictions and insights into the variability of these predictions
are helpful to manage the expectations recruiters and hiring
managers might have when publishing a vacancy. In particular,
recruiters should manage vacancies expecting a large number
of applications carefully to avoid excess of applications. Also,
recruiters could consider how attractive vacancies can be used
to market less attractive vacancies, for example by generalizing
the vacancy such that it may refer to both popular and less
popular job positions.
Second, from analyzing the effect of online marketing
campaigns on the number of applications per vacancy per week
this effect is positive, though quite small. Also, it is likely that
when estimating the effect of online marketing campaigns from
historic data this effect will be biased: vacancies which do not
attract many applications are more likely to be used in online
marketing campaigns and there might be collinearity between
the campaigns. Therefore, we were not able to draw a clear
conclusion on the effect of online marketing campaigns and
how this can be used to control the number of applications.
VIII. FURTHER WORK
Although the amount of data recruitment departments are
storing is increasing, the usability of this data for research can
be limited. This study did not take into account the quality
of new employees, individual job seeker behavior, and other
incentives than online marketing campaigns due to limitations
in obtaining this data either due to legal constraints, time
constraints, or incomplete data sources. Including these data
sources could provide new insights into how the quantity and
quality of applications can be controlled.
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Abstract—The “almost-squares in almost-squares” (Asqas) prob-
lem is a rectangle packing problem in which a series of almost-
squares (rectangles of dimensions n× (n+1)) needs to be placed
inside an almost-square frame without open areas or overlaps.
Asqas-34, consisting of almost-squares 1× 2, 2× 3, . . . , 34× 35,
remains unsolved. This paper shows Asqas-34 is the only remain-
ing unsolved instance of Asqas, and describes several solutions
to Asqas-34, and the methods used to find them.
Keywords–Asqas; almost-squares in almost-squares; rectangle
packing problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rectangle Packing Problems come in a broad variety
and have quite a practical appeal besides their theoretical
interest. Minimum-waste fabric cutting in clothes manufacture,
maximum storage in warehouses, and optimal arrangement
of text and advertisements in newspapers all involve finding
the best arrangement of a set of rectangles [1]. While its
industrial relevance has been recognized for some time (see,
e.g., [2]–[4]), closely related bin packing problems also show a
quite remarkable and very interesting extension to scheduling
issues [5], where they provide a practical foothold for opti-
mization problems in logistics and planning.
Almost-square packing problems are a special class of
rectangle packing problems. A sequence of n almost-square
tiles (1 × 2, 2 × 3, . . . , n × (n + 1)) must be placed inside a
small as possible rectangular frame, with no overlap and as
little possible unused space. Most notable is the work of [6],
who optimally solved these problems up to n = 13 by hand,
and up to n = 26 by computer, meaning they found exact-
fit configurations within frames of appropriate dimensions.
Fig. 1 displays the Asqas-8 problem, which is the third of
five instances of almost-squares-in-almost-squares, having 8
consecutive almost-square tiles of 1×2, . . . , 8×9 to be placed
in an almost-square frame, in this case 15× 16.
In this paper, we present a solution to the n = 34
problem instance, which is not only a relatively large instance
of the almost-square packing problem, but also belongs to
the slightly more exclusive class of almost-squares-in-almost-
squares (Asqas) as well. This is a set of exactly five problem
instances for which it is known that a frame of exact fit could
have almost-square dimensions as well. The n = 34 instance
of almost-squares has exactly 13 exact-fit frames, of which
35 × 408 is the most eccentric and 119 × 120, the almost-
square one, is the most concentric. Erich’s packing center,
an extensive collection of open and solved packing problems
maintained by prof. Erich Friedmann of Stetson University
(see [7]) contains solutions to the first four instances of Asqas,
but leaves the fifth open. It is this instance that we solve, but
it is also the last open instance of Asqas, which we will firstly
show.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We discuss the five
instances of the Asqas problem in Section II. In Section III,
we describe how border sets can help to reduce the complexity
of the problem. This is used in Section IV to create borders
of the tiles. Finally, in Section V we solve the interior of the
border, which leads to the solution of the Asqas-34 problem.
II. THE FIVE INSTANCES OF
ALMOST-SQUARES-IN-ALMOST-SQUARES
There are exactly five instances of Asqas and its proof relies
on the observation that there is an intriguing bijective function
from Asqas to geometry and triangular numbers in number
theory closely reminiscent of homeomorphic topological con-
jugacies used in chaotic discrete dynamical systems [8]. Since
a sequence of n almost-square tiles (1×2, 2×3, . . . , n×(n+1))
must be placed inside an almost-square frame, the first check
should be whether such a frame actually exists for a given n, or
equivalently, whether the summed area of all the separate tiles
is equal to the area of an almost-square frame (of any size).
More formally put: an Asqas-instance of size n exists only if
there is a natural number p such that Equation (1) holds:
n∑
i=1
i(i+ 1) = p(p+ 1). (1)
As it turns out, there are exactly five values of n for
which the equation holds, and the proof is underpinned by
the existence of a near-trivial relation between the sequence
of almost-square tiles 1, . . . , n and the triangular numbers
1, . . . , n. Fig. 2 shows that summing the first n triangular
numbers (bottom row) leads to the nth tetrahedral number. If
this number happens to be a triangular number as well, then the
existence of an Asqas-instance with the same n is guaranteed
by a simple relation between summing triangular numbers
(TR) and summing almost squares (AS) – the kth triangle
is exactly half the area of the kth almost-square. Note that
the relation critically depends on the existence of a triangular
number for the nth tetrahedral number (in this case TR4 for
TH3) and there are only five tetrahedral numbers (TH1, TH3,
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Asqas-8 problem.
TH8, TH20 and TH34) which have a corresponding triangular
number. For this reason, there are exactly five Asqas-instances.
The area of any almost-square k is exactly twice the area
of the corresponding triangular number k. Since the sum of
the areas of the first n almost-squares should be expressible
in p(p + 1) for the problem instance to exist, the question
easily translates to whether the sum of the first n triangular
numbers yields a new triangular number. However, the sum
of the first n triangular numbers is most commonly known
as a tetrahedral number, since ‘stacking’ subsequent triangles
yields a tetrahedron, and as such the question becomes “which
tetrahedral numbers are also triangular numbers?”. The answer
is given by [9]: only the 1st, 3rd, 8th, 20th, and 34th tetrahedral
numbers have corresponding triangular numbers (the 1st, 4th,
15th, 55th, and 119th respectively). This ensures us that Asqas-
34 is both the largest and the only remaining unsolved instance
of Asqas.
A point worth noting is that a similar approach has been
adopted for assessing instances of consecutive squares-in-
squares; the sum of the series (1× 1, 2× 2, . . . , n× n) gives
a square pyramidal number Pn. Only two numbers are both
square and pyramidal: P1 = S1 = 1 and P24 = S70 =
4,900 [10], the first being trivial and the second, consisting of
the first 24 consecutive squares having no solution at all [11].
This instance is a special cases of ‘perfectly squared squares’
(see [12], [13]) and a nice visual overview can be found at [14].
III. BORDER SETS AND ELIGIBLE BORDER SETS
When considering any tight configuration of tiles in a
frame as a sequence, the number of possible arrangements
is equal to n!. In the almost-square case, tiles can be put
either horizontally or vertically, doubling the possibilities for
each individual tile, and as such increasing the total number
of configurations by a factor 2n. For the case of Asqas-34,
the number of possible arrangements is therefore equal to
Expression (2):
34! · 234 = 507,206,086,632,656 · 1034 ≈ 5 · 1048. (2)
Roughly speaking, any number of states exceeding 1020 be-
comes too cumbersome for calculation on a single computer
within reasonable time.
Our heuristic approach is mainly fed by the observation
that for Asqas-20, larger tiles are situated in the border of
the frame. Asqas-20 has 54,992 solutions having a total of
9,812 different borders. Fig. 3 shows that the number of tiles
in these borders follows a narrow distribution (left), with larger
tiles more prevalent than smaller tiles (right), and some of the
larger tiles (14 × 15, 17 × 18, 18 × 19 and 19 × 20) being
present in the border of almost every solution. For this reason,
it makes sense to start looking for solutions to Asqas-34 with
larger tiles in the border.
For this purpose, without loss of generality, we split the
set of tiles of the n = 34 instance into ‘border sets’ of b tiles,
and the remaining ‘interior sets’ of 34 − b tiles. The number
of any possible border sets of size b then equals
(
34
b
)
and
each of these has b! · 2b of possible configurations, whereas
the complementary interior set is left with 34 − b tiles, with
(34− b)! · 234−b configurations. As such, the size of the state-
space can better be viewed as in Expression (3):(
34
b
)
· b! · 2b · (34− b)! · 234−b, (3)
for any b in the range 1 to 34. The initial drawback is that for
our approach to be complete, we have to repeat this procedure
for every b = 1, 2, . . . , 34 and as such multiply the gross
calculations with 34. This however, turns out to be a small
investment with a huge return. Firstly, it allows us to filter
out ‘eligible border sets’ from which potentially valid borders
can be constructed from non-eligible border sets with relative
computational ease. The second advantage is rather practical:
the compartmentation of the state space allows designated
areas to be marked as ‘covered’, and even if no solution was
to be found it would serve as progress for other teams working
on the subject. But the third advantage, directly related to the
second, is that by compartmenting the state space into borders
of size b and interiors of size 34−b, we can start an optimized
complete search in the area of the smallest border sets – which
have the largest tiles on average. This assumption however, was
not thoroughly investigated and therefore starting here was a
clear cut heuristic: an educated guess.
Sifting eligible border sets from discardable non-eligible
border sets was done simply on the global constraint of
perimeter: every set has a maximum perimeter (pmax) and a
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Figure 2. Relation between the sum of almost squares and triangular numbers.
Figure 3. Distribution of the number of tiles in Asqas-20.
minimum perimeter (pmin). The maximum perimeter is the
greatest distance that any set of tiles can cover when placed
along the inside of the frame in constructing a border from
that set. It assumes the largest tiles to be put in the corners
and all others with their long sides on the frame. As such,
pmax is the sum of all the long sides of tiles in the set,
plus the short sides of the four largest tiles in the set. The
minimum perimeter assumes the opposite: placing the smallest
tiles of the set in the corners of the frame and all others
with their short sides on the frame, and as such is the sum
of the short sides of all tiles in the set, plus the long sides
of the four smallest tiles. The total length of the Asqas-34
frame is 119 + 119 + 120 + 120 = 478 and as such any set
which has pmin ≤ 478 ≤ pmax was to be marked eligible; all
others were discarded. It is easy to see there are no eligible
3-border sets (too short) and no eligible 31-border sets (too
long), but it should be noted that for various reasons, many of
the eligible border sets have no validly constructable borders
at all. The perimeter-approach has the great advantage of being
computationally very effective, allowing the number of eligible
border sets to be greatly reduced in a few days on a single
stand-alone computer. On an abstract level, this procedure
somewhat resembles the approach described by [15], using
global constraints for packing rectangles as it “it leads to
improvement in execution times”, which of course, in terms
can make an unsolvable problem solvable.
IV. MAKING BORDERS OF 12 TILES
The reduction from all border sets to eligible border sets
only greatly varied with the number of tiles involved in a
set, but was most drastic at its extremes. Table I shows that
the number of border sets with b tiles is exactly
(
34
b
)
, but
only a small fraction of these meet the eligibility-criterion of
having enough but not too much length to potentially construct
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TABLE I. NUMBER OF BORDER SETS IN THE REDUCTION.
set size #sets #eligible sets (cont.) (cont.) (cont.)
≤ 11 var. 0 21 927,983,760 788,458,963
12 548,354,040 30 22 548,354,040 502,691,341
13 927,983,760 18,014 23 286,097,760 256,326,310
14 1,391,975,640 749,552 24 131,128,140 104,965,820
15 1,855,967,520 10,072,560 25 52,451,256 33,285,209
16 2,203,961,430 64,774,105 26 18,156,204 7,530,562
17 2,333,606,220 238,039,950 27 5,379,616 1,053,473
18 2,203,961,430 552,324,976 28 1,344,904 69,036
19 1,855,967,520 863,895,027 29 278,256 933
20 1,391,975,640 958,043,855 ≥ 30 var. 0
a border of 478 units long. The percentage eligible sets is
smallest at its extremes, for b = 12 and b = 29.
As our heuristic assumed that a solution of the Asqas-34, if
existent, was likely to have larger tiles situated in the border,
and the smaller sets necessarily consist of larger tiles, these
two factors led us to explore all eligible border sets consisting
of 12 tiles. There are only 30 of those sets, having a total
of 30 · 12! · 212 = 58,859,716,608,000 ≈ 5.9 · 1013 possible
borders, a number small enough to exhaustively compute on
a stand-alone computer with a simple backtracking algorithm.
Fig. 4 shows that the number of valid borders per eligible 12-
set differs considerably, but roughly follows the fluctuations of
pmax. Sets have been numbered #1 – #30 following tile size (#1
having the largest tiles) but the number of valid borders shows
no relation to this numbering (horizontal axis). Remarkably
enough, the inset shows that when plotted in a log-normal
scale the distribution of sets almost follows a straight line with
a slope of −0.12 and intercept 6.13 (correlation coefficient:
−0.994).
Of the 5.9 · 1013 possible configurations, only 4,425,341
actually turned out to be valid borders (see Fig. 4). The border-
construction algorithm was complete, and effectively ignored
flip-isomorphic borders and partial-flip-isomorphic borders.
Two borders are flip-isomorphic if a complete horizontal or
vertical flip changes one into the other, and two borders
are partial-flip-isomorphic if flipping two adjacent tiles in
the border leaves the shape of the interior unchanged. It is
worth noting that it is theoretically quite possible that other
isomorphic borders were still present in our set, and the only
way to ensure this is storing the exact polygon shape of the
remaining interior and the accompanying set of interior tiles.
We never bothered, for the storage capacity and checking
algorithm needed for this mechanism to work appears to
greatly exceeded its practical benefit, if any.
The total number of 4,425,341 borders constructable from
any 12 tiles is fairly comprehensive, but each of them
still needed its remaining 22 tiles to be arranged in at
most 22! · 222 configurations, yielding a total of 4,425,341 ·
471,440,074,852,053 · 1013 = 208,628,309,228,586 · 1020 ≈
2 · 1034 possible configurations to explore, still far too many
to analyze on a stand-alone computer. From here, we put our
faith in all the optimizations we could think of for solving the
interior, the computational power of third and fourth generation
Distributed ASCI Supercomputers (DAS-3 and DAS-4), and
the correctness of our heuristic intuition.
V. SOLVING THE INTERIOR
A pilot run showed that the calculation time for decid-
ing whether any given valid border had a solvable interior,
e.g., contained a complete Asqas-34 solution, was extremely
unevenly distributed. Whereas the vast majority of borders
was decided in a few minutes at most, approximately one in
thousand took nearly a day to be completely puzzled out. In
a worst-case scenario, this would stall even a supercomputer
of 100 calculating nodes for over a month with all the quickly
decidable borders waiting behind it. To effectively manage this
risk, to maximize the number of analyzed borders or, ulti-
mately, to find a solution to Asqas-34, we set up a small server
with 4,439 text files, each containing at most 1, 000 border
configurations, effectively covering all 4,425,341 borders of 12
tiles. The text files’ content was arranged in accordance with
the 30 different sets, but the files were randomly distributed
over 80 nodes of DAS-3 grid computers and up to 90 nodes of
DAS-4 grid computers located throughout The Netherlands and
Belgium, each node running several instances of the interior
solver (see Fig. 5 for the computational setup).
Each instance of the interior solver comprised an optimized
complete backtracking algorithm that, on startup, retrieved one
text file with 1,000 borders from our server, read the first
border from the file, placed the 12 tiles inside the frame
and commenced an exhaustive backtracking routine using the
remaining 22 tiles to solve the interior. The tiles were placed
starting on the first empty position bottom-left, and starting
off with the largest tile standing up first. It optimized in three
ways: firstly, whenever the first row was not completed, the
search for the border was cut off and dismissed as unsolvable.
Second, if a row was completed, it was checked for “impossi-
ble gaps”, mostly high and narrow spaces which could not be
filled by any combination of tiles. Third, rectangles were not
reversed, meaning that any two consecutively placed tiles in
the interior forming a rectangle were not checked in reverse
order. This has an optimizing effect but the apparent drawback
of missing solutions that only differed by a partial swap of
two tiles. That effect however, was nearly insignificant as the
number of solutions turned out to be so small they could be
hand-checked.
The text file server tracked the progress per file, but also
per border to minimize the “redo” time in case results came
back incomplete.
The employed DAS3- and DAS4-nodes were located at
VU and UvA universities in Amsterdam, Technical University
Delft, Leiden University (LIACS), the astronomical ASTRON
center in Drenthe, and at the Lab for Perceptual Dynamics
of the Catholic University in Leuven, Belgium. Each DAS-3
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Figure 4. Number of valid borders per eligible 12-set.
Figure 5. Setup for the solving the Asqas-34 problem.
node can simultaneously run up to four instances of an interior
solver, each DAS-4 node up to eight. It is very hard to give
an exact run-time estimate since each of these computers is
used in a great variety of tasks, has highly volatile availability,
occasionally malfunctions, was temporarily shut down for
maintenance or were refused reservations for unknown reasons.
So although we have completed the entire 12-set, it is quite
hard to give an accurate run time estimate.
For a project of this scale, we can give a reasonable upper
bound estimate: the entire set was exhaustively investigated
in 80 days, running between 800 and 1,000 instances of the
interior solver in parallel for between 96 and 116 hours a week.
In this time, it found exactly 15 unique solutions to the Asqas-
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Figure 6. Two solutions to Asqas-34.
34 problem, which are its only solutions with 12 tiles in the
border. Nonetheless, solutions with 13 or 14 border tiles are
known to exist, because they can be constructed from one of
the found solutions. Fig. 6 depicts two solutions to Asqas-34.
Note that as both solutions have isomorphic solutions from a
complete horizontal or vertical flip, the left hand solution holds
potentially three others solutions from flipping either pair of
highlighted tiles. The right hand solution can be transformed
into at least 255 other solutions by flipping tiles or groups
of tiles (highlighted and darkened), some of which have more
than 12 tiles in the border.
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Abstract—In our current society, data has gone from scarce to
superabundant: huge volumes of data are being generated every
second. A big part of this flow is due to social media platforms,
which provide a very volatile flow of information. However,
leveraging this information, which is burried in this fast stream
of messages, poses a serious challenge. A vast amount of work
is devoted to tackle this challenge in different business areas. In
our work, we address this challenge for the horticulture sector,
which has not received a lot of attention in the literature. Our
aim is to extract information from the social data flow that can
empower the horticulture sector. In this paper, we present our
first steps towards this goal and demonstrate key examples of
this empowerment.
Keywords–Twitter; horticulture; social media analytics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been a lot of overwhelming
changes in how people communicate and interact with each
other, mostly due to social media. It has revolutionized the
Internet into a more personal and participatory medium. Con-
sequently, social networking is now the top online activity on
the Internet. With this much subscriptions to social media,
massive amounts of information, accumulating as a result of in-
teractions, discussions, social signals, and other engagements,
form a valuable source of information. Social media analytics
is able to leverage this information.
Social media analytics is the process of tracking conver-
sations around specific phrases, words or brands. Through
tracking, one can leverage these conversations to discover
opportunities or to create content for those audiences. It is
more than only monitoring mentions and comments through
social profiles, mobile apps or blogs. It requires advanced
analytics that can detect patterns, track sentiment, and draw
conclusions based on where and when conversations happen.
Doing this is important for many business areas since actively
listening to customers avoids missing out on the opportunity
to collect valuable feedback to understand, react, and provide
value to customers.
The retail sector is probably the business area that utilizes
social media analytics the most. More than 60% of marketeers
use social media tools for campaign tracking, brand analysis,
and for competitive intelligence [1]. Moreover, they also use
tools for customer care, product launches, and influencer
ranking. Social media analytics is also heavily used in news
and journalism for building and engaging a news audience, and
measuring those efforts through data collection and analysis.
A similar use is also adopted in sports to actively engage with
fans. In many business areas one also uses analytics for event
detection and user profiling. A vast amount of work is devoted
to tackle the challenges in the mentioned business areas. In our
work, we address this challenge for the horticulture sector,
which has not received a lot of attention in the literature.
The horticulture industry is a traditional sector in which
growers are focused on production, and in which many traders
use their own transactions as the main source of information.
This leads to reactive management with very little anticipa-
tion to events in the future. Growers and traders lack data
about consumer trends and how the products are used and
appreciated. This setting provides opportunities to enhance the
market orientation of the horticulture industry, e.g., through
the use of social media. Data on consumer’s appreciation
and applications of products are abundant on social media.
Furthermore, grower’s communication on social media might
indicate future supply. This creates a need for analytic methods
to analyze social media data and to interpret them.
In this paper, we present our first steps towards this goal
and demonstrate key examples of this empowerment. We start
with discussing related research in Section II. In Section III,
we describe our dataset that we used in the analysis. Next, we
present the results of our data analysis in Section IV. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section V with some discussion and
future work.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Many studies have focused on detecting trends and/or
events using data obtained from Twitter, examples are building
a prediction system for the number of hit-and-runs [2], or
detecting locations of earthquakes [3], or detecting flu spreads
and activity [4], [5]. Currently, researchers have extended their
scope to a wide range of fields where these methods are being
applied.
An example of such a field is journalism. In one of the first
descriptive works analyzing the network and content of Twitter,
Kwak et al. [6] found that it is mainly used for News (85%
of the content). This lead to further analysis of the spread of
news in Twitter. For instance, [7] studies the diffusion of news
items in Twitter for several well-known news media and finds
that these cascades follow a star-like structure. Furthermore,
[8] studies the life cycle of news articles posted online and
describes the interplay between website visit patterns and
social media reactions to news content. Through this, the
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authors show that this hybrid observation method can be used
to characterize distinct classes of articles and find that the
overall traffic that the articles will receive can be modeled
accurately. Also, [9] focuses on Twitter as a medium to help
journalists and news editors rapidly detect follow-up stories
to the articles they publish and they propose to do so by
leveraging transient news crowds, which are loosely-coupled
groups that appear in Twitter around a particular news item,
and where transient here reflects the fleeting nature of news.
Another active field of study where Twitter is used is in the
sports industry. For instance, [10] examines the effectiveness of
using a filtered stream of tweets from Twitter to automatically
identify events of interest within the video of live sports
transmissions. They show that using just the volume of tweets
generated at any moment of a game actually provides a very
accurate means of event detection, as well as an automatic
method for tagging events with representative words from
the twitter stream. Also, [11] investigates to what extent we
can accurately extract sports data from tweets talking about
soccer matches and show that the aggregation of tweets is a
promising resource for extracting game summaries. Building
on the knowledge of these previous works, [12] describes an
algorithm that generates a journalistic summary of an event
using only status updates from Twitter as a source. Finally,
[13] uses sentiment analysis on tweets of players and other
data to model performance of NBA players.
A last example of a sector where Twitter data can be used
is the retail industry. For instance, [14] analyzes the perceived
benefits of social media monitoring (SMM) and finds that
SMM enables industrial companies to improve their marketing
communication measurement ability. Also, [15] develops a
framework for leveraging social media information for busi-
nesses, which focuses on sentiment benchmarks. Furthermore,
[16] analyzes the use of social media by destination marketing
organizations and finds that they are exploring several ways to
leverage social media. Finally, [17] discusses the setup and the
key techniques in social media analytics and gives an overview
of the possibilities for the industry.
In this work, we use Twitter to empower the horticulture
industry by analyzing topic-relevant tweets.
III. DATASET
In this section, we describe how we obtained the tweets that
we use in our analysis. These tweets are scraped using the filter
stream of the Twitter Application Programming Interface (API)
[18]. We use two streams (called “Netherlands (NL) general”
and “NL specific”), which are set up with the goal to scrape
as many Dutch tweets as possible.
In the “NL general” stream, we use filter stream with the
option track, where a list of words must be defined. All tweets
containing one of these words are caught. We define a list
of general Dutch words (e.g., ‘een, het, ik, niet, maar, heb,
jij, nog, bij’, which translates to ‘a, the, I, not, but, have,
you, still, with’). In total, this list consists of 130 words.
Then, “NL specific” uses the filter stream combining track and
follow. For this option, we add a list of user IDs for which all
tweets are caught. For this list, we include local news outlets
and other news-heavy Twitter accounts, such as neighborhood
police accounts. In total, we define a list of 1,303 users.
Examples of accounts are @NUnl,@TilburginBeeld. The list of
terms consists of 395 entries (e.g., ‘brandweer, politie, gewond,
ambulance’ which translates to ‘fire brigade, police, injured,
ambulance’). Note that any caught tweet may be contained in
multiple streams, we have not distinguished duplicates in our
dataset.
Since we do not have access to the Twitter Firehose, we do
not receive all tweets that we request due to rate limitations by
Twitter [19]. To give an insight in the volume of tweets that we
analyze, we display the total number of tweets that we received
on a monthly scale in Table I, which shows that the number
of tweets we receive per month is steady throughout the year.
All months contain at least 30 million tweets that contains the
keywords we used. Using such a large tweet dataset allows us
to do studies into less popular topics, without a large loss of
accuracy.
TABLE I. NUMBER OF RECEIVED TWEETS FROM AUGUST 1ST 2014 TO
AUGUST 1ST 2015.
Received
August 2014 36,364,128
September 2014 29,418,425
October 2014 32,298,112
November 2014 36,597,687
December 2014 37,065,838
January 2015 38,377,668
February 2015 34,454,250
March 2015 38,722,934
April 2015 33,931,939
May 2015 34,492,494
June 2015 33,274,631
July 2015 31,078,206
Total 416,076,312
For the real-time analysis of Twitter-information, we set
up our own Twitter scraper using the Twitter API. Here, we
used a list of product names, provided by our partners from
GroentenFruitHuis and Floricode, to locate possibly interesting
tweets. Again, we tailored these lists to acquire Dutch tweets
and used to language filter provided by the Twitter API to
ensure that all received tweets are indeed Dutch. The terms are
split up into two lists, one containing fruits and vegetables, e.g.,
apple, orange, and mango, and the other containing flowers and
plants, e.g., tulip, rose, and lily.
IV. DATA STUDIES
After retrieving the tweets, the first step towards empower-
ing the sector is knowing what kind of information can be
retrieved from the social feed. To investigate this, we per-
formed several studies, for which we present the results below.
These studies range from an analysis of what is discussed at
the current time in Twitter, to a study into the frequency of
postings with regards to particular products, to an analysis of
the online footprint caused by real-life events.
A. GfK time series
For this analysis, we have used the year long data of Twitter
messages from August 2014 to August 2015 and counted the
number of occurrences of fruit products mentioned in the text
of the tweets. From these mentions, we construct a weekly time
series reflecting the number of mentions. Then, we compared
these numbers to sales numbers of the most occurring product
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(a) Tulpendag in 2014
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(b) Tulpendag in 2015
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(c) Tulpendag in 2016
FIGURE 1. TULIP DAY TWEET FREQUENCIES DURING THE DAY ITSELF AND THE TWO DAYS AFTER THE EVENT.
type of these products. Thus, we compared the number of
Dutch tweets mentioning ‘pears’ or ‘pear’ to the number
of Conference pears that are sold in the same time-frame.
Similarly, we compared the number of tweets mentioning
‘apple’ or ‘apples’ to the number of Elstar apples that are
sold. In Figure 2, we present these time series, normalized on
the maximum value in the series. In this figure, we see that
in both cases the time series for the tweets and the sales are
comparable. Using an eight-hour shift for the sales time series,
we find a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.44 for the apples
series and a coefficient of 0.46 for the pears series.
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FIGURE 2. WEEKLY NORMALIZED TWITTER MENTIONS AND SALES.
These results indicate that it could be possible to predict
the sales of a product type eight weeks in advance, however,
this will need to be confirmed using other product types.
B. Tulip day
As a kick-off of the tulip season, which indicates the period
in which a large variety of tulips is available at the vendors,
the Dutch tulip growers organize the so-called Tulip day in
Amsterdam. During this day, growers place a field of a large
range of different tulips on the Dam in Amsterdam. During
a few hours in the afternoon, visitors are allowed to pick the
tulips in this field. For this event, we analyzed the presence
on Twitter over a few years. For 2014, 2015, and 2016, we
counted the occurrences of the tags ‘tulip’, ‘tulips’, and ‘tulip
day’, both during the event and the two days after the event.
The results of this study are presented in Figure 1. Here,
we clearly see an increase in the number of mentions of the
Tulip day on Twitter, this increase in mentions coincides with
an intensified campaign by the growers and the governing
body to broaden the attention to the Tulip day event. This
analysis shows that the impact of the effort by marketing can
be measured through Twitter analysis.
C. Top 10 rankings
The studies we discussed so far are based on a static
collection of tweets. Another approach to extract value from
Twitter is to see what a continuous feed of messages contains.
To better understand how the products we are interested in
are discussed on Twitter on a real-time basis, we set up two
lexicons as described at the end of Section III. Using these
lexicons, we scan Twitter in real-time for tweets that match
these products. Using the tweets we receive this way, we
can analyze what is currently discussed about these products.
As a first step, we visualize this information in a top-10
application. The main page of this application shows the top
10 most discussed products on Twitter in the last day for both
fruits/vegetables and plants/flowers, of which an example is
shown in Figure 3. By clicking on one of the products in these
top lists, we are redirected to a page, shown in Figure 4 for
bananas, which shows us both the current messages mentioning
the product and a detailed analysis of these messages, e.g., in
terms of the most occurring tokens and a time series in which
the terms are mentioned.
D. Story detection
The real-time data is also used for the detection of stories
and discussions that suddenly pop-up. We do this by clustering
incoming tweets by their tokens, using the Jaccard index. For
sets A and B, this index equals
J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| .
If two tweets are more similar than a predefined threshold,
which we set at 0.4, then these two tweets will be represented
by the same cluster. Therefore, if a topic is actively discussed
on Twitter, it will be represented as a cluster in our story
detection. Since these clusters are renewed every hour we add
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FIGURE 3. EXAMPLE OF THE TOP 10 DISCUSSED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ON TWITTER.
the notion of stories, which clusters the clusters over time.
By doing this, we can also track which clusters are prevalent
for a longer period of time and therefore will be very likely
to be of value for the industry. A current implementation of
this method has been successfully implemented for the news
reporting industry. This system can be found at [20].
FIGURE 4. EXAMPLE OF DETAILS PAGE FOR TWEETS MENTIONING
BANANAS.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we describe our first steps towards empower-
ing the horticulture industry by analyzing topic-relevant tweets
in Twitter. During our first exploration of the Twitter data, we
encountered some interesting results. For instance, we found
that there could be predictive power in the number of times a
specific product is mentioned on Twitter for the future sales
numbers of that particular product. Furthermore, we developed
methods to visualize the current industry specific content in
real-time and filter out interesting information in the process.
These ideas can be fruitfully adopted in marketing ana-
lytics to directly measure the impact of marketing activities.
Furhermore more, Section IV-A yields promising result in the
production planning. These first results provide a good basis
for further study.
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Abstract—Corporate Performance Management (CPM) is a 
management concept based on performance measures. These 
measures are supplied by Business Intelligence (BI), which 
transformed information technology in companies from data 
storage solutions towards decision support systems. It is 
believed that BI enhances CPM and that BI needs CPM for a 
purposeful commitment. To gain a detailed insight in the 
relationship between these two constructs a Data Mining 
approach is used. Data Mining is a data driven statistical 
approach for knowledge discovery. In comparison to commonly 
used Information System research approaches, like Structural 
Equation Modelling, in Data Mining no hypothesis have to be 
developed beforehand. Therefore, otherwise undiscovered 
patterns, information and hypothesis embedded in a given 
dataset can be discovered. As an example, Association Rule 
Discovery has been applied to a questionnaire based dataset 
investigating the relationship between BI and CPM. The results 
of the Data Mining approach show indeed more detailed 
information about the connection of BI and CPM than the 
usually applied research methods Exploratory Factor Analysis 
and Structural Equation Modelling. 
Keywords-Data Mining; Association Rule Discovery; 
Business Intelligence; Corporate Performance Management. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
This research aims to explore the connection between 
Business Intelligence (BI) and Corporate Performance 
Management (CPM) to make the business value of BI 
tangible. The approach used is Data Mining. Data Mining are 
data-driven and hypothesis free methods, identifying patterns, 
information and hypothesis embedded in a given dataset 
[23][16]. In Information System (IS) research – especially 
regarding the connection between BI and CPM – Explanatory 
Factor Analysis (EFA) and Structural Equation Modelling 
(SEM) are the commonly used approaches. Before applying 
the statistical analysis, research assumptions and hypothesis 
have to be developed and later confirmed with data collected 
for this specific research purpose. This approach has one 
major limitation, its reliance on human imagination for 
generating research assumptions [20]. Instead, Data Mining 
techniques are working up from the data [23]. Hypothesis are 
not necessarily developed beforehand, making the detection 
of new and unexpected connections in the dataset possible. It 
is believed, that more detailed knowledge can be discovered 
by using exploratory Data Mining techniques.  
Association Rule Discovery is a widely used and well-
known Data Mining method and therefore has been identified 
as a suitable first approach in exploring the value Data Mining 
has for IS research. Association Rule Discovery searches for 
structural connections in a dataset, formulate If-Then-
Statements and can take all available research criteria into 
account. In this research example, the results of the 
Association Rule Analysis could allow conclusions on the BI 
capabilities supporting successful CPM. As both CPM and BI 
consist of several characteristics, the Data Mining approach 
could help to focus on the important features in each area too. 
In Section 2, a short introduction on the importance of the 
thematic research background is given, pointing out why an 
investigation of the connection between BI and CPM is 
necessary. Section 3 discusses the subject related research and 
the empirical approaches used in these studies. In Section 4, 
the motivators for using the non-traditional IS research 
approach Data Mining are evaluated. In Section 5, the 
research approach to the exemplary subject is described, and, 
in Section 6 the results for this example are presented. Section 
7 discusses the sample results and the conclusion in Section 8 
summarizes the benefits of using the Data Mining approach. 
II. THEORY AND RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
The challenge companies have to face nowadays for 
success and existence proves to be increasingly difficult. 
Globalization intensifies the competition and digitalization 
leaves enterprises with an immense amount of mainly 
unstructured data. These data and the contained information, 
however, are assumed to be the key to ensure the survival of 
an enterprise in the rapidly changing business environment. 
BI as a method of analysing data and the business environment 
promises companies to support their decision making process 
[1][23]. The support is achieved by acquiring, analysing and 
disseminating information from data significant to the 
business activities [7]. Accordingly, BI is seen as a source for 
quality data and actionable information. This implies that the 
appropriate use of BI systems supports the success of 
organizations [10].  
As BI projects are not exempt from the increasing pressure 
in companies to justify the return on IT investment, the 
business value of BI needs to be measured [18]. Due to the 
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abstract nature of BI, capturing its value is a strategic 
challenge [14][28]. Generally, BI systems do not pay for 
themselves strictly by cost reduction. Most BI benefits are 
intangible and hard to measure [18]. Williams and Williams 
[28] point out that the business value of BI lies in its use within 
the management processes. Therefore, the concept of CPM 
evolved, which is understood as the appropriate context to 
prove the value proposition and benefits of BI [14][15]. It is 
defined by Gartner as “an umbrella term that describes all 
processes, methodologies, metrics and systems needed to 
measure and manage the performance of an organization” [3]. 
CPM presents the strategic deployment of BI solutions and is 
born out of a company need to proactively manage business 
performance [4][13]. Inferentially, CPM needs BI to work 
effectively on accurate, timely and high quality data and BI 
needs CPM for a purposeful commitment [3]. As a 
consequence, it is expected that the effectiveness of CPM 
increases with the effectiveness of the BI solution and 
therefore company success improves as well [22].  
III. SUBJECT RELATED RESEARCH 
In the last couple of years, various studies regarding the 
relationship between BI and performance management 
emerged.  
Miranda [15] brought BI into context with CPM by 
summarizing CPM as a business management approach that 
supports companies in their way of operation by using 
business analysis. CPM is identified as a suitable framework 
for determining the business value of BI. Although no 
observable empirical background and foundation is provided, 
this article supplies the foundation for more detailed research 
in the field, including the following.  
Empirical studies on the investigation of the connection 
between BI and CPM have mainly been realized just recently. 
Aho [1] evaluates the differences and similarities between BI 
and CPM by conducting a literature study and action oriented 
research. The results indicate that BI and CPM need to work 
together to be efficient and effective. However, the rather 
weak empirical background does not deliver any details on the 
relationship of BI and CPM. 
Yogev et al. [29] address the question of the business value 
gained by implementing a BI system in an enterprise by using 
a process oriented approach. The research model identifies 
key BI resources and capabilities as possible explanatory 
factors of the value creation that can be accomplished with the 
implementation and application of a BI system. Hypothesis 
are formulated and tested using Explanatory Factor Analysis 
(EFA) and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). The results 
illustrate that BI has a positive effect on both the operational 
and the strategic level of the company. Nevertheless, the 
empiricism does not provide any details about the BI related 
resources creating this positive effect.  
Saed [24] investigates the relationship between BI and 
business success using regression and correlation analysis. 
While these statistical techniques provide room for detailed 
results, only aggregated explanations have been provided. 
Richards et al. [22] are the first to directly investigate the 
impact and connection of BI on CPM using EFA and SEM. 
The research model supposes that BI directly influences and 
supports measurement, planning and analytics. The 
effectiveness of planning, measurement and analytics, again, 
influences the effectiveness of the company processes. 
Through a large-scale survey, sample data has been collected. 
Afterwards, with EFA the number of variables comprised in 
the questionnaire has been reduced followed by the Partial 
Least Square (PLS) analysis. Even though the research 
identifies a direction of how BI influences CPM, the specific 
BI mechanisms that do so are not defined. 
This research project complements the subject related 
work, as the previous findings have been used as the initial 
point. But besides discovering and proving a positive 
connection between BI and CPM, these researches lack detail. 
Instead of grouping the characteristics and measurement items 
describing BI and CPM with EFA and SEM together, all items 
are considered separately. It is believed that this approach 
helps to get an in-depth insight into the relationship between 
BI and CPM.  
IV. MOTIVATION FOR THE DATA MINING APPROACH 
The common approach in the research field of determining 
the value of BI is using EFA first and then CFA second. With 
the EFA correlating items are organized together in groups 
and summed up as a factor [2]. Data can be structured and 
reduced this way. This structured and reduced data are then 
analysed with the PLS method by seeking the optimal 
predictive linear relationship to assess the previously defined 
causal relationship [26][27]. The creation of factors for 
compacting information might be the right approach for many 
research subjects, but it must not be the only correct approach 
to explore connections in IS research. It is assumed that Data 
Mining can highly contribute to the subject. Data Mining is a 
data driven approach and supports the discovery of new and 
sometimes unexpected knowledge [20]. Instead of only 
testing assumed hypothesis, with Data Mining otherwise 
undiscovered data attributes, trends and patterns can be 
explored [6]. Especially with explanatory Data Mining 
techniques, a better understanding of connections in the 
dataset can be achieved [5]. Although Data Mining is often 
only seen as most suitable for large datasets, Natek and 
Zwilling [17] disclose that the use of small datasets in general 
are not limiting the use of the tool. Data Mining can be 
understood as an extension of statistical data analysis and 
statistical approaches [9]. Both approaches aim to discover 
structure in data, but Data Mining methods are generally 
robust to non-linear data, complex relationships and non-
normal distributions [25]. These differences between Data 
Mining and the commonly used statistical approaches are 
assumed to supply more detailed and surprising results for the 
research field of BI and CPM. In particular, the research is 
working with Association Rule Discovery. Through 
Association Rule Discovery, the research aims to identify the 
strongest co-occurrence relationships between BI and CPM. It 
is believed that the results indicate the BI items most 
supporting to a successful and effective CPM. Furthermore, 
the outcomes will most likely provide more detailed insights 
in the relationship of BI and CPM. 
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V. RESEARCH METHOD AND RESULTS 
A. Research Procedure 
In the Data Mining literature, two main research 
procedures can be found, the Cross Industry Standard Process 
for Data Mining process model (CRISP-DM) or the overall 
procedure model Knowledge Discovery in Data bases (KDD) 
[5]. Both have the main process steps in common. The ones 
shown in Fig. 1 will be followed in this research. As the 
dataset is comparatively small, no selection of the appropriate 
dataset was seen as necessary. Therefore, the starting point for 
the data analysis was the pre-processing of the data. The data 
has been cleansed and missing, as well as conflicting values 
corrected. Cleve and Lämmel [5] suggest alternatives for 
dealing with missing values depending on the data structure. 
The important items of the questionnaire are formatted as 
Likert scale items and can be interpreted as metric data. Metric 
data can be pre-processed by replacing the missing values in 
the sample by the mean value of all item-based compiled 
answers. Alternatively, the mean values can be stated by 
contemplating the datasets closest to the dataset with the 
missing value. This idea follows the k-nearest neighbours 
(kNN) approach. Joenssen and Müllerleite [11] assess the 
kNN approach as practicable imputation method for missing 
Likert scale values if the dataset is small. Therefore, the 
missing values in the dataset were imputed using the kNN 
approach. After pre-processing, the data have been 
transformed in the required format for the applicable Data 
Mining technique. The applied Apriori Algorithm needs 
binary data [5]. Therefore, the Likert scale items have been 
transformed into binary variables. In the penultimate step, the 
data have been mined. Afterwards, in the discussion, the 
outcomes have been interpreted and evaluated. The 
interpretation and evaluation presupposes a subject 
knowledge background. As in every research, not all findings 
are valuable and of real-life meaning. Hence, only sensible 
research results should be discussed and applied. The decision 
about the sensibility of the research rests with the researcher 
and field experts. 
Data Selection Data Pre-processing
Data 
Transformation Data Mining
Evaluation and 
Interpretation
 
Figure 1. Research Procedure Model KDD 
B. Data Collection 
 This research is based on the findings of [8], where a set 
of criteria that is seen as suitable to represent CPM on one 
hand, and BI on the other hand, has been identified. After an 
additional evaluation and definition of the pre-defined items, 
20 CPM related items and 28 BI related items have been 
selected for further research (Table 1). A study has been 
conducted to bring the criteria of both fields together and to 
clarify the relationship between BI and CPM. Therefore, the 
identified criteria have been transformed into questionnaire 
items, which had to be answered on a five-point Likert scale. 
The anchor points at the ends of the scale have been “does not 
apply” and “fully applies” and an additional definition 
“applies half and half” for the mid stage has been defined. The 
data collection has taken place from December 2014 until 
March 2015 using telephone interviews and an online 
questionnaire. Subjects were German companies who use BI 
for supporting their performance management. Hence, 
decision makers from management, controlling and IT were 
addressed. In total 169 questionnaires were completed 
resulting in a response rate of 11.3%. The participating 
companies are mainly mid-sized to large German firms 
belonging to the manufacturing industry. 
VI. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Data Mining as a technique to discover new and 
unexpected patterns and relationships in data is the approach 
used to explore connections and associations between the BI 
and CPM criteria. In comparison to correlation or regression 
analysis, many Data Mining techniques do not imply 
connections in advance but discover them automatically. 
Association Rule Discovery is a popular pattern discovery 
method [20]. With association rules, co-occurrence 
relationships between data items can be discovered, taking 
into account as many research items as needed and available 
[5]. This indeed can lead on the upside to more detailed results 
and on the downside to an enormous amount of discovered 
association rules. Unmanageable amounts of association rules 
easily can be organized by instating measures to evaluate and 
select association rules based on their potential interestingness 
for the researcher [20]. These interestingness measures 
include Lift, Support and Confidence [5][16]. To generate 
association rules, many algorithms are available. The Apriori 
Algorithm is the classic procedure and works in two steps 
[21][30]. First, frequent itemsets exceeding the pre-defined 
Support threshold are identified. Therefore, the Apriori 
Algorithm initially finds itemsets containing of one item only. 
In the following steps, the algorithm includes one more item 
each round to the previously identified frequent itemsets until 
no more frequent itemsets are found [30]. Second, out of all 
frequent itemsets exceeding the pre-defined Support threshold 
confident association rules are generated. Hence, all identified 
frequent itemsets are separated into two subsets. The measure 
influencing which rules are understood as interesting is the 
Confidence measure [5]. 
In this research, Association Rule Discovery has been 
applied to find relation rules between BI and CPM. Before 
applying the Apriori Algorithm to the compiled dataset using 
the freeware Data Mining tool RapidMiner, the data had to be 
transformed into binary variables. This transformation can be 
done directly in RapidMiner. Questionnaire characteristics 
“does not apply” to “applies half and half” (1-3) have been 
transformed to does not apply and “does apply” and “fully 
applies” (4-5) to does apply. Furthermore, the minimum levels 
for the interestingness measures have been defined. Only 
association rules (X→Y) with a minimum Support≥0.6 have 
been considered as interesting, meaning that in at least 60% of 
the cases in the dataset the association rule has to show [16]. 
The confidence level has been set at Confidence≥0.7. This 
determines that in at least 70% of the rules where the first part 
of the rule (X) is shown, the second part of the rule (Y) has to 
show as well [16]. The measure Lift needs to be Lift>1 to show  
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a positive dependency between the items of a rule for the 
occurrence of the items [5]. Regarding the minimum settings 
of the measures, 103 association rules have been discovered. 
Association rules do not imply causality. They find items 
that imply the presence of other items [20]. As the research 
focus is on the benefits of BI for CPM, the attention lies on 
association rules beginning with BI items, leaving 52 
association rules to evaluate. The association rules with the 
highest Support are shown in Table 2. 
It is conspicuous that especially the CPM items Data in 
business management processes are relevant and Data in 
business management processes are current apply in a 
company, if specific BI items apply either. In more detail, 
these two CPM items most likely apply in a company, if in 
addition to the items in Table 2 the following BI items apply 
as well: 
• Data consistency (“Single Version of the Truth”), 
• Only compulsory BI tools are used, 
 
• Master data changes are traceable, 
• Clear roles and responsibilities for the BI-
development between the company’s departments and 
the IT throughout the whole enterprise. 
Also, the BI item Use of applications for automatic text 
processing and Text Mining is found in combination rules 
with the item Clear roles and responsibilities for operating 
with the BI system and Data integrity during simultaneous 
use. Different from these two, Use of applications for 
automatic text processing and Text Mining has the 
characteristic does not apply. Still, the CPM items Data in 
business management processes are relevant and Data in 
business management processes are current apply, indicating 
that data currency and relevance is rather given if Text 
Mining and context processing tools are not used in a 
company. 
Furthermore, the association rules illustrate that: 
TABLE I OVERVIEW BI AND CPM ITEMS 
BI items CPM items 
BI1_1: Clear roles and responsibilities for operating the BI systems CPM1_1: Business management processes are transparent and traceable for 
managers 
BI1_2: Data consistency (“Single Version of the Truth”) CPM1_2: Business management process are documented throughout the 
company 
BI1_3: 24/7 operation of the BI systems CPM1_3: Business management processes are communicated throughout the 
company 
BI1_4: Only compulsory BI tools are used CPM2_1: Business management processes base on a common database 
BI1_5: Data integrity during simultaneous use CPM2_2: Management methods are fully automated and linked without 
manual support 
BI1_6: Clear roles and responsibilities for the BI-development between the 
company’s departments and the IT throughout the whole enterprise 
CPM2_3: Data in business management processes are complete 
BI1_7: BI-architecture is documented CPM2_4: Decision makers manual expenditure to edit reports is marginal  
BI1_8: Master data changes are traceable CPM3_1: Data in business management processes are relevant 
BI1_9: BI relevant master data can be saved in various versions CPM3_2: Data in business management processes are current  
BI2_1: Use of feature set for predictive forecasting CPM3_3: Effective use of external data (market data) 
BI2_2: Use of feature set for describing data analysis CPM4_1: Alignment of business management processes across all business 
functions 
BI2_3: Use of feature set for information visualization CPM4_2: Alignment of business management processes across all business 
units 
BI3_1: Use of applications for scenario modelling CPM4_3: Alignment of strategic and operational planning 
BI3_2: Use of applications for statistical analysis CPM5_1: Use of measurable indicators in all business functions 
BI4_1: Each BI project is carried out using a standardized procedure model CPM5_2: Use of measurable indicators in all business units 
BI4_2: Each BI project bases on a standardized design method CPM5_3: Use of measurable indicators in all operational business processes 
BI4_3: Documentation standards for BI projects are clearly defined CPM5_4: Use of measurable indicators in all strategic business processes 
BI4_4: BI projects use agility CPM6_1: Existence of feedback loops in operational business processes 
(e.g., complaint management) 
BI5_1: Use of applications for adding describing comments CPM6_2: Existence of feedback loops in strategy development (adjustment 
of vision, mission and the company’s strategy to environmental changes) 
BI5_2: Use of applications for sharing comments throughout the enterprise CPM6_3: Existence of feedback loops in strategic planning processes 
BI5_3: Use of applications for automatic text processing and Text Mining  
BI6_1: Denotations and spellings are standardized in the BI databases  
BI6_2: BI tools for strategic business management are interoperable  
BI6_3: Manual expenditures for ensuring standardized spelling and 
denotations are marginal 
 
BI7_1: Applications for mobile usage of the BI Systems are available  
BI7_2: Applications for the mobile usage of the BI Systems are used  
BI8_1: Use of BI applications for implementing alerts linked to automated 
workflow data  in operational business processes 
 
BI8_2: Use of BI applications for implementing alerts linked to automated 
workflow data in strategic business processes 
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• Use of BI applications for implementing alerts linked 
to automated workflow data in strategic business 
processes does not apply, 
• Use of applications for sharing comments throughout 
the enterprise does not apply, 
• Use of applications for adding describing comments 
does not apply, 
• Use of applications for automatic text processing and 
Text Mining does not apply 
the CPM item Management methods are fully automated and 
linked without manual support does not apply as well. 
VII. DISCUSSION 
CPM is a management strategy for decision support [19]. 
This support is achieved by using measures and KPI’s (Key 
Performance Indicator) from data. The information gained is 
used by decision makers and managers to monitor the 
companies target achievements. If necessary, strategy, 
processes and goals are adjusted to ensure the company’s 
survival and success. Data is the quintessence in CPM but 
only useful if provided when needed and of high quality. The 
association rules show that if BI items related to the subject 
of data quality and data provision (e.g., Data consistency, 
Data integrity during simultaneous use) are high and apply 
in a company the Data in the business management processes 
are relevant and current. The rules illustrate the connection 
between data and business management processes and 
therefore the connection between BI and CPM. Supported 
with high quality data, decision makers can act and rely on 
actionable information to manage the enterprise. The rules 
underline the function of BI as a decision support tool needed 
for a successful CPM. The concentration on business 
management processes as the CPM part of the rule highlights 
the understanding of CPM as a multiplicity of business 
management processes connected and integrated into each  
 
other [12]. If the processes in a company are managed, based 
on needed high quality data, it is the initial point for an overall 
effective CPM. Nevertheless, a CPM strategy is not 
implemented in one run. The implementation is a slow 
process carried out in sub-steps [19]. The focus of the 
association rules on Data in business management processes 
is relevant and current supports this theory. It is indicated that 
first the attention has to lie on the management processes 
separately. Once a company is working on high quality data 
when needed, a good connection throughout the enterprise is 
given as well. The lack of association rules containing further 
CPM items might be an indicator that most companies are 
assumedly still working on implementing a thorough 
performance management.  
The second set of association rules discovered that if no 
opportunity to use and share comments within an enterprise 
is given as well as the opportunity to use unstructured data a 
full automation and linkage of the company’s management 
methods without manual support is not given as well. 
Management methods are ideally accepted process 
descriptions for dealing with certain issues (e.g., Balanced 
Scorecard) [19]. These methods can only be successful if goal 
oriented, understood and used continuously [19]. 
Consequently, management methods are focused on the 
definition and analysis of measures. For all measures to be 
useful, a reference magnitude is needed, which can be 
supplied by adding and sharing comments. Furthermore, the 
association rules imply that fully automated management and 
planning methods are dependent on the use of comments for 
ensuring transparency as well. Only if supported by 
describing comments, automated management processes and 
planning methods are understandable throughout a company 
and manual support is minimalized.  
Text Mining enables knowledge discovery from semi-
structured or unstructured data. This is a rather advanced 
TABLE II. STRONGEST ASSOCIATION RULES, STARTING WITH BI ITEMS 
BI items  CPM items Interestingness 
Data integrity during simultaneous use=applies → Data in business management processes are 
relevant=applies 
Support=0.83 
Confidence=0.92 
Clear roles and responsibilities for operating the BI systems=applies → Data in business management processes are 
relevant=applies 
Support=0.80 
Confidence=0.93 
Data integrity during simultaneous use=applies → Data in business management processes are 
current=applies 
Support=0.78 
Confidence=0.86 
Data integrity during simultaneous use=applies and Clear roles and 
responsibilities for operating the BI systems=applies 
→ Data in business management processes are 
relevant=applies 
Support=0.76 
Confidence=0.93 
Data integrity during simultaneous use=applies → Data in business management processes are 
relevant=applies and Data in business management 
processes are current =applies 
Support=0.74 
Confidence=0.83 
Clear roles and responsibilities for operating the BI systems=applies → Data in business management processes are 
current=applies 
Support=0.74 
Confidence=0.86 
Clear roles and responsibilities for operating the BI systems=applies → Data in business management processes are 
relevant=applies and Data in business management 
processes are current =applies 
Support=0.73 
Confidence=0.84 
24/7 operation of the BI systems=applies → Data in business management processes are 
relevant=applies 
Support=0.70 
Confidence=0.91 
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analysis method of BI and the rules indicate that if there is no 
or not much usage of automatic text processing and Text 
Mining, Data in business management processes are still 
relevant and current but the Management methods are not 
fully automated or linked without manual support. Text 
Mining is an advanced research method used to gain new 
information from texts. The association rules suggest, that 
this feature of BI is rather not important for the data currency 
and relevance in the business management processes. 
Therefore, it might to be ignored in the establishment process 
of CPM. But it seems to be interesting once the automation 
of management methods without manual support wants to be 
achieved.  
The association rules discovered only comprise 3 
different CPM related items Data in business management 
processes are current, Data in business management 
processes are relevant and Management methods are fully 
automated and linked without manual support. This awakes 
the awareness that BI is not the only technological support in 
companies. Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERP), 
Customer Relationship Systems (CRM) and Supply-Chain-
Management System (SCM) also play an important role for a 
successful performance management. Before focusing on 
implementing a BI solution, the predominant step might be to 
focus on existing software first and afterwards built an 
effective BI solution on top. 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
In comparison to the subject related research, the results 
of the Data Mining approach show more detailed information 
about the connection of BI and CPM. Instead considering BI 
and/or CPM as a whole, with Data Mining all BI and CPM 
features have been taken into account, allowing researchers 
and practitioners comprehensive insights into the relationship 
between these two interdependent disciplines. Besides 
simply proving a positive relationship, the research outcomes 
allow conclusions on a path of action for improving a 
company’s CPM through the correct usage and 
implementation of BI. Although these inferences still need 
further investigation in practice, it has been possible to 
identify the BI and CPM items with the strongest connection 
through association analysis. Inferentially, the Data Mining 
approach presents itself as a suitable research procedure in IS 
research.  
But this research still is only a first step in exploring the 
possibilities Data Mining holds for IS research. Future 
studies need to evaluate if and how Data Mining can be used 
to gain detailed research insights. 
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Abstract—Traditional travel survey methods have been widely
used for collecting information about urban mobility although,
since middle of the 90’s Global Position System (GPS) has become
an automatic option for collecting more precise data of the
households. But how good is the collected data? many studies
on mobility patterns have focused on the GPS advantages and
leaving aside its issues. However, when it comes to extract the
frequency of the trips and travelled distance this technology faces
some gaps due to related issues, such as signal reception and
time-to-first-fix location that turns out in missing observations
and respectively unrecognised or over-segmented trips. In this
study, we focus on two aspects of GPS data for a car-mode,
(i) measurement of the gaps in the travelled distance and (ii)
estimation of the travelled distance and the factors that influence
the GPS gaps. To asses that, GPS tracks are compared to a
ground truth source. Additionally, the trips are analysed based
on the land use (e.g., urban and rural areas) and length (e.g.,
short, middle and long trips). Results from 170 participants and
more than a year of GPS-tracking show that around 9% of
the travelled distance is not captured by the GPS and it affects
more to short trips than long ones. Moreover, we validate the
importance of the time spent on the user activity and the land
use as factors that influence the gaps on GPS.
Keywords—Data quality; travelled distance; CAN-BUS data;
GPS data
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Traditional travel survey methods have been widely used in
transportation research as a tool for collecting information at
an individual or household level (e.g., description of demo-
graphics, travel patterns, trip purpose and mode choice) [1].
Yet, respondents have the tendency to omit short stops, such as
post office and ATM and when it comes to numerical answers,
travel time is rounded to simple values like 10, 15, 30 minutes
interval. Likewise it happens to the travelled distance [2].
Nonetheless, with the introduction of the Global Position
System (GPS) and its first adoption on transportation studies
in the middle of the 90’s, where Wagner [2] reports one
of the first studies that uses GPS for collecting information
of 100 households through logger devices installed in their
vehicles, since that it has been extensively used in combination
with others datasets. Studies [3], [4], and [5] have already
demonstrated the possibility to use GPS data in Transportation
research by capturing the characteristics of different types of
trips. Later studies, such as [6] and [7] evaluated the use of
processed GPS data for both trip tracking and transportation-
mode detection without the support of questionnaires. Their
results showed that trip identification deviates slightly from the
census data whereas for mode detection it was not possible to
distinguish between transportation modes with similar speed,
for instances bus and car trips. Trip reporting and therefore
travelled distance are challenging issues that can be achieved
by detecting the transition between transportation-modes al-
though, if many transitions are detected for a single-mode
trip, it turns out in over-reporting of trips and under-reporting
of distance. In studies [8] and [9], the GPS trajectories are
split using features, such as speed and distance, it applies a
good common-sense knowledge of the world, describing that
the start and end points of walk segment may be changes
of transportation mode and Liao et al. [10] uses an prob-
abilistic approach to estimate those changes. Zheng et al.
[11] shows that extracting trip frequencies is a challenging
task, despite his method classifies transportation-mode with
an accuracy of 76%, the precision for trip counting is below
30% due to the over-segmentation, which actually shows that
many studies report the classification error as a proportion of
miss-classification regardless the over-segmentation. A way to
overcome that is by merging the consecutive trips with similar
transportation-mode using heuristics on the distance and time
between trips or by smoothing the classification outcomes [12].
However, signal reception and time-to-first-fix (TTFF) are
well known issues of GPS, both of them affecting the reported
distance [13]. Signal reception is mainly influent for external
factors that can block or reflect the signal, it can lead with
either signal loss due to poor satellite reception (e.g., under-
ground travel, bridges and tunnels) or multi-path errors aka
urban canyoning errors because they appear in urban canyons
where the signal is reflected by buildings [14]. TTFF aka
cold/warm start is the delay in getting the first observation
when the GPS device has been off for a period of time, which
turns out in missing observations at the beginning of the trip
[15].
In this study, we use tracking data from a fleet of shared cars
to (i) assess the gaps present in the GPS-based distance and
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their possible effect in mobility studies, and (ii) to estimate
the travelled distance and the relevant factors that influence
the GPS gaps. To accomplish the previous points, we need a
ground truth source that reports the driven kilometres when
the car is used, therefore the odometer-sensor is chosen and
its data is accessible through the Controller Area Network
bus (CAN-bus) [16]. CAN-bus is known as a protocol for
high performance and high reliable serial communication links
between electronic control units (e.g., sensors), and it is
mainly used in the field of automotive and industrial control
applications [17]. CAN-bus has been used together with GPS
data to estimate mobility parameters in off-road vehicles, such
as resistance force and wheel slip under different terrain condi-
tions [18], where a GPS logger was used to gather the ground
speed and trajectory; and the gross power and rotational speed
were extracted from the CAN-bus. Furthermore, given that
GPS trajectories are spread across different type of land use,
we use a Geographic Information System (GIS) to make a
distinction between trips in urban and rural areas.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section
II describes the datasets and methods for assessing GPS gaps
on the car mode. Section III presents the case study and
the outcomes of this research and Section IV summarise the
findings by drawing conclusions on it.
II. METHODOLOGY
The data from the present research is drawn from two
sources (a) a car-sharing company named Cambio [19] that
opened its operation in Belgium in 2002, and at this time
(June 2016), it is available in 35 cities with 369 stations, 862
cars and more than 24.000 users. Cambio provided us a dataset
with the reservation details (e.g., distance, duration, start and
ending times) based on CAN-bus data. (b) GPS data that are
collected through loggers installed on selected cars from the
car-sharing company.
A. Dataset description
As one of the interests in this study is to identify the
differences in GPS-based distance and the actually driven
kilometres, we use the car odometer-sensor data as a ground
truth. The access to that such a data is possible through the
CAN-bus. A CAN-bus is known as a protocol for high perfor-
mance and high reliable serial communication links between
electronic control units in the field of automotive and industrial
control applications [17], for example it is typically used to
control and automatically calibrate the engine performance in a
vehicle. It was developed as a multi-master message broadcast
system [20] where each element on the network can send
a message (e.g., temperature, state of charge) independently
to the entire network, being the bus priority defined by the
message identifier [21]. The dataset contains information about
the car reservation, including the total distance, reservation
period (e.g., duration), identifiers (cars/client/reservation), start
and ending times.
A limitation of this dataset concerns to its granularity, which
is at the reservation level, therefore the reservation period
represents the total duration of the reservation rather than the
travel time, as an illustration, a reservation starts when the car
is picked up from the car charging station and it ends when
the car returns back to the charging station. Consequently, the
reservation period contains not only the travel time but also
the time spent on the participant activities for instances time
doing shopping, time visiting someone, etc. Nonetheless, the
travelled distance and the starting time (first trip segment) are
not affected for the aforementioned limitation.
GPS has been used in several studies (Section I) and it
allows tracking targets through their geographical location,
where a GPS logger is a device for collecting locations and
other measurements, such as speed, altitude, heading, accuracy
and timestamp. It can have either a built-in or external antenna
and the data can be stored in the internal memory for being
downloaded later on, or sent it to a centralised repository
through the network. For collecting the data, a GPS logger
GenLoc 53e [22] is installed in the cars, the device can send
the tracking data through the cellular network to a centralised
system in which it is processed. A frequency of 1 Hz is
used for collecting the GPS data and the logger only collects
observations when the car is turned on (i.e., the GPS logger
automatically starts when the car is turned on and stops when
the car is turned off), therefore it can occur that a single
reservation includes more than one trip, which is expressed
as follow:
Ri = {S(i)1 , ..., S(i)m } (1)
where, Ri represents the ith reservation, S
(i)
j is the jth trip
segment within a reservation Ri, such as S
(i)
j ∈ {S(i)1 , ..., S(i)m }
and m is the number of trip segments per reservation.
B. Data quality
To assess the quality of the GPS-based distance, we cal-
culate missing distance and the TTFF using the following
formulations:
Missing distanceprop = 1−
∑
S
(i)
j
∈Ri d(S
(i)
j )∑N
i=1 d(Ri)
(2)
Missing distanceavg =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
d(Ri)−
∑
S
(i)
j
∈Ri
d(S
(i)
j )
)
(3)
TTFFavg =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
t(S
(i)
1 )− t(Ri)
)
(4)
where d() and t() are functions to extract the distance and
start time respectively, S(i)1 represents the first trip segment of
a reservation Ri, and N is the number of observations.
Equation (2) is the proportion of missing distance and it
calculates the overall missing distance for all reservations.
Nevertheless, it can also be applied to a set of trips based
on some conditions, such as land use and trip groups. How-
ever, this formulation faces two possible outcomes, when the
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outcome is positive it represents an under-reported distance,
whereas it is negative when the distance is over-reporting. This
last scenario can be explained by the GPS accuracy because
under certain conditions (e.g., tunnel, bridge, parking lots)
turns out in jumps around the same location. Those points
can add an extra distance to the trip.
Equation (3) is the average missing distance and it is
expressed in kilometres and (4) is the average of time-to-
first-fix, it calculates an average of time difference between
the reservation start time and the timestamp of the first GPS
location.
C. Land use
A key research focus of this study is to assess the GPS
gaps, where the land use provides an extra perspective to
analyse those gaps in rural and urban areas, given that the
GPS signal reception could be affected for the high density of
large structures (e.g., buildings, bridges). A GIS tool allows
to identify the land use of a trip [23] (i.e., whether a trip was
performed on either rural or urban area) in such a way that
trips are matched within an administrative area (boundary area
classified as rural or urban) through the origin and destination
points. Consequently, a precise land use identification relies
on the completeness of the geographical information for the
administrative areas.
The administrative areas (in which the trips were performed)
are extracted from c©OpenStreetMap contributors (OSM) [24].
OSM is an open access platform for geospatial vector data and
it is often considered complete and appropriate for planning
studies in comparison to other commercial counterparts [25].
D. Regression method
To explain the gaps in GPS data, the factors that influence
the data collection are identified through a linear regres-
sion. Linear Regression methods are techniques for modelling
the relationships between a scalar dependent variable and
its explanatory or independent variables aka covariates, that
relationship is modelled through a error term ε, a random
variable that adds noise to the linear relationship between the
dependent and independent variables [26], therefore the model
is expressed as follows:
y = Xβ + ε (5)
where y is the dependent variable or response variable, X
represents the explanatory variables, β the regression coeffi-
cients or effects and ε is the error term.
III. CASE STUDY
The data on this study are part of the Olympus project, a
Flemish initiative to promote the introduction of electric vehi-
cles in Belgium. It was a common project between suppliers,
integrators and users of shared mobility, aiming at developing
tools and systems to enhance multimodal travel behaviour.
Therefore, the multimodal travel behaviour was monitored,
both from the vehicle perspective as from the personal perspec-
tive. From the vehicle perspective, GPS loggers were installed
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Figure 1. Travelled distance density based on land use for GPS logger and
CAN-bus data
on shared electric cars, showing how these were used in terms
of frequency, trip length, origins and destinations.
Data collection was performed between 2012 and 2013 in
the Belgian cities Ghent, Antwerp and Leuven, involving 170
participants.
A. Descriptive analysis
A summary of the travelled distance reported by the CAN-
bus data and GPS logger is depicted in Table I, where we can
notice clear differences on the reported average distances.
TABLE I. A SUMMARY OF THE TRAVELLED DISTANCE (KM)
Data min median mean max
CAN-bus 2.0 19.0 23.9 106.0
GPS Logger 0.6 17.2 21.8 104.6
In order to get an analysis at different levels, we group the
trips based on the travelled distance into three categories, such
as short, middle and long trips. Table II shows the conditions
for those groups.
TABLE II. GROUP OF TRIPS BASED ON THE TRAVELLED DISTANCE
Group Description
Short trip less than 10 km.
Middle trip between 10 and 25 km.
Long trip more than 25 km.
Those groups and the land use allow to identify which type
of trips are mainly affected when it comes to GPS tracking.
The missing distance for the GPS logging can be noticed
in Fig. 1, where the GPS density curve is shifted to the left
side with respect to CAN-bus curve in both rural and urban
areas, this is another indication of missing distance based on
the land use.
B. Distance measurement gaps
For the travelled distance by car, we consider the missing
distance as the difference between the odometer distance (e.g.,
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distance obtained from the CAN-bus data) and the logging
distance (e.g., distance reported by the GPS logger) as it shows
in (2), it turns out that on average 9% of the travelled distance
is not captured by the GPS logger (Fig. 2). It means that for
an average trip with distance 23.9 km the GPS will report on
average 2.1 km less (Table I).
91%
9%
GPS
logging distance missing distance
Figure 2. Global missing distance for a car mode using GPS
From the groups, we calculate the travelled distance for
both GPS and CAN-bus data. Fig. 3 shows the missing data
for short, middle and long trips within groups of different
land used, in which, urban areas affect more to the short and
middle distance trips (around 81% and 83% respectively) than
the long trips (Table III). Besides, the GPS logging performs
better for long trips in both urban and rural areas, logging 92%
and 95% respectively.
TABLE III. A SUMMARY OF THE GPS GAPS BASED ON THE LAND
USE
TTFF (min) Missing distance (km)
Group Trips Median Mean Mean Percentage
Rural
Short 82 4.6 7.8 0.9 11.9%
Middle 190 6.1 7.0 1.9 10.1%
Long 292 5.6 8.3 2.0 4.6%
Urban
Short 161 5.5 16.5 1.4 19.3%
Middle 326 5.9 10.8 2.9 16.9%
Long 189 6.2 7.8 3.6 8.5%
To our understanding, part of the missing data could be
related to the cold/warm start issue that is present on the GPS
technology, where it is required a period of time before fixing
the first location. Therefore we assess the TTFF using (4),
which makes use of the starting time as an argument.
C. Explanatory factors
To explain the travelled distance a regression model is fitted
to the GPS data, where the dependent variable is provided
by the CAN-bus data as a travelled distance and from the
GPS data we extract the covariates, such as distance, duration,
average speed and number of trips per reservation.
Others covariates, such as land use is obtained using GIS,
where the origin and destination points are used for classifying
the trips within a rural or urban area. Finally, the time spent
on the user activity (purpose of mobility) is calculated from
the reservation time and the trip duration. Table IV shows a
full description of the covariates.
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Figure 3. Percentage of missing data for different group of trips
TABLE IV. MODEL COVARIATES
Covariate Description
Distance Logging distance from the GPS data (km)
Duration Travelled time for the logging distance (min)
Trip segments Number of trip segments per reservation
Average speed Average speed for the trip (km/h)
Time spent Time spent on the user activity (e.g., shopping)
Time spent per trip Average time spent per trip
Land use Land use for the trip (e.g., urban, rural)
A summary of the fitted models is depicted in Table V,
where the covariate coefficient is estimated using a regression
model and its significant level is based on the p-value. Based
on model 3, the number of trip segments seem to be not
significant, on the other hand from model 4 we can notice that
the average speed is a good predictor and makes the duration
less significant.
Time spent shows significant results on model 5, it means
that the waiting time within trips (e.g., time when the car
is parking) is important factor for modelling the travelled
distance because it adds more periods of cold/warm start to the
GPS logger (i.e., a higher waiting time increases the chances
of missing data). And it is even more significant when it is
combined with the trip segments as an average of time spent
on a particular activity per trip segments (e.g., time spent
over trip segments). Land use is another influential variable
its coefficient indicates that for each trip in the urban area it
will add around a kilometre to the total distance. Based on the
R2, model 7 explains better the travelled distance as a function
of the covariates: distance, average speed, time spent per trip
and land use.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we measure the gaps in the GPS-based
distance using CAN-bus data as a ground truth, likewise
the factors that influence those gaps were identified through
regression models. It was found that on averages 9% of
the travelled distance is not captured for the GPS logger,
this is important, considering that many mobility studies are
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TABLE V. MODELS RESULT
Dependent variable:
Travelled distance (km)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Distance 0.976∗∗∗ 1.032∗∗∗ 1.044∗∗∗ 0.888∗∗∗ 0.905∗∗∗ 0.920∗∗∗ 0.930∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.020) (0.021) (0.049) (0.017) (0.017) (0.016)
Duration −0.047∗∗∗ −0.061∗∗∗ 0.019
(0.013) (0.016) (0.024)
Trip segments 0.250
(0.155)
Average speed 7.180∗∗∗ 5.854∗∗∗ 4.701∗∗∗ 5.196∗∗∗
(2.232) (1.177) (1.247) (1.225)
Time spent 0.008∗∗∗ 0.003
(0.002) (0.003)
Time spent per trip 0.015∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗
(0.006) (0.004)
Urban area 1.062∗∗∗
(0.388)
Constant 2.837∗∗∗ 3.698∗∗∗ 3.247∗∗∗ 0.535 0.457 0.709 −0.076
(0.324) (0.402) (0.488) (1.060) (0.477) (0.482) (0.565)
AIC 1967 1957 1956 1949 1928 1923 1916
BIC 1979 1972 1976 1968 1947 1946 1940
R2 0.944 0.946 0.946 0.948 0.950 0.951 0.952
Adjusted R2 0.944 0.946 0.946 0.947 0.950 0.951 0.952
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
Covariates: coefficient and coefficient error in brackets.
AIC: Akaike information criterion, BIC: Bayesian information criterion.
being conducted using GPS data, and their outcomes might
underestimate the actual travelled distance. Although, it will
depend on the type of land use where the trips are carried out.
In our findings, the rural area reports 6% of missing distance
whereas the urban area about 13%, which is a clear indication
that urban areas are more susceptible to issues related to
the signal reception, affecting in around one kilometre to the
reported distance (based on the model 7).
Moreover, the model also includes the cold/warm start as
a function of the time spent on the user activity per trip,
which provides an average waiting time between trips. This
last factor should be considered when it comes to the trip
reporting because in real situations round trips have more than
a single trip and long periods of waiting time, consequently,
it adds a delay for getting the first valid location.
Part of the missing distance could be corrected by inter-
polating the missing GPS points within a trip. Using a road
network is feasible to route (provide alternative trajectories
between two points by a given transportation mode) and align
the points to a valid location. However, it becomes complicated
when the missing part is at the beginning of the trip because
there is not any reference point to interpolate that part. This
is the case of the cold/warm start.
Our findings also contrast with other study [27] that reports
4% of missing data (comparison among theoretic GPS points
rather than travelled distance) for a driving mode using smart-
phones as tool for GPS data collection. However, a smartphone
does not have long periods of being off, hence we could
assume that TTFF is not having a big influence on the data
collection.
Future directions are focused on the GPS data quality for
other transportation modes (e.g., walking, biking and public
transportation) and also the differences across the collection
methods, for example, passive and active logging.
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Abstract—Information and communication technologies have 
become integral part of our everyday lives. It seems as logical 
consequence that smart city concept is trying to explore the 
role of integrated information and communication approach in 
managing city’s assets and in providing better quality of life to 
its citizens.  Provision of better quality of life relies on 
improved management of city’s systems (e.g., transport 
system) but also on provision of timely and relevant 
information to its citizens in order to support them in making 
more informed decisions.  To ensure this, use of forecasting 
models is needed. In this paper, we develop support vector 
machine based model with aim to predict future mobility 
behavior from crowdsourced data. The crowdsourced data are 
collected based on dedicated smartphone app that tracks 
mobility behavior. Use of such forecasting model can facilitate 
management of smart city’s mobility system but also ensures 
timely provision of relevant pre-travel information to its 
citizens.  
Keywords-travel behavior; smart city; crowdsourceing; 
transport planning. 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
Influence of information and communication 
technologies (ICT) on transport planning is not new. On one 
hand, transport planning involves multiple complex models 
that try to generalize dynamic features of human and cargo 
movements, needs for mobility and forecasts future states of 
the system. On the other end, ICT constantly develops, 
which includes higher processing powers and calculation 
capabilities, innovative protocols and growing number of 
available sensors. Thus, integration of ICT tools into 
transport planning process is twofold challenging and 
requires constant synchronization between available 
technology and transport planning needs. A lot has been 
done in this field over last decades, particularly in recent 
years when role of ICT is getting integrated at the higher 
level enabling development of smart cities [1]-[8]. In this 
context, location acquisition technologies play an important 
basis for smart city applications [9][10]. Smart cities as 
urban development concept aim to integrate ICT solutions in 
a secure fashion to manage a city’s assets (e.g., local 
departments’ information systems, transport systems, 
hospitals, power plants, water supply networks, waste 
management, etc.). The goal of building a smart city is to 
improve quality of life for its residents by using technology 
to improve the efficiency of services and to enable more 
informed decision making process on both policy makers’ 
and citizens’ ends. When it comes to the transport aspect of 
smart cities, location information acquisition is often 
supported by Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) 
data. GNSS comprehends a constellation of satellites 
providing signals from space that transmit positioning and 
timing data to GNSS receivers. The receivers then use this 
data to determine location. Probably the best know GNSS 
system is Global Positioning System (GPS) developed by 
USA’s NAVSTAR, but other systems like Russia’s 
Global'naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema 
(GLONASS) and China’s BeiDou Navigation Satellite 
System are operational while some others are on its way to 
ensure global coverage like European Union’s Galileo 
system. In the literature, there are some interesting examples 
of GNSS use for extraction of origin-destination (OD) 
matrices [11]-[14], validation of travel behaviour models 
[15][16] or rush hour analysis [17][18]. Furthermore, when 
analysing the use of GNSS data for mobility studies we can 
distinguish between implementation of (a) dedicated GNSS 
sensor and (b) integrated GNSS sensors. The first one 
usually includes dedicated sensor placed into a vehicle or 
portable GNSS device that individual carries in order to log 
his mobility behaviour. In these studies samples are usually 
limited in size (e.g., due to discipline that is required from 
responded in order to carry the device with him) or bias in 
transport modes coverage (e.g., device tracks only motorised 
transport modes). The second one involves integration of 
GNSS chipsets into devices that are not primary dedicated to 
location purposes. Probably the most common device of such 
kind today is a mobile phone [19]. As mobile phones have 
more sensors integrated (e.g., cameras, accelerometers, etc.) 
and individuals usually carry them without considering it to 
be a burden, they exhibit potential to overcome above 
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mentioned limitations and deliver a rich datasets for mobility 
studies. Most often these datasets are referred as 
crowdsourced data. Nevertheless, little is known about the 
potential of crowdsourced data for smart city mobility 
management. And even less about the context of 
personalized mobility services and the interactions between a 
city and its transport system users. While only scarce 
literature tackles this idea [20][21], in this article we 
contribute to this line of research by using crowdsourced 
data from smartphones and a support vector machine 
algorithm to forecast transport mode one will use for the 
upcoming travel. Forecasting is based on a set of given 
conditions (location, trip’s purpose, time of day, etc.). We 
see this as a potential application that can be used to enable 
timely relevant indication of intended mobility behaviour. 
This way relevant transport information and incentives can 
be provided in order to support making of more informed 
mobility related decisions. Furthermore smart city mobility 
management can be supported with this information to 
ensure timely management of transport related activities and 
services.   
This paper is structured as follows: after the Introduction, 
Section 2 provides detailed description of the data collection 
procedure and adopted support vector machines approach. 
Section 3 summarizes the result of the transport mode 
forecasting procedure and is followed with discussion 
section. Finally, Section 5 highlights major conclusions 
drawn from the observed insights.  
 
II. METHOD AND DATA 
A. Data collection 
Data on mobility behavior is collected via an Android 
smartphone application Routecoach [22], which is developed 
at Ghent University in Belgium. The Routecoach application 
was a part of sustainable mobility campaign in province of 
Flemish-Brabant. The main aim of the campaign was to 
develop an evaluation and planning toolkit for mobility 
projects, which is transferable and can be adopted by 
planners [23]. The data collection process lasted from 
January to April 2015. Over this period, in total, 8303 users 
actively participated by downloading the freely available 
application and collecting the data on more than 30,000 trips.  
For our analysis, we used a part of overall dataset that 
included only ‘interactively’ (also called ‘actively’) [19] 
logged trips that were collected in area of city of Leuven. 
The city of Leuven (Fig.1) is the capital of the province of 
Flemish-Brabant and located about 25 kilometers east of 
Brussels (capital of Belgium). The two cities are well 
connected with road, rail and bike highway. Leuven itself is 
a very dynamic city that is a home to one of the largest 
universities in the region. The city’s daily dynamics results 
in a lot of traffic and also related traffic congestion. This is 
particularly noticeable across the ring road that surrounds the 
city center and main road axes that bring regional traffic to 
the city. Potentially for this reason, the use of public 
transportation (only bus is available) in the city has seen a 
fivefold increase in last 20 years. Also, the use of active 
transport modes is quite common as just cycling contributes 
to the city’s modal share with 17-20% [24].  
 
 
Figure 1.  Location of city of Leuven in Flanders region. 
As already mentioned, for our research we used only 
‘actively’ logged trips. ‘Active’ logging comprehends that 
the logged data are validated by users. This way, through the 
application itself, users can confirm transport mode that they 
are using or indicate a reason for the trip (trip purpose) while 
data are being logged. In addition, for the completed trips 
users can perform data quality control. Data quality control is 
made possible over dedicated web portal (Fig. 2). Through 
the web portal, participants can access to their personal trip 
logs and use friendly, geographic information system (GIS), 
interface. This interface visualizes exiting trips but can also 
be used to report on additional trip data, correct wrongly 
introduced information or report on personal points of 
interest (like home or work locations).  
 
 
Figure 2.  Geo interface for data validation and quality control. 
Our sub dataset consist of 17,040 validated trips created by 
292 individuals, meaning that each individual in average 
made around 60 trips. Most of the trips were made by car 
and least by public transport (Fig.3). The distribution of 
validated trips over 24 hours clearly indicates morning and 
afternoon peaks (Fig. 4).  
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Figure 3.  Modal split (validated trips). 
 
Figure 4.  The distribution of validated trips over 24 hours. 
A detail description of attributes collected for each trip is 
given in Table 1. 
B. Support vector machines classification 
Support vector machines (SVM) are supervised machine 
learning algorithm that is based on the concept of decision 
hyperplanes. These decision hyperplanes separate between 
observations that have different class membership in 
multidimensional feature space. Quite often, it is not so easy 
to separate between observations, and different mathematical 
functions (kernels) are used to map them in order to separate 
among different classes. For this reason, firstly, a training 
dataset is introduced. The training dataset is a dataset where 
class membership is know in advance for each observation. 
This dataset serves to train the model so that, as good as 
possible, decision hyperplanes are selected. Later, to test the 
success rate of the first step, and the selected decision 
hyperplanes, a new dataset is introduced. This second 
dataset, called test dataset, also has known class membership 
for each observation. This knowledge of the class 
membership is used to objectively test the outcome of the 
trained model. The objectivity is based on the fact that newly 
introduced dataset contains observations on which the initial 
model was not trained, thus it allows more fair evaluation of 
the model results. After the selection of decision hyperplanes 
is confirmed on the test dataset it is considered that the 
model will give fair results when data with unknown class 
membership are introduced to it. More detailed overview of 
SVM algorithm can be found in literature [25]-[27]. 
TABLE I.  DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES 
Variable Acronym Description 
User’s ID userid Unique identifier of the user/device 
Trip’s ID tripid Unique identifier of the trip 
Trip’s start 
time 
starttime 
Year, month, day, hour, minute and 
second when trip started 
Trip’s stop 
time 
stoptime 
Year, month, day, hour, minute and 
second when trip ended 
Trip’s start 
location 
startpoint 
Geographic location of the trip’s origin 
point 
Trip’s end 
location 
endpoint 
Geographic location of the trip’s 
destination point 
Distance distance 
Distance between trip’s origin and 
destination points measured in 
kilometres 
Transportation 
mode 
transportmode Transportation mode used for the trip 
Trip’s purpose purpose 
The purpose of the trip made (go to 
work, shopping, recreation, school…) 
Working day 
identification 
week day 
Boolean value that indicates if the day 
when trip started is a working day 
Holiday 
identification 
weekend 
Boolean value that indicates if the day 
when trip started is a holiday or 
weekend 
 
In our study, we divided complete data set in two parts; 75% 
has been used as training and 25% as test dataset. Sampling 
was random and insight into distribution of trip lengths 
between training and test dataset reveals quite balanced 
representation of different trip lengths in both samples 
(Fig.5). The input dataset consists of trip observations for 
every individual, where each trip is considered to be a path 
between two locations made by one transport mode. Each 
trip is described with variables listed in Table 1. 
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 Figure 5.  Success rate in relation to the trip lengths.
 
For the SVM classification, we applied C-SVM type. The 
forecasting minimization error function for the applied C-
SVM is defined as:  
1
2
𝑤𝑇𝑤 + 𝐶 ∑ 𝜉𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1
 
(1) 
subject to constraints: 
𝑦𝑖(𝑤
𝑇 𝜙(𝑥𝑖) + 𝑏) ≥ 1 −  𝜉𝑖  (2) 
𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0 (3) 
Where i=1, …, N , C is the capacity constant, w represents 
the vector of coefficients, b is a constant, and ξi are 
parameters for handling non-separable inputs and ɸ stands 
for kernel function. Kernel function used in our example is 
radial basis function that transforms input to the feature 
space as defined by (4): 
 
𝐾(𝑋𝑖 , 𝑋𝑗) = 𝜙(𝑋𝑖) ∙ 𝜙(𝑋𝑗) = 𝑋𝑖 , 𝑋𝑗.  (4) 
The value of parameters C and γ is defined in training phase 
based on the result of 10- fold cross validation. The obtained 
values were 3 for C and 0.2 for γ. The output variable of the 
model was a transport mode one will use for a next trip and 
forecasting time frame was one hour.  
 
 
III. RESULTS 
Overall success rate of the forecasting model was 82% 
(Table 2). The most challenging part was to create decision 
hyperplanes that separate between trips made with private 
car, bike and public transportation (bus) as this resulted in 
more than 1000 support vectors for bike and car transport 
modes. 
TABLE II.  MODEL RESULTS 
Kernel type Radial Basis Function 
Classification accuracy 81.87% 
Number of SVs 2921 ( 1 bounded) 
Number of SVs ( BIKE ) 1187 
Number of SVs ( BUS ) 687 
Number of SVs ( CAR ) 1033 
Number of SVs ( FOOT ) 5 
Number of SVs ( TRAIN ) 9 
 
Considering each transport mode individually (Fig. 6), it 
was easiest to predict when one will use personal vehicle for 
the next trip. A detailed look into confusion matrix reveals 
occurrence of miss-classifications between transport modes 
bike, car and foot (Fig. 7). In most of the cases trips that 
were predicted to be made by car were forecasted to be made 
by bike or foot. Potentially, insight into weather conditions 
could give more details on context of miss-classifications 
and in future phase model can be extended to integrate these 
insights. Furthermore, Fig. 8 and 9 show more details on trip 
purposes for the forecasted trips. Quite different distributions 
indicate how important the availability of information on the 
purpose of travel is when predicting transport mode to be 
used for travel.  
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Figure 6.  Model’s success rate at transport mode levels 
 
Figure 7.  Purpose of trips for which transport mode was incorrectly 
forecasted. 
 
 
Figure 8.  Confusion matrix. 
 
 
Figure 9.  Purpose of trips for which transport mode was correctlly 
forecasted. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
Although the implemented SVM model has a quite high 
success rate (82%), still there is a place to improve 
forecasting results by additional extensions and 
considerations based on the gained insights. Firstly, since the 
model would give a good forecast in a bit more than eight 
out of ten trips, when implemented to provide pre-travel 
information, it could be useful to provide information on two 
transport modes that are most likely to be used. This way the 
model outcomes could be of higher relevance to the user and 
have outweighing role when user is considering more than 
one option. Furthermore, this way provision of such 
information could be also integrated into the city’s transport 
management system and provided information can be 
coordinated with city’s preferences. For example, if city 
wishes to promote new public transport line, or bike route, it 
can add additional weight to these options in the model so 
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that this information is provided to the user whenever 
feasible route using promoted options exists. In addition, 
there is a highest confusion between use of private car and 
active transport modes like bike and foot, which are the two 
ends of the sustainable mobility spectrum. It is worth to 
examining in future research in more details a context of 
trips for which confusion happened. Potential reasons 
include bad weather conditions when users are more prone to 
use private cars but also different trip purposes (e.g., one is 
more likely to use private car to drop-off multiple family 
members than for recreation). First reason can successfully 
be examined by fusing weather data and crowdsourced 
dataset. This insight car provide more descriptive context of 
the confusion occurrence. Second challenge is the familiarity 
of trip purpose. As forecasting time frame was an hour, this 
means that trip purpose should be known in advance. 
However, unless user indicates this information, a need to 
make a trip for certain reason should also be forecasted. This 
adds additional complexity to the model and can impact the 
success rate of the forecast. Therefore, it could be beneficial 
to investigate in more details complementarity of trip 
purpose forecasting models with transport mode forecasting 
and evaluate added value they give to each other.  
Compared with results from literature [20], where 
gradient boosting trees were used to forecast transport mode 
one will use for the next trip, our results achieved with the 
support vector machines based model have around 10% 
higher success rate. This shows potential of support vector 
machines based model to be extended to incorporate other 
data sources and to be successfully implemented in order to 
support smart city mobility planning and managing process.  
V. CONCLUSION 
Support vector machines based model achieved success 
rate of 82% in forecasting transport mode one will use for 
the next trip. This shows high potential to implement such a 
model into smart city mobility system management and 
planning processes as it can result in development of more 
advanced pre-travel information service. Furthermore, 
gained insights already indicate potential future extensions of 
the model in order to ensure higher usability of the output 
results and improved relevance to the end users.  
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Abstract—Transport modeling, in general, and freight
transport modeling, in particular, are becoming important
tools for investigating the effects of investments and policies.
Freight demand forecasting models are still in an
experimentation and evolution stage. Nevertheless, some recent
European projects, like Transtools or ETIS/ETIS Plus, have
developed a unique modeling and data framework for freight
forecast at large scale to avoid data availability and modeling
problems. Despite this, important projects using these
modeling frameworks have provided very different results for
the same forecasting areas and years, giving rise to serious
doubts about the results quality, especially in relation to their
cost and development time. Moreover, many of these models
are purely deterministic. The project described in this article
tries to overcome the above-mentioned problems with a new
easy-to-implement freight demand forecasting method based
on Bayesian Networks using European official and available
data. The method is applied to the Transport Market study of
the Sixth European Rail Freight Corridor
Keywords - Freight Demand Model; Bayesian Networks;
European Freight Corridor; Demand Forecasting
I. INTRODUCTION AND GOALS
Nowadays, there is a large interest in developing a
mathematical tool in the field of freight transport modeling
for investigating the effects of investments and policies,
involving large number of resources. However, freight
demand forecasting models are still in the evolution stage
[21] for the following reasons:
• lower seniority (about 10 years) than the respective
passenger models;
• high number of decision-makers to consider
(companies, shippers, carriers, logistics operators,
port operators, deposits, etc.);
• variety of products transported (in terms of
categories, dimensions, weight, value, etc.);
• high variability in decision-making processes;
• limited availability of information (data often
aggregated, dated, partial, heterogeneous, etc.).
To take into account the complexity of freight transport
system, researchers have proposed a wide array of models
belonging to the aggregate or disaggregate model types [1]
and to three different fields: the modelling of the relationship
between transportation and economic activity, logistic
decision making and processes and the link between traffic
flows and networks [2].
Recently, European projects like Transtools [3]
ETIS/ETIS Plus [4][22] have developed a unique modeling
and data framework to forecast freight flows at large scale to
avoid data availability and modeling problems [20]. Despite
this, very important projects, using these modeling
frameworks, have provided very different results for the
same forecasting areas and years, giving rise to serious
doubts about the results quality, especially in relation to their
cost and development time. For example, there is a very high
divergence between the results of the two projects Prog-
Trans and TransTools for truck flows (Germany in
TransTools has an increase in freight transport tonnage in
2005-2020 of about 10% while in Prog-Trans this value is
about 50%) [5].
This is a general problem for freight modeling and
forecasting, with a high complexity analysis level applied to
a very large scale, bringing uncontrollable errors.
Moreover, many of these models are purely deterministic
in results, giving no information about their estimation errors
or the probability of the occurrence of forecast values. Other
problems include forecasting different scenarios with very
long-term simulations. We think that projects of
national/European importance would benefit from the
contribution of probabilistic data-driven models that take
into account the uncertainties and variability of attributes and
scenarios, especially for long-term estimates, in order to have
more truthful decision-support.
There are a lot of freight demand models [15], with some
methods similar to the one adopted here, like the use of
Trend Analysis/Time series or Neural Networks [16], but
Bayesian Networks have the advantage to allow the
introduction in the model of expert knowledge and the
possibility to verify the results [23] that are in the form of an
easy-to-understand oriented causal graph among variables
and not complex or black-box relations, like with Neural
Networks [6].
The objective is mainly to understand quantitative and
qualitative aspects of future traffic demand and evaluate
possible future scenarios according to most relevant and
influencing variables of the freight market [7]. We also want
to overcome the above-mentioned problems with a new
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freight demand forecasting framework based on Bayesian
Networks and using European official and available data.
The model has to be easy to implement, not onerous and give
probabilistic results in less time, with an estimation error
similar to the more complex methods. It should be capable of
giving the order of magnitude of forecasted freight flows for
strategic decision making at a very early phase of policy
development, and be complementary to more traditional,
more precise, but much more expensive freight models for
later stages of analysis.
Section II, of this paper deals with a new methodology
for freight demand forecast, which is divided into four main
explanatory parts. The structure of the study is referred in
part A; part B is related to preliminary data analysis; part C
concerns decision tree models used in multivariate
classification; lastly, the Bayesian network forecasting model
is described in part D. Finally, Section III is for comments,
conclusions and insights on future developments.
II. A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR FREIGHT DEMAND
FORECAST
Within our study, we applied the general demand forecast
methodology to freight flows within the Transport Market
study of the Sixth European Rail Freight Corridor. The
European parliament and the Council adopted on 22
September 2010 the EU Regulation 913/2010 concerning a
European rail network for competitive freight. Within this
framework, the EU identifies nine rail corridors; in
particular, Rail Freight Corridor.6 (RFC6) allows railway
connections among Spain, France, Italy, Slovenia and
Hungary, also providing links with rail freight corridors 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 and 7 (see violet line in Fig.1).
Regulation 913/2010 sets two main goals:
• To develop the rail freight corridors in terms of
infrastructure capacity and performance, to meet
market demand on both quantitative and qualitative
layers;
• To lay the groundwork for the provision of good
quality freight services, to meet customer
expectation.
Regulation 913/2010 requires a Transport Market Study
(TMS) for each freight corridor, developed according a clear
“corridor perspective”, with a coherent structure for the
entire corridor, and not as a collection of studies focused on
individual Member States. The Transport Market Study is
intended as the basis for the assessment of the customer
needs.
The main goal of the TMS for RFC6 is to provide a clear
understanding of the current conditions of the multimodal
freight market along the corridor as well as to develop short
and long term traffic forecasts (volumes and modal
split/modal shift), also including the effect of actions and
measures related to the implementation of the Corridor itself.
Consequently, the Transport Market Study is aimed at:
• Analyze the current situation in terms of transport
demand and supply and economic context;
• Analyze the transport market in terms of customer
needs and deliver information on modal choice
process;
• Provide transport demand projections after the
implementation of the corridor itself.
Figure 1. Rail Freight Corridor 6 (RFC6).
A. Structure of the study
To this, the study is organized in three Phases:
• Phase 1: Analysis of the present situation;
• Phase 2: Survey (Releaved Preferences-RP and
Stated Prefereces-SP surveys);
• Phase 3: short and long term transport demand
forecasts.
Phase 1 provides direct final results and creates the
background to structure, design and implement Phase 2 and
Phase 3. In particular, Phase 1 is aimed at providing a sound
analysis of the present socio-economic situation and of the
future scenario in the Countries crossed by Corridor 6 within
the wider EU framework, making clear the full picture and
deriving first qualitative policy indications and guidelines.
Consequently, Phase 1 provides information in terms of:
• Present and future economic magnitude of
Countries and/or regions along Corridor 6;
• Present transport demand across the Corridor
(macro-flows among Countries and/or regions,
including flows to areas not directly served by the
Corridor itself);
• Future transport demand (at the macro-level) in
terms of likelihood of increase (macro potential
demand and macro role of the railway transport in
terms of modal split, volumes and values of carried
goods based on the evolution of the future
competitive positioning of countries crossed by
Corridor 6).
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Phase 2 aims to engineer and implement surveys on the
decision path in the choice of transport mode. In particular,
the surveys and their analysis provides a complete picture of
the main factors affecting the choice of transportation, like:
• transport cost;
• travel time;
• risk of delay in delivery;
• risk of damage or theft.
The surveys are aimed at several transport market actors:
• manufacturing firms which directly organize the
shipping / receiving of goods;
• intermediaries which organize the transport of
goods on behalf of producers and/or final users;
• operators of rail transport networks and intermodal
centers.
Based on results of Phases 1 and 2, Phase 3 provides
estimates of freight transport that could be carried out on
Corridor 6 at the different time horizons (2015 and 2030).
Phase 3 is divided into two distinct steps:
• estimate of the total (road and rail) freight transport
demand in 2015 and 2030;
• estimate of the modal split road / iron as a function
of hypothetical scenarios characterized by the
variation of the main features of the transport (cost,
time, delay, damage / theft).
The present paper is then aimed at explaining key
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the Rail Freight
Corridor.6 Transport Market Study,the methodology and its
detailed results regarding the datamining methods used for
actual state analysis (Phase 1) and for the freight transport
model implementation (Phase 3-first step).
The key steps of the different activities based on the
datamining techniques performed and described here are:
• the input data analysis;
• the Decision Tree Induction model analysis [8]
(Witten and Frank, 2000);
• the final freight demand forecasting by Bayesian
Network models ([9] and more particularly [10],
[18] for their use as spatial strategic forecasting
tools).
These steps are logically connected. The input data
analysis allows to know how each input variable influences
the actual freight flow dynamics in terms of relative growth
(i.e. percentage variation between reference years 2005 and
2010) to understand which variables are directly (with the
uni-variate analysis) or indirectly (bi-variate and tri-variate
analysis) related to it. The Decision Tree classification
refines this preliminary analysis with a complex multi-
variate elaboration having as target variable always the
freight flow dynamics (the evolution of the freight flows
between 2005 and 2010). Finally, the Bayesian Network
models use as input data only the most influencing variables
in order to avoid irrelevant data in the model, resulting in
errors and reduction in the forecasting capacity.
The Bayesian Network models were finally used to
forecast freight flows in different scenarios. More precisely,
the final traffic forecasts were carried out according to three
different estimates of GDP growth for the study area: basic,
optimistic, conservative. The demand forecasting models
were developed with reference to two different geographic
areas: at first, the analysis were conducted with reference to
the mobility data of whole European O/D Matrix, later it was
decided to focus only on the area interested by Corridor 6
and to calibrate the model accordingly in order to obtain
more reliable estimates.
B. The Preliminary Data Analysis
A first socio-economical analysis was made to evaluate
and estimate the scenario for important input variables. For
example, population and its evolution can be considered as a
proxy of future trends for goods production and demand. The
total population is about 184 million, against a European
population of about 521 million. Corridor countries
population has been growing faster (CAGR +0,8%) than
Europe as a whole (CAGR +0,4%), despite a negative trend
in Hungary (Table 1).
TABLE I. GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (BN €) AND POPULATION (M)
(SOURCE: ELABORATIONS ON EUROSTAT DATA)
GDP Population
CAGR % CAGR %
(2003-11) (2003-11)
Spain 1.087,70 1.063,40 3,9 45,3 46,2 1,3
France 1.933,20 1.996,60 2,9 64 65 0,6
Italy 1.575,10 1.579,70 2,1 59,6 60,6 0,7
Slovenia 37,3 36,2 4,3 2 2,1 0,3
Hungary 105,5 99,8 3,8 10 10 -0,2
Europe 13.152,80 13.499,50 3,1 515,9 521 0,4
Corridor 4.738,90 4.775,60 2,9 181 183,9 0,8
Zone 2008 2011 2008 2011
Despite the negative impact of the economic downturn
on the relevance of historical trends, medium term forecasts
(in particular at year 2030) can provide a higher level of
consistency, neutralizing short term fluctuations. At year
2030, in real prices GDP grows (base case) of about 28%
both for countries crossed by Corridor 6 and for Europe, but
with significant internal differences (France and Spain grows
more; Italy, Slovenia and Hungary grows less). GDP growth
rate is assumed according specific annual forecasts (made
available in winter 2013) for year 2012, 2013 and 2014 and
on average trends since 2015 on (average official long term
trends to 2060, to neutralize short terms fluctuations) (Table
2 and 3).
To cope with uncertainty in long term forecasts, low and
high sensitivity scenarios (GDP growth higher or lower than
in base case) are introduced.
The statistical initial data analysis was carried out on the
whole road and rail ETIS Origin-Destination Freight Flows
Matrix in Europe for 2005 and 2010 years. Origins and
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Destinations in this database are known at the NUTS 2
level.
TABLE II. GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT GROWTH RATES (AVERAGE %
CHANGE OVER THE PREVIOUS YEAR) (SOURCE: ELABORATIONS ON DG
EC.FIN. DATA)
Zone 2012 2013 2014 2015 2020 2025 2030
Spain (F) -1,40% -1,40% 0,80% 1,60% 1,60% 1,60% 1,60%
France (G) 0,00% 0,10% 1,20% 1,70% 1,70% 1,70% 1,70%
Italy (H) -2,20% -1,00% 0,80% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30%
Slovenia (I) -2,00% -2,00% 0,70% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30%
Hungary (J) -1,70% -0,10% 1,30% 1,20% 1,20% 1,20% 1,20%
Europe (K) -0,20% 0,20% 1,60% 1,40% 1,40% 1,40% 1,50%
Corridor (L) -1,10% -0,60% 1,00% 1,50% 1,50% 1,50% 1,50%
TABLE III. GDP GROWTH RATES BY SCENARIO (AVERAGE % CHANGE;
2011-X) (SOURCE: ELABORATIONS ON DG EC.FIN. DATA)
Zone Low Basic High Low Basic High
Spain (F) -0,50% -0,10% 0,30% 0,80% 1,20% 1,70%
France (G) 0,50% 0,70% 1,00% 1,00% 1,50% 1,90%
Italy (H) -0,70% -0,30% 0,10% 0,60% 1,00% 1,40%
Slovenia (I) -1,00% -0,50% -0,10% 0,50% 0,90% 1,30%
Hungary (J) -0,20% 0,20% 0,50% 0,60% 1,00% 1,30%
Europe (K) 0,40% 0,70% 1,10% 0,90% 1,30% 1,70%
Corridor (L) -0,10% 0,20% 0,50% 0,80% 1,30% 1,70%
20302015
The original road 2005 O/D matrix has thus about
134.000 O/D pairs while the corresponding 2010 matrix has
only 102.000 O/D pairs. 88.000 O/D couples are common to
the two matrices. Taking into account only these common
data (88.000 O/D pairs), we lose around 4% of total flows
(containing also flows not interesting directly the Corridor
6). For each O/D couple an evolution rate between 2005 and
2010 could thus be calculated. Together with freight flows,
the starting data include twenty variables belonging to
different fields like economy, geography and transportation
and are summarized in Table 4.
TABLE IV. LIST OF THE INITIAL VARIABLES (IN ROSE COLOR ARE
INDICATED THE VARIABLES CHANGING FOR THE THREE SCENARIOS (BEST,
REGULAR AND WORST).
This general data analysis phase explores the freight
flow dynamics. Its correlation with the main variables, some
of which are normally used in Transport Distribution
Models (like distance, population and GDP) while others are
not included in these models but can be used in data-driven
Bayesian Network learning (for example unemployment
rate, the variation of origin export and destination import or
binary variables like the belonging to the EU) [17].
The starting data analysis is divided in three parts of
increasing complexity: orthogram, bi-variate and tri-variate
analysis. The following analyses concern only road and rail
freight flows because they are the most interesting for
Corridor 6 study area (Fig.1).
The first part of preliminary data analysis uses some
correlation tools at different complexity levels; for the
simplest part, we elaborated some bi-variate correlation
analysis, for example:
• Distance – Delta flow 2010/2005
• Population 2010 – Delta flow 2010/2005
• Unemployment 2010 – Delta flow 2010/2005
• Delta Export 2010/2005 – Delta flow 2010/2005
Increasing the complexity, we elaborated a tri-variate
analysis like for the correlation between Origin Delta GDP,
Destination Delta GDP and Delta flow 2010/2005.
Before using Datamining methods, we have also
implemented some Orthogram analysis, like for the two
following variables: UE Belonging - Delta flow 2010/2005.
The bi-variate analysis shows that correlation of freight
flow dynamics is practically absent both with the distance
between Origin and Destination (measured in kilometers on
the transportation networks), with Origin Population, with
unemployment rate at the Origin or with the Origin Export
Variation and with the Destination Import Variation (Import
and Export variations are known at the country level).
The tri-variate analysis correlates simultaneously the
freight flow variations with Origin and Destination GDP
variations. The 3D scatterplot, with a smoothing
interpolation effect (Fig. 2) indicates an overall positive
correlation between these three variables with more specific
local trends.
Figure 2. Smoothing interpolation of 3D Scatterplot between Origin and
Destination GDP growth and freight flow variation.
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For better understanding this last point, two 2D
scatterplots are extracted from the 3D diagram (Fig. 3). The
correlation is similar for the destination and origin GDP
variations. Curiously, a positive flow growth characterizes
even negative GDP variations, showing, for some countries,
an inverse correlation, which could indicate a profound
restructuring of the economy following the integration in the
European market. More than linear flow growths are to be
observed beyond 75% of GDP increase rate (more evident
for Origin than Destination).
Figure 3. The results of two bi-variate analysis corresponding the
previous tri-variate one
The orthogram analysis (Fig. 4) allows studying the
correlation between different kinds of variables (categorical
and numeric for example).
Figure 4. The Orthogram analysis (freight flow variation are indicated in
percentage).
The analysis shows that 2005-2010 freight flow
variation is correlated with the belonging or not of each area
to the EU: there is a clear distinction between areas
belonging to the EU and the other areas. EU Countries have
more stable freight flows while non-EU Countries have
opposite behaviors with some showing a big increase of
freight flows and others a considerable decrease. These bi-
modal behaviors are difficult to model with classical
Transport Distribution Models. This first analysis already
shows the interest of using different, more exploratory
methods, like Decision Tree Induction and Bayesian
Network modeling.
C. The Decision Tree Induction Classification
Decision Tree models are useful multivariate
classification instruments allowing analysis of data
correlation on the base of a target variable, O/D freight flow
relative growth. Moreover, instead of regression models
where we need to hypothesize a shape of the correlation
(linear, cubic, exponential, etc.), Decision Tree models don't
require any assumption and give more than one type of
correlation. Finally, the IF THEN framework is very useful
and understandable for users and Decision Tree models can
be used as a preliminary phase for the Bayesian Network
modeling in order to understand the most influential
variables to simulate the target one. Decision Trees Induction
is an inductive classificatory technique belonging to the
Data-Mining and to the Knowledge Discovery in Databases
fields. It will be applied to the complete list of variables
(Table 4), keeping the O/D freight flow relative growth as
target variable.
The extracted classifier has a percentage of Correctly
Classified Instances of about 38%, which appears relatively
inaccurate. However, the analysis shows two main points:
• the classification ability is higher for the first and
last flows variation classes and for the class nearest
to zero;
• once again, distance (DIST_2010) between the
individual Origins and Destinations does not have a
relevant influence.
The analysis suggests introducing new variables so to
add detail in the information (GDP at NUTS 2 Level,
Internal, Belonging to EU and others) and to add interaction
between territorial dimensions at NUTS2 and NUTS0. The
new variables are:
• Internal (indicates if an O/D couples belong to the
same country);
• No_EU (indicates if an O/D couples belong to EU
countries or not);
• Delta GDP 2010-2005 at NUTS2 level;
• Flow 2005 (to indicate flow level before the 2008
economic crisis);
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• EU15_CH_NO (indicate whether a flow belongs to
the 15 EU member states before 2004 plus
Switzerland and Norway);
• Weight of the exit flow for a given origin = Fij/Fi.;
• Weight of the entry flow for a given destination =
Fij/F.j;
• Weight of exports to Country J from i = FiJ /Fi.;
• Weight of imports from Country I to j = FIj/F.j
where FiJ means total flows from NUTS2 i to all Country J
while F.j means total exit flows to NUTS2 j.
Introducing these new variables, the extracted Decision
Tree identifies the variable “weight of the exit flow” as the
most important one and shows the relatively chaotic
evolution of flows for non-EU countries. Decision Trees
results for the whole ETIS O/D Matrix describe a non-unique
freight traffic evolution, with different variables explaining
flow growth for each country and mainly different from
countries belonging or not to the early EU member states.
The only shared important variable is the weight of the exit
flow (Fij/Fi) showing the relative importance of the
economic relation between the origin and destination areas
with respect to all the exit flows.
The Decision Tree extracted from the same variables but
including only O/D flows belonging to the area of interest for
Corridor 6 shows clearly two different dominant behaviors:
• the first one is related to the countries with more
stable economy and freight market where the only
element that explains the freight dynamic is the
actual weight of outgoing flows (this concerns more
than 50% of total flows);
• the second one is the already noted bi-modal
behavior.
D. The Bayesian Network Forecasting Model
The Decision Tree technique produces knowledge only
for the pre-processing phase. The limit of this technique is
mainly due to the difficulty of the application of the rules
extracted from the sample to the whole population:
• first, it is possible that a combination of conditional
attributes never occurred in the extracted rules (IF
part), whereas it can be present in the prevision
dataset; the problem would then be to compute the
relative conditional probability distribution;
• second, it could also be possible not to find a rule
exactly identical (in the IF part) with the record to
be classified: this problem can be solved only with
the search of an attribute set close enough to the one
to be classified.
Due to these possible situations, the extracted influent
variables were used as input variables to implement a
Bayesian Network. Bayesian Networks are more suitable to
predict phenomena due to their robustness (they can couple
statistical robustness from data-mining to expert knowledge
directly implemented in the model, whereas Decision Trees
are only based on data frequencies) and the possibility to
make probabilistic inference so to have a probability values
attached to predictions. Even in the absence of expert
knowledge (as in our application), prior probabilities in the
network initialization produce non-null probabilities for
combination of attributes that are not present in the learning
data-base. Through Bayesian learning algorithms from data
[11], the model links the variables in acyclic and directional
graphs, showing their reciprocal influence in a cause-effect
relationship between “parent” and “child” nodes. Finally, a
conditional probability table is calculated for each dependent
variable (with incoming link in the node), detailing the
probabilistic relationship between the values of the “parent”
and “child” variables. Unconditional probability tables are
calculated for independent variables (without incoming links
in the node). Learning algorithms search for the best possible
combination of structure (links among nodes) and parameters
(probability values in the tables) within a subspace of
possible solutions. The best solution is found through
likelihood maximization, knowing the empirical data.
Different Bayesian Network models were calculated
from data covering the whole ETIS O/D Matrix, or just the
area of interest for Corridor 6. Continuous variables were
discretized in eight classes of equal frequencies (other
discretizations were also attempted). Each model allows
probabilistic inference of O/D freight flow relative growth
between 2005 and 2010 from 2005 and 2010 data. Under the
assumption of model stationarity, the probabilistic
relationships embedded in the model can be used to infer
O/D freight flow relative growth between 2010 and 2015
(end hence 2015 freight flows) from 2010 data and scenarios
on 2015 data. A more problematic stationarity assumption
was also used in order to forecast 2030 freight flows.
1) The forecast for the whole ETIS O/D matrix
The final model set up for the whole ETIS O/D Matrix
(Fig. 5) shows that the most important variables are
essentially two. One is the GDP national growth in the
country of origin (NUTS2 GDP growth had too many
missing data to produce statistically significant links in the
model); the other one is the relative importance of the
outflow for the origin (weight of the exit flow Fij/Fi.). The
mutual information analysis (resumed by the position of each
node within the model) shows a clear clustering of economic
(with internal circle in dark grey) and geographic (without
internal circle) variables.
A first validation of the extracted Bayesian Network
concerns its predictive power in inferring the value of the
target variable of flow relative growth knowing the other
variables. The resulting confusion matrix shows that the
model can predict values of the target variable with a total
precision of 25%, when considering the prediction of the
exact variation class, but of more than 50% when
considering prediction of the right class or of the two
(eventually one) nearest ones (flow growth rates are
discretized in eight classes). The second validation tests the
model generalizability (or presence of over-fitting problem)
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through a ten-fold cross validation (that is to say the iterative
use of 9/10 of the total O/D data to build the network and
1/10 of the total O/D data to validate it). Results of the cross
validation are very similar to the initial model, which leads
us to the conclusion that the model does not have particular
over-fitting problems. During the cross validation, another
validation of the model regards the stability of its network
structure (called confidence analysis) and relative variable
dependencies (represented from the arc connections) in the
ten simulated networks. The arcs directly connected with the
target variable (flow_growth) remain always the same and
are present in all the networks produced within the cross
validation (100%).
Figure 5. The Bayesian Network model (whole ETIS O/D Matrix)
A first problem of this methodology arises when we need
to use the probabilistic results of the Bayesian Network
inside the Discrete Choice model [12] that is based on
deterministic values of total demand and, based on Revealed
Preferences/Stated Preferences interviews (RP/SP, [19]),
elaborates probabilistic results on the modal split. In our
application, modal split predictions are carried out using the
weighted average of the median value of each flow variation
class. An example is shown in Fig. 6, with a probability
distribution for the target variable freight flow growth. For
each of the eight classes, the central value is reported in the
right column and is used to calculate the expected mean
value (-26.17% in the example) as the weighted average (on
the predicted probabilities) of the mean class values.
TABLE V. DEMAND FORECAST (WHOLE ETIS O/D MATRIX) FOR
2015 AND 2030 SCENARIOS
YEAR
2005
2010
2015
2030
17.752 million of tons
16.229 millions of tons
16.367 - 17.037 millions of tons
19.530 - 26.167 millions of tons
Delta 2010-15: 0%:+5%
Delta 2010-30: +20%:+61%
Freight flows (road and rail) of the whole ETIS O/D Matrix
Once the Bayesian Network model is calibrated for 2010
(base year), scenario values can be defined for 2015 and
2030 for the main economic variables. Subsequently, the
most probable values of freight flow growth can be inferred
through the Bayesian Networks for very O/D couple in 2015
and 2030.
Figure 6. Bayesian Network (whole ETIS O/D Matrix): evaluation of the
mean flow prediction
The scenarios for the economic variables are as follows:
• Base scenario: 2015 and 2030 forecast baseline
(natural development of the market from the current
situation);
• Optimistic scenario: GDP growth forecast increased
by 30%;
• Conservative scenario: GDP growth forecast
decreased by 30%.
2) The forecast for the Corridor 6 study area
A second Bayesian Network model was developed more
specifically for the area concerned by Corridor 6. Flows are
grouped as follows:
• Internal, with Origin AND Destination in Corridor
zones;
• Exchanges, with Origin OR destination in Corridor
zones;
• Transits, with Origin AND Destination outside of
Corridor zones.
Once again, under 5-year and 20-year stationarity
assumptions, freight flows were inferred for 2015 and 2030,
using the most probable values of flow relative growth. The
forecasts for Corridor 6 flows (see Table 6 and Fig. 7) shows
that the flows variation in 2015, relative to 2010 base year
and considering the three scenarios, lies between -1%
(conservative scenario) and +10% (optimistic scenario), with
very low probability of having total flow decrease and high
probability of having total flow increase, although small in
quantity. The results of the demand forecast for 2030 show a
general long-term increase of traffic flows with high
percentage variation from the conservative scenario, with a
27% of increase to a 96% of increase for the optimistic one.
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It is very difficult to verify these results. We thus tried to
compare our results with those produced by a recent work by
the French Ministry of the Environment [14]. This is one of
the few comparable works to ours, in terms of geographical
extension of the study area.
Figure 7. Road and Rail flows in the Corridor 6 catchment Area
(including transit)
The study on freight flows through the Pyrenees
predicts the following annual average freight flow growth
rates between the Iberian Peninsula and the rest of Europe
between two scenarios: 2.9% (low scenario) and 4.5% (high
scenario).
TABLE VI. EVOLUTION OF FREIGHT FLOWS CONCERNING CORRIDOR 6
CATCHMENT AREA (INCLUDING TRANSIT)
YEAR
2005
2010
2015
2030 297 - 457 millions of tons Delta 2010-30: +27%:+96%
Freight flows (road and rail) of Interesting O/D couples
217 million of tons
233 millions of tons Delta 2005-2010: +7,3%
230 - 256 millions of tons Delta 2010-15: -1%:+10%
By applying these growth rates to the observed 2005
freight flows within the area of interest for Corridor 6 (data
derived from the 2005 ETIS O/D matrix), the estimated 2010
road and rail freight flows from the Iberian Peninsula to the
rest of the catchment area of Corridor 6 would be much
higher than the ones actually recorded within the ETIS 2010
O/D Matrix (Table 7).
TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF EVOLUTION OF FREIGHT FLOWS THROUGH
PYRENEES BETWEEN THE FRENCH STUDY AND THE ETIS REAL VALUES
(VALUES IN MILL. OF TONS)
10,86 11,6812,5 13,5
ETIS 2005 Study on freight flows through Pyrenees - 2010 estimates ETIS 2010Low scenario High scenario
TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF PREVISION OF FREIGHT FLOWS THROUGH
PYRENEES BETWEEN THE FRENCH STUDY AND OUR RESULTS (VALUES IN
MILL. OF TONS)
2015
2030
11,9
17,3
13,6
24,4
14,8 16,9
22,7 32,6
11,5
16,3
YEAR
Low scenario High scenario Conservative Regular
Our study on RFC 6
Optimistic
Freight Transport of Pyreneer' study -
Estimates 2010
Table 8 provides a comparison between 2015 and 2030
forecasted freight flows in the two studies (the study of
freight flows through the Pyrenees provides estimates in
2025, but due to the hypothesized linearity of the evolution,
it was possible to determine the “most likely forecast” in
2030).
III. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The data-driven methodology applied within this work
seems to be very promising from many points of view. First
of all the data it needs are easy to find from official European
level sources (even if more complete economic data-bases at
the NUTS 2 level could have improved the performance of
our models). Secondly, the methodology, because of its
simplicity, is applicable in the short term, through model
updating by incremental learning or new model
development; it will thus be possible to update forecasts, as
new data are available and to follow multi-temporal
economic dynamics. Moreover, the Bayesian Network
framework adopted allows the recognition of different flow
evolutions (which is similar to having multiple transport
distribution system equations based on different calibrated
parameters) and their application in the forecasted scenarios.
In addition, a comparison of the results with some official
studies shows that our results are acceptable estimates.
The starting database for this first application covers two
base years, namely 2005 and 2010, which are a very
particular period for the European economy (arrival of new
member states in 2004 and deep economic crisis after 2008),
with some peculiar correlations and dynamics among
economic, transportation and social variables. Availability of
the 2015 version of the ETIS database will allow data-driven
model development over the 2005-2015 period, which
should produce more reliable results. Of course, the
development of new infrastructures or geo-economic
dynamics (entrance of new member states in the EU) will
always be exogenous to the model, and the use of timeor
cost-distances could be used instead of km-distance to better
model the impact of transportation networks on the study
area. Finally, the stationarity hypotheses on the links
between economic, geographic and transportation variables
are much more appropriate for short-term forecast (5 years)
than for long-term ones (20-30 years).
A further point to be developed is the link between the
total demand forecast and the following modal split
scenarios. The use of average prediction values necessary for
this further methodological step involves the loss of the
richness of the Bayesian Network results that is the
probability distribution of the estimated flows demand. We
are presently trying to use Monte Carlo simulation
approaches [13] in order to extract a large number of
possible deterministic demand values from the demand
probability distribution. Subsequently, a modal choice
probabilistic distribution will be derived from each of these
values. It will then be possible to estimate an overall
probability distribution for flows by mode and the results
will be expressed in terms of values accompanied by
statistical parameters such as mean, variance, and quartiles.
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The methodology is similar to that used in Mixed Discrete
Choice Models.
Another option would be to develop the entire demand
forecast that is the generation and the modal distribution of
freight flows, within the Bayesian Network framework. It
will then be possible to preserve a consistent probabilistic
approach for flows estimation by transport mode.
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Abstract— Seaplane traffic in the European Union has been
growing constantly over the last decade. The International Air
Transport Association (IATA) predicts an even higher annual
growth rate of the seaplane traffic in the near future. The
development of seaplane services results from the capacity
overload of the existing airports and the demand for point-to-
point connections with minor destinations. Due to the length of
its coastline and other natural features, the Republic of Croatia
is one of the EU member states experiencing a rapid increase
in seaplane traffic. The state has been forced to amend a
number of acts and regulations. In 2016 seaplane service
network in Croatia consists of 16 destinations. Seaplane service
was not recognized in Croatia law. Therefore, implementation
such service needed previous revision of Croatia legislation.
This includes researching of influence to environment,
especially to pollution of air, water and influence of noise.
Because of need of positioning of seaplanes port in maritime
ports which are crowded during the season, maritime study of
safety of traffic due to positioning of seaports and public
perception regarding the safety of maritime traffic.
Keywords-Seaplane; Traffic, Safety; Seaplane Service in the
Republic of Croatia.
I. INTRODUCTION
The seaplane traffic in the European Union has been
growing by 5% per year [8]. The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) predicts an even higher annual growth
rate of the seaplane traffic in the near future. The
development of seaplane services results from the capacity
overload of the existing airports and the demand for point-to-
point connections with minor destinations [8]. The European
Union experiences a considerable increase in sites intended
for building seaplane ports, especially on lakes and islands.
24% of EU's smaller aircraft are intended for passenger
transport.
The development of the seaplane traffic started some 80
years ago, but the basic seaplane design has not changed
much over the years. One of the reasons may be the
relatively small share of seaplanes in the overall Commercial
Air Transport. Most of them have been operated by private
persons for non-commercial purpose. The ones engaged in
liner service, they have been mostly used for connecting
minor destinations and transporting a small number of
passengers. However, the advantage of a seaplane service
over a standard air service lies in the simplicity and low cost
of the seaplane port infrastructure. In addition, seaplane ports
do not charge high dues that otherwise affect the airfare
considerably. Manoeuvring features of these crafts, while on
the sea surface, are similar to those in seagoing vessels.
Graph 1. Share of small aircraft manufacturers in the EU fleet (%) [8]
Across the world, there are a number of places with
extensive seaplane traffic. The examples include:
• Maldives – where seaplane services connect
more than 40 dispersed tourist destinations with
land-based airports. 24 Twin Otter craft perform
over 150 flights daily, including scenic flights.
• Vancouver – where Vancouver Harbour Air
Company operates 50 seaplanes connecting
Vancouver Harbour with smaller 20-minute
range destinations.
• Sea Air company has tried to establish a similar
airline service in Greece, using 22 Twin Otter
craft.
• Harbour Air Malta operates a liner service
between Valleta and Gozo Island for
weekenders and businessmen, in addition to
performing scenic flights.
II. LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
The transport of goods and passengers by maritime law
in Republic Croatia, between Croatia's seaports represents
the maritime cabotage that includes the coastal cabotage. The
latter includes:
1. Seaborne transport of passengers and/or goods
between mainland-based seaports without calling at
the islands;
2. Supply provided to the offshore facilities: seaborne
transport of passengers and/or goods between any
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ports, plants or structures within the epicontinental
shelf of the Republic of Croatia;
3. Insular cabotage, i.e., seaborne transport of
passengers and/or goods between:
• Mainland-based seaports and ports at one or more
islands;
• Ports at islands.
The establishment of seaplane traffic has led to the
necessity of adapting the national Maritime Code and other
relevant acts and regulations as this type of commercial
maritime traffic has not been experienced before.
Croatia's legislation has been examining foreign acts,
regulations and conventions referring to seaplanes,
including the regulations that are internationally adopted
and incorporated into the International Convention on
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS 74), International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL
73/78), International Load Line Convention (LOADLINE
1966), International Convention on Tonnage Measurement
of Ships (TONNAGE 1969), and Ordinance regulating
specific security, safety and other measures when handling
dangerous substances in port areas. In addition to general
national regulations, the Regulations on navigation and
order in ports specifically comply with the Ordinance on
terms and methods of maintaining order in ports and
conditions for using ports, the Ordinance on determining the
class and limit of hazardous substances that can be handled
in ports, the Ordinance on terms and methods of performing
activities in free zones, and the Plan of ship waste
management in the area under jurisdiction of the Port
Authority. Other ordinances are the Ordinance on handling
hazardous substances, conditions and forms of seaborne
transport, loading and discharging of hazardous substances,
bulk and other cargoes in ports, and on prevention of
spreading oil spills in ports, the Ordinance on terms and
methods of maintaining order in ports and other parts of
internal waters and territorial seas of the Republic of
Croatia, the Ordinance on amendments to the Ordinance on
the safety of maritime navigation in internal waters and
territorial sea of the Republic of Croatia and on the
conditions and methods of performing the surveillance and
regulation of the sea traffics, as well as the relevant
regulations and technical requirements stipulated by
Croatian Register of Shipping and by competent authorities
of the flag-states where the above Conventions do not refer
to some of their vessels.
Because, seaplanes are crafts which are considered
being boats during manovring to the water and planes
during flying to air, new regulations must be in short
relation with international air regulation.
These restrictions and regulations can be found in:
National regulations are harmonized with European
regulatory framework, given in this particular 'air traffic'
part by Basic and implementing Regulations (Regulation
(EC) No 216/2008, and Commission Regulation (EU) No
965/2012, Act on airports, Maritime Demesne and Seaports
Act, Ordinance on water airports.
Until 2012, the national legislation did not regulate the
sites and conditions of seaplane landing and taking off
operations, and the latter were treated as the emergency
operations.
For establishing the commercial seaplane traffic it is of
great importance to regulate the “seaports” as a dedicated
water area (including all facilities, installations and
equipment), entirely or partially intended for movement,
take-off, water landing (alighting) and accommodation of
seaplanes.
III. IMPACT OF SEAPLANES AND WATER AERODROMES ON
THE ENVIRONMENT
Water airdromes have only a minor effect on the features
and the overall shape of the existing scenery, due to the fact
that these facilities use parts of seaports that are already
engaged in accommodation of vessels and handling maritime
traffic.
According to the analyses carried out by the project
FUSETRA – Future Seaplane Traffic [9], aircraft should be
more affordable, safer, cleaner and quieter in order to meet
the criteria of the environmental sustainability of the air
traffic. Sustainability may be defined in various ways, but it
is generally agreed that the concept of sustainability implies
responsible exploitation of natural resources worldwide. In
terms of sustainable use of resources, one of the EU goals is
to halve the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) by 2020 and
to reduce noise pollution and nitrogen oxide emission (NOx)
by 80% in comparison to the values recorded in 2000 [9].
Figure 1. ECA Water aerodrome in Split [30].
During the flight, i.e., the period between taking off and
landing on the water, the environmental impact of a seaplane
is equal to the impact of any other aircraft. Various studies
on the effects of seaplanes on the environment have been
carried out primarily by seaplane owners [24]. The most
comprehensive study was conducted by American military
engineers (USACE) [25], concluding that seaplanes do not
harmfully affect:
• Air quality,
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• Water quality,
• Soil quality,
• Wildlife,
• Fisheries,
• Hydrology.
Water aerodromes affect local surface water circulation
to some extent due to the small draft of the pontoon
infrastructure whose designed draft usually amounts to 0.35
m, but they do not affect deep water circulation at all. As this
infrastructure creates shadow and reduces the light below,
some effects on the marine life should be taken into
consideration.
The noise created under water cannot be calculated from
the noise above water because the sources are different. Air
noise primarily results from the seaplane’s engine operation
and movement of the craft through the water when landing
or taking off. It should also be noted that, unlike vessels,
seaplanes do not discharge sewage or oily waters, and that
their hulls are not treated with toxic antifouling paints. There
are no toilettes in seaplanes so that there is no risk of
discharging faecal waste into the sea [12]. Furthermore, the
exhaust emissions produced by seaplanes are released into
the atmosphere high above the sea level, thus minimising the
direct harmful impact on the marine environment [30].
TABLE 1. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JET A1 FUEL WITH REGARD TO
HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT SOURCE: [19]:
Characteristic Unit Value
pH value (concentration and
temp.):
Not applicable
Ebullition point / area: °C 145.0 – 300.0
Flash point: °C 38.00 (min)
Volatility: (solid/gaseous): Not applicable
Explosion limits: vol. % No data
Oxidation properties: No data
Vapour pressure: Pa No data
Density at 15°C: kg/m 775.0 – 840.0
Solubility (type of solvent
indicated):
g/L Not applicable
Solubility in water: g/L Not applicable
Octanol/water partition
coefficient:
logPow Not applicable
Viscosity (kinematic) at
100°C:
mm2/s < 8.000
Vapour density (at 15°C): kg/m3 No data
Evaporation rate: No data
Auto-ignition temperature: °C 260 – 410
Conductivity: pS/m 50 – 600
Seaplane engines are not cooled by means of heat
exchangers (water coolers) as is the case in marine engines
so that there is no seawater circulating around the engines.
After the engine shutdown, the excess fuel is collected in
specially designed accumulators that are regularly emptied to
prevent marine pollution.
TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES FOR SOME FUELS
[27]
Fuel Flash point
Auto-ignition
temperature Freezing point
Ethanol
(70%) 16.6°C 363°C
Petrol
(Gasoline) − 43°C 246°C
Diesel > 62°C 210°C
Jet fuel > 38°C 210°C
Jet A > 38°C 210°C < − 40°C 
Jet A-1 > 38°C 210°C < − 47°C 
JP5 > 60°C < − 46°C 
JP7 > 60°C
Jet B − 18°C 
Kerosene > 38°C – 72°C 220°C
Biodiesel > 130°C
Seaplane engines are not cooled by means of heat
exchangers (water coolers) as is the case in marine engines
so that there is no seawater circulating around the engines.
After the engine shutdown, the excess fuel is collected in
specially designed accumulators that are regularly emptied to
prevent marine pollution.
During the manoeuvring of the seaplane on the sea
surface, there is little or no turbulence of water at the seabed.
Therefore, the sediments on the sea bottom that some forms
of benthic life depend upon are not disturbed [24].
The impact of a seaplane on the mechanical properties of
the sea mass is negligible due to the fact that the craft’s
entire propulsion system is above the water level.
The most common jet fuel used by seaplanes is JET A1.
According to its chemical composition, JET A1 is the
kerosene grade fuel (refined paraffin). This fuel is stable
when properly stored and used, i.e. when not exposed to heat
sources, flames, sparks and excessive temperatures.
Incomplete combustion may result in CO (carbon
monoxide), SOx (sulphur oxides) or H2SO4 (sulphuric acid)
[19].
Jet A1 fuel is produced in compliance with international
standards with a flashpoint above 38°C and the lowest pure
point temperature of - 47°C [27].
In the Republic of Croatia, fuel bunkering is defined and
regulated by Ordinance on handling hazardous substances,
conditions and forms of seaborne transport, loading and
discharging of hazardous substances, bulk and other cargoes
in ports, and on prevention of spreading oil spills in ports
(Official Gazette: 51/05, 127/10, 34/13, 88/13), Ordinance
on terms and methods of maintaining order in ports and
other parts of internal waters and territorial seas of the
Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette 90/05), and by
Ordinance on water airports (Official Gazette 36/14).
Standards for emissions from aircraft are internationally
defined and incorporated into the legislation of each member
state of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
[28]. Article 123 of Croatia’s Air Transport Act (Official
Gazette: 69/09, 84/11, 127/13) states that “noise and exhaust
gases produced by a taking-off and landing aircraft must be
below maximum allowed limits for the noise level and
exhaust gases, as defined by ordinances referring to this Act
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and complying to the relevant EU regulations”. Presently,
Croatia’s legislation does not contain regulations defining
maximum levels of exhaust gases produced by aircraft, but
the Air Protection Act (Official Gazette: 130/11, 47/14) and
related sub-law regulations have been harmonised with the
effective EU’s Directive 2008/50/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2008 on ambient
air quality and cleaner air for Europe [28].
TABLE 3.COMPARISON OF AIR TRAFFIC TO OTHER EMISSION SOURCES SOURCE: [6]
FUEL CONSUMPTION
Air traffic (million tons/year) Total (million tons/year)
176 3140
EMISSIONS
Pollutant Air traffic (milliontons/year)
Other sources (million
tons/year) Source
CO2 554 20,900 Combustion of fossil fuels
H2O 222
45
525,000
Oxidation of methane into the stratosphere;
Evaporation from the Earth’s surface
NOx 3.2
2,9 ± 1,4
90 ± 35
Transfer stratosphere – troposphere;
Anthropogenic sources
CO 0.26 600 ± 3001490
Oxidation of methane
Anthropogenic sources
CH 0.1 90 Anthropogenic sources
Soot 0.0025 - -
SO2 0.176
0.0625
134
Stratospheric aerosol;
Combustion of fossil fuels
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO),
through the Committee on Aviation Environmental
Protection (CAEP) responsible for defining regulations and
new standards related to noise and emissions from aircraft,
has made efficient efforts in further reduction and restriction
of emissions produced by aircraft engines which harmfully
affect the environment [28].
As a member of ICAO, Croatia is obliged to comply with
the standards described in the Book II of the Annex 16 to the
ICAO Convention on International Civil Aviation [16].
These standards define the limits that the aircraft engines
have to meet regarding the emissions of nitrogen oxides
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOC) and smoke point. The standards do not define the
limits for particulate matter (PM) that also results from fossil
fuel combustion, but there are a number of states whose
national legislation define the boundary limits for PM as
well.
Fuel consumption of seaplanes per minute of flight is
larger than fuel consumption in seaborne vessels, and the
emission of CO2 is larger correspondingly [9]. However, the
distance covered by seaplanes per minute is much greater.
The distance of 100 nautical miles is covered by a seaplane
operating in Europe in 60 minutes, whereas an average fast
surface vessel would take 180 minutes [16].
The introduction of a new seaplane service increases the
overall seaport traffic and exhaust emissions, and yet this
harmful influence on the environment is not enough strong to
compromise the air quality. Furthermore, seaplanes use JET
A-1 fuel (kerosene) that does not contain some of the volatile
organic compounds (VOC) that are present in marine heavy
fuel oils. Jet fuel also contains less sulphur so that,
correspondingly, smaller SOx emissions are recorded.
One of the major obstacles to the growth of seaplane
services is insufficient familiarization with the environmental
impacts of this form of transport. The ICAO, through the
already mentioned Committee on Aviation Environmental
Protection (CAEP), has been efficient in further reduction
and restriction of noise produced by aircraft engines, which
harmfully affects the environment [28].
Graph 2. Exposure to noise over 65 dB in the European Union [29]
According to the data presented by the European
Commission, only 1% of noise over 65 dB is created by air
traffic, while the share of road traffic amounts to 90% [29].
The major problem is the noise produced by seaplanes
during taking off and landing operations. The noise is
estimated at 75 dB (A), i.e. well over ambient noise. Taking
into consideration that during these relatively short periods a
seaplane creates more noise than a vessel under way, the
take-off/landing zone should be designed in such a way that
flying over inhabited areas at low height is avoided. Evans
[7] measured the noise produced by a 650 ccm Kawasaki
scooter; the noise amounted to 83 dB (A) at low speeds and
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up to 90 dB (A) at high speeds [7]. Examples of various
noise levels are shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4 EXAMPLES OF NOISE LEVELS FOR VARIOUS OPERATIONS [9]
Noise Noise level (in dB)
Military aircraft 120+ dB(A)
Scooter (Jet ski) 110 dB(A) on lake
All-terrain vehicles 85 dB(A) during general operations
Planing boat 65-95 dB(A) on lake
Seaplane 75 dB(A) only on take-off over an area
of 300 m (20 sec)
Car interior 68-73 dB(A) at 30 mph (50 km/h)
Normal conversation 65 dB(A)
TABLE 5 CROATIA’S MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE NOISE LEVELS IN OPEN
ENVIRONMENT [15]
Noise
zone
Purpose of the
environment
Maximum permissible noise
emission level LRAeq in dB(A)
Day (Lday) Night (Lnight)
1 Zone intended for rest,recovery and therapy 50 40
2 Zone intended exclusivelyfor habitation and residence 55 40
3 Zone of mixed purpose,mostly for housing 55 45
4
Zone of mixed purpose,
mostly business area with
housing
65 50
5
Business zone (production,
industry, warehouses,
services)
 At the building plot
boundary within the zone,
the noise must not exceed
80 dB(A)
 At this zone’s boundary, the
noise must not exceed
permissible noise levels in
the neighbouring zone(s)
The noise level produced by seaplanes is higher than the
noise levels for other surface vessels but is not within the
range that is considered harmful [9]. Regulation on the
maximum permissible noise levels in the environment in
which people work and live (Official Gazette 145/04)
defines 5 noise zones, depending on their purpose and time
during the day. These levels are shown in Table 5.
Maximum noise load in Croatia is expected during tourist
season. Presently the seaplane operations are scheduled only
during daytime so that the annoying noise levels are avoided
at night. Increased seaplane noise is produced only during
taking off and landing. As these operations are performed at
the regulatory distance of 300 meters off the coast, it can be
concluded that the noise does not considerably affect the
observed area.
IV. IMPACT OF SEAPLANES ON SAFETY
In Europe, there are various regulations governing the
seaplane traffic. Many of them are rather strict, particularly
with regard to the safety and environment preservation. In
many countries these regulations have become obsolete and
are neither in line with demands for seaplane services nor in
line with the latest seaplane aviation technologies [4].
• Major obstacles to the development of seaplane
traffic arise from:
• Prejudice and public perception regarding the safety
of maritime traffic,
• Strict regulations, and
• Inability to build infrastructure for seaplane
accommodation.
Seaplane traffic is governed by regulations on seaborne
and airborne transport. According to the COLREGS
[1][2][7] definition, a seaplane is a craft designed for
manoeuvring in air and on water surface. There has been a
significant growth in the development of seaplane services
over the last five years, particularly in the USA, Canada and
Australia [20]. Pontoons and jetties for seaplane
accommodation have been increasingly built in China as
well. The great demand for seaplane services has resulted in
a number of projects and studies related to seaplane traffic,
in particular regarding the effects of seaplane traffic on the
maritime traffic in ports.
FUSETRA identified the requirements for seaplanes,
passengers, operators and manufacturers in Europe. With
reference to the FP5 project, concluded that the seaplane
traffic in Europe has a great potential due to the development
of Europe’s transport network and the abundance of rivers,
lakes and islands. He established the standards for 11 major
Polish ports capable of accommodating seaplane [9].
In 1994, the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
released the Advisory Circular for seaplane bases and
associated facilities, replaced by the amended Advisory
Circular in 2013 [16]. When discussing the safety of
navigation of seaplanes and vessels in ports, the collision
risks can be analysed by using DEMETEL method [15],
[23]. So far, only partial studies on seaplane traffic and its
effects on maritime traffic have been published. They use the
simulation of traffic flow in ports by applying queueing
theory [4], [6] multiple factor method and the simulation of
dominance by applying Arena software for simulating
heterogeneous traffic of vessels and seaplanes. The principle
of analysing individual system components [7], [8], [9] and
other theories and methods were also used. So far, the only
licensed seaplane operator in the Republic of Croatia is
European Coastal Airlines (ECA). The company has more
than 200 employees. Its fleet consists of eight De Havilland
Twin Otters and one Grumman G 21 Goose. Twin Otter
seaplanes connect over 16 destinations in Croatia and Italy
(Figure 23) and the corporate plans include expanding of
operations to Montenegro and Albania. In 2015, ECA
performed 24,000 flights transferring 221,000 passengers
[30].
Canadian De Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter is a STOL
(Short Take-off and Landing) (Figures 3 and 4) seaplane
manufactured by Viking Air Company. It has been designed
to carry passengers and/or cargo, and is able to perform
landing and take-off operations using floats, wheels or skis.
It has been the best-selling passenger seaplane model ever,
able to accommodate 19 passengers.
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Figure 2. ECA’s seaplane destinations in Croatia and Italy [30]
Figure 3. DHC-6 Twin Otter.
Seaplane navigation performance is observed through:
• Manoeuvrability, and
• Traffic features.
Manoeuvring performance of seaplanes during taxiing is
similar to the performance of surface vessels, but it differs
considerably during take-off and landing operations.
Cruise speed during take-offs and landings ranges from
40 to 108 knots). Compared to the speed of vessels when
approaching or leaving port (5-10 knots), it is obvious that
the seaplane speed during take-off and landing operations is
about 10 times higher than in boats and ships. Given the
seaplanes’ high speeds in a relatively confined area, it is
important to give way to seaplanes when performing these
operations. Taking off operations take place at the distance
of 350 m from the area allocated for manoeuvring [2][3].
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Figure 4. Dimensions of the DHC-6 Twin Otter’s wing span and propellers. [13]
When performing take-off and landing over the areas
intended for such operations in Croatia, seaplanes do not
comply with the regulations on general restrictions of speed,
otherwise imposed on surface vessels. If the seaplanes
perform commercial air service they can take off or land only
in the area allocated for these operations, i.e., at least 300
meters off the coats, except in case of emergency or force
majeure.
Landing and take-off operations are usually allowed only
during daylight, in suitable meteorological conditions that
ensure good visibility. All participants in maritime traffic
within the seaplane landing and take-off areas have to
manoeuvre with caution. All vessels, yachts and boats with
or without mechanical propulsion have to leave the area
dedicated to take-off and landing of seaplanes not later than
30 minutes before these operations take place, and act
according to the instructions given by the seadrome operator
who is authorised to ensure and take adequate security and
safety measures in line with relevant statutory regulations.
TABLE 6. MANOEUVRING FEATURES OF THE DHC-6 TWIN OTTER
SEAPLANE. [12]
FEATURES
Engines PT6A-34
Taking off (runway) 406 m / 1,333 ft.
Flying over 50 ft. obstacles before starting to
land
562 m / 1,843 ft.
Taking off (water) 374 m / 1,227 ft.
Flying over 50 ft. obstacles before starting to
land
599 m / 1,965 ft.
Climb rate (per minute) 427 m / 1,400 ft.
The seaplane pilots have to perform the landing and take-
off manoeuvers after making sure that the landing/take-off
area is clear of any other maritime traffic participants. The
area is usually properly marked with lights, buoys,
daybeacons and daymarks in compliance with specific
regulations and is marked in navigation charts issued in
official maritime publications.
The wind strength and direction affect the seaplane’s
movement during take-off and landing operations. Windward
take-off (towards the wind) considerably reduces the take-off
distance. A DHC-6 Twin Otter typically requires 374 meters
for taking off (Table 6), 300 meters for landing operation and
40-80 meters for stopping after touching the water. The
seaplane may extend the stopping distance on the water to
reduce hull stress and improve passengers’ comfort.
However, in emergency the craft is able to come to a halt 40
meters after touching the water surface. Strong winds and
waves higher than 1.5 m may impede landing and take-off
operations [5]. Turning the seaplane on the water is
performed by means of the rudder and engines. As the DHC-
6 Twin Otter is a double-engine craft, the rudder is fitted to
the seaplane’s tail but the two controllable pitch propellers
ensure excellent manoeuvrability.
Graph 3. The total cumulative number of accidents for DHC -6 Twin
Otter. [16]
TABLE 7. TYPE OF ACCIDENT DHC-6 TWIN OTTER, 2013-2015. [16]
Type Location Type ofaccident
Number
of
victims
Year
DHC-6
Twin Otter
400
Anadyr Airport,
Russia
Failure of the
landing gear 0 2014
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Maldives Sinking onlanding 0 2015
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Maldives
This meeting of
the plane during
the removal of
the dock one of
them
0 2015
DHC-6
Twin Otter
Enarotali Airport,
Indonesia
Fly out to the
runway 0 2015
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300
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Tequesquitengo
Airport, Mexico
Fly out to the
runway 0 2014
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
La Tabatière
Airport, Canada
Fly out to the
runway 0 2014
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Woitape Airport,
Papua New
Guinea
Fall on
approachin
airport
4 2014
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
USA, Boulder
City Municipal
Airport
Collision with
helicopter 0 2014
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Nepal Drop 18 2014
DHC-6
Twin Otter
310
Kudat Airport,
Malaysia
Fly out to the
runway 2 2013
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Jomsom Airport Fly out to therunway 0 2013
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Greenland Impact against areef on landing 0 2013
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Sam Neua-
Nathong Airport,
Laos
The coup in the
trees on takeoff 0 2013
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
St. Anthony
Airport, Canada
Fly out to the
runway while
landing in
difficulty
0 2013
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Mount Elizabeth,
Antarctica Drop 3 2013
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Alifu Dhaalu
Atoll, Maldives
The coup in
while 0 2012
DHC-6
Twin Otter
300
Laguna
Caballococha,
Peru
Landing on
rough weather,
sinking
0 2012
TABLE 8. NUMBER OF ACCIDENT DHC TWIN OTTER 6-300/400. [16]
Year DHC TwinOtter 6-svi 6-300
6-
400
Accident
with deats
Number
of
victims
2006 6 5 2 13
2007 7 6 4 42
2008 10 8 3 22
2009 7 5 3 31
2010 5 5 1 22
2011 6 5 2 8
2012 3 2 / /
2013 6 6 2 5
2014 6 5 1 2(6-300) 22
2015 5 3 / /
DHC-6 Twin Otter has been developed throw navigation
equipment in period since it has been in operation.
According to graph 3, the number of accident rapidly grow
up, but this trend is followed by increasingly number of
seaplanes in operation and increasing number of traffic in
water aerodromes and airports.
According to Table 7, it might be concluded that most of
accident are happening on airports. This type of airplane is
easy and under influence of wind, especially during landing.
Statistics show that victims were only in cases of dropping of
seaplanes.
From the Table 8 it can be concluded that the annual
average occur around 2 accidents with fatal consequences for
the entire world fleet of Twin Otter DHC 6-300 / 400 , for
different purposes and design. Given the number of aircraft it
gives the approximate probability of an accident with fatal
consequences about 3x10-3 per year per aircraft. Most of the
accidents is a result of failures, strikes, adverse weather
conditions, and mostly occur during landing and take-off.
Collisions with ships not registered in the records of
accidents [11].
V. CONCLUSION
Croatia is one of the first EU member states which
launched the commercial seaplane service as a faster
alternative way to reach destinations inland and abroad.
However, this service is not public and it is used mostly
during summer season. Other EU states with similar
experience include Poland, Denmark and Greece. The
limiting factors for the development seaplane traffic in the
Republic of Croatia included insufficient information and
familiarization with this type of transport that was,
consequently, not recognized by the national legislation.
However, over the last years, Croatian legislation has
introduced a number of regulations and ordinances in order
to create legal framework for seaplane traffic operations, in
particular related to the entrance of seaplanes into ports, their
landing, taxiing and taking off within port areas and the
construction of seaports.
After years of legislation and investment issues,
European Coastal Airlines became the first licensed seaplane
operator in Croatia. In addition to the national and local
governments, the venture was supported by the
AdriSeaplanes project co-funded by the European Union and
the IPA – Adriatic Cross-Border Cooperation Program.
European Coastal Airlines presently maintains regular flights
connecting 16 destinations in Croatia and Italy, and plans to
expand operations over the rest of the Adriatic Sea by
establishing seaports in Montenegro and Albania.
Various studies and research conducted across the world
indicate that the seaplane traffic is safe and not presenting a
serious threat to the air and marine environment. The
development of this type of transport and the increasing
demand indicate that the seaplane traffic is likely to grow
considerably in the coming years, for the benefit of holiday-
makers and the residents of 66 inhabited islands of Croatia.
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Abstract - The Web universe expands every day,
providing access to multiple sources of information
using different platforms and devices. Due to the
increasing number of online users in the world, there
are several reasons why corporations became interested
in analyzing the traffic on their websites. From small to
medium sized businesses, this analysis means dealing
with large volumes of data, which can become a real
struggle to perform without the support of Web Data
Tools. In order to deal with this challenge, this paper
proposes the WACIC- a Web Analytics Process to
perform continuous improvement in digital
environments. Beside the process definition, the paper
proposes a set of artifacts to help the discussion and to
register decisions.
Keywords - Web Analytics; Metrics; Method; Google Analytics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, understanding the habits of consumers who
use the Web for daily activities is a point that draws
attention and concern for companies. Transformations and
innovations take place constantly on the Web, which leads
companies to try to understand and meet the needs of online
users. Websites focused on providing services need to
operate dynamically, be agile and show continuous
improvement [1].
Considering the constantly increasing number of online
users in the world, there are various reasons for a company
to be interested in analyzing the traffic on their Website,
such as knowing if the Website is attracting visitors; what
are the pages gaining more interest; to measure the budget
invested; the conversion rate; among others [2][3].
Digital marketing, a relatively recent field of study from
1990, has recorded an expressive growth throughout the last
decades. Companies started to meet the need for digital
marketing strategies, aiming at a better position in the
online environment. Besides, the concepts of visitation and
navigation on the Web have gone through transformation
throughout the last decade [4].
Today, users create their own content, communicate
through social networks, give opinions and are constantly
interacting in the virtual environment [4][5].
Consequently, the data analysis coming from the Web
has gained increasingly greater space in organizations due
to some key aspects, such as helping in evaluating the
performance of a business and allowing the entrepreneurs to
better know the market they are working in.
This analysis aims to make strategic decision making
more effective and less risky [5]. This way, the importance
of tools that aim to collect and analyse Web data has
emerged. This concept earned the name Web Analytics, and
it has redefined the way in which companies are monitoring
online user’s behavior, and even their decision making
process [1][4][5][6].
Today, enterprises are exploring Web Analytics to
discover facts they did not know before. This is an
important task because the recent economic recession
forced deep changes into most businesses, especially those
that depend on mass consumers [2][3].
The goal of this article is to describe an approach of the
use of Web Analytics tools in order to help organizations to
reach a competitive differential founded on the analysis of
data coming from their Websites.
The lack of a structured process, the difficulties and the
divergences faced by companies during the adoption of
Web Analytics motivated the proposed approach. It covers
the common steps that are presented by different authors,
along with new steps that are suggested and are relevant in
the context of Web Analytics.
The contributions of this paper are:
• A reviewed and optimized method based on
continuous improvement for digital environments,
combined with steps commonly used by
companies during the adoption of Web Analytics
process;
• Monitoring artifacts that helps to store the
information tracking between all the involved roles
during the process
• A method that can be used by different companies
that work on the Web in different contexts.
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The remaining of the paper is divided as follows:
Section II describes the related work; the fundamental steps
of Web Analytics are found in Section III; Section IV
presents the WACIC method; finally, the conclusion is
found in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
During the development of this work, traditional and/or
standardized processes to guide the use of Web Analytics
were not identified. Onwubiko [7] performed a research
focused on the applicability of Web Analytics tools in data
gathering and analysis to enhanced cyber situational
awareness for monitoring critical online Web services.
Many different intelligence sources such as Web logs,
browser fingerprints and mobile fingerprints were analysed,
in terms of information protection. The author brings useful
information regarding technical aspects, technical
challenges in the applicability of specific tools and devices
that support Web Analytics, but does not present a method
to structure a Web Analytics process, like the one presented
in this work.
Bengel et al. [8] describe the technical aspects of a
research on adopting Web Analytics by directly
implementing a tracking code (tag) on the website. This tag
aids in automating the tracking and identification of
marketing tags for websites overall, which would be a
significant effort if done manually. It is an innovative
implementation, and it surely provides a competitive
advantage. But the paper does not go deeply in a procedural
perspective, by emphasizing a process or a method to use
Web Analytics tools for different contexts. Instead of that,
authors focus on the technical aspects of the tag
implementation, and provide a how-to for this
implementation.
Although the authors provide an extensive technical
explanation of the experiment, it could be difficult for
beginners in Web Analytics context to embrace the
technique described in the paper without a process
methodology that supports the adoption. A Web Analytics
approach is presented by Li and Baciu [9]. According to the
authors, visual analytics of large data sets has become a
challenge for traditional in-memory and off-line algorithms
as well as in the cognitive process of understanding features
at various scales of resolution. In the paper, they attempt a
new Web-based framework for the dynamic visualization of
large data.
Along with the technical aspects and challenges
described during the data modeling, it is interesting that the
authors demonstrate the effectiveness of their Web-based
framework on different types of large datasets. This type of
Web Analytics research is absolutely useful and provides a
step forward in Web Analytics techniques, but this research
does not provide the necessary support for those who are
still in need of understanding the basics of the Web
Analytics adoption.
In terms of standardized Web Analytics methods, Cassidy
[10] and Phillips [11] provide an explanation that goes
through the common steps and helps most organizations
start the adoption of Web Analytics tools. The authors
provide important information regarding how
organizations can integrate their own processes with
adoption of Web Analytics, and how to mitigate the risks of
this integration.
This information helping to integrate processes,
technology, and people into all facets of analysis to
generate business value is useful, but it is important to
highlight that the Web Analytics steps are described
without considering a specific method or framework.
Some missing steps were identified, such as the tool
definition (and criteria to choose the tool that best suits the
needs) and a specific step for action plans after the analysis.
These complementary steps are provided by the proposed
process in this work.
In the next section, we describe in more detail the
Web Analytics concept and what are the fundamental steps
commonly used by companies that adopt Web Analytics.
III. FUNDAMENTAL STEPS - WEB ANALYTICS
As underlined by the authors Dehkordi et al. [4],
Kaushik [5], Siegel and Davenport [6], Kotler, Kartajaya
and Setiawan [13], there are three methods that are most
used to evaluate the performance of strategies in digital
environments.
Kaushik [5], Siegel and Davenport [6] mentioned the
approach based on Web metrics (or Web Analytics);
another approach is supported by financial indicators,
according to Dehkordi et al. [4]; and the third approach is a
hybrid of Web Analytics and financial indicators, according
to Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan [13]. For this work, the
Web Analytics is the chosen one to be studied.
There are some divergences regarding the exact
definition of the concept of Web Analytics. Kaushik [5]
synthesized it in an objective manner: “The objective of
Web Analytics is to first and foremost improve the
experience of online customers. It is not a technology to
produce reports; it is a virtuous cycle for Website
optimization.”
The mentioned cycle is commonly supported by Web
Analytics tools that extract data from Websites. Regardless
of whether it is applied, the cycle is understood as a process
of measurement, collection, analysis and production of
navigation and interaction data reports, whose purpose is to
understand the behavior and needs of the users for better
optimization of Internet sites and pages.
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The work of Kaushik [5] is more closely related to this
work, since its steps, presented in Figure 1, were used and
extended. However, these steps were described and have
been carried out in an ad hoc manner by the organizations.
Figure 1. Fundamental steps of the Web Analytics Cycle.
The first fundamental step in the Web Analytics process
is to define the MEASUREMENT to be used. Called by
some authors KPI (Key Performance Indicators)
DEFINITION, it consists of defining what should be
measured and what one wants to analyze in order to guide
the KPIs choice [1][5][14]. It is necessary to establish a
frequency to observe each KPI, identifying successes and
failures in the outlined goals and allowing for comparing
the results.
Therefore, from time to time, some KPIs adjustments
and modifications are necessary, and they should be quickly
done so that opportunities to collect information are not lost
[14]. In addition, some authors recommend an amount of 3
up to 5 KPIs in order to observe each Web Analytics cycle
[1][5][6].
The second step consists of data COLLECTION which
is usually done by a Web Analytics tool. According to
Kaushik [5] and Jerath, Ma and Park [14], it can be said that
all of the Web Analytics tools available have a common
point: once enabled, the data collection is done in real time,
continuously.
The third step consists of the ANALYSIS of the
collected data. The administrators and/or analysts
responsible for manipulating the tools and metrics can use
specific tools and metrics or to segment the captured data
(the forms and options vary according to the tool) for
carrying out the analysis[1][5][6]. For Rosenzweig [15] this
step is considered crucial, emphasizing the importance of
the understanding of user behavior on the Web
environment.
At last, the fourth step consists of the REPORTS
GENERATION. In this step, it is common to organize the
information provided based on the data analysis. There are
countless forms and standards of documents for generating
reports of the results and they vary according to the Web
Analytics tool being used [1][5][16].
This section proposes an empowered and optimized
adaptation of the fundamental steps.
In order to empower the Web Analytics
adoption, a Web Analytics Process to perform
continuous improvement in digital environments is
proposed.
IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The method proposed for using Web Analytics is based
on the fundamental steps described in the previous section.
However, some steps were added in order to bring an
adherent proposal to all types of organizations interested in
practices based on Web Analytics tools. Also, the proposed
method aims to solve the lack of standardized methods of
Web Analytics application.
A. The Method Definition - WACIC
The method proposed is named WACIC – Web
Analytics Continuous Improvement Cycle. It includes the
fundamental steps and added two new steps. The first one is
a specific step that helps to define the Web Analytics tool
that best suits and supports the chosen KPIs. Normally, this
step is not performed by most of companies; they usually
choose the tool before the KPIs definition [1][6]. Plus, the
choice itself is commonly based only on price and
popularity, instead of considering the importance of the
KPIs adherence to the tool.
The second new step consists of executing action plans
based on the analysis. The actions should be executed in
order to reach the goals outlined in the KPIs step. Besides
the inclusion of these two new steps, the DATA
ANALYSIS and REPORTS GENERATION were
combined into one single step. This change is due to the
fact that the analysis needs to be documented or organized
to be provided to all involved roles, and the reports
generated by the Web Analytics tools can be used as
artifacts for this step.
Two cycles compose the WACIC: the FULL CYCLE
and the CONTINUOUS CYCLE. The Full Cycle presents
the Method flow as a whole, since the Action Plans
implemented and executed will reflect in reaching the goals
defined in the KPI step. The Continuous Cycle presents a
cyclical flow where the action plans executed should be
analyzed and re-executed until the expected result is
reached. Once the goal is reached, the full cycle should start
again, in order to define new KPIs so as to reach further
improvements due to the continuous process.
The adaptation of the method is based on the concept of
continuous improvement, through the PDCA (Plan, Do,
Check and Act) framework. In the PDCA, the main
activities are planning, executing, checking and verifying
[17]. As such, an uninterrupted optimization method for
product and service improvement is obtained, since as the
PDCA cycle repeats itself, it is possible to come closer to
outlined goals and reach the expected result.
In addition, the WACIC method integrates specific
artifacts that help to consolidate and track all the
information obtained during each of the steps and document
the decisions during the process.
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Moreover, the artifacts are a suggestion, and not
mandatory. In case of an organization that does not have its
own artifact to support the information tracking, the
WACIC can help by suggesting the artifacts that is
integrated by the proposed method.
Figure 2 presents the WACIC method and Figure 3
presents the artifacts integrated to the process.
Figure 2. The WACIC method.
B. KPIS Definition
Besides the definition of measurements to be used
provided by the fundamental step, three activities should be
concluded during this step, aiming at addressing all the
mandatory steps for KPIs definition. The activities can be
carried out during one (or more, if necessary) alignment
meetings. The participation of interested roles through
means of communication with the data analysis team is
essential and can be done either in person or through video
conferences.
Figure 3. WACIC Artifacts.
During the first step, the activities should be carried out
jointly, involving all of the relevant roles and awareness of
the business goals.
Professionals tasked to conduct the Web Analytics
process participate in this step, that is, Business Analysts,
Project Managers, Directors and additionally, other
professionals who carry out roles relevant to defining the
performance indicators for the organization.
The activities in this step were defined as follows:
• Organization Goals Definition and Understanding
- understanding of the organization's objectives
provides greater assertiveness in the definition of
the KPIs.
• Motivation/Purpose for choosing the KPIs - after
understanding the organization's business
objectives, it is necessary to justify the choice of
the KPIs that will be defined. Which are the
factors, on a technical or business level, that
motivate the choice of the KPIs.
• Definition of the KPIs - this definition guides all of
the following steps of the proposed method.
Through the KPIs, it should be possible to
understand if the Web environment under analysis
is progressing or regressing.
TABLE I. KPIS DEFINITION
Art. 01 - KPIs definition
[Company’s name]
[Website]
[Focal Points of the Company (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
[Duration of this step]
Date / Meeting Place
[Focal Points involved in this step (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
Company’s goals
[to be defined]
What motivates to choose
each of the KPIs
[to be defined]
KPI 01
Description/ How it will be
measured/ data collect period
KPI 02
Description/ How it will be
measured/ data collect period
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The following questions are examples of KPIs:
"how many visitors or buyers access the organization's site
daily"; "where the Website accesses come from and what is
the peak number of accesses"; "what is being commented in
the social networks regarding the organization"; "what are
the consumer experiences of the Internet users (positive or
negative reactions about the brand or product)".
A proposal of an artifact resulting from this step is
presented in TABLE I, which aims to document the
information relevant to the KPIs definition.
Each organization that is the focus of the analysis
generates an artifact containing the information. The
artifact’s fields indicate the participants for each activity,
date and time of the meeting(s), what the business
objectives discussed were, what the purpose and
justifications for the defined KPIs were, and finally, the
definition of the KPIs.
C. Choosing the Web Analytics Tool
The second step in the method consists of choosing the
Web Analytics tool to capture the collection of data to be
analyzed. The choice of the tool needs to be based on
information defined in the first step.
Bearing in mind the various tools for capturing Web data
available, the method proposed here presents four criteria
that help in more assertively choice of the most adequate
tool to be used.
The criteria are described in TABLE II.
The application of the first criterion considers the most
current commonly used tools, which was considered
bearing in mind the tools cited in the bibliographic sources.
TABLE II. CRITERIAS TO CHOOSE THE WEB ANALYTICS TOOL
Art. 02 - Criterias to choose the Web Analytics tool
First Most commonly used Web Analytics tools,
nowadays.
Second Logs based tools versus tags based tools
Third Web Analytics tools that offers the features
necessary to measure the KPIs defined in the
first KPIs phase
Fourth Costs and benefits of the tools
The second criterion is supported by the discussion of
particularities that the Web Analytics tools present. That is,
based on logs or measurement by tags. These two methods
are, today, often used for analyzing Internet traffic. This
criterion allows for the analysis of the KPIs considered to
be adherent to the operation of the chosen Web Analytics
tool. It identifies, basically, if the focus of the analysis is of
a technical nature and/or focused on performance (the log
method favors the collection and analysis of data through
the server-side), or if the focus is the behavior/actions of the
visitor (the method that uses tags favors the collection and
analysis of data through the client-side).
The third criterion to be considered in the choice of the
Web Analytics tool consists of choosing a tool that has the
functions that allow for the proposed measurement. The
types of metrics and KPIs stipulated vary according to the
search objective. Then, the choice of the tool should
consider if the functions necessary to meet and support the
requested measurement are provided by it.
The fourth criterion consists of the evaluation of the
cost/benefit of the tools researched. There are tools
available for free and tools that require a specific cost.
Depending on the result of the criteria previously applied,
the options for tools mapped out are countless. However, it
is necessary to evaluate if the cost of a paid tool will in fact
be necessary for an organization.
TABLE III. CRITERIA APPLIED TO CHOOSE THE WEB
ANALYTICS TOOL
Art. 03 - Criterias applied to choose the Web Analytics tool
[Company’s name]
[Website]
[Focal Points of the Company (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
[Duration of this step]
Date / Meeting Place
[Focal Points involved in this step (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
First Criteria [results after the first criteria]
Second Criteria [results after the second criteria]
Third Criteria [results after the third criteria]
Fourth Criteria [results after the fourth criteria]
Chosen Web Analytics tool [to be defined]
The application of the criterion consists of the
fundamental activity in the step proposed here. This activity
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should be carried out with the involvement of roles relevant
to the choice.
At the end of this step, an artifact will be generated,
referent to the choice of the Web Analytics tool. The
artifact consists of a table for filling in information referent
to the choice of the tool, as presented in TABLE III.
It is important to highlight that the Web Analytics tool
do not need to be changed or replaced every time the
WACIC flow restarts. Companies usually deal with costs,
implementation and training of the Web Analytics tools,
and those aspects should not be disregarded.
D. Data Collect
The third step of the continuous cycle consists of
collecting the data. This step has some activities that need
to be completed so that enabling the data capture is carried
out.
The activities were divided as follows:
• Installation of the tool - for this activity, the
manual and/or instruction steps provided by the
chosen Web Analytics tools should be followed;
• Configuration of the Website data capture - to
enable the tool, capture the data from the Website
and store them for analysis;
• Validation of the monitoring of the Website pages -
aiming to guarantee full coverage of the pages to
be analyzed.
TABLE IV. DATA COLLECT
Art. 04 - Data Collect
[Company’s name]
[Website]
[Focal Points of the Company (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
[Duration of this step]
[Focal Points involved in this step (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
Chosen tool [to be defined]
Tool installation
(OK / NOK)
[to be defined]
Tool configuration to capture data correctly
(OK / NOK)
[to be defined]
Validation of pages – to make sure all of
them are being tracked correctly
(OK / NOK)
[to be defined]
People involved in the data capturing activities are
basically people from the technical team and/or Web
Analytics professionals who carry out the activities directly
through the tool, and who monitor the Website.
It is necessary a focal point, a technical role, to verify if
the tool is in fact collecting the data correctly, and if all of
the pages are being analyzed so that the information
relevant to the future analysis of the data is not lost. For this
step, an artifact that describes the activities referent to the
data collection was defined. The artifact can be seen in
TABLE IV.
E. Data Analysis Reports
After the data collection, the analysis step on the
collected data and the interpretation of these data by the
tool begins. Using the defined KPIs as a base for analysis,
the interpretation of the data is performed, with the aim of
evaluating and understanding the involvement of the
Website visitors.
This step can be described as a study of the collected
data. The formalization of the study takes place through the
generation of reports containing conclusions from the
analysis. The data analysis and generation of the reports
should be carried out by the roles relevant to his step, that
is, professionals tasked with conducting the Web Analytics
process, or Business Analysts, Project Managers, Directors
and, additionally, other who can help to understand user
behavior and refine the objective of the research.
TABLE V. DATA AND ANALYSIS REPORTS
Art. 05 - Data and analysis reports
[Company’s name]
[Website]
[Focal Points of the Company (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
[Duration of this step]
[Focal Points involved in this step (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
Date and Meeting place
KPIs/ Period of data collect Report Information
[to be defined] [to be defined]
The activities in this step can be carried out, preferably,
during one (or more, if necessary) meeting in person, since
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the analyzed KPIs should be discussed. At the end of the
data analysis phase, the reports generated by the tool will be
used as artifacts from this step.
In addition to the generated reports, the TABLE V will
present a summary of the content from the reports,
facilitating its identification and interpretation.
F. Action Plans (definition and execution)
The fifth step consists of applying action plans that help
to reach the objectives described in the first step of this
cycle. Within an organization, an action plan may involve
various departments and areas.
For each plan, three items should be defined, i.e.,
defining who will be responsible for carrying it out, the
duration, and how the plan will be executed.
The action plan is derived from the analysis performed
in the Analysis and Report Generation step, and consists of
a practical way to reach the strategic objectives previously
established in the first step of the method.
Professionals conducting the Web Analytics process and
those designated to carry out the action plan must
participate in this step, preferably in an in-person meeting.
The activities in this step consist of the execution of the
action plans and vary according to the defined KPI and
should be described and monitored through the artifact
presented in TABLE VI. Each action plan details must be
registered.
TABLE VI. ACTION PLANS
Art. 06 – Action Plans
[Company’s name]
[Website]
[Focal Points of the Company (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
[Duration of this step]
[Focal Points involved in this step (Name, e-mail and telephone) ]
Date and Meeting place
[KPI
DESCRIPTION]
[REPORT
OF THE
KPI]
[ACTION
PLAN
DEFINED]
DURATION
OF
ACTION
PLAN - and
its deadline
RESPONSIBLE
TO EXECUTE
ACTION PLAN
(Name,
telephone and e-
mail)
It is important to highlight that in this step the cyclic
flow of the method started. If one of the action plans
executed does not present the expected result during a new
data analysis, the continuous cycle is repeated with the aim
of continuous improvement, until the KPI is achieved.
After the KPIs have been observed and reached, the
complete cycle repeats itself. For this, it has a method
where it will be possible to constantly collect, measure,
analyze and implement improvements that are reflected in a
better quality of the information made available to Website
users.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented WACIC Method that has as a goal
to standardize the use of Web Analytics and to integrated
artifacts that guide and document decisions.
The validation of WACIC is being applied (still in
progress) using two case studies from distinct Web
environments, i.e., a corporate and an academic ones. The
validation takes a long time because it needs to collect data
for a significant period, analyze and understand the
problems to define the action plan. Then, it is necessary to
implement the plan and collect data again and compare the
improvement towards the KPIs that were defined.
Based on previous works, there are companies that still
have difficulties to create or follow a process that helps
them to deal with Web data. Many of companies are still
starting to use Web Analytics tools, and during this
transition it is common to emerge doubts regarding how to
use Web Analytics tool, what exactly should be measured
or how should the process be executed in order to extract
the maximum strength from Web Analytics tools.
One of the alleged reasons for the failure and/or lack of
continuity of the investment in Web Analytics is related to
the difficulty in structuring an adequate process or method.
What is often seen are organizations that end up mixing
concepts and guidance from various sources when applying
Web Analytics, facing even more doubts and difficulties
when they try to extract useful information.
This paper can help these companies to adopt the
WACIC process and its artifacts, documenting decisions
and achieving their goals more assertively through the Web
Analytics.
Future work will present the challenges faced and the
complete results of the method applicability and
conclusions about its efficacy. Also will the action plans
implemented and its impact to the products/services offered
by the Websites analyzed will be described. It is expected
to provide a map between the identified problems and
solutions that efficiently improved the focused Web sites.
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Abstract— This paper reports on the design and development 
of a new learning analytics application for the Moodle learning 
management system. The uniqueness of this application lies in 
its ability to provide transparent access to learner’s data 
interaction for both instructors and students. This application 
allows instructors to monitor their students’ online learning 
activities, interaction and performance and facilitates the 
provision of personalized and enhanced advice to students. It 
also provides students with new visual and analytical tools and 
opportunities to regularly manage their learning activities and 
interactions in order to be able to compare their performance 
with their peers in an ongoing and real time manner. This 
paper addresses the target analytics conference theme.  
Keywords-Learning analytics; learner’s big data; visualization; 
data analytics; learning management systems. 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
The widespread development of online teaching and 
learning and the introduction of numerous online courses 
and programs have presented new challenges and 
opportunities for the institutes of higher learning to develop 
and apply new ways and tools for monitoring and evaluating 
online teaching and learning. Terms such as educational 
data mining, academic analytics and more commonly 
adopted term ‘learning analytics’ have been used in the 
literature to refer to the methods, tools and techniques for 
gathering very large online data about learners and their 
activities and contexts. The first International Conference on 
Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK 2011) [1] defines 
learning analytics as “the measurement, collection, analysis 
and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for 
purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the 
environments in which it occurs”. Clow [2] provides a 
learning analytics life cycle to conceptualize successful 
learning analytics work, including four key components, 
namely learners, data, metrics, interventions.  Learner 
means a student who may take an online course or courses 
that make use of a learning management system. The second 
step in the cycle is the generation and capture of data about 
or by the learners, including login and clickstream data. The 
metrics stage refers to the processing of data using various 
metrics, examples of which may include visualization, 
dashboards, list of at-risk students, comparison with 
previous cohorts, etc. The final stage of the cycle refers to, 
for instance, dashboards for learners in order for them to be 
able to compare their activities with their peers or previous 
cohorts, etc.  
The advantages of learning analytics have been 
enumerated by Siemens et al. [3] and Siemens and Long [4], 
some of the important ones include: 
 Early detection of at-risk students and generating 
alerts for learners and educators 
 Personalize and adapt learning process and content 
 Extend and enhance learner achievement, 
motivation, and confidence by providing learners 
with timely information about their performance 
and that of their peers 
 Higher quality learning design and improved 
curriculum development  
 Interactive visualizations of complex information 
will give learners and educators the ability to 
“zoom in” or “zoom out” on data sets,  
 More rapid achievement of learning goals by 
giving learners access to tools that help them to 
evaluate their progress  
A recent report on the state of learning analytics 
concludes that there is widespread interest, both within the 
academic community and beyond, in learning analytics and 
the possibilities they offer for tailoring educational 
opportunities to each learner’s level of need and ability [5].  
II. CONETXT AND PRIOR RESEARCH 
There have been a number of learning analytics tools 
developed for various learning management systems, such 
as Moodle, Desire2Learn, Canvas and Blackboard. There 
are two general categories of learning analytics tools. The 
first category is exclusively designed to be used by 
instructors and course designers with features and 
functionalities for analyzing and visualizing data related to 
student activities. The second category provides additional 
features and functionalities for students, as well as 
instructors with access to learners’ interaction and activity 
data. A significant number of these learning analytics tools 
are open source applications, some of which are still being 
developed and others have not been kept up to date.  In the 
following, a review of ongoing and useful projects is 
presented.   
SNAPP (Social Networks Adapting Pedagogical 
Practice) is a browser plugin that has limited functionality 
and creates social network diagrams that can be used to 
identify isolated students, network patterns and interaction 
occurring between student participants. This tool allows 
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instructors to evaluate student behavioral patterns against 
learning activity, design objectives and intervene as required 
a timely manner [6]. It can be used within Moodle, 
Blackboard, and Desire2Learn.  
The Moodle Analytics and Recommendations block is a 
small scale project that uses colour coded charts and tables 
to allow students to quickly view their participation. 
Teachers are able to view single, comparative analytics and 
global analytics. This block is not currently maintained up 
to date or supported [7]. 
LOCO-Analyst is an open source educational tool that 
provides teachers with feedback regarding student activities 
and usage. The application does not provide any features 
and functionalities for students to compare their learning 
data with their peers. This application is still being 
developed [8].  
GISMO (Graphical Interactive Student Monitoring Tool 
for Moodle) is a graphical interactive monitoring tool that 
provides useful visualization of students' activities in online 
courses to instructors. Using GISMO instructors can 
examine students’ attendance, reading of materials, and 
submission of assignments. While GISMO is designed to 
work with Moodle, the version available is not compatible 
with University of Alberta eClass platform.  Another major 
limitation of the application is that GISMO focuses mainly 
on instructors and there is very limited functionality for 
students to be able to use the system and interact with their 
own data [9]. 
The Academic Analytic Tool (AAT) is an open source 
ongoing project at the Athabasca University, which allows 
instructors to access and analyze student behaviour data in 
learning systems. It enables them to extract detailed 
information about how students interact with and learn from 
online courses, to analyze the extracted data, and to store the 
results in a database and/or CSV/HTML files. While AAT is 
compatible with Moodle, it has primarily been developed 
for learning designers [10].   
In addition to the above applications, there are other 
learning analytic tools developed for Blackboard, 
Desire2Learn and Canvas. The main point is that learning 
analytics are becoming an integral and expected component 
of learning management systems. In this paper we report on 
the design and development of a learning analytics 
application for eClass, a learning management system that is 
based on Moodle and is currently used by the University of 
Alberta in Canada and many universities around the world. 
This new application provides learning analytics 
functionalities for both students and instructors and given 
that it is created for an open source learning management 
system, it can be adopted by other universities and colleges 
that use Moodle as their learning management system.   
Course and learning management systems such as Moodle 
hold very large data sets related to student interactions and 
activities. However, student tracking capabilities in these 
systems are usually limited and as a result the depth of 
extraction and aggregation, reporting and visualization 
functionality of these built-in analytics has often been basic 
or non-existent [11]. While Moodle has reporting functions 
for students and instructors, these functionalities are not 
easy to use. For instance, Moodle data can be downloaded 
as an Excel file, but it still requires analysis in order to be 
useful for students and instructors. The University of 
Alberta eClass environment does not currently have learning 
analytics tools to provide support for analyzing, visualizing 
and making sense of very large student and instructor 
activities datasets. The eClass reporting features and logs 
provide only limited and basic level data, such as time, IP 
address, course view, forum view, resource view, and 
actions such as ‘add’, ‘delete’, ‘view’ for forum or blog 
posts. These data points are presented separately from one 
another, with no analytical, comparative or visual 
functionality to allow for a real time understanding of the 
individual and class performance. Therefore, instructors are 
not able to use these data points in a multidimensional way 
to make detailed and comparative inferences about student 
activities and interactions within one particular course 
activity or across the entire course content. For instance, it is 
not possible for an instructor to a) comparatively and 
visually identify the most frequently used resources within a 
course, b) detect the kinds of resources used by high 
performing students in class, or c) identify the nature of 
course materials not used by low and average performing 
students. The overarching goal of the analytical tool 
reported here is to facilitate access to and making sense of 
learning data for students and instructors.  
III. METHODOLOGY 
This project will draw upon [2] learning analytics life 
cycle to design an application that will support the four 
stages of the learning analytics life cycle, namely learner, 
data, metrics and interventions. The learning analytics tool 
that will be designed in this project will support both 
instructors and students and will be compatible with the 
eClass environment.  Moodle databases collect large 
multidimensional data files from student activities, 
clickthrough data, access to various digital objects, history 
of pages viewed, number of hits for each day of the course. 
However, this data is available in a tabular format and it is 
very difficult to understand the structure and organization of 
data or to be able to make sense of various types of data 
collected. The learning analytics tool that is developed in 
this project will provide the following key components: 
 Data repository: Data collection and amalgamation  
 Data transformation mechanism to organize and 
cluster raw data 
 Data processing to support large data analysis  
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 Data and information visualization functionalities 
to visualize and demonstrate individual and 
comparative views of the following data points:  
o Logins 
o Submissions 
o Interaction with learning objects 
(resources accessed and frequency) 
 Frequently used content and 
media 
o Interaction with discussion forums, 
lessons, quizzes etc. 
o Student interaction and social networks 
o Blog and discussion forum analysis and 
visualization 
o Time spent (on individual pages, on 
average, across the course, etc.) 
o Detection of low, average and high 
performing students  
The application makes use of a broad range of 
technologies, including PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) and 
MySQL (Structured Query Language), information 
visualization technologies, and text and data analysis tools.  
 
IV. LEARNING ANALYTICS TOOL FUNCTIONALITIES 
The following graphs will depict a number of screenshots 
of our newly developed learning analytics application. The 
screenshots provide visual representation of learner’s data 
analyzed using our application.  
A. Visual dashboard for engagement data 
Our application provides a number of features to analyze 
and visualize content engagement, forum engagement, forum 
usage over time and events by user over time. Fig. 1 shows 
an example of a graph that depicts students’ engagement data 
across a number of activities, such as visiting various course 
webpages, interacting with forums, files or blocks.  
 
 Figure 1. Visual dashboard for engagement data 
     Through this graph students are able to visually identify 
how students within a class have viewed and interacted with 
different parts and components of a course. It also allows 
individual students to choose a particular time range to view 
their own enganement and activities for the time period. 
      Fig. 2 provides a longitudinal view of engagment data 
for students. This functionality allows for a holistic view of 
all activities over a certain period of time. They can also 
choose a particular activity, such as contributing to a forum 
or blog and view how they have been using or interacting 
with the forum over time. This feature allows them to keep 
track of their own use of various learning objects over the 
period of a semester.  
 Figure 2. Time-based engagment data 
 
The granularity function shown in Fig. 3 allows students 
to narrow down the timeline to days and hours. This 
function will be useful for identifying how active students 
are before or after a particular quiz. 
 
 
Figure 3. Time-based granularity for learning objects 
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B. Visual dashboard for weekly discussion and selected 
students 
 
In order to allow students to gain a collective perspective 
of performance within a class, engagement data for all 
students are shown in Fig. 4. This graph is useful for 
instructors and students to quickly and visually see how 
students contribute to a discussion forum across several 
weeks.  
 
 
Figure 4. Weekly discussion engagement data for all students 
 
Fig. 5 allows a student to gain a comparative perspective 
of how other students on average interacted with course 
content and where she stands.  
 
Figure 5. Engagment data for selected students across weeks 
 
This will allow a student to see the level of engagement 
on the part of her fellow students.  
 
V. CONCLUSION 
The learning analytics tool that was reported in this 
paper provides a useful tool for universities and colleges 
that make use of the Moodle learning management system. 
This application supports instructors and students in 
monitoring learning and teaching activities and provides 
ways in which instructors can offer personalized and 
enhanced advice to students. The tool has the potential to be 
expanded to include department-level and campus-wide 
evaluation of learning and teaching to facilitate prediction, 
adaptation, personalization and intervention in the learning 
process.  
For instance, at the department level, first year 
undergraduate courses with large enrollment can benefit 
from student engagement data analysis and visualization to 
allow the department to assess the usefulness of various 
learning objects and resources for a particular course. 
Further development of this application will focus on text 
analysis and visualization tools that will support instructors 
to create quick visual representations of large discussion 
forum data. We are currently conducting usability 
evaluation with students and instructors from a wide variety 
of disciplines to assess the ease of use, learnability and 
usability of our learning analytics tool. An initial analysis of 
the usability study data indicates a number of areas for 
further refinement of the tool, including the terminology 
used on the interface (e.g. views vs. interactions), analytical 
tools for the textual data on discussion forums, and ways to 
triangulate data with grades. Once the tool is finalized it will 
be shared openly with those using the Moodle system. 
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Abstract— The relevance of tourism is increasing more and 
more in the globalized economy. To improve management of 
tourism activities, the analysis of tourism related data deserves 
a major attention. In this work, we investigate on the Italian 
tourism website network, exploiting crawling and classifying 
techniques in order to extract and analyze such network, with 
the final goal of providing useful information for tourism 
management stakeholders. 
Keywords— web pages categorization; text classification; 
Support Vector Machine (SVM); complex networks; tourism 
management. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Tourism is one of the main entries in globalized 
economy, and is becoming more and more a challenging 
issue in many research areas even apparently unrelated, as 
sustainable (tourism) development [1], health-care and well-
being [2], as well as many others [3]. 
Even if the pervasive adoption of mobile devices and 
related apps for tourism resource discovery and management 
represent a cutting-edge topic [4], the huge amount of web 
sites currently available still represents the main data source 
for tourism information [5]. 
In this paper, we aim at focusing on the Italian website 
tourism network in order to analyze such network and its 
properties.  Our final goal is to exploit this information to 
improve the comprehension about tourism phenomenon, for 
which a number of models have been proposed in the past 
with limited success in providing satisfactory insights [6].  
Actually, each term of “Italian website tourism network” 
should be further specified according to topics we want to 
highlight: 
- by “Italian” we mean any website containing 
information written in Italian language, since we believe that 
information in other languages may either represent a simple 
duplicate of the former, or they are not intended for the 
Italian webspace;  
- by “website” we mean the site seen as the atomic unit 
of information, i.e., we gather (text) information from all 
pages belonging to the same site, of course, we limit the data 
amount stopping the of collecting web pages from the same 
site according a given depth; 
- by “tourism” we mean that each site contains tourism 
related information, we perform the classification using a 
SVM based text classifier that has been develop using the 
KNIME software. 
- finally, by “network” we mean that we aim at gathering 
hyperlinked Italian tourism websites. In particular, the 
crawling process used to build such a network starts from an 
initial seed made by official, institutional regional tourism 
websites, further considering all hyperlink contained within 
each visited page. The process is properly managed to avoid 
downloading huge amount of data, as explained below. 
After the (large) crawling operation cited so far, we 
started to analyze such data. In this work, we consider in 
particular one of the first crawled Italian region (“Abruzzo”) 
and we illustrate the related network and its analysis. These 
preliminary results are promising in terms of their relevance 
in providing significant information about how many Italian 
tourism websites are present, how they are connected and 
finally how such information can be exploited to improve 
tourism management. 
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in Section II, an 
overview of related work about website classification is 
introduced, then in Section III we describe our work in more 
detail. In Section IV first results are presented, finally 
providing in Section V our conclusions and further works. 
 
II. WEB CONTENT CLASSIFICATION 
Web page classification is the process of assigning a web 
page to one or more categories. In recent years, several 
methodologies for the automatic classification of web pages 
have been introduced. The most common approach is based 
on web pages information content categorization: images 
analysis, text classification, metadata extraction, document 
structure analysis, etc.   
To achieve this goal, F. Sebastiani [7] mainly focused on 
traditional textual classification based on supervised 
machine learning techniques, C. Lindermann [8] identified 
and analyzed structural properties, which reflect the 
functionality of a Web site to divide them into five most 
relevant functional classes, Z. Xu [9] proposed a statistical 
web page classification approach, which incorporates 
heterogeneous data sources extracted from web pages like 
title, metadata, anchor texts, URLs, links and formulates 
them into a common format of kernel matrix, P. Calado [10] 
used link information in combination with content 
information to improve classification results for web 
collections, A. Sun [11] proposed the use of Support Vector 
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Machine classifiers to classify web pages using both their 
text and context feature sets.  
Although no new techniques are presented in this paper, 
we used a combination of the aforementioned to analyze the 
Italian tourist webspace.  
Although there are various classifiers that allow to 
review the English-language texts, until today, no one has 
modified a classifier for the purpose of classifying large-
scale texts in Italian language, so we have had to face this 
challenge to perform this work. 
 
III. CRAFTING ITALIAN TOURISM WEBSITE NETWORK 
A. Overview 
As introduced in Section I, the work here proposed 
begins from considering a set of Italian official tourism 
websites (actually not shown here) that were manually 
classified. 
We used these sites as a seed to start crawling, in 
particular we considered for each site its home page together 
with related first level pages (i.e., those directly linked by 
the home page), extracting all hyperlinks to proceed with 
crawling process, and retaining the whole text of such pages 
to further classify the site. 
      Each website will be a node in the network, and the 
crawling continues until a specified number of hops is 
reached, hence the overall network is built. This network 
may include site with non-italian language text, and/or 
unrelated to the tourism topic, therefore this is simply the 
network of (hyper)linked sites reachable from the seed.  
       In order to extract the subnetwork of Italian tourism 
websites, we first discard all sites whose language is not 
Italian, then we perform a classification to establish whether 
a site is about tourism or not, using the seed as a training set. 
All nodes that “survive” these filtering phases will compose 
the Italian tourism (sub)network.  
       Finally, to cope with crawling time and with the huge 
amount of data to analyze, we split the whole process over 
the 20 italian geographical regions. In the following, each 
step of our proposal is described in more detail. 
 
B. Filtering Crawled data 
After having crawled data, the next step was the filtering 
of web pages to get only the Italian ones, in fact an initial 
data analysis showed that most of tourist web pages are part 
of  multilingual sites and are linked to foreign countries 
pages.  
Foreign words can adversely affect the text classification 
because they can't be prefiltered with preprocessing 
instruments that use the Italian vocabulary (e.g., stemmers, 
word filter stop), therefore they are placed in the bag-of-
word as they are.   
Therefore we developed a whitelist filter used to discard 
web pages with a top-level domain different from .it, .com, 
.org, .net, .tv, .info, .eu, .ch, .at and .fr, then we filtered the 
selected pages using the java library language-detection [12] 
to further discard the pages with Italian domain, but written 
in a foreign language. Note that in the whitelist we included 
top level domain of countries bordering Italy since this 
geographic proximity sometimes implies that sites are bi-
lingual, e.g. a .fr website is likely to include Italian text. 
Today many websites are created using scripts, therefore 
extracting text useful for the classification is difficult and, in 
some cases, is also insufficient, then we need to preliminarily 
extract additional textual useful information to be added to 
the text from the body of the page. In order to do this, our 
filter not only performs the removal of tags and scripts, but 
preliminarily examines tags containing the metadata (HTML 
and OG [13]) of title, description and keyword and, after text 
cleaning, adds this information on top of the extracted text. 
C. Classification tool 
After a practical comparison of six most used free 
software tools for general data mining today available and 
thanks the Jovic [14] description of algorithms and 
procedures supported by these tools, we decide to use 
KNIME [15], an open-source general-purpose data mining 
tool based on dataflow architecture. This tool offers several 
configurable building blocks in the core installations and 
various extensions, including "text processing" and 
"mining" plugins that we have used to achieve our purpose.   
D. Training set  
Among the classification techniques analyzed [16][17], 
we decided to use Support Vector Machine (SVM) with 
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [18], a simple 
algorithm that quickly solves the SVM quadratic 
programming problem without any extra matrix storage and 
without invoking an iterative numerical routine for each 
sub-problem, significantly reducing training time. 
The first step to use SVM is the creation of a data set, so, 
starting from a list of tourist web page URLs manually 
created searching on internet for hotels, travel agencies, 
tourist destinations, etc., with our filter we automatically 
extract text and save it in textual.  
After this we have assessed the results and have 
discarded texts with insufficient size or content. The 
remaining texts became part of the tourist texts folder. 
Similar work has been done to create non-tourist texts 
folder.  
To evaluate the quality of the work performed, we 
created a KNIME program to do cross-validation (Fig. 1), 
i.e., to partition data into two segments: one used to train the 
model and the other used to validate it. In typical cross-
validation, the training and validation sets must cross-over 
in successive rounds such that each data point has a chance 
of being validated against. We therefore repeated ten times 
the classification and produced an error rate table shown in 
Fig. 2, where during each cycle 9 folds are used as training 
set and the remaining one is the test set. 
The results show that the average of classification 
accuracy is 89,75%. 
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Figure 1.  KNIME program used to validate training set. 
 
Figure 2.  Error rate table. 
 
E. Preprocessing 
Any text written in any language contains a large 
number of elements common to all documents written in the 
same language, so these elements do not add any 
information content neither facilitate the document 
classification, rather they only increase computation time.  
In the preprocessing phase, terms are manipulated in 
order to cut out elements that don't contain content, such  as 
stop words, numbers, punctuation marks or to remove 
endings based on declination or conjugation by applying 
stemming.  
While Puntuaction Erasure and Number Filter are the 
same for all languages, the other preprocessing block 
depend on the language to analyze, so we provided to Stop 
Word Filter a list of common terms in Italian language and 
used Snowball Stemmer, which allows the stemming of text 
in various languages (Fig. 3). 
All terms survived to preprocessing are collected in a 
bag-of-word, which keeps the reference to the document 
belongs to, through this, the frequency with which a term 
appears in a document can be calculated and the terms less 
frequent can be removed. We set frequency filter threshold 
to 0,3%. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Content of preprocessing metanode.  
F. Classification 
The classification consists of two phases: learning and 
prediction (Fig. 4). 
The first phase is carried out by the SVM learner, i.e., a 
block that trains the SVM on the input data using a 
polynomial kernel: 
 
K(x, y) = (gamma*xTy + bias)power 
where: 
 x and y are vectors in the input space; 
 power is the degree of the polynomial; 
 bias and gamma are hyperplane coefficients. 
Power was the only parameter we set to 1 in order to 
have a linear SVM.  
We have provided to SVM learner the dataset previously 
validated to get the best hyperplane for the separation of the 
two sets of classification: tourist text and non-tourist text.  
In the second phase, the SVM predictor takes as input 
the model proposed by SVM learner and an unclassified 
dataset equal to 1/3 of the total number of text.  
To prevent unclassified data were more than classified 
ones, each folder containing text supplied from sites of a 
given region has been divided into sub-folders in order to 
keep the aforementioned proportion and the classification 
procedure has been iterated several times till all the data has 
been classified.  
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Figure 4.  KNIME program used to classificate tourist and not tourist text.  
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Abruzzo has been the first analyzed region. The crawler, 
starting to seeds of certainly tourist sites, crawled 14.482 
sites on a total of 2.377.378 pages. Using aforementioned 
classificator, we discover that only 4.200 sites were in 
Italian language and among these, only 2169 were classified 
as touristic.  
Each of these sites was considered as a network node. In 
Fig. 5, we show the Abruzzo network after deleting non-
Italian nodes. In Fig. 6, we show the Abruzzo (sub)network 
with tourism websites only. 
To better characterize the subnetwork, we assess its in-
degree (Fig. 7) and out-degree (Fig. 8) distributions in two 
graphs with logarithmic scale. Both graphs exhibit a trend 
that can be approximated to a power laws distribution, 
although further studies are needed to determine the exact 
degree and parameters. 
Analyzing the network with standard bow-tie model 
(Fig. 9), the strongly connected core consists of 7 nodes 
only, whereas input nodes are only 3 and 85 are output 
nodes. Tendrils, i.e., pages that link to and from the In and 
Out group but are not part of either, are 1194. The 
disconnected component includes 880 nodes. Bow-tie graph 
shows that the network core, i.e., the strongly connected 
part, is really small and there are many disconnected nodes. 
Furthermore, the large number of tendrils highlights that 
most of the nodes prefer to be pointed, but rarely link other 
tourist sites. 
The reason is probably that a low level of cooperation 
among tourism operators is present, and this negatively 
affects the development of Italian tourism.  
  
TABLE I.  ABRUZZO CRAWLING RESULTS 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Italian nodes of Abruzzo network 
 
Figure 6.  Tourism Italian nodes of Abruzzo network
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Figure 7.  In-degree distribution of tourism nodes. 
  
Figure 8.  Out-degree distribution of tourism nodes. 
 
 
Figure 9.  Bow-tie model of Abruzzo network.  
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper, the Italian tourism websites network has 
been extracted from a large set of crawled sites. Using a 
proper seed of tourism websites and an SVM-based 
classifier, we crafted the tourism network, then we focused 
on one of the 20 italian regional networks, analyzing and 
briefly discussing its feature. In particular, a really low level 
of cooperation seems to characterize the network, and this is 
probably due to an extreme competition among tourist 
operators that negatively affects the management of tourism 
itself. 
Although at a first stage, this work seems promising in 
terms of its dimension (a large website data set has been 
considered), becoming a significant base for further 
analysis. In particular we are going to craft all other regional 
Italian networks, in order to get a global view of the overall 
Italian tourism website network (actually, part of this work 
has been already carried out [19]). Finally, we are also 
planning to compare our approach with other classification 
models. 
We believe that the further analysis of such global 
network will provide tourism stakeholders with significant 
and detailed data to improve tourism management, also by 
leveraging results coming from other research areas, for 
instance trust  and ranking [20][21], to score and exploit 
“relevant” tourism sites, or recommendation systems [22], 
to discover and endorse “useful” tourism sites. 
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Abstract—Recently, diverse Web services and applications
have been provided to users. Since these services are provided
to the authenticated users only, users need to go through the
authentication process whenever they use the services. To take
care of this kind of inconvenience, the Open Authorization
(OAuth) protocol which allows a 3rd party application to have
restricted access authority against Web services has emerged.
This OAuth protocol provides convenient and flexible services
to users, but it has security weaknesses in acquiring authority.
Therefore, this study proposes a method to analyze and
improve security loopholes, which can occur in the OAuth 2.0
protocol.
Keywords - OAuth 2.0; User Access; Authentication;
Authorization
I. INTRODUCTION
The OAuth is a protocol which authorizes the authority to
use the services provided by diverse service providers after
going through user authentication just once between the user
and 3rd party application. Even though the OAuth provides
convenience and scalability, it has several security loopholes
in the authentication between the user and 3rd application.
Unlike the weakness of the conventional Web application
authentication, such problems can cause a serious security
problem because once a user successfully passes user
authentication once, he/she can get access to multiple
services without additional authentication procedures [1][2].
Therefore, this study proposes a 3rd application and user
authentication method which can analyze and overcome the
security weaknesses of the OAuth protocol. This paper is
structured as follows: In Section 2, the OAuth protocol is
described. In Section 3, the security weaknesses which can
occur in the OAuth protocol are stated. In Section 4, an
authentication method which can overcome the security
loopholes mentioned in Section 3 is proposed. In Section 5,
conclusion is given.
II. USER AUTHENTICATION IN THE OAUTH 2.0
As a general procedure to operate the OAuth 2.0
protocol, the client requests an access token which represents
authority to get access to resources to the resource owner.
The authorization server issues the authority to get access to
the resources after authenticating the client and user
information. Then, the client is able to approach user
resources. Figure 1 reveals the general operating procedures
of the OAuth 2.0 protocol [3][4].
Figure 1. General Operating Procedures of the OAuth 2.0 Protocol.
III. SECURITY VULNERABILITY OF USER AUTHENTICATION
IN THE OAUTH 2.0
In the OAuth protocol, if the access token having the
authority to get access to resources is stolen, security
vulnerability that users are able to approach resources using
diverse applications occurs. In terms of a way to steal such
access token, there are replay attack, phishing and spoofing
which are the common network security problems. In this
section the security vulnerability in which authority can be
stolen through the said attacks in the OAuth 2.0 protocol [5]
is described.
A. Acquisition of authorization code using replay attack
For replay attack, an attacker captures authorization code
between the client and resource owner. Then, it can resend a
request to the client to login to the resource owner’s account
associated with authorization code, using the captured
authorization code redirection request. Through this kind of
replay attack, an attacker is able to acquire the authority to
get access to the resource server after getting the information
on the resource owner.
B. Acquisition of ID and password using phishing
In order for the client to get the resource owner’s
information, it should pass the authorization server’s
authentication. In this process, an attacker is able to steal the
resource owner’s ID and passwords which are needed for
authentication by creating a malicious client. Using the
resource owner’s ID and password stolen through phishing,
an attacker is able to get the authority to login and use the
resource server.
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C. Acquisition of authorization code using spoofing
To attempt spoofing, the attacker first wiretaps and
intercepts the authorization code. Then, it actually blocks the
authorization code request to maintain the intercepted
authorization code. Then, the attacker starts an initial session
with the client. Once the session is begun, it can acquire the
authority to get access to the resource service, using the
intercepted authorization code.
IV. SAFE USER ACCESS AUTHORIZATION IN THE OAUTH
2.0 PROTOCOL USING THE SMS
In this section, a method to issue an access token which
is the authority to get access to the resource server safely
after authenticating the resource owner, using SMS (Short
Message Service) before the issuance as a way to solve the
security problems that can occur in the OAuth 2.0 protocol
analyzed in Section 3. Figure 2 reveals the OAuth 2.0
protocol extended through SMS authentication to grant safe
user authority.
Figure 2. Proposed Method for more Safe User Asscess Grant.
To allow the SMS authentication server to send an email
which includes authentication code to the resource owner
safely in Step 6, Elgamal algorithm was adopted. The SMS
authentication server creates a very large decimal (p) and
creates and issues a public key ( ) which can
be compared to a private key ( ) needed for the
resource owner in the SMS authentication server.
In Step 7, the resource owner decrypts and authenticates
{MASSMS address, UserSMS address, c1, c2, MACMAS, TMAS}
received from the SMS authentication server.
Using the proposed method, the user authentication
security vulnerability in the OAuth 2.0 analyzed in section 3
can be overcome as follows:
• In the replay attack vulnerability, a malicious
attacker can resend a request to the client to login to the
resource owner’s account associated with authorization
code after capturing and using the captured authorization
code redirection request between the client and resource
owner. Then, the attacker attempts to get the authority to
approach the resource server by getting user information.
In the proposed method, however, the issuance of an
access token to the resource owner is authorized by using
the SMS. Therefore, the attacker isn’t able to get access
to the resource server through the authorization code-
based replay attack. In addition, even though the attacker
retries replay attack using the SMS during authentication,
the validity of TMAS received after going through the
verification of is verified in the
SMS authentication. Therefore, it is able to block replay
attack.
• In phishing vulnerability, an attacker can attempt
proxy authentication using the values entered by the
resource owner after constructing a malicious client.
However, the resource owner and SMS authentication
server verify the MAC authentication code during the
SMS authentication of the proposed method. Therefore, it
is able to block the attacker’s phishing.
• In spoofing vulnerability, an attacker wiretaps and
intercepts authorization code and blocks the user’s
request. Then, it starts normal protocol, using the
intercepted authorization code. In the proposed
technique, however, SMS authentication on the user is
only performed. Therefore, it is able to avoid spoofing
vulnerability.
V. CONCLUSION
The OAuth protocol is developed for the purpose of
standardizing different authentication methods. With this,
therefore, users are able to use many other applications
without going through additional authentication procedures.
Even though the OAuth protocol provides convenience and
scalability, it has several security loopholes in the
authentication between the user and 3rd application. To
overcome such security problems which can occur in the
OAuth protocol, this study proposed a method which can
authenticate user authority safely by verifying the
authentication code, using the external authentication server.
The proposed method overcomes the security
vulnerability of the OAuth protocol so that it is able to
provide active services, compared to the conventional
protocol. The proposed method-based OAuth protocol can
prevent a security accident. In addition, it could be applied to
the emerging OpenID and facilitate the protocol.
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